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This thesis reconstructs what we know of the historical prefect of
Judaea and looks at the way in which he is used as a literary character in the
works of six first century authors: Philo, Josephus and the writers of the four
gospels.
,
The first chapter gives a general introduction to the history and
formation of the imperial Roman province of Judaea and the powers and
duties of its equestrian governors with particular reference to Pilate. This
draws upon Roman and Jewish sources, both literary and epigraphic. The
next two chapters examine the references to Pilate in the Jewish writers Philo
and Josephus. The apologetic and theological bias of each author is examined
first before going on to consider how this bias has influenced each one's
portrayal of Pilate. After this, some consideration is given to the historical
events behind the narratives.
The next four chapters deal with the portrayal of Pilate in each gospel
in turn. After a consideration of the general themes in each evangelist's
passion narrative, each chapter gives a description of how each writer presents
the prefect as a literary character, asking how a first century reader would
have understood and interpreted Pilate's actions. When this has been
established each chapter asks what this portrayal shows about the author's
attitude towards the Roman state, symbolised by Pilate, and what kind of
community found this useful. After all four Roman trial narratives in the
gospels have been analysed, the possible historical events behind them will be
discussed.
The conclusion distinguishes between the 'historical Pilate', the Roman
knight sent by Tiberius to take charge of the province of Judaea, and the
different Pilates of interpretation preserved in the writings of six first century
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INTRODUCTION
That Jesus of Nazareth was crucified under Pontius Pilate, the fifth
prefect of the imperial Roman province of Judaea, is one of the surest facts of
Christianity; it is attested not only by the earliest Christian traditions but also
by the Roman historian Tacitus (Annals 15.44). As the judge of Jesus, Pilate
has earned an important place not only in the New Testament and Christian
creeds but also in popular imagination. The picture of an official washing his
hands in an attempt to avoid responsibility, or the eternally unanswerable
question What is truth? (Jn 18:38) are inextricably linked with Pilate, even by
those who profess little or no Christian commitment.
In view of Pilate's significance it is not surprising to find many varied
treatments of the historical governor over the last century, both on an
academic and on a popular literary level 1 . Two factors generally have
influenced these presentations. First of all, the sources at the historian's
disposal are relatively thin and those which are available appear to give
contradictory views of Pilate. The Jewish writers Philo and Josephus describe
Pilate in negative terms, a harsh, cruel man attempting to destroy the Jewish
religion. The Christian gospels, however, are generally interpreted as
presenting a governor who, although weak and indecisive, recognized the
innocence of Jesus and attempted to save him from execution. To a large
extent any reconstruction of the 'real Pilate' has depended upon the relative
value set upon each source by the historian2 . In the second place, several
influential interpretations of Pilate over the last century appear to have been
coloured, whether consciously or not, by the social and political environments
of their authors. Thus these 'Pilates' may reflect as much the writer's
contemporary society as first century Judaea under Pilate's administration.
At the turn of the century the standard work on Pilate was by G. A.
Willer, Pontius Pilatus, der fiinfte Prokurator von Judda und Richter Jesu von
Nazareth published in Stuttgart in 1888. Miiller's favourable view of the
governor was largely based on Pilate's portrayal in the gospels and tended to
dismiss the testimony of the Jewish writers as tendentious. Despite E.
Schtirer's picture of a contemptuous, intolerant and reckless Pilate in his
'The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries produced a vast amount of literature on Pilate; for a
full bibliography of material prior to 1888 see G. A. Milner, Pontius, pp v-viii. {Works cited
in the following notes will be referred to by the first key word of their titles; for full details see
the bibliography.}
2There are, of course, many references to Pilate in Apocryphal writings but, due to limitations
of space, this study will look at only first century sources.
Geschichte des Adischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi (1886-1890), it was
Miiller's interpretation which was taken up and developed in Germany by E.
von Dobschtitz (1904) and H. Peter (1907) 1 . Pilate was seen as a reasonably
able governor finding himself faced with a series of difficult situations
involving a turbulent race of people in a difficult province. In Britain, A.
Souter, writing an article on Pilate in 1908, similarly concluded that whilst
Pilate could show a lack of tact and was not the stuff from which heroes were
made, he was 'doubtlessly in many respects a competent governor' 2. F.
Morrison, writing a popular account in 1939, presented a sympathetic
portrayal of Pilate whose rule over Judaea rather resembled that of a British
colonial governor 3 . C. Kraeling, writing in the Harvard Theological Review
in 1942, argued that Pilate's actions in at least one incident were determined
by thoroughly practical considerations rather than an arbitrary act of
provocation as the Jewish sources wou(d have us believe& With few
exceptions, this relatively favourable interpretation of Pilate, based largely on
the characterization of the governor in the gospel accounts, dominated the first
half of the twentieth centurys.
In the former Soviet Union Pilate and acts associated with him, such as
hand washing, were particularly prominent in works written during the
Stalinist era. The weak Pilate of the gospels was regarded as a particularly
appropriate figure to reflect the results of an abnegation of ethical
responsibility, moral compromise and a devotion to selfish concerns such as
several authors felt was fostered by Stalinist ideology. Paramount amongst
these works was M. Bulgakov's The Master and Margarita written in 1938.
In Bulgakov's original interpretation of the trial scenes Pilate becomes a
I Von Dobschtitz, 'Pilatus'; Peter, 'Pontius'.
2A. Souter, 'Pilate'.
3 F. Morrison, Pilate.
4C. Kraeling, 'Episode', referring to Pilate's erection of iconic standards in Jerusalem
(Josephus, War 2.169-174; Antiq 18:55-59). See Chapter 3, 'Pilate in Josephus', for fuller
details.
50ne notable exception, however, was I. Broyde whose article 'Pilate' in the Jewish
Encyclopaedia (1905) emphasised Pilate's cruelty. Though less negative than Broyde, G. T.
Purves saw Pilate making little effort to understand the Jews, a man without high moral
qualities and of a feeble character, 'Pontius', Hastings Dictionary of the Bible (1900).
In response to R. Eisler's Messiah (El' 1931), this period also saw several works
dealing with strictly historical questions, particularly the precise dating of Pilate's
administration; these offered no assessment of Pilate's competence as a governor or of his
character. See for example U. Holzmeistcr, 'Wann' (1932); P.L. Hedley, 'Pilate's' (1934); S.J.
de Laet, 'Successeur' (1939). M. Dibelius, 'Herodes' (1915), though a theological analysis of
the Lukan trial narrative, offers no characterization of Pilate.
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credible and moving figure whose downfall is his own moral cowardice. By
betraying his own personal feelings, Pilate is to suffer for all eternity'.
This favourable, or at worst weak, view of Pilate was shattered after
World War!! by E. Stauffer in Christus und die Caesaren (1948) and a
number of works which followeC1 2 . He suggested that Pilate was the personal
appointee of Sejanus, the allegedly anti-Jewish prefect of the Praetorian
Guard. The conflicts recounted by Philo and Josephus and numismatic
evidence illustrate a deliberately aggressive attempt to provoke the Jewish
people, the enactment of a policy masterminded by Sejanus. The intention
was to rouse the whole nation to open rebellion which was then to be brutally
crushed, resulting in the annihilation of the entire race. Sejanus' fall in AD 31,
however, prevented the realisation of his plans and left Pilate in a precarious
position, a precariousness adequately illustrated by the governor's vacillating
behaviour in the trial of Jesus (which Stauffer concludes occurred in AD 33).
In Stauffer's reconstruction of the extreme anti-Jewishness of Sejanus and
Pilate and their world-wide attempt to annihilate the Jewish race it is difficult
not to hear echoes of similar Nazi objectives only a few years previously.
In this interpretation the value of the Jewish sources has come into
prominence; no longer are they seen as hopelessly biased and untrustworthy.
In contrast to previous attempts to harmonize the conflicting portrayals of
Pilate in the various sources (which, as we have seen, generally tended to put
more emphasis on the evidence of the gospels), Stauffer's interpretation
stressed the historical value of both Christian and Jewish tradition. This
neatly created two Pilates - the Pilate of Philo and Josephus and the Pilate of
the gospels - with a specific historical event - the fall of Sejanus - to account
for the change.
This picture of Pilate's harsh unyielding character, riding roughshod
over the religious sensitivities of the people he was sent to govern, has exerted
a tremendous influence over Pilate research and still finds many adherents
today. Stauffer's views were quickly endorsed by E. Bammel 3
 and taken up in
1 M. Bulgakov The Master and Margarita (1938, first published 1966/7). See later Chingiz
Aitmatov Plakha (The Place of the Skull), 1986, which also involves Pilate in a commentary
on Stalinist Russia. In general see Margaret Ziolkowski, 'Pilate and Pilatism in Recent
Russian Literature' in New Dimensions in Soviet Literature, ed. S. Duffin Graham, St Martin's
Press, NY (1992), pp 164-181.
2 Christ (ET 1955), especially pp 118-120, 103; 'MUnzpragung' (1949/50), pp 511ff;
Jerusalem (1957), pp 16-18. The link with Sejanus and an anti-Jewish conspiracy had
already been tentatively expressed by A.D. Doyle in 1941, 'Pilate's'. He Ni rote: 'Perhaps Pilate
was his appointment. Perhaps he inspired Pilate's intention of destroying Jewish customs', p
192. Stauffer, however, expressed these opinions much more forcibly, drawing on historical
evidence to back them up.
3 E. Bammel: 'Syrian ' (1950/1); 'Philos' (1952); 'Pilatus' (1961).
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particular by several Jewish writers. In 1961 P. Winter published his
influential book On the Trial of Jesus, taking a similar line to Stauffer. Winter
maintained that Philo's description of Pilate's brutal and vicious character was
the most historically trustworthy we possess. H. Cohn, writing in 1967 agreed
with this estimate, characterising Pilate as a governor full of 'wild wrath and
insensate onslaughts". M. Stern in CRINT (1974) strongly criticized Pilate,
agreeing with Stauffer in seeing a considerable deterioration between Jews
and Rome throughout his term of office due to a series of clashes in line with
Sejanan policy 2 . D.R. Schwartz, though less negative, claims that 'Pilate's
tenure was probably one of continued underlying friction between governor
and governed, now and then breaking out in brief incidents'3.
The reconstruction of Stauffer and his followers has also had a
profound effect upon non-Jewish scholarship. The revisers of Schiirer, though
not nearly so negative in their appraisal of Pilate's character and governorship
as Stauffer, continued to uphold Schiirer's original rather negative view of
Pilate4. J. Blinzler, though aware of the bias behind the accounts of Philo and
Josephus, regarded Pilate as contemptuous of the Jewish people in his
province and eager to avail himself of every opportunity of letting them see
its . P.L. Maier took up Stauffer's hypothesis of a Sejanan and a post-Sejanan
phase in Pilate's governorship and on the basis of this similarly set the
crucifixion in AD 336• E.M. Smallwood too in her book The Jews under
Roman Rule (1976) agreed that Pilate exhibited a blatant disregard for his
subjects' religious sensibilities, though she showed more caution with regard
to Sejanus' alleged conspiracy, noting only that Pilate was 'possibly
implementing Sejanus' policy q . Most recently Stauffer's hypothesis was
endorsed by H. Hoehner in his article on Pilate in the Dictionary of Jesus and
the Gospels (1992)8.
1 H. Cohn Trial (1967).
2M. Stem, CRINT, pp 349-353.
3 'Pontius' (1992).
4E Schtirer, History (revised by G. Vermes and F. Millar), vol I, pp 383-387 (1973).
5J. Blinilcr, Prozefl (1951); 'Pilatus' (1963).
6P.L. Maier, 'Sejanus' (1968); 'Episode' (1969); see also his historical novel Pontius Pilate,
(1968).
7E. M. Smallwood Jews, pp 160-170.
8Similar views were expressed in Hoehner's earlier work Herod (1972), pp 172ff. For other
unfavourable treatments of Pilate see F.J. Buckley, 'Pilate' (1967); L. Roth, 'Pontius' (1971);
R. A. Horsley and J. S. Hanson, Bandits (1985), pp 38-39. S. Sandmel, 'Pilate' (1962) and A.
E. Hilliard-H. Clavier, 'Pilate' (1963) presented more neutral pictures of the governor.
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Yet right from the beginning Stauffer's views met with some
opposition. In 1950 E. Fascher argued that Tiberius would not have allowed
Pilate to remain in office for ten years if his rule were really so blatantly
provocative and unpopular I . In 1965, in an article entitled 'The Chronological
Framework of the Ministry', H. E. W. Turner challenged Stauffer's theory on
several grounds. In particular he cast doubt over Sejanus' anti-Judaism, a fact
attested only by Philo and in an extremely apologetic work, and highlighted
the deficiencies of our knowledge of numismatics for this period. Turner saw
in Pilate a carelessness with respect to Jewish sensitivities but no deliberate
policy of provocation pursued on instructions from Rome. A similar line was
taken by H. Wansbrough in 1966 who saw in Pilate a governor zealous in his
attempts to honour the emperor, acting with the greatest possible leniency
compatible with maintaining public order2 . S.G. F. Brandon too refused to
regard Pilate's actions as deliberately provocative3 . A decisive step in favour
of the 'not deliberately provocative' Pilate was taken in 1981 with the
publication of J. P. Lemonon's book Pilate et le gouvernement de la Judee.
According to Lemonon, what led to trouble with his Jewish subjects was not
Sejanan influence but Pilate's character and conception of the role of a
provincial prefect. He expected to be master in his own province, attempting
to honour the emperor by bringing Judaea in line with other provinces and
ignoring the sensitivities of the people in the process. He attempted to gain
respect by use of force, a strategy which showed little political sense and
earned him a poor reputation. In The Death of the Messiah (1994)4 , R.E.
Brown accepts that Pilate was not without very serious faults but, with
Lemonon, suggests that Pilate was a much better governor than Philo's
caricature would have us believe. B.C. McGing in 'Pontius Pilate and the
Sources' (1991) largely based himself upon Lemonon's reconstruction,
though regarding Pilate slightly more favourably, arguing that such a view of
Pilate in the Jewish sources - a governor prepared to confront the Jews and to
resist them stubbornly, yet at the same time indecisive, able to give way and
not inclined to bloodshed - could fairly easily be reconciled with the Pilate of
the gospels. McGing's work highlights a growing tendency amongst all these
last named scholars: no longer is it necessary to see a Pilate of Jewish writers
and a diametrically opposed Pilate of Christian sources, with an historical
1 E. Fascher 'Pontius' (1950).
211. Wansbrough, 'Suffered' (1966).
3S.G.F. Brandon, 'Pontius' (1968).
4See particularly pp 695-705.
5B.C. McGing, 'Pontius' (1991).
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event, such as Sejanus' fall, to account for the change. For these writers a
careful analysis of Philo and Josephus, read in their historical context and
taking their individual biases into account, shows no real discrepancy with the
Pilate encountered in Christian sources.
Pilate research today therefore broadly encompasses two different
interpretations of the historical prefect. On one hand he is seen as deliberately
provocative, of a callous disposition, merely a minion of Sejanus and his anti-
Jewish plot. The events of the Jewish literature belong to the time before
Sejanus' fall whilst the crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth takes its place
afterwards. The other approach rejects the theory of an anti-Jewish plot of
Sejanus, reading all the sources in context and suggesting that there is no
fundamental difference between the Pilate encountered in each one. With the
recent publications of both Lemonon's book and McGing's article it is this
latter approach which may perhaps gradually begin to gain wider acceptance.
Aims of the Present Work
Despite this interest in Pilate, there has never been a full length
academic treatment of the historical governor in English. One aim of the
present work is to provide such a compilation and assessment of the various
literary, archaeological and numismatic sources relevant to the Judaean
governor. Although my own interpretation will be generally similar to that
taken by Lemonon and McGing, my historical reconstruction of each event
will not always concur with theirs.
An historical assessment of Pilate is important - he was an historical
man involved in an historical and historic trial - yet the major aim of this work
lies in a slightly different direction. This is an attempt to see how this real
historical figure was used by various Jewish and Christian authors of the first
and early second centuries AD as a literary character in their works. How do
Philo, Josephus and the four gospels portray Pilate and what apologetic
concerns have shaped these interpretations of the governor? In particular,
what do these differing literary presentations of Pilate tell us about their
authors' attitudes towards the Roman state, symbolized and expressed through
the Roman prefect? As the above survey of research illustrates, even modern
writers can consciously or unconsciously allow their own contemporary
situation to affect their description of Pilate. It is all the more likely that first
century writers allowed their own situation to colour their portrayals: they
were not engaged in constructing purely 'historical' accounts but were
6
consciously interpreting historical events to speak to the needs of their readers
or to produce a certain response. This is the case not only for the evangelists,
whether writing for Christians facing persecution or not, but also for Josephus,
writing to explain the causes of the Jewish revolt and to extol the virtues of
Judaism, and Philo, in a letter exhorting the emperor Gaius to respect Jewish
customs. It would be a mistake to regard the Jewish accounts of Pilate as
'historical' in contrast to the 'theological' portrayals of the gospels: all these
presentations of Pilate to a greater or lesser extent reflect the apologetic aims
and contemporary understandings of their authors. It is the political situations
leading to such interpretations which I shall try to investigate.
The political background and apologetic of Josephus and Philo have
been the subject of many articles and books and so this study will concentrate
on that of the gospels. In the case of each gospel it is necessary to ask how
Pilate is being presented and, in the case of Matthew and Luke, how
significant are the changes from Mark's account? 1 What kind of communities
would have found such presentations of the representative of Rome useful? In
general, what does this say about the attitudes of various first century
Christian communities towards their Roman overlords?
It is often assumed, and expressed quite clearly by Winter, that the
various presentations of Pilate in the gospels take their place in a linear
development in which Pilate becomes progressively friendlier towards Jesus
and anxious to acquit him, whilst more and more blame is heaped upon the
Jewish leaders. This process, beginning with Mark's gospel and ending with
the apocryphal fourth century Gospel of Nicodemus, is claimed to be directly
proportional to Roman persecution of Christianity. Winter writes: 'There is a
definite connection between two facts: the more Christians are persecuted by
the Roman State, the more generous becomes the depiction of Pontius Pilate
as a witness to Jesus' innocence' 2 . Yet is this picture a little too simplistic?
There is no evidence to suggest the existence of a gradual increase in Roman
persecution of Christianity stretching from its earliest days until Constantine's
victory at Milvian Bridge altered imperial policy; rather persecution,
especially in the earliest century of Christianity, tended to be sporadic and
confined to certain areas 3 . Suggested persecutions under Nero, Domitian or
Trajan do not appear to have affected all Christians in every part of the
11 shall follow the majority of scholars regarding the priority of Mark.
2See Winter, Trial, p 59.
3 See for example, A.N. Sherwin-White 'Persecutions', pp 199-213; P. Garnsey and R. Salter,
Roman, p202; G.E.M. de Ste Croix, 'Why?' p15, as he notes, persecution at this period was
from below, that is the result of popular agitation coming to the governors' ears rather than a
result of an imperial edict.
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empire. It would appear rather odd then if four gospels emanating from
different geographical parts of the first century empire were really to fit so
neatly into such a development as is generally presumed. It would be much
more reasonable to expect a complex variety of different interpretations of
Pilate, addressing different political situations, without necessarily exhibiting
any common line of development; quite possibly the author of a later gospel
might portray Pilate in harsher terms than an earlier one if such a picture were
more appropriate to the social or political needs of his readers. Furthermore,
is it necessarily the case that a persecuted community would portray Pilate as
favourable towards Jesus? This could undoubtedly be put to good apologetic
effect if the gospel was generally aimed at a Roman readership; but if a gospel
was written exclusively or principally in order to strengthen a Christian
community in their belief or to encourage them at a time of persecution would
a weak ineffectual Pilate be of much use? Surely in such circumstances a
picture of Jesus quietly and courageously enduring a trial at the hands of a
harsh Roman judge would be more relevant? The whole of the 'progressively
friendlier Pilate' theory then needs careful re-examination in the light of the
differing interpretations of Pilate found in the four canonical gospels.
Methodology
The first chapter gives a general introduction to the history and
formation of the imperial Roman province of Judaea and the powers and
duties of its equestrian governors with particular reference to Pilate. This will
draw upon Roman and Jewish sources, both literary and epigraphic. The next
two chapters examine the references to Pilate in the Jewish writers Philo and
Josephus. There are three reasons for taking these authors at this point.
Firstly their date. Philo, writing around 41 AD, is our earliest literary
reference to Pilate whilst Josephus, writing around the mid-seventies and mid-
nineties of the first century AD, is probably later than Mark's gospel but
roughly contemporary with the other three. Secondly, the two Jewish writers
form a natural pair since a certain similarity in background and apologetic
aims leads at times to a similarity in their portrayals of Pilate. Thirdly, the
bulk of what we can reconstruct of the historical Pilate is derived from the
accounts of Philo and Josephus; by treating their accounts first we will have
already formed some picture of the historical man before going on to analyse
the way in which he is interpreted by the four evangelists. The remaining four
chapters will deal with the portrayal of Pilate in each gospel in turn.
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The material will be arranged slightly differently in the analysis of the
Jewish writers than with the Christian ones. This is because the apologetic
interests and attitudes towards Rome shown by Philo and Josephus have
already been investigated in great detail. Each chapter will therefore begin
with a description of these interests and attitudes, and the subsequent
discussion of Pilate as a literary character within the works will go on to show
how the portrayal of the prefect fits into, and has been influenced by, the
general apologetic aims of each work. Each chapter will end with an
examination and reconstruction of the historical events behind the rhetoric.
With the gospels, however, the first two steps are reversed. This is
largely because there has been less work and less consensus regarding the
relation of each gospel writer to the Roman state. After a consideration of the
general themes in each evangelist's passion narrative, each chapter will give a
description of how each writer presents the prefect as a literary character,
asking how a first century reader would have understood and interpreted
Pilate's actions. When this has been established each chapter will ask what
this portrayal shows about the author's attitude towards the Roman state,
symbolized by Pilate, and what kind of community found this useful. After all
four Roman trial narratives in the gospels have been analysed, the possible
historical events behind them will be discussed.
The conclusion will be in two parts. It should by then be possible to
distinguish between the 'historical Pilate', the Roman knight sent by Tiberius
to take charge of the province of Judaea, and the many different Pilates of




The Roman Province of Judaea
and its Governor
The Province
Reasons for the formation of the Province in AD 6
The events which led to the establishment of Judaea as a Roman
province go back to the death of Herod I in 4 BC'. In the final codicil of his
will, the king divided his kingdom between three of his sons: half the territory
was to go to Philip and Antipas; the remaining half, including Judaea, was to go
to Archelaus. Since Herod I was a vassal king, or rex sociu.s., it lay with
Augustus either to ratify the will as it stood or to appoint another successor.
Both Archelaus and Antipas journeyed to Rome 2 : Archelaus anxious to have his
succession ratified; Antipas, with the support of Herod's sister Salome, wished
to plead for the greater legitimation of an earlier will in which he had been
named as successor3.
According to Josephus, another delegation appeared in Rome. This
consisted of fifty delegates from Judaea, supposedly joined by 8,000 Jews
living in the capital, who wanted autonomy, pleading with Augustus to: 'unite
their country to Syria and to entrust the administration to governors from among
themselves' (Jewish War 2.91). The parallel account in the Antiquities of the
Jews, however, asks for governorship by the Roman legates of Syria (17314).
Clearly Josephus would have us believe that the people of Judaea would prefer
to be governed by the Romans rather than a successor of Herod. This
sentiment was also echoed by the relatives of Archelaus and Antipas who had
accompanied them to Rome. Although they now all openly supported Antipas,
'the object that was uppermost in the minds of everyone of them was autonomy
under the administration of a Roman governor, but, in default of that, they
'For more detailed historical surveys of this important period see SchUrer, History, vol I §§
16-17, pp 330-427; Smallwood, Jews, pp 105-119; Lemonon, Pilate, pp 33-41; Hoehner,
Herod, pp 18-39.
2Josephus, The Jewish War 2.14, Antiquities of the Jews 17.219.
3 War 2.14, Antiq 17.146; for the earlier will see War 1.646, Antiq 17.14-6. On Herod's six
wills see Hoehner, Herod, Appendix I, pp 269-76.
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preferred to have Antipas for king' (War 2.22) 1 . Support for Roman rule
therefore, according to Josephus, was widespread amongst both the people and
the Herodian nobility.
Yet Josephus' record can only be accepted with some caution. A central
apologetic purpose in both the Jewish War and the Antiquities of the Jews was
to show that the troubles leading up to the revolt of AD 66 were initiated by a
small rebellious faction and that the people generally acquiesced to Roman
rule2 . This purpose could be served all the better if an initial request for Roman
rule actually came from the people themselves. In all probability, there were
some who feared that Archelaus might turn out even more tyrannical than his
father and to whom direct Roman rule seemed the better prospect, but their
numbers and influence were not as great as Josephus would have us believe.
This is supported by Augustus' decision not to turn Herod l's territory into a
Roman province; a decision which would have been curious, in view of the
extra revenues Rome stood to receive, if the population had generally wanted it.
At this stage, Augustus decided to uphold the main points of Herod's
final wi1l3 . Antipas was allotted Galilee and Peraea; Philip was given Batanaea,
Trachonitis, Auranitis and certain parts of Zeno4 around Panias5 . Both were
given the title 'tetrach', literally the ruler of a fourth part of a kingdom. Salome
was declared the mistress ofJamnia, Azotus and Phasaelis and given the palace
of Ascalon. The remainder, amounting to half of the kingdom and comprising
of Idumaea, Judaea and Samaria, was given to Archelaus with the title
'ethnarch' and the promise that he would be given the title of king if he proved
himself worthy. The cities of Caesarea, Samaria, Joppa and Jerusalem were to
remain in his control whilst the Greek towns of Gaza, Gadara and Hippos were
annexed to Syria. There is some confusion in Josephus over the precise
revenue of Archelaus' estate: in War 2.97 it is estimated at 400 talents, in Antiq
17.320 at 600 talents. However, in both works Antipas' estate is valued at 200
talents and Philip's at 100, amounting to a total of 300 talents for their half of
the kingdom. Since revenue was calculated roughly in terms of the amount of
land possessed, it is reasonable to suppose that the figure of 400 is the most
'See also Antiq 17.227.
2For further details and secondary literature see the following chapter on Josephus.
3 War 2.93-100, Antiq 17.317-320.
4 War 2.95; Zenodonis in Antiq 17.319.
50r Ituraea, Lk 13.1.
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accurate for Archelaus' half of the kingdom l . The estates of Salome, valued at
60 talents2 , were under Archelaus' jurisdiction, bringing the total value of this
half of the kingdom to 460 talents.
In AD 6 Augustus was once again forced to consider the government of
Archelaus' half of the kingdom 3 . Our main source again is Josephus from
whom we learn that both the Jews and the Samaritans under the ethnarch's
authority appeared before Caesar to denounce his 'cruelty and tyranny'4.
Augustus, angry at the charges, summoned Archelaus to him in Rome,
subsequently banishing him to Vienne in Gaul and turning his territory into a
Roman province. Yet although Josephus stresses Archelaus' brutality, he
records no specific charges, nor does his short description of his reign furnish
us with many examples. In the virtual anarchy which reigned in the kingdom
after Herod's death, Archelaus is said to have put down a protest at passover
with excessive force before going to Rome to seek Augustus' confirmation of
his position5 . As ethnarch, he deposed two high priests (a practice established
by his father) and married unlawfully6 . This scarcity of evidence may indicate
that Josephus' source here, Nicolas of Damascus, ended with the accession of
Archelaus7 . Or, as Martin Goodman suggests, the fall of Archelaus may have
been due to dynastic intrigue rather than to Jewish and Samaritan charges of
brutality8 . This is the reason given by Dio and possibly also by Strabo 9. If the
problem was simply Archelaus' brutality, then it would have been possible for
Augustus to give his land to Antipas, Philip, or another Herodian; there was no
1 War 2.95, Antiq 17.318 for Antipas; War 2.95, Antiq 17:319 for Philip. Lemonon, Pilate,
p106, also agrees with the value of 400 talents. Schiirer, History vol I (rev) gives the revenue
from Archelaus' estate as 600 talents without any discussion.
2 1Var 2.98, Antiq 17.319.
3 War 2.111 dates the events to the ninth year of Archelaus' reign. That it was actually the
tenth year, as Antiq 17.342 records, seems more likely as this is supported by Dio (55.27) and
an allusion to the tenth year of Archelaus' reign in the Life of Josephus 5; see, Jewish War,
Loeb vol II, p 364, n. b.
4Antiq 17.342, also War 2.111.
5 War 2.11-13, Antiq 17.213-218.
6Antiq 17.339, 341; Antiq 17.340.
7Suggested by Thackeray, Jewish War, Loeb vol II, p 364, n a.
8Goodman, Ruling, p 39.
9Dio 55.27.6, Strabo Geog 16.2.46. The evidence of Strabo is not entirely clear. Speaking
of Herod I he writes, 'However, his sons were not successful, but became involved in
accusations; and one of them (ie Archelaus) spent the rest of his life in exile, having taken up
his abode among the Allobrogian Gauls, whereas the others (ie Antipas and Philip), by much
obsequiousness, but with difficulty, found leave to return home, with a tetrachy assigned to
each'. The 'accusations' could be from either the inhabitants of Archelaus' ethnarchy (so
Josephus) or from the Herodians (so Dio). But the final part of the citation suggests that all
three brothers were in Rome at the decisive time when Archelaus was exiled (ie Augustus'
second decision and not that of 4 BC). This may indicate that all three brothers were accusing
each other.
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compelling reason why Judaea should be turned into a province. Josephus
does not even say that the people asked for a Roman governor this time. But if
the problem was fighting amongst the Herodians, then that would explain why
Augustus felt that it was unwise to entrust the ethnarchy to another Herodian
and decided instead to subject it to direct Roman rule. The emperor lost no time
in dealing with the ethnarch and formally annexed his territory into the empire.
Both the confiscation of Archelaus' property into the imperial treasury and the
imposition of direct taxation were financially valuable to Romel.
If it is correct to see dynastic intrigue as the root of the problem
confronting Augustus, then any delegations from Jews and Samaritans could
have played only a minor role in the affair, if any at all. The views of the
people in Archelaus' territory were therefore not a determining factor in the
emperor's decision. How then did they respond to direct Roman rule? The
violence after Herod's death which was primarily directed at Roman targets,
and the troubles which accompanied the inauguration of the province in AD 6
with the imposition of the census taken for taxation purposes, all suggest that
pagan rule was not so universally welcomed in Judaea as Josephus would have
us believe2.
The Imperial Province
Under Augustus, the empire was divided into two types of provinces:
imperial and public3 . The imperial provinces were not counted as the personal
property of the emperor but were administered by him for Rome. Yet the
distinction between the two types of provinces was to a large extent illusory. In
23 BC Augustus received maius imperium over the whole empire; thus the
public provinces, no less than the imperial ones, ultimately came under his
'War 2.111, Antiq 17.344; Goodman, Ruling, p 39.
2The principal goal of the unrest after Herod's death seems to have been national independence
(War 2.54); for example the clash in War 2.49-50 which led to Roman legionaries plundering
the temple; in War 2.51 the Jews rally in greater strength against the Romans. Athrogaeus
sets himself up as king in War 2.62, his principal object is to kill Romans and royalists. In
2.63 they surround a Roman century near Emmaus; the Roman Varus sends Gaius to capture
and burn Sepphoris and reduce the people to slavery (2.68) and in 2.71 Emmaus is burnt in
retaliation for the actions of Athrogaeus. In War 2.75 2,000 are crucified for their part in the
revolt. See Hengel, Zealots, pp 325-330. On the census see Hengel, Zealots, pp 127-138;
Schtirer, History, vol 1 (rev), Excursus 17, pp 399-427.
Josephus characteristically transforms what was probably general unrest in AD 6 by
attributing all the troubles to the activities of two men - Judas the Galilean and a Pharisee
named Saddok - who together founded a 'fourth philosophy' which directly led to the revolt of
AD 66. War 2.118, Antiq 18:3-10, 23-25. Again, see Hengel, Zealots, pp 76-145.
3 Strabo, Geog 17.3.25. For a list of imperial provinces under Augustus see Stevenson, CAH
vol 10 (1st ed), p 211.
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control'. In general, the more peaceful provinces and those less vulnerable to
outside attack were entrusted to the 'people of Rome', that is, were made into
public provinces. The emperor took charge of the more turbulent provinces in
which military force was necessary2 . As Dio observed, this arrangement
skilfully allowed him to control the army since most of the legions were to be
found in his own provinces3.
The imperial provinces were themselves of three types 4 . The first two
were ruled by legates drawn from the senatorial class, often having served a
consulship in the case of the most important ones or a praetorship in the case of
those of lesser importance; these had Roman legions at their disposal. Syria
belonged to the most important type of imperial province, its legates drawn
from men of consular rank5 . The third and less numerous type of imperial
province were those which were least important in terms of expanse and
revenue. Often they were territories in which the indigenous population
presented particular problems, in which 'owing to a tenacious and individual
culture, or lack of it, the strict implementation of ordinary regulations seemed
impossible'6 . The governors of these provinces were drawn from the
equestrian order and commanded only auxiliary troops7 . In AD 6 Judaea was
transformed into this type of third class imperial province with an equestrian
governor at its headg.
Relations between Judaea and Syria
A certain amount of confusion surrounds the precise autonomy of the
new province of Judaea. Was it a completely independent province? Or was it,
to a greater or lesser degree, under the guidance of the powerful and
I In the edicts from the senatorial province of Cyrene, both the emperor and the senate appear




4Strabo 17.840: 'to some, the emperor sent to take charge men of consular rank, to others
men of praetorian rank, and to some of equestrian rank'. Both consuls and praetors were drawn
from the same senatorial class.
5Quirinius, its governor in AD 6, was, according to Josephus, extremely distinguished and
had passed through all the magistracies to the consulship.
6Schtirer, History, vol I (rev) p 357f.
7An exception to this was Egypt where the size and importance of the province made it
unwise to entrust it to a senator.
8 War 2.117, Antiq 18.2. Other such imperial provinces with an equestrian governor at the
head were Mauretania Tingitana, Caesariensis and Thrace. See Levick, Government, p 15.
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strategically important neighbouring province of Syria? 1 The direct evidence
from Josephus is not particularly helpful since it seems to support both
possibilities. In War 2.117 the Jewish writer says 'the territory of Archelaus
was now reduced to a province, and Coponius, a Roman of the equestrian
order, was sent out as procurator, entrusted by Augustus with full powers. . .'.
This suggests that Judaea was an independent province, there is no indication
that the authority of Coponius was in any way limited by the legate of Syria.
The longer account in Antiq, however, gives a different impression: 17.355
says, 'now the territory subject to Archelaus was added to (the province) of
Syria, and Quirinius . . was sent by Caesar to take a census of property in Syria
and to sell the estate of Archelaus'. Book 18 opens with a fuller description of
events: Quirinius was sent to Syria as governor and to make an assessment of
Syrian property; at the same time Coponius 'was sent along with him to rule
over the Jews with full authority'. 'Quirinius also visited Judaea, which had
been annexed to Syria, in order to make an assessment of the property of the
Jews and to liquidate the estate of Archelaus' (18.1-2). The Roman writer
Tacitus twice writes as if Judaea was an independent province: in Hist 5.9,
referring to the re-establishment of the province after Agrippa I's reign, he says
'Claudius made Judaea a Roman province'; and in Ann 2.42 he mentions 'the
provinces of Syria and Judaea', suggesting that they were distinct. It is not
impossible, however, that he is reflecting the situation in his own day (c AD
115-118) when Judaea was ruled by a governor of senatorial standing and was
therefore no longer subordinate to the legate of Syria2.
These directly opposing statements cannot be resolved without further
evidence. Perhaps the best way forward in reconstructing the precise control of
Syria over Judaean affairs is by analysing individual cases recorded by
Josephus in which the legate intervened in Judaea. J. P. Lemonon has
produced such a detailed study and the results are as follows3:
1) Many of the texts which appear to indicate the subordination of the
Judaean governor to the Syrian legate are no longer pertinent when set in their
broader historical situation. The clearest case in this respect is the intervention
of Quirinius at the establishment of Judaea as a Roman province. The legate
was responsible for conducting the census in Judaea (Antiq 18.2, 20.102) and
'An imperial province since 64/3 BC, Syria was an important element in the defence of the
empire against the Parthians to the East and the Nabataeans to the South. SchUrer, History,
vol I (rev) pp 243-266.
2Schtirer, History, p 514.
3Lemonon, Pilate, pp 60-71.
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deposed the High Priest (Antiq 18.26) 1 , but then he seems to have left Judaea
and allowed Coponius to exercise his duties as governor unhindered (Antiq
18.29). The legate's intervention at the creation of the province is
understandable: such a task would be beyond the capabilities of an equestrian
governor. Besides, the taking of a census for taxation assessment could only
dissatisfy the local population and the three legions at the disposal of Quirinius
would be a useful deterrent against public unrest2 . Vitellius (AD 35-c39) also
only directly intervened in Judaean affairs when the political situation compelled
him to. Having deposed Pilate and appointed Marcellus as provisional
governor (Antiq 18.89), he granted the Jews certain privileges (18.90),
deposed the High Priest and returned to Antioch (18.95). The actions of both
Quirinius and Vitellius occurred in extraordinary situations and so do not show
the Syrian legates intervening in Judaean affairs in a persistently high-handed
way.
2) The intervention of Petronius (who was legate from AD c39-4112)
was due to his being entrusted with a special mandate from the emperor Gaius
to erect his statue in the Jerusalem temple (War 2.185, Antiq 18.261, Philo,
Leg 207). The operation was presumably beyond the competence of the
Judaean governor and again the legions commanded by the legate may have
proved useful in a revolt.
3) The Syrian legates could intervene without a special commission
when the Judaean governors did not have enough forces to cope with the
situation. In Antiq 20.7 Longinus (who was legate from AD 4415-c50) had
come to Jerusalem 'with a large force' out of fear that Fadus' actions might
cause a revolt3.
4) The Syrian legate acted as an arbitrator between the Judaean
governor and the people; both Jews and Samaritans seem to have regarded him
I Josephus gives two descriptions of the deposition of this High Priest, who was named
Joazar. Here he is deposed by Quirinius in AD 6, in Antiq 17.339 he is deposed by Archelaus
in AD 4.
2These were the Vlth Ferrata, Xth Fretensis and IIIrd Gallica. In AD 18 a fourth legion, the
XIIth Fulminata, was also added. These four legions were still stationed in Syria during
Pilate's governorship (Tacitus, Ann 4.5), Lemonon, Pilate, p 62.
3 Fadus had demanded that the High Priestly vestments should be in Roman custody, Antiq
20.6-14. This account is probably more reliable than that in 15.406-407. There both Fadus
and Longinus want the robes in Roman hands and, after receiving a Jewish envoy, Claudius
writes to Vitellius upholding the Jewish cause. Besides confusing the names of the legates,
the account in Antiq 15 is brief and anticipatory.
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as a higher judicial refuge when their governor was guilty of brutal conduct or
unwilling to deal with their problems. A Samaritan delegation complained to
Vitellius about Pilate's slaughter of their compatriots (Antiq 18.88) and the
legate ordered Pilate to Rome to account for his actions (18.89)1.
The evidence suggests that although Judaea was an independent
province the Syrian legate could intervene in times of crisis or be called upon by
either the Judaean governor or the people if the need arose. 'Only when there
were grounds for fearing unrest, or when other serious difficulties arose, was it
within the discretion of the legate of Syria to interfere. He would then take his
command in Judaea as the superior' of the governor 2 . His consular standing
and control over Roman legions enabled him to do this.
The Duration and Scope of the Province
Apart from the brief reign of Agrippa I (AD 41-44), Judaea existed as an
imperial province from AD 6 until the outbreak of the Jewish revolt in AD 66.
In all, fourteen governors were charged with maintaining law and order in the
province, of whom Pilate was the fifth, holding office from AD 26-373.
Throughout its sixty year history the borders of the province underwent
three changes. Initially, Judaea consisted of Archelaus' territory minus several
1 In the governorship of Cumanus (AD 48-c52), a quarrel arose between Jews and Samaritans.
After unsuccessfully appealing several times to Cumanus, both groups appealed to the Syrian
legate Quadratus to settle their differences. He decided to send everyone (including the
governor) to Rome to be tried before Caesar (War 2.236-244, Antiq 20.118-136). In War
2.280-283 the Jews took advantage of a visit of Gallus to Jerusalem to complain to the legate
about the conduct of their governor Florus. On this occasion Florus agreed to greater
moderation and Gallus returned to Antioch. Further troubles, however, led to both Florus and
the people of his province writing to the legate (War 2.333). Gallus first sent Neopolitanus
to report (2.334), then later appeared himself accompanied by a legion and other troops to put
down the beginnings of the revolt (War 2.499-500).
2Schtirer, History, vol I (rev) p 360.
3 Seven were before Agrippa I: Coponius (AD 6-c9); Ambibulus (or Ambibuchus) (c9-12);
Annius Rufus (c12-15); Valerius Gratus (c15-26); Pontius Pilate (26-c37); Marcellus (37);
Marullus (37-41). Seven ruled after Agrippa: Cuspius Fadus (44-c46); Tiberius lulius
Alexander (c46-48); Ventidius Cumanus (48-c52); Antonius Felix (c52-c60); Porcius Festus
(c60-62); Albinus (62-64); Gessius Florus (64-66). For a detailed description of the
governorships of these men, see SchUrer, History, vol I (rev) pp 382-398, 455-470.
It is possible that the last two names before Agrippa I, Marcellus and Marullus,
belong in reality to the same man, McipxcXXoc in Antiq 18:89 being a corruption of
Map uXXoc in Antiq 18:237 (or the other way round). Marcellus was appointed
provisionally by the Syrian legate Vitellius and may have been confirmed in this post by
Caligula. Thus when Josephus speaks of the emperor sending Marullus, he is using the verb
riprto to signify an official appointment. For further details see Schiirer, History, vol I
(rev), p383 and note.
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Greek cities. After Agrippa's death in AD 44, the whole of the king's territory
reverted to Roman rule; the province was now at its maximum extent, covering
not only Archelaus' former territory but also Galilee and Philip's share of the
kingdom'. In AD 53 the province was reduced in size by the donation of
Philip's former territory to Agrippa 11 2 ; the following year Judaea suffered
further loss of territory when part of Galilee, including Tiberias and Tarichaea,
and the city of Julias in Panaea along with fourteen neighbouring villages were
added to Agrippa II's kingdom3.
The province over which Pilate governed belonged to the first phase
from AD 6-41, when Judaea was at its smallest. It spread from Idumaea in the
south, through Judaea as far as Samaria in the north. Throughout the whole of
this time the Greek towns of Gaza, Gadara and Hippos continued under Syrian
governorship. The estate of Salome, comprising of Jamnia, Azotus, Phasaelis,
Archelais4 and the palace of Ascalon, which was formerly supervised by
Archelaus, was bequeathed by her on her death in AD 10 to the empress Livia5,
and, on her death in AD 29, to Tiberius. The estate was administered from AD
10 onwards by imperial financial agents known as 'procurators' resident in
Jamnia, rather than by the prefect of Judaea6.
To the west the province met the Mediterranean, and, further south, the
Greek cities annexed to Syria. Its southern and south-eastern borders joined
those of the kingdom of Nabataea7 . Due east and north was the territory of
Antipas until his deposition in 39. At its north-east and north-west corners
Judaea again met the neighbouring province of Syria.
The new province was small, measuring only approximately 160 km
north to south and 70 km west to east. Yet despite its size its borders
'This was given to Agrippa on Philip's death, War 2.247.
2Antiq 20.138, War 2.247.
3Antiq 20.158-159. Several scholars date this last alteration to AD 61 because the last issue
of coins by Agrippa II mention an era which began in 61. This however would contradict
Josephus vn ho links the reduction of territory to Felix's governorship which ended cAD 60.
For a fuller survey of territorial changes throughout the province's history see Lkmonon,
Pilate, pp 35-36, maps pp 38-41.
4This village was built by Archelaus (Antiq 17.340) and was presumably donated to Salome
either during the ethnarch's lifetime or at his death since it appears amongst a list of her
property in Antiq 18.31 but was not part of her original estate in AD 6 (War 2.98, Antiq
17.321). However, the list of her assets in Antiq 18.31 omits Azotus and it is possible that
Josephus has mistakenly written Archelais instead of Azotus.
5 War 2.167, Antiq 18.31.
6For example Herrenius Capito the procurator of Jamnia in Antiq 18.158. See Smallwood,
Jews, p 158.
7In AD 106 'Arabia belonging to Petra', the former Nabataean kingdom, was made into a
Roman province by the legate of Syria acting on the orders of Trajan, Dio 68.14.5. Schtirer,
History, vol I (rev), p 585.
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encompassed several different groups of people. Predominant was the Judaean
Jewish population situated at the centre of the province. To the south were the
Idumaean Jews l . Both these Jewish groups looked to Jerusalem as their
cultural and religious centre. To the north were the Samaritans with Mount
Gerizim as their religious centre; feuds between the Samaritans and the Jews
were frequent. The province also contained two predominately pagan cities -
Caesarea and Sebaste - which had been completely rebuilt on the lines of Greek
cities by Herod I and contained temples dedicated to Caesar 2 . Both were in the
district of Samaria. The frequent riots and troubles between these different
peoples, each with their own religious and cultural sensibilities, attests to the
difficulties involved in governing such a variety of people in such a confined
area.
The Capital of the Province
Under the Roman governors Judaea had, to a certain degree, two capital
cities. The traditional capital, Jerusalem, continued as the focus of Jewish
religious life, attracting pilgrims from all over the diaspora during the festivals.
The Roman governor, however, resided in Caesarea together with his troops
and entourage - including his wife, if he had one - transforming the city into the
Roman administrative headquarters3 . The governor occupied the palace built by
Herod which then became known as the 'praetorium4.
The choice of Caesarea was judicious for three reasons. First, it
respected the religious character of Jerusalem. Although many Jews lived in
Caesarea, its largely Greek character made it more agreeable to the pagan
governor and his troops who could live there without fear of offending Jewish
religious sensitivities. Secondly, the city's location by the sea made it a good
'Despite having been forcibly converted to Judaism by John Hyrcanus at the end of the second
century BC, the Idumaeans seem to have regarded themselves as completely Jewish (War
4.270-284). There is also no evidence that the Judaean Jews regarded them as anything other
than Jewish; Josephus has Herod I referred to as a 'half-Jew' because of his Idumaean
background only once and this is in an extremely polemical speech of his opponent Antigonus
to Silo and the Roman army (Antiq 14.403).
2 War 1.403, Antiq 15.296-298 on Sebaste; War 1.408-416, Antiq 15.292-298, 331-341,
16.136-141, Pliny, NH, 5.14-69 on Caesarea.
3The first evidence for this comes from Pilate's era (War 2.169-174, Antiq 18.55-9), Florus
also lived here (War 2.332), as did Felix (Acts 23:23-24) and Festus (Acts 25:1-13). It seems
reasonable to suppose that all the governors made Caesarea their capital.
4Acts 23:35. It was a Roman custom for governors to occupy the palace of the former
sovereign, see Umonon, Pilate, p 118.
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strategic choice l
 . There was less chance of being surrounded and trapped in a
revolt; the harbour built by Herod I made communication with Rome easier;
and, in cases of emergency, the Syrian legate could reach Caesarea with greater
speed and ease than Jerusalem. Thirdly, although the choice of Caesarea may
have appeared to favour the pagan inhabitants of the province, it was neutral
ground as far as the three largest ethnic groups - Jews, Idumaeans and
Samaritans - were concerned2 . None could feel that another group commanded
more of the governor's attention.
On occasion, the governor moved to Jerusalem: this was especially the
case during festivals when the crowds and religious fervour generated at such
times could potentially lead to rioting; the presence of the governor with his
troops helped to check such outbreaks. Although there is some dispute over
whether the governor's Jerusalem residence was the Antonia fortress or
Herod's palace, the latter is probably the likeliest. The commanding position of
the beautiful palace meant that it was convenient for maintaining law and order3.




Coponius, the first governor of Judaea, was a man of equestrian rank5;
it is reasonable to suppose that all the other governors of the imperial province
also belonged to this rank. The only exception seems to have been the
freedman Felix (52-c60); the comments of both Tacitus and Suetonius on his
low-birth suggest that the appointment of a freedman was unprecedented,
1 Suggested by Smallwood, Jews, p 146.
2Caesarea was geographically right on the western shore of Samaria but its pagan character
meant that it would not be seen as a 'Samaritan town' in the way Jerusalem would be seen as a
'Jewish town'.
3In 4 BC the procurator Sabinus lived in Herod's palace (Antiq 17.222); Agrippa's letter in
Leg 299 says that the incident with the shields during Pilate's governorship took place in
Herod's palace, in § 306 this is described as the governor's residence. Florus stayed in the
royal palace (War 2.301). For a description of the palace see War 5.177-183, 1.402 and Antiq
15.318. Ldmonon gives an account of the archaeological excavations, Pilate, pp121f.
Henxl's palace is also favoured by Schiirer, History, vol I (rev) pp 361-362 and Smallwood,
Jews, p 146.
4Agrippa II stayed here during the governorship of Festus, Antiq 20.189-190. This is
presumably also where Antipas stayed when he was in Jerusalem for the passover, Lk 23:7.
5 War 2.117, Antiq 18.2.
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thereby indirectly confirming that the others were equestrians'. Pilate, then,
belonged to the class of equestrians, or Roman knights.
Roman society was strictly hierarchical with the position of members of
the various classes formally recognized by the state and marked out by special
dress2 ; in the case of equestrians this was a golden ring 3 . The Roman nobility
was divided into three classes: the highest were senatorial, then equestrian, then
curial. A person's social standing in Roman society was determined by his
census valuation, or the value of his property. Thus to merit inclusion in the
equestrian order during the principate a man must have property worth at least
400,000 sesterces; if his land was valued at one million sesterces then he could
join the senatorial class4. Besides being rich, men of the equestrian class had to
be of reputable birth; in the time of Tiberius this meant free-birth in at least the
two previous generations5 . Dio described the aristocratic equestrians as men
slightly less dignified than senators because they possessed the three virtues of
high-birth, wealth and moral excellence in lesser degree 6 . Membership of the
equestrian order spread throughout the provinces, providing the social and
cultural integration necessary for the empire's durability7.
The equestrian order began as an aristocratic cavalry. Under the
Republic many prominent equestrians were to be found as publicatzi, exercising
the lucrative task of collecting tribute in the provinces. Although these men held
considerable political influence, they had no official governmental position.
With Augustus and the empire, this changed. Augustus raised the standing of
the order8 and began to appoint equestrians to public and private administrative
posts. There were broadly two paths open to men of equestrian standing. One
was to become a 'procurator', the emperor's personal agents; they often looked
after the emperor's private property and generally saw to financial matters. The
other was to undertake a military command which, after some experience, might
I Suetoni us, Claudius 28, Tad [us Hist 5.9. Although Tacitus speaks of the province being
entrusted to 'knights or freedmen', there is no evidence to suggest that any other governor
belonged to this class. For further reasons to assume that all the other governors were from
the equestrian class see Ldmonon, Pilate, p 37. It is possible that Felix, though a
manumitted slave, had already joined the equestrian order. Scholars are divided on this
question; see Lemonon p 55, n 69 for the literature.
2See Sailer 'Roman Class', pp 549-573; also 'Equites' in OCD, pp 403-404, by E. Badian
(Republic) and F. Millar (Empire).
3From AD 23 onwards, Millar, 'Equites', p 404.
4Pliny NH 33.32.
5Saller, 'Roman Class', p 565.
6Dio Roman History 52.19.2, in a passage where Maecenas is advising Augustus.
7Josephus mentions men of this rank in Judaea in AD 66, War 2.308.
8For example, the long disused ceremonial parade, or transvectio, of 15th July was restored
according to Suetonius, Augustus 38-39.
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lead to a provincial governorship. The highest of these was the governorship of
Egypt. Certain duties in Rome were also undertaken by men of equestrian rank
such as the prefect of the imperial bodyguard, known as the 'Praetorian
Guard' i . It would be anachronistic, however, to see the opportunities open to
equestrians as carefully structured 'careers' in which merits lead to
advancement. A man's chances of promotion depended not so much on
individual competence as his connections and influences in the imperial court2.
Equestrians often needed the support of senatorial patrons to secure a post from
the emperor. This system also added to the harmony between the two highest
classes of nobility; they were bound by bonds of cultural, educational and
personal patronage and so both had a shared interest in the preservation of the
existing social order.
Length of Governorship
In general, the Judaean governors ruled from between two and four
years. Marcellus, the governor left in charge by Vitellius, governed for one
year only whilst Felix lasted approximately eight years (c 52-60)3 . By far the
longest periods of office belong to Gratus, who ruled 11 years (AD 15-26) and
Pilate, who ruled between 10 and 11 years (AD 26-Jan 37). It is no
coincidence that both these governorships occurred under the principate of
Tiberius (14-37). One of the features of Tiberius' provincial administration was
that he retained men in office for a long time. He sought to give posts to men of
merit and not to supersede them with men who were less able; this was
reinforced by his dislike of taking decisions4. Josephus mentions the long
tenures of governors under Tiberius (Antiq 18.170-173), suggesting that a
further motive was to protect provinces from the rapacity of the governors. He
writes: 'For it was a law of nature that governors are prone to engage in
extortion. When appointments were not permanent, but were for short terms,
or liable to be cancelled without notice, the spur to peculation was even greater.
If, on the contrary, those appointed kept their posts longer, they would be
gorged with their robberies and would by the very bulk of them be more
1 Dio 52.24.2-6. See Ferguson 'Roman Administration', pp 649-665.
2Sce Sailer, Personal, and Lintott, Imperium, pp 168-174 for fuller details. On equestrian
careers generally see Pflawn, Carrieres, vols
3I1 Marcellus is identical with the following governor Marullus, then his governorship lasted
five years in total.
4Tacitus Ann 1.80, Dio 58.23.5f. See Levick, Tiberius, pp 125-147 for a fuller account of
Tiberius' provincial policy.
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sluggish in pursuit of further gain' l . The long tenures of Gratus and Pilate are
therefore perfectly in keeping with this provincial policy.
In deciding who should hold office, Tacitus tells us, Tiberius 'took into
view the nobility of a candidate's ancestry, the distinction of his military
service, or the brilliance of his civil attainments, and left it sufficiently clear that
no better choice had been available'2 . Yet despite these good intentions,
governors often turned out to be less competent than had been hoped and
charges of maladministration were frequent3 . By 4 BC provincials could bring
some capital charges against officials4 . The old Republican laws of lex Julia and
repetundae originally did not cover the misconduct of equestrian governors, but
by the time of Claudius and Nero, and possibly earlier, these governors could
be indicted according to repetundaes. A governor could not be tried whilst
holding office6 ; he was presumably relieved of his command and subsequently
tried in Rome.
The Title of the Governor of Judaea
The literary evidence for the governor's title is indecisive. Throughout
our various sources - Philo, Josephus, the New Testament and Tacitus - the
governors are variously described as ilyepu5v, Enapxoc (praefectus) and
brirpo7rog (procurator). Of these, hyspoSv is not an official title but simply
refers to the one at the head, similar to the English 'governor'7 . The question,
therefore, revolves around whether Pilate's title was g7rapxoc or initpoiroc:
prefect or procurator.
Philo, writing during the reign of Claudius, describes Pilate as
iwiTpoNoc, or 'procurator', Leg 299. He also refers to Petronius and the
governor of Egypt as i7rirpo7rog; however, we know that Petronius was the
1 Tacitus also notes this concern of Tiberius, Ann 4.6.
2Tacitus Ann 4.6; see also the discussion over the character and suitability of Silanus in Ann
3.69.
3Brunt, 'Charges', pp 189-223; Levick, Tiberius, p 135. Lucilius Capito, the procurator of
Asia was tried in AD 23; C. Silanus, the proconsul of Asia, was convicted of extortion
aggravated by violence in AD 22. Tacitus, Ann 3.66f, 4.15.3f, Dio 57.23.41.
4Brunt, 'Charges', p 190ff citing s.c. Calviscanium 5.9.
5Brunt, 'Charges', p 198.
6Brunt, 'Charges', p 206.
7This is used in Acts 23:24,26,33, 24:1,10 (of Felix), 26:30 (of Festus) and several times in
Matthew (of Pilate).
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legate of Syria and the governor of Egypt was given the title prefect'. Thus we
cannot be sure that Philo has given us an accurate title for the Judaean governor.
Josephus mixes both in .iTpoirog and i7rapxog in his descriptions of
Judaean governors, apparently indiscriminately 2 . In fact, Fadus and Albinus
are given both titles3 . Enotpxog is more frequently used in Antiq and War 6
whilst briwonoc is more prevalent in the rest of War4. This intermingling of
titles is especially surprising since Josephus is writing about conditions in
which he took part; he must have been aware of the governors' official title.
Unless we are to assume that some, or all, governors held two official titles,
which is unlikely, the most probable solution is that Josephus is simply using
the two titles in an imprecise non-technical sense s. When he describes Pilate as
iniTpwrog therefore in War 2.169, we cannot be certain of his historical
reliability, particularly since his two predecessors, Rufus and Gratus have been
described as 'prefects'6.
Tacitus refers to both Pilate and Florus as irirponog, or procurator
(Ann 15.44, Hist 5.10.1). Again, we would expect the Roman historian to
have been aware of the governors' official title but two features cast a shadow
over his historical reliability. First, he is writing at the beginning of the second
century; the province of Judaea was now governed by a man of senatorial
standing and the titles of provincial governors could have been different in the
mid first century to what they were in Tacitus' time. Secondly, Ann 12.54, in
which Tacitus seems to imply that both Felix and Cumanus acted concurrently
as governors, sheds doubt on the historian's awareness of conditions in Judaea.
The New Testament writers never use the title Enapxoc, or prefect,
although gnapxci a is used twice in Acts to describe the region over which
Festus governed (23:34,25:1). Of the three uses of iniworroc, none are
specific references to the Roman governor of Judaea (Mt 20.8, Lk 83, Gal
4.2).
The literary evidence therefore seems indeterminate. But this confusion
may be lifted to a large extent by the fact that Claudius introduced certain
reforms in his provincial government which included a change in the official
1 Leg 333, 245, 231 (of Vitellius, Petronius' predecessor), 132; In Flaccum 2. See Lemonon,
Pilate, p 44f for a fuller discussion.
2See the table in Lemonon, Pilate, p 47f,
3Fadus is referred to as irirponoc in Antiq 15.406; 20.2,14,97 and War 2.273 and
girapxoc in Antiq 20.197 and War 6.303,305.
4L6monon, Pilate, pp 47f.
5This is also the conclusion of Lkmonon, Pilate, pp 45-48.
6Rufus indirectly and Gratus in Antiq 18.33; the first governor Coponius, however, was
referred to as 'procurator', War 2.117.
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titles of governors'. This is supported by epigraphic evidence: before
Claudius, or at the beginning of his principate, governors at the head of a group
of cities or region are referred to as praefectus; later provincial governors are
designated procuratores2 . In the pre-Claudian principate, the terms prefect and
procurator denoted two distinct positions. 'Prefect' was the term applied to the
highest officers of equestrian rank who, after a long term of military service,
.could be put at the head of an imperial province. 'Procurators' on the other
hand were the emperor's private personal assistants, occupying themselves
mostly with financial questions. The duties of procurators included raising
tribute in an imperial province governed by a legate, attending imperial property
within a senatorial province, and managing and administering imperial estates,
such as the procurator who looked after Salome's former estate under Julia and
Tiberius. Under Claudius, however, 'procurator' appears as the usual title for
the governor of an imperial province. Now the title 'procurator' denoted not
simply a fiscal agent but a public official taking on the same governmental
duties as the former prefect. Only in Egypt was the title 'prefect' retained,
possibly indicating the military character of the governor.
This change in the governors' titles under Claudius goes a long way in
explaining the confusion of the literary texts. Tacitus is probably using the term
anachronistically. Philo, by referring to all governors of Judaea, Syria and
Egypt as procurator, may be using the title with its traditional meaning of
defender of the interests of the emperor rather than as a technical title. Josephus
may be using current terminology, even of earlier prefects, so as not to alienate
his readers. The change of title in Judaea does not seem to have altered the
duties of the governor; though he had officially changed from prefect to
procurator, he still exercised both military governorship and financial duties.
This would explain why Josephus can use both titles since, to some extent,
both were an accurate description of the governors's duties, irrespective of what
the technical title may have been3.
A final piece of evidence which will be discussed in more detail below is
the finding of an inscription which refers to Pilate as praefectus. From all this it
seems probable that, despite the evidence of the literary texts, all the pre-
Claudian governors of Judaea held the official title of 'prefect'.
1 For fuller descriptions of the information in the next three paragraphs see Jones,
'Procurators', pp 115-125; Sherwin-White, 'Procurator Augusti', pp 11-15; Lemonon, Pilate,
pp 50-58; Brunt, 'Procuratorial Jurisdiction', pp 461-489.
2See Lemonon, Pilate, p 53, nn 61,64 for evidence.
3Antiq 18.60 and War 2.175 describe Pilate handling finances. The fact that one man
sometimes exercized both functions may have been one of the reasons behind the change, see
Lemonon, pp 54f.
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The Powers and Duties of the Prefect of Judaea
Josephus writes of the first prefect: 'Coponius was sent along. . . to
rule over the Jews with full authority' (Antiq 18.2). The 'full powers', or
itoi.)0i a, probably refer to the imperium held by every Roman provincial
governor l . This was the supreme administrative power in the province and
included both judicial and military authority.
Capital Jurisdiction
In War 2.117 Josephus gives a further detail: Coponius was 'entrusted
by Augustus with full powers, including the infliction of capital punishment' .
The Jewish historian's interest here lies with the Jewish population over whom
Coponius was sent to govern. It is clear that the imperium possessed by
Coponius allowed him to judge capital matters and, if necessary, to execute
provincials without recourse to a higher authority. This accords with the
general situation in the empire. A provincial governor needed to be able to
prosecute and execute those who endangered public security. For this reason it
is reasonable to suppose that Coponius' successors commanded exactly the
same powers. Furthermore, Josephus does not mention any change in the
governor's powers; his account suggests rather that the authority described in
War 2.117 and Antiq 18.2 was the inheritance of every Judaean governor.
Thus all Judaean governors had the power to execute provincials. What
is less clear is whether they also had the right to execute Roman citizens who
came under their command. By the third century AD, provincial procurators
were able to inflict capital punishment on Roman citizens by the ius gladii 2.
Whether this was also the case in the first century is uncertain. A. H. M. Jones
suggested that the ius gladii in the first two centuries AD was a power granted
to army commanders enabling them to execute soldiers who were Roman
citizens serving under their military command, but not Roman citizens under
their provincial jurisdiction3 . When the constitutio Antoniniana bestowed
1 Taci tus, Ann 12.60. A further indication that equestrian governors held imperium at this
time is suggested by Lemonon, Pilate, pp 76f. Between 6 BC and AD 67, Sardinia was
governed by men of equestrian rank (Dio Hist 55.28; Pausanias Description of Greece 7.17.3).
Before and after this time, however, it was governed by a pro-consul who did possess
itnperium. It would be very unlikely if these equestrian governors had lesser powers than the
pro-consuls in governing the same province, especially at a time when Augustus was raising
the importance of the order in the imperial system.
2see Dig 1 18.6.8 (also 1 16.6).
3Jones, 'I appeal', pp 51-65; also Sherwin-White, Roman, p 10.
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citizenship on all provincials in the third century AD, the ius gladii covered all
Roman citizens under the jurisdiction of the governor. P. Garnsey, however,
would widen the scope of the ius gladii in the early period, suggesting that even
by late republican times provincial governors were empowered to execute
civilian citizens. But if an accused citizen thought that his case would not obtain
a fair hearing in the governor's court he had the right to appeal to Caesar'.
Two pieces of evidence, though not conclusive, do seem to back up
Garnsey's case. The first is the trial of Paul, himself probably a Roman
citizen2 , in Acts 25:6-12. In v:9 Festus seems to be offering Paul a Roman
trial3 ; there is no indication that the Roman governor was not competent to
handle the matter himself. When Paul appeals to Caesar in v:11, Festus confers
with his advisers and agrees to his request; again, there is no suggestion that the
governor was compelled to send Paul to Rome from the start. Secondly, in
War 2.308 Josephus describes the scourging and crucifixion of men of
equestrian rank by Florus; his language shows that the action was
unprecedented and illegal. But what caused Josephus' outrage may not have
been simply the execution of citizens but the fact that as men of equestrian rank
they were scourged and crucified, punishments which were inflicted only on
provincials. At least from the time of Festus, then, governors seem to have had
the right to execute citizens. Again, Josephus' silence on any change in the
governors' authority suggests that this was also the case under the earlier
governors.
The usual criminal procedure throughout the provinces from Augustus
onwards was by cognitio extra ordinent I. All the proceedings took place before
the governor who took his place on the f3 11 a., or judgement seat, situated on
the tribunal in front of the people. Accusations were brought by delatores. It
was the task of the governor to weigh the allegations and not only to decide on
guilt but also to determine the sentence. The defendant was given a chance to
speak; but if there was no defence, the governor had no option but to convict5.
Although the governor was the sole judge, he normally took council with his
comites, or consilium, a group of advisors from his entourage.
The supreme judicial competence of the prefect or procurator of Judaea
was linked in all probability with the curtailment of the rights of Jewish courts
1 Garnsey, 'Criminal Jurisdiction', pp 51-59.
2For arguments in favour of Luke's evidence, see Hengel, Pre-Christian, pp 6-15.
ipoi3 supports this reading, although Paul's reply seems to imply that any trial in
Jerusalem could not escape Jewish influence.
4Sherwin-White, Roman, pp 24-27; Schtirer, History, vol I (rev) p 370.
5Acts 25.16; Sherwin-White, Roman, p 25.
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to execute capital sentences. Although the evidence from Judaea is not entirely
conclusive and the precise competence of the highest Jewish courts is still a
hotly debated issue', the prevailing scholarly opinion is that Judaean courts did
not have the right to carry out a capital sentence. This would have prevented
native courts from eliminating the leaders of pro-Roman factions. Sherwin-
White argues that the only places which were allowed to retain the right of
capital punishment were highly privileged communities known as civitates
libertae, 'communities which for past services to the Roman state were made
independent of the authority of the Roman magistrates in local administration
and enjoyed unrestricted jurisdiction over their own citizens'2. No such
extraordinary concessions were likely to be found in Judaea. The Jewish
authorities may however have been able to convene a court to discuss a capital
case and even to reach a verdict, but the final decision seems to have rested with
the governor. The gospel accounts of the execution of Jesus of Nazareth back
this up, indicating that after a preliminary hearing by a Jewish court the case had
to go before the governor.
Military Authority
The fundamental task of an equestrian governor at the head of a small
yet troublesome imperial province was to maintain law and order. By AD 18
four legions were stationed in Syria; it was their task to defend the borders of
the empire against the threat from Parthia, Rome's most dangerous enemy, and,
if necessary, to intervene in Judaean affairs. The governor of Judaea had only
five infantry cohorts and one cavalry regiment, both consisting of auxiliary
1 Evidence generally brought in favour of the Jewish courts having capital powers under the
Romans are: the rule concerning Gentile trespassers in the temple (War 6.124-226, Antiq
15.417; also confirmed by an inscription, RA 23 (1882) p220) which may be an
extraordinary concession; the execution of any Jew trespassing in the Holy of Holies (Philo,
Leg 307) which may be simply hypothetical; the death of James (AD 62, Antiq 220.200-203)
hich occurred at a time when Judaea had no governor and may have been illegal; and the
death of Stephen (Acts 6:12-15,7:57-59) which may have occurred during the reign of
Agrippa I (AD 41-44). Winter suggests that the penalty of strangulation was introduced after
the deprivation of the Jewish right to judge capital matters in AD 70 (Trial, pp 67-74);
however, this theory has not been proved.
Arguments in favour of the curtailment of Jewish powers of capital punishment are:
the statement of in 18:31 (though this could be theologically motivated); the gospel accounts
generally; and several rabbinic sources, though it must be admitted that these can only be used
with care - Mcgillat Taanit 16, Mekhiltas of R. Ishmael, Simeon ben Yohai on Ex 21:14,
jSanh 1,1/18a, jSanh 7,2/24b, Avona Zarah 8b, Sanh 4/a. For a fuller analysis of these
rabbinic texts see Lemonon, Pilate, pp 81-90. See more generally Catchpole, Trial, pp 236-
234; Lohse, TDNT, 7 p 865; Kilpatrick, Trial.
2Such as that on Rhodes (which subsequently lost the right after crucifying a Roman citizen),
Dio 60.24.4; Sherwin-White, Roman, p 37.
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troops, at his disposal'. These were generally drawn from non-citizen
inhabitants of a province, or occasionally from neighbouring countries. Since
Jews were exempt from military service on religious grounds, the Judaean
auxiliaries were drawn from only pagan provincials 2 . The Roman governors
seem to have inherited the troops of the Herodians drawn predominately from
Caesarea and Sebaste3 . The auxiliaries were organized into cavalry divided into
alai, (generally 500 men, but sometimes 1,000) and infantry divided into
centuries from which cohorts of 500 or 1,000 men were formed. From the time
of Claudius, men honourably discharged after twenty-five years of service were
granted citizenship&
The auxiliary troops were stationed throughout the province. The
majority would remain at the governor's military and administrative
headquarters in Caesarea (Antiq 18.55); smaller garrisons were scattered
throughout the Judaean fortresses (War 2.408, 484f). One cohort was also
permanently posted in the Antonia fortress in Jerusalem (War 5.223f, 244, Acts
21:31). Their number would be increased during festivals by the presence of
the governor and a number of Caesarean troops.
The pagan character of these Roman auxiliary troops could on occasion
be threatening for the Jewish inhabitants of the province. When trouble broke
out between pagans and Jews, it was all too easy for the pagan auxiliaries to
show partiality towards their own people5. This animosity could also manifest
itself in over-brutal treatment of the Jewish population 6. Although Josephus is
doubtlessly exaggerating when he blames these pagan troops for sowing the
seeds of the revolt of AD 66 (Antiq 19366), their one-sidedness and anti-
Jewishness could not have led to stability in the province or Jewish confidence
in the imperial forces.
1 See Webster, Imperial Army, pp 142-55; Maxfield, Military, pp 234ff; Spiedel, 'Roman
Army', pp 224-232; Schtirer, History , vol I (rev), pp 362-367, Vol 2 pp 95f; Lemonon,
Pilate, pp 100-105. One of these infantry cohorts may well have been the cohors Jlltalica
civium romanorutn voluntariorum referred to in Acts 10; see Hengel, Between, p 203, n 111.
2This was a ruling of Julius Caesar, Antiq 14.204, 13.251f.
3 Antiq 19.365, 20.122, 126; War 2.41, 51-2, 236; see Maxfield, Military, p 234; Spiedel,
'Roman Army', pp 224-232.
4Webster, Imperial Army, p 144.
5For example the disorders in Caesarea under Felix, War 2.268, Antiq 20.173-178.
6For example Antiq 18.62.
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Financial Powers of the Governor
A third duty of the Roman governor was to oversee the collection of
Roman taxes and, when necessary, to mint coins.
Egyptian papyri witness to the existence of Roman taxes on hundreds of
items, from agricultural produce and livestock to irrigation ditches and desert
patrols'. Portoria, or transit tolls, were also imposed at frontiers, ports and
regional boundaries. The heaviest of these Roman taxes however, was the
tributum which only inhabitants of the provinces had to pay2. Under the
Republic this was counted on personal status and so Roman citizens were
exempt. But by the first century AD it was primarily a tax on provincial land;
thus citizens could no longer claim exemption3 . The amount of tribute required
from each person was worked out by means of a census. The frequency with
which the census was held depended on the province and was often irregular-I.
Only one census appears to have been conducted in Judaea, that organized by
Quirinius at the formation of the new province in AD 65.
Rome did not have enough officials to see to an efficient collection of
taxes and provincials were always at the mercy of corrupt collectors. Under the
early principate Rome tended to rely more on local authorities in the collection
of taxes rather than the equestrian publicani of the Republican era. The division
of the land into toparchies aided the collection. Private agents known as
conductores could also bid for the right to collect tribute. However, like the
publicani, these men were 'still motivated by the massive profits inherent in the
system, and corruption remained the essence of its operation' 6. The tax
collectors were legally allowed to demand more from the people than the actual
tribute itselr. Not surprisingly, many of them were bitterly resented by the
people. Supervising these were the emperor's personal financial agents,
procurators, assisted by their slaves and freedmen. In small imperial provinces
'See Shaw, 'Roman Taxation', pp 809ff.
2Cicero Against Varres 2.3.6.12-13, 2.3.40.91; Taatus Hist 4.74.
3 Shaw, 'Roman Taxation', p 813.
4For example Sicily had a census eNer) Inc )ears, in Egypt It was eNery fourteen. See Shaw.
'Roman Taxation', p 814.
5Antiq 18.3f, 20.102, War 7.253, Acts 5.37, Tacitus Ann 2.6 (Li 12, although he
erroneously places it in Herod l's reign. See Scharer, History„ Vol (rel.), ExcursIN I The
Census of Quirinius, Lk 2:1-5' pp 399-427).
6Shaw, 'Roman Taxation', p 820.
7For example in N. Africa under the puNiccuti the tax was set at 10-12% of patliduct/on bat the
publicani could legitimately ask for up to 331 ; Shaw, 'Roman Taxation', p Slits..
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such as Judaea, the governor himself would also fulfil the role of the emperor's
procurator. Again, less scrupulous governors could misuse this task to enrich
themselves'.
The conception behind Roman taxation was of a completely different
nature to modem taxes. There was no idea of each person paying towards a
general fund from which public services would be provided. The revenues
from Judaea went to the public treasury (aerarium) rather than the imperial
treasury (fiscus), even though it was an imperial province 2 . When necessary
amenities, such as roads or water supplies, were required separate charges were
levied3.
The minting of gold and silver coinage was the sole prerogative of the
emperor, though on exceptional occasions important cities were sometimes
given the right to mint silver coins'''. Under the principate, the striking of
bronze/copper coins was permitted throughout the provinces, leading to a rich
variety of civic and regional coinage. Following the Hasmonaeans, Herod I
and Archelaus, the prefects of Judaea struck coins only of bronze. All these
rulers followed the Seleucid monetary system, striking coins with a value of 1
Perutah (Jewish) = 1 dilepton (Seleucid) 5 . The Roman governors may have
continued to use the established monetary system in an attempt to avoid
arousing hostility amongst the Jews by the introduction of a new one6 . It was
not until the rule of Agrippa I (AD 41-44) that the Roman monetary system was
introduced into Judaea7. Coins were struck only when necessary; accordingly
1 Josephus Antiq 18.172, 176, War 2.273, 292, Philo Leg 199, Tacitus, Ann 4.6.
2Schtirer, History, Vol I (rev) p 372.
3 Shaw, 'Roman Taxation', p 824.
4See Madden, Coins, p 107; Sutherland, 'Coinage', pp 261-263.
5 See Maltiel-Gerstenfeld New Catalogue, pp 31-32 and the table on p 34. The connections
between the coinage systems can be seen from a comparison of the average weights (2-2.5g)
and sizes of the coins; these, however, varied widely since the importance of copper/bronze
coins lay in their fractional value, not in their weight as for silver and gold coinage. See
Oestreicher, 'Denominations', p 10; also Ya'akov Meshorer, Ancient, Vol II, p 187; Reinach,
Jewish Coins, p 41, n 1.
6 Maltiel-Gerstenfeld, 260 Years, p 32.
7The location of the procuratorial mint is uncertain. Either Caesarea or Jerusalem are the
likeliest possibilities. In the absence of literary or historical proof that these coins were
struck in Jerusalem, Hill (CBM (Palestine) p ci) and Meyshan ('Jewish Coinage', p 46) favour
Caesarea since the prefect/procurator and his entourage were stationed there. Meshorer,
Ancient, p 186, however, favours Jerusalem for two reasons: 1) this was the former capital
and location of Archclaus' mint, and 2) an uncirculated 'mint-piece' was found in Jerusalem; it
was one of the coins issued by Pontius Pilate with the strips from the mould still attached.
(Now in the collection of the Institute of Archaeology, Hebrew University of Jerusalem).
Kadman, too, favours Jerusalem ('Development', p 100, n 2).
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only five prefects/procurators issued coinage (Coponius, Aristobulus, Gratus,
Pilate and Felix)'.
The Governor and his Relations to the High Priest and
Aristocracy
The highest Jewish office was that of the High Priest; Leg 278 gives it a
position higher than kingship because it was primarily concerned with the
service of God. But because religion permeated every aspect of Jewish life, the
High Priest was also the highest national leader. In pre-Maccabean days the
office of High Priest was for life and hereditary, its members were believed to
belong to an uninterrupted succession of Zadokites going back to Aaron. With
the Hasmonaean dynasty a new high priestly family usurped the position,
combining it with military leadership, but the office remained hereditary and for
life. Herod I, however, aware of the potential rivalry of a strong High Priest,
took it upon himself to appoint and depose High Priests at will, generally
favouring men from less well-known Zadokite backgrounds as they posed the
least threat. The Romans too recognized the political importance of the position
and exercised their control by appointing the High Priests from 6-41. Only men
who could be relied on to pursue an actively pro-Roman policy would be
chosen2 . Before the reign of Agrippa, this generally fell within the competence
of the Judaean prefect3 . In the period AD 6-41, the High Priesthood was
almost entirely in the hands of Ananus b. Sethi and his family (Antiq 20.198),
an obscure priestly family& Ananus, his son-in-law Caiaphas, and three of his
sons were appointed to the office; the tenures of the two men from other
families were brief5 . On his accession in AD 41, Agrippa restored the High
Priesthood to the pro-Herodian family of Boethus. From this time on, the
'For fuller details see Hill, CBM (Palestine).
2Smallwood, 'High Priests', p 22.
3 0nly in two exceptional cases did the legate of Syria intervene: Antiq 18.26 when Quirinius
replaced Joazar by Ananus, and Antiq 18.90-95 when Vitellius dismissed Caiaphas and
replaced him with Jonathan.
4Goodman, Ruling, p 44. For some of the conjectural origins of Ananus b. Sethi and his
family see Stern, CRINT, vol 2, p 606.
5Smallwood, 'High Priests', pp 14-16.
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appointment of the High Priesthood passed completely into Herodian hands:
first to Agrippa I, then Herod of Chalcis and later Agrippa III.
A clear indication of Roman control over the supreme Jewish authority
was that the High Priestly vestments remained in Roman custody until AD 372.
It was the function of the High Priest to stand before the people at the feasts as a
representative of God in order to expiate the sins of the community. This ability
was conferred upon him by wearing the vestment and eight ornaments, each
one of which had expiatory virtue. Following Herodian practice, the Romans
took charge of these vestments, allowing them to be restored to the High Priest
seven days before each festival for purification3 . That such holy vestments,
essential to the religious life of the community, should be in pagan hands would
have been offensive to Jewish piety and served as a permanent reminder of their
subjugation to Rome4.
After Herodian rule, Josephus writes, the Jewish 'constitution became
an aristocracy, and the high priests were entrusted with the leadership of the
nation' (Antiq 20.251). Although the prefect was responsible for maintaining
law and order and he represented the highest judicial authority, it was the
Jewish High Priest and aristocracy in Jerusalem who handled the day-to-day
administration and thus the real government of the nation. This is completely in
accordance with general Roman provincial policy which left as much local
administration as possible in the hands of the native authorities 5 . The scarcity
of Roman officials in the provinces meant that efficient government had to rely
to a great extent upon the co-operation of local authorities. The Romans
expected them to act as mediators, representing the feelings of the people to the
governor and the expectations of the governor to the people6 . They acted as
representatives of their community and endeavoured to uphold the status quo7 .
1 Antiq 19.297,316; 20.15, 103 (Herod of Chalcis); 20.104, 213 (Agrippa H). Josephus
records that this was the result of a Jewish petition (Antiq 15.403-405, 18.90-95, 20:6-16).
2They were restored by Vitellius, the legate of Syria, after writing to Tiberius (Antiq 15.405,
18.90-95)
3 Ant iq 18.90-95. On the High Priest and his vestments see Sanders, Judaism, pp 99ff, 319-
327.
4The dispute flared up again in the governorship of Fadus who wanted to take the vestments
back into Roman custody (Antiq 20.6); the matter was referred to Claudius who decided in
favour of Jewish custody in AD 45 (Atztiq 20.6-16).
5See for example OCD, p 724, Schiirer, History, vol I (rev) p 376.
6For example Joazar the High Priest acted in this capacity when he persuaded the people to
acquiesce to the census of AD 6 (Antiq 18.3); Petronius summoned the aristocracy, expecting
them to act as intermediaries, when he was charged with the difficult task of erecting Gaius'
statue in the temple (War 2.199); the Jewish magistrates, the chief priest and notables act as
spokesmen before Cumanus and the Syrian legate Quadratus (War 2.237f, 240).
7McLaren, Power, comes to these conclusions after carefully examining individual incidents
under Roman rule. Sanders also examines the role of High Priests and aristocrats at this
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Pontius Pilate
As governor from AD 26-37 1 , Pilate ruled over the imperial province of
Judaea in its first phase under direct Roman governorship, ie 6-41. Like
Coponius, he was probably a member of the aristocratic equestrian class. He
would have been a man of wealth and, presumably, respectable birth. Men of
equestrian standing had three names. Pilate was his surname while Pontius
denoted the gens or family from which he was descended. His first name is
unknown. Of his life prior to arriving in Judaea we know nothing. It is likely,
however, that he would have had experience as a military commander and, on
the basis of this, secured the post of provincial governor through connections
with Tiberius.
period with similar conclusions to McLaren, Judaism, pp 322-338. Goodman, however, has a
much more negative view of the standing and influence of the aristocracy, in both the eyes of
the Jewish people and the Roman governors, Ruling, pp 34-49. He argues that in AD 6 the
Romans found no long-standing elite on whose power to command public respect amongst the
people they could rely. Fearing political rivals, Herod I had systematically eliminated all the
old liasmonaean aristocracy throughout his rule, replacing them with his own favourites (War
1.358, Antiq 14.175, 15.6). His continual interference with the High Priesthood, in
Goodman's view, downgraded the office. This can find support in the demand of the people on
Archelaus' accession that Herod's favourites should be punished and the High Priest removed
in favour of a more pious man (War 2.7, Antiq 17.207f). Jonathan the High Priest was also
the first of the terrorist Sicarii's victims (War 2.256; though Antiq 20.160-166 suggests Felix
was behind the murder). Goodman sees divisions amongst members of the ruling class,
particularly the decision of some members to cut ties with Rome and to seek power
themselves, as a determining factor in the revolt. Yet although the Herodian and Roman
appointments probably downgraded the High Priesthood to some extent, Goodman's view of
the loss of public respect in both priestly and lay hierarchies is perhaps a little too negative:
the High Priest still exercised the all-important task of expiating the sins of the community;
during the revolt the aristocrats were Jewish leaders, suggesting that their influence and respect
amongst the people was greater than Goodman will allow. See Sanders, Judaism, pp 323-
327, War 4.319-325, 2.566, Life 29, Antiq 20.196.
1 Gratus was sent to Judaea shortly after Tiberius' accession (18.32f) and spent 11 years in the
province (18.35). Although the date is not certain, this evidence points to cAD 25/6. Pilate
was dismissed just before Tiberius' death in March 37 after governing for 10 years (Antiq
18.89), suggesting a date of cAD 26.
Following Eisler, Messiah, pp 13-20, Schwartz suggests that Pilate came to office in
AD 19, 'Pilate's Appointment', pp 182-201. The events in Rome related in Antiq concerning
Isis worship and Jewish embezzlers which culminated in the expulsion of the Jews in AD 19
(Suet Tiberius 36, Dio 57.18.5a, Tacitus Ann 2.85) are therefore in the correct chronological
order(Antiq 18.65-80, 81-84). Gratus, Schwartz believes, was deposed in AD 19 after the
Jews complained about excessive taxation (Tacitus Ann 2.42.5) and possibly also his habit of
apparently changing High Priest every year. Schwartz's case sounds plausible but has to
assume that the lengths of office specifically given in Josephus for Gratus and Pilate are later
Christian forgeries. Like Eisler, Schwartz believes that these passages were forged in an
attempt to counter the official report of the trial and crucifixion of Jesus sent by Pilate to
Tiberius and circulated during the principate of Maximin Daia in 311. This document set the
execution at AD 21. All copies of Josephus were supposedly tampered with to prove that
Pilate was not in office until AD 26, thus showing the official document to be a hoax.
However, it is difficult to see how every copy of Antiq could have been altered at such a late
date. Furthermore, if Eisler's reconstruction is correct, then the Ada Pilati in circulation were
known to be the genuine records of Jesus' Roman trial which must therefore have occurred at
the incredibly early date of AD 21.
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Pilate is the only provincial governor whose title is known with
certainty. In 1%1 a block of limestone containing an inscription was found
during the excavations at Caesarea Maritima. The stone had been moved from
its original position and reused as part of a staircase in one of the many later
alterations to the amphitheatre originally built by Herod I. The block had been
trimmed down to correspond to its new position; half of the inscription has
disappeared entirely and some of what remains is mutilated. The following
words are still legible:
	 S TIBERIEVM
	 NTIVS PILATVS
	 ECTVS IVDA E
Although complete reconstructions of the inscription are tentative and extremely
hypothetical in nature, and we have no idea what was referred to by
TIBERIEVM, except that it was probably some kind of building', two things
are clear. One is that the second line refers to Pontius Pilate, presumably giving
his first name in the mutilated left section; secondly, the third line gives his
official title which, in all probability, is to be reconstructed as 'Praefectus
ludaeae .
In common with other prefects and later procurators, Pilate's principal
duty was the maintenance of law and order in Judaea. For this purpose he held
the supreme power or imperium in the province. He was the highest judicial
authority to whom all capital cases had to be referred. His headquarters were in
Caesarea where most of the pagan auxiliary troops at his disposal were also
stationed. Although technically a 'prefect', Pilate would also have acted as a
procurator in that he was ultimately responsible for overseeing the collection of
taxes.
Again, in common with other governors and general Roman policy,
Pilate was dependent to a large extent on the maintenance of the status quo by
'For a full discussion of the solutions proposed by A. Frova, A. Degassi and E. Weber see
I-emonon, Pilate, pp 26-29. Lemonon himself suggests that the small size of the block
would indicate that it is not a dedication but simply a brief inscription recording the name of
the building. He therefore suggests a simple keit for the final line rather than the dedit or
dedicavit proposed by other scholars.
Several scholars have assumed that the Tiberieum was a temple dedicated to the
emperor. Although Tiberius appears not to have encouraged his own cult, epigraphic evidence
affirms its existence (eg !LS 162, 3.474, 933, 4.454, cited by Lemonon, p31 n 37).
However, the mutilated state of the inscription means that we cannot be sure to what kind of
building it referred. The briefness of the inscription, the lack of any formal addressee and the
fact that Tiberieue seems to presuppose a building dedicated to Tiberius, makes it perhaps
more likely that Pilate had a secular building erected and dedicated to the emperor. Precisely
what kind of building this was is unknown. See Lemonon, Pilate, pp 29-32.
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native authorities, in particular, the High Priest I . In the time of Pilate, both the
appointment of the High Priest and the custody of the vestments lay with the
Roman prefect. Whilst his predecessor, Gratus, had no less than four changes
of High Priest in his eleven year governorship, Pilate made no change to the
incumbent of the High Priesthood 2 . This was presumably not out of any wish
to respect Jewish sensitivities but rather because he found in Gratus' last
appointee, Caiaphas, a man who could be relied on to support Roman interests
and who could command some respect amongst the people3.
Caiaphas outlasted Pilate, retaining his office into the first few months
of Marcellus' prefectship. According to Antiq 18.90-954 , Vitellius, the legate
of Syria, visited Jerusalem and, after allowing the people to retain the High
Priestly vestments in Jewish hands, he deposed Caiaphas in favour of
Jonathan, a son of Ananus. Josephus gives no reasons for Caiaphas'
deposition. It is often assumed that he was seen as a pro-Roman collaborator, a
hench-man of Pilate, who was for that reason disliked by the populace5.
Vitellius' actions are therefore seen as a series of gestures indicating Roman
goodwill: he remits certain taxes (Antiq18.90), allows the vestments to be in
Jewish custody (18.90-95), and finally deposes an unpopular High Priest. Yet
several features in the story suggest that this was not the case. After being
received in magnificent fashion, Vitellius seems anxious to please the Jews and
remits the taxes on agricultural produce. Next Josephus says that he agreed to
'The accounts of events in Pilate's government given by Josephus give the impression that
the Jews acted en masse in opposing Pilate (War 2.170f, 174, 175; Antiq 18.57-59, 60-62).
The High Priest and aristocrats are never seen as intercessors or negotiators. This hou ever is
probably due to Josephus' apologetic bias; he wants to show the Jewish people acting in one
body in opposing anyone who threatens their laws and religion. See McLaren, Power, p 87.
Philo, however, refers to the Jews choosing spokesmen to represent them to Pilate (Leg 300,
though Agrippa may have enhanced the role of the four Herodians). The NT accounts of the
trial of Jesus also suggest a certain amount of negotiation between Pilate and the chief priests.
2Gratus' governorship is described briefly in Antiq 18.33-35. He appointed Ishmael the son of
Phabi, Eleazar son of the High Priest Ananus, Simon the son of Camith, and, in AD 18/19,
Joseph, called Caiaphas. The latter was the son-in-law of Ananus (or Annas) according to
John 18:33.
3 0n the basis of the 'bribes' in Leg 302, Catchpole suggests that Caiaphas' long tenure of the
office may have been due to his ability to pay for it, Trial, p 249; this however seems to be
reading rather a lot into a heavily apologetic section. Eisler, Messiah, cites Jerome (Ed
Valtarsi 7.223) who said that Caiaphas bought the office for a year from Antipas (p 18, n 1);
since Jerome claimed to derive his information from Josephus, Eisler suggests that part of the
text of Antiq 18.35 containing this information is missing (p 8). It is not impossible,
however, that Caiaphas did offer the governors some monetary reward for the office, or el en
that Ananus offered Pilate financial inducements to keep his son-in-law in the office until his
own son was old enough to take over.
40n Vitellius' journeys to Jerusalem see Smallwood, Jews, pp 172-173 (and 'Date', pp 12-21)
and, less likely, Hoehner, Herod, pp 313-316 (Appendix 8).
5Sce for example Smallwood, Jews, who remarks that Caiaphas as 'likely to be unpopular
as a tool of Pilate', p 172.
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allow the vestments to remain in the temple, suggesting that the people had
previously asked this favour of him. In fact, such a request is found in Antiq
15.405 where Vitellius, not having the power to make such an extensive change
in the running of Judaea, agrees to write to Tiberius and subsequently receives
permission. Then, 'after he had bestowed these benefits on the nation', he
deposed Caiaphas; thus there is no indication that the removal of Caiaphas was
regarded as a benefit by the people. It seems therefore that the deposition of
Caiaphas was in the protection of Roman interests and was a consequence of
the High Priestly vestments being handed over to the Jews. The reason for this
is not difficult to find. Vitellius had previously sent a new provisional
governor, Marcellus, to take charge of Judaea; he probably did not have the
same powers as other governors'. The granting of the vestments was a large
concession to the Jewish nation, one which would undoubtedly have raised the
standing of the High Priest in that the robes and ornaments vital to his function
as expiator of the community's sins were no longer in pagan custody. It could
have seemed politically dangerous to Vitellius to allow a man who had occupied
the position of High Priest for almost twenty years to continue with increased
status at a time when the Roman governorship of the province was uncertain.
The safest political move was therefore to depose Caiaphas and to replace him
with another man from the family of Ananus. Thus Caiaphas' removal may not
have been because of popular distrust of his pro-Roman collaboration but
because his long period of office and respect in the community could have
potentially been a threat to Roman security.
One more factor would have necessitated a stable government in Judaea:
this was the situation in Syria throughout the early years of Pilate's prefectship.
During Pilate's governorship, Syria had three successive legates. The first was
L. Aelius Lamia. His term of office ended in AD 32 and, although we do not
know the exact year of his appointment, he was probably already the legate
when Pilate came to Judaea in AD 26 2 . He was followed by L. Pomponius
Flaccus from AD 32-c 35. Third was L. Vitellius from 35-c 39, the legate
responsible for Pilate's eventual deposition. Of these three legates, the tenure
of the first, Lamia, deserves special attention. Both Suetonius and Tacitus
testify that Tiberius gave provinces to men whom he never allowed to leave
'Smallwood, Jews, is probably correct in thinking that he did not have full authority; as
legate of Syria, Vitcllius did not have the authority to appoint a permanent prefect of Judaea.
2Schiirer, History, vol I (rev) p261. For further information on all three legates see Schtirer
pp 261-263.
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Rome l . Suetonius notes, 'he had assigned provinces to one or two ex-consuls,
of whom he did not dare to lose sight, but he detained them at Rome and finally
appointed their successors several years later without them having left the city.
In the meantime they retained their titles, and he even continued to assign them
numerous commissions to execute through their deputies and assistants'. Both
writers suggest that Tiberius' motivation was fear that eminent men should be
out of his sight, but it may be that Tiberius was in fact trying out a form of
centralized government whereby provinces were governed in the capital2.
Lamia appears to have been one of these men 3 . The two subsequent legates,
however, both governed their province from Antioch4.
The implication of all this is that for the first six years of Pilate's
governorship there was no Syrian legate in residence acting as a general
overseer and mediator in Judaean affairs. Although Lamia conducted his
official duties from Rome, the problems of long-distance communication would
inevitably mean that he lost a certain degree of contact with his province. The
distance would also mean that it was much more difficult for embassies from
Judaea to contact the legate. Exactly what powers the Syrian 'deputies and
assistants' would have had in dealing with Judaean affairs is uncertain s. From
Pilate's point of view, the absence of the Legate was not entirely advantageous.
It could be argued that he might recklessly misgovern the province, misusing
the fact that the people had no strong advocate in Syria. Possibly some of this
was true, yet if his behaviour had been completely provocative towards the
people we would expect them to have immediately complained to Flaccus on his
arrival in AD 32. As far as we know, this was not the case6 . It is more likely
that the absence of the governor presented difficulties for Pilate. Unlike his
predecessors, he could not rely upon the immediate support of the legions in
case of unrest. This would mean that any potential uprising had to be put down
quickly before it could escalate.
The passover amnesty, or privilegium paschale, recorded by the gospels
may also show a desire by Pilate to placate the people and to try and avoid
1 Tacitus, Ann 1.80, Suctoni us Tiberius 63 (§41 probably also implies that the goNernor w as
not in his province).
2See Levick Tiberius, p 125; Stevenson, CAH, p 649.
3Taci tus, Ann 6.27.
40n Vitellius' governorship see Tacitus Ann 6.32.
5Possibly the commanding officer Pacurius (Ann 2.79, Seneca Epist Mor 12.8-9) acted as one
of Larnia's deputies (Stevenson, CAH, p 649); though what powers he would have had oNer
the Judaean governor and to intervene in Judaea are unknow n.
6Given Josephus' apologetic interest in showing that one of the factors leading to the Jewish
revolt was continued misgovernment by the Roman governors, he would surely hal, e recorded
such an event had he known of it.
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unrest. There are however two problems with seeing this as a regular 'custom'.
The first is that there is no agreement within the gospels themselves over the
precise nature and scope of the release. Matthew and Mark both suggest that it
was a custom of the Roman governor (or his predecessors) and locate it simply
at 'the festival season', though clearly the passover is implied (Mk 15:6, Mt
27:15); the reference in Luke 23:17 is almost certainly secondary and suggests
that Pilate was obliged to release a prisoner; Jn 18:39, however, implies that it
was a Jewish custom and locates the amnesty at passover, in this case it may
have been taken over from Hasmonaean or Herodian times. Secondly, there are
no extra-biblical records of this custom whatsoever l . There are, however,
certain references to amnesties elsewhere in the Roman world. A papyrus from
AD 85 records the release of Phibion by G. Septimus Vegetus; an Ephesian
inscription from AD 441 similarly records the release of a prisoner 2. It is not
impossible that the release of Barabbas, at about the same time as Jesus' trial,
was a single act of clemency rather than an act associated with a regular
custom3 . Pilate, and possibly other governors, may have occasionally released
lesser criminals as a gesture of Roman goodwill, especially at such potentially
volatile situations as Jewish festivals. The chief priests may again have played
the role of negotiators in securing the release.
Finally, besides the inscription already referred to, we possess one
further direct archaeological link with Pilate - his coins. Although the coins
issued by the Roman prefects/procurators were generally of a high
workmanship, dating Pilate's coins is made particularly difficult by the fact that
several specimens are crudely struck. The designs, inscriptions and particularly
the dates on these coins are poor and difficult to decipher. However, scholars
are generally agreed that Pilate struck coins with the following three dates and
designs:
a) Obverse 	 Reverse 
3 ears of barley; the central upright 	 What looks like a simpulum
the others drooping, tied together by 	 with upright handle.
the stalks with 2 horizontal bands.	 TIBEPIOY KAICAPOC
I M.Pesahim 8.6a is often cited in support of this custom but the text seems to refer rather to
someone whose prison sentence ends at passover and the arrangements to be made in his case
for the feast. For a fuller discussion see Winter, Trial (rev), pp 131-133; also Chaval,
'Releasing', pp 273-278 followed by Blinzler, Trial, Excursus X, pp 218-221.
2Papyrus Florentinus 61. See Deissmann, Light, p 269, n 7. In neither case, however, do
we know how far the legal proceedings had gone, nor the exact charges.
3 Gnilka, Evangelium, p 301; Lithrmann, Markusevangelium, p 256.
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IYAIA KAICAPOC I 	Date: LI; (year 16) AD 29/302
b) Lituus with crook facing right 	 Wreath with berries, tied below
TIBEPIOY KAICAPOC	 with 'X'
Date: LIZ (year 17) AD 30/313
c) As above	 As above but
Date: LIH (year 18) AD 31/24
Pilate seems to have struck coins in only three successive years: AD 29/30,30/1
and 31/2, corresponding to the fourth, fifth and sixth years of his rule. The
coins follow the usual practice for coins struck in Judaea in that they contain no
portrait of the emperor but only a Greek inscription recording his name. One
side of each of the coins contains a purely Jewish representation: the three ears
of barley and the wreath. The other sides each contain a distinctively pagan
symbol connected with the Roman cult: the simpulum and the lituus. Whilst
both these symbols were used in Roman coinage generally, Pilate was the first
to use them on Judaean coins. Yet Pilate was not the first to deviate from
purely Jewish designs on Judaean coinages. Of the Hasmonaeans, Alexander
Jannaeus appears to have gone furthest in borrowing from Seleucid designs.
Under Herod 1 and his son Archelaus the coins show more numerous symbols
of a pagan origin, in particular the tripod with lebes, the caduceus, aphlaston
and the eagle. Although the early prefects used only Jewish designs, Gratus
seems to have experimented in his first few years with pagan representations
such as the caduceus and kantharos. The use of these symbols may have
stemmed from a desire to emphasize important features from both Judaism and
the Roman cult, such as wine offerings.
1 The following descriptions are based on Hill, CBM (Palestine), pp 257-260.
2H111, CBM (Palestine), pp 257-258, nos 54-68; Madden, Coins, p 182, no 12; Reifenberg,
Ancient, p 56, no 131; Maltiel-Gerstenfeld, New Catalogue, p 107, no 239; Kindler, Coins, p
102, no 156; Meshorer, Ancient, p 283, nos 21-22.
3Hill, CBM (Palestine), pp 258-259, nos 69-77; Madden, Coins, p 182, no 14; Reifenberg,
Ancient, p 56, no 132; Maltiel-Gerstenfeld, New Catalogue, p 108, no 241; Kindler, Coins, p
103, no 158; Meshorer, Ancient, p 283, no 23.
4Hill, CBM (Palestine), pp 259-260, nos 78-82; Madden, Coins, p 183, no 15; Reifenberg,
Ancient, p 56, no 133; Kindler, Coins, p 103, no 159; Meshorer, Ancient, p 283, no 24.
5See my article The Coins of Pontius Pilate: Part of an Attempt to Provoke the People or to
Integrate them into the Empire?' due to be published in JSJ, September 19%.
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Given the history of pagan designs throughout Judaean coinage,
particularly from Herod and Gratus, Pilate's coins do not seem to be
deliberately offensive. Had he wished to antagonize his Jewish subjects or
introduce the imperial cult, he would surely have struck coins bearing images of
the emperor or other pagan gods/goddesses rather than simply cultic vessels.
The fact that neither Marcellus or Marullus appear to have seen any necessity to
issue coins with a new design and Agrippa I was presumably content to use
Pilate's coins until issuing his own in 42/3 suggests that these coins were not
unduly offensive. Furthermore, the fact that one side of the coins always bears
a purely Jewish design may suggest that Pilate deliberately depicted both Jewish
and Roman symbols in an attempt to continue the attempt of Herod the Great
and his successors to integrate Judaea further into the empire'. The use of
pagan vessels may show a certain lack of sensitivity but hardly reflects a
deliberate attempt at being offensive.
Pilate's coins have often been used to substantiate a link between the
prefect and Sejanus, the allegedly anti-Jewish commander of the Praetorian
Guard and a man with considerable influence over Tiberius 2. E. Stauffer
suggested that as part of a world-wide action against the Jews Sejanus ordered
Pilate in AD 29 to put provocative pagan symbols on his coins. The intention
was to rouse the Jews to open rebellion which was then to be brutally crushed;
Sejanus' fall in AD 31, however, prevented the final realization of these
intentions3 . Smallwood, too, notes that Pilate's last issue of coinage (AD 31/2)
corresponds to the year of Sejanus' death, suggesting that with the removal of
Sejanus Pilate did not dare to issue any more offensive coins&
Several points from the preceding discussion, however, go against such
a direct link between Pilate and Sejanus. First, pagan symbols, although
relatively rare, had already been used on Jewish coins. Intervention by Sejanus
is not necessary to explain Pilate's use of such designs. Secondly, the
simpulum, as a symbol of the Pontifex, appears to have been more offensive
than the lituus. If Pilate were acting according to an anti-Jewish plan of
Sejanus, we would expect the symbols to become more and more provocative;
as it is, the more provocative symbol gave way within a year to the lituus which
I See Hengel, 'Helknizafion' ofJudaea, p 41.
2 Only Philo, Legatio 159-160 and the beginning of In Flaccum (followed by Eusebius, Ecc
His: ii.5.5), records Sejanus anti-Jewish policy. Whilst Suetonius (Tiberius 36.1), Tacitus
(Annals 2.85.5) and Dio (lvii.18.5a) write of an expulsion of Jews from Rome in AD 19,
they do not link it to Sejanus. Unfortunately, Philo's account cannot be compared with that
of Tacitus since his account of AD 3011 in the Annals has not survived.
3 Jerusalem, pp 16-18.
4 Smallwood, Jews, p 167.
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was then used without change the following year. Thirdly, the simplest way to
provoke the Jews, and to bring Judaea in line with other Roman provinces
would have been to put an image of the emperor on the coins; this Pilate did not
do. Fourthly, the argument that Pilate issued no more coins after Sejanus'
death ignores the fact that the coins would have been used for several years after
the date on which they were issued. Thus coins struck in AD 31/2 would be
still in use well after Sejanus' downfall. There is no evidence that any of
Pilate's coins were restruck with another design, and if they had been recalled
then a need would have quickly arisen for a new coin before Agrippa's issue in
42/3. If there is any truth in Philo's statement that Tiberius issued instructions
after Sejanus' death to all provincial governors ordering them, amongst other
things, to respect the Jews and their laws (Leg 161), then the prolonged use of
offensive coins in Judaea would be inexplicable.
From these arguments, therefore, a direct link between Pilate's coins
and an anti-Semitic plot of Sejanus seems unlikely (if, in fact, such a 'plot' ever
existed'). But what is possible is that the coins more generally reflect a less
compromising attitude felt within the empire towards the Jews. Pilate may have
felt less inhibited by Jewish sensitivities than his predecessors, especially those
under Augustus who seems to have particularly favoured the Jews 2. His coins,
therefore, show a freer blending of both Roman and Jewish designs.
More is known of the events of Pilate's governorship than any other
prefect in the period AD 6-41. The following is a list of probable historical
events:




Pilate brought soldiers with imperial standards into
Ant iq 18.55-59
	
Jerusalem. The people were upset and the standards
eventually removed. This incident is often assumed to
have taken place early in the governorship of Pilate; the
1 As noted previously, Philo is our only source for this anti-Semitic attack. His writing in
the Legatio is highly polemical and it is prAsible that he has deliberately portrayed Sejanus as
anti-Semitic in order to highlight Tiberius' leniency towards the Jews; see Hennig, Seianus,
pp 160-179 who doubts Sejanus' anti-Jewishness.
2 See Philo, Leg 157-159. Philo is, of course, going out of his way to show the favourable
attitude shown towards the Jews by the emperors prior to Gaius, but some truth probably lies
behind his description of Augustus' favour.
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evidence for this is that Josephus puts it first in both his










Pilate spent money from the Jerusalem temple to build an
aqueduct. The Jewish people protested and many were
executed.
Date unknown.
Pilate had some Galileans killed at passover
Date unknown.
Pilate was responsible for the trial and condemnation to
crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth. It was quite possible
that Pilate was acting on information brought to him by
the Jewish authorities as the gospels and Josephus
imply.
Usually dated to AD 30 or 33.
Leg 299-305
Antiq 18.85-87
Pilate erected aniconic shields in Jerusalem and, after
complaints from the people and a letter from Tiberius,
had them removed.
Shortly after AD 31.
Pilate put down a Samaritan uprising; the leaders were
put to death.
Winter AD 36/7.
Antiq 18.88-89	 Pilate ordered to Rome by Vitellius.
Probably about Jan 37, Pilate reaches Rome after 16th
March 37.
Summary
Pilate was appointed to the difficult task of governing the imperial
province of Judaea; a small but potentially turbulent province encompassing,
1 For fuller accounts of each incident see the releN ant chapters.
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different types of people - Jews, Samaritans and pagans - each with their own
cultural and religious sensibilities. The first six years of his rule were made
more difficult by the absence of the Syrian legate, who could no longer be relied
upon to intervene if difficulty arose, both on behalf of the people and the
governor. Stable government in Judaea therefore depended to a greater degree
than usual on interaction and negotiation between the prefect and the Jewish
authorities. It would have been important not to allow uprisings to escalate, and
this may have been the reason Pilate twice seems to have put down disturbances
with more force than was necessary. The second of these uprisings, that
concerning the Samaritans, led to his deposition. Pilate's coins, with their
Jewish and Roman symbols, show that he, like the prefects before him, was
willing to compromise to some extent; but the fact that he persistently employed
Roman designs and his introduction of Roman standards into Jerusalem
suggests that he wanted to bring the province into line with others in the empire.
It may have been this emphasis on the Roman government of the province and
his lack of compromise, coupled with an ill-considered attack on the




Our earliest extant literary reference to Pontius Pilate is to be found
within the writings of the diaspora Jew Philo of Alexandria. His Legatio ad
Gaium (§§299-305) contains a letter, supposedly from Agrippa I, recording an
incident in which Pilate offended against the Jewish law by setting up aniconic
shields in Jerusalem; the Jewish leaders appealed to Tiberius who ordered Pilate
to remove them l . Philo's account is historically important in that, although
belonging to Egypt, he was a contemporary of the events which he relates in
Palestine2 . Furthermore, he would have had access to reasonably reliable
information through his family connections with Agrippa3 . However, Philo's
'historical' writings, comprising of the Legatio ad Gaium (Embassy to Gaius)
and the In Flaccum, are marked by a strong apologetic standpoint. This is
particularly prominent in his assessment of the character and actions of Roman
emperors and officials. Thus whilst Philo's account of Pilate doubtlessly
contains a core of historical fact, his description of Pilate's character and
intentions can only be assessed in the light of his general apologetic outlook.
For this reason it is necessary first to analyse the apologetic motivation which
has shaped Philo's 'historical' writings and then, subsequently, to reconstruct
something of the historical Pilate behind the story.
Legatio §§299-305
Pilate was an official who had been appointed procurator of Judaea.
With the intention of annoying the Jews rather than of honouring
1 0n the basis of several references in Euscbius (particularly HE 2.5.6f1) several scholars have
assumed that much of Philo's 'historical' sr, ork has been lost, including a section on Pilate's
anti-Jewish attitude (eg Massebieau, 'Classement', pp 72-78; Cohn, 'Einleitung', p421;
Goodenough, Politics, p 9; Morris in Schiirer, History, vol 111.2 (rev), pp 359-366). More
convincing, however, are the arguments of Colson (Embassy, pp xxiv-xxv) and Smallwood
(Legatio, p43) who maintain that apart from a lost ending (the 'palinode' referred to in 373)
our Legatio is virtually complete. Similarly, the In Flaccum may have contained an initial
section describing Sejanus' anti-Jewishness, but the remainder of the work is intact (Colson,
Flacctun, p 295, n. a). Philo's only reference to Pilate therefore seems to have been in
Legatio 299-305.
2He lived from roughly 30 BC to AD 45 (OCD 'Philon 4' p 684).
3 Philo's brother Alexander was the Alabarch of Alexandria (Antiq 18.259); Agrippa borrowed
money from this man (Antiq 18.159-160). In AD 41 the same brother married Agrippa's
daughter Berenice (Antiq 19.276). Although Agrippa himself was not directly involved in the
event concerning Pilate which he relates, he would have learnt the details from his four
relatives who were involved (Leg §300).
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Tiberius, he set up gilded shields in Herod's palace in the Holy City.
They bore no figure and nothing else that was forbidden, but only the
briefest possible inscription, which stated two things - the name of the
dedicator and that of the person in whose honour the dedication was
made. But when the Jews at large learnt of this action, which was
indeed already widely known, they chose as their spokesmen the
king's four sons, who enjoyed prestige and rank equal to that of kings,
his other descendants, and their own officials, and besought Pilate to
undo his innovation in the shape of the shields, and not to violate their
native customs, which had hitherto been invariably preserved inviolate
by kings and emperors alike. When Pilate, who was a man of
inflexible, stubborn and cruel disposition, obstinately refused, they
shouted, 'Do not cause a revolt! Do not cause a war! Do not break the
peace! Disrespect done to our ancient laws brings no honour to the
Emperor. Do not make Tiberius an excuse for insulting our nation. He
does not want any of our traditions done away with. If you say that he
does, show us some decree or letter or something of the sort, so that we
may cease troubling you and appeal to our master by means of an
embassy'. This last remark exasperated Pilate most of all, for he was
afraid that if they really sent an embassy, they would bring accusations
against the rest of his administration as well, specifying in detail his
venality, his violence, his thefts, his assaults, his abusive behaviour, his
frequent executions of untried prisoners, and his endless savage
ferocity. So, as he was a spiteful and angry person, he was in a serious
dilemma; for he had neither the courage to remove what he had once set
up, nor the desire to do anything which would please his subjects, but at
the same time he was well aware of Tiberius' firmness on these
matters. When the Jewish officials saw this, and realized that Pilate was
regretting what he had done, although he did not wish to show it, they
wrote a letter to Tiberius, pleading their case as forcibly as they could.
What words, what threats Tiberius uttered against Pilate when he read it!
It would be superfluous to describe his anger, although be was not
easily moved to anger, since his reaction speaks for itself. For
immediately, without even waiting until the next day, he wrote to Pilate,
reproaching and rebuking him a thousand times for his new-fangled
audacity and telling him to remove the shields at once and have them
taken from the capital to the coastal city of Caesarea (the city named
Sebaste after your great-grandfather), to be dedicated in the temple of
Augustus. This was duly done. In this way both the honour of the
emperor and the traditional policy regarding Jerusalem were alike
preserved.'
The Context of Leg 299 - 305
Philo's reference to Pilate is found within a letter purporting to be from
Agrippa Ito Gaius Caligula, attempting to dissuade the emperor from setting up
1 Smallwood's translation, Legally, pp128-130.
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his statue in the Jerusalem temple (§§276-329). However, modern scholars are
agreed that the letter as we now have it is clearly the work of Philo himself l . It
is perfectly feasible that Agrippa wrote a letter to Gaius and also that Philo, who
was in Rome at the time, knew something of its contents2 . Yet, in accordance
with historiography of his day, Philo has presented the letter in his own stylistic
and theological terms. Thus the theology and apologetic of the letter are
perfectly in keeping with that of the rest of the Legatio and In Flaccum.
Theological and Political Apologetic in Philo's Historical Works
Philo's Legatio and In Flaccum are a complex interweaving of theology
and political apologetic. Philo uses theology to make political points and, at the
same time, the political apologetic enhances his theology. Both have influenced
the way in which Philo has portrayed Pilate. Although any rigid separation
between the two is artificial to Philo's thought, for the sake of clarity it is easier
to examine first Philo's theological outlook, one which he shares with other
Jewish writers of his day, and how this has influenced even the words used to
describe Pilate, and then to go on to consider the more concrete political
situation behind the works and the way in which this too has shaped the
characterization of Pilate.
The Theology behind the Legatio and In Flaccum
Throughout Philo's historical writings runs the common Jewish
conviction that God is the divine protector of his people. The enemies of Israel
are synonymously the enemies of God; he will not hesitate to intervene in
history to vindicate his people and to judge their oppressors3 . The measure by
1 1.dmonon, Pilate, p 208 notes the similar treatment of speeches by the author of Acts or
Tacitus in AIM 11.24.
2Josephus gives two different versions of events. In War 2.203 it was Gaius' death which
prevents the erection of the statue; but in Antiq 18.289-304 Agrippa prepared a magnificent
banquet for Gaius and, being offered any favour he chose to name, asked for the plans
regarding the statue to be abandoned. This account is suspect the banquet has all the marks of
Jewish legend such as Esther's banquet to save her people Est 5:1-8, or Salome's request for
John the Baptist's head, Mk 6:21-29. Zeitlin argues that Philo's letter was composed in
accordance with his theology, 'Did Agrippa?', pp 22-31.
3This idea can be found in other places throughout Philo's writings, eg Decal 47, Vii Cont
85-87, Pram Poen 169, 171, Cher 77. See Williamson, Philo, p32. Borgen notes that
Philo uses Pentateuchal principles as interpretative keys throughout the Legatio and In
Flaccum; biblical passages are presupposed as background, Philo, p 48.
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which Roman emperors, officials and non-Jews generally are judged is by their
attitude towards the Jewish nation and its law. In accordance with this
overriding theological framework the characters within the story tend to become
stereotyped; at one extreme are those who respect the Jewish nation and thus
become paragons of every virtue; at the other are those who want to abolish the
law and inflict sufferings on the Jewish people; often these characters end up
suffering themselves.
Paramount amongst those who respected the Jewish law is the emperor
Augustus. He approved of the Jews (§154), allowing those in Rome to meet
on the Sabbath and to send their 'first fruits' to Jerusalem (§§155-157). He
showed such reverence for their traditions that he and his family gave
dedications to the temple and ordered regular daily sacrifices to be made to the
'Most High God' at his own expense (§157). He protected Jewish interests in
the monthly distribution at Rome (§158) 1 . Due to these benefactions Philo
regards him as 'the emperor whose every virtue outshone human nature'
(§143). He goes so far as to claim that 'almost the whole human race would
have been destroyed in internecine conflicts and disappeared completely, had it
not been for one man, one princeps, Augustus, who deserves the title of
'Averter of Evil'. This is the Caesar who lulled the storms which were crashing
everywhere, who healed the sicknesses common to Greeks and barbarians alike
.. . This is he who not merely loosened but broke the fetters which had
confined and oppressed the world' (§§144-146). In §148 he is a 'wonderful
benefactor'.
A similar picture emerges of Tiberius. Philo mentions nothing of his
alleged life of vice on Capri2 ; nor of his expulsion of Jews from Rome in AD
193 . Instead, an 'upheaval in Italy' is briefly alluded to and associated with
Sejanus who was 'contriving his attack' (§159). Immediately after Sejanus'
death Tiberius realized that 'the charges brought against the Jews living in
Rome were unfounded slanders' (§160). He issued instructions to his
'See also within Agrippa's letter, §§309-318.
2Recorded by Tacitus, Suctonius and Dio. Smallwood argues that Philo's description of
Gaius' life with Tibcrius on Capri as 'moderate' and 'healthy' (§14) casts doubt on the
reliability of Tacitus, Suctonius and Dio when they write of Tiberius' debauchery and
Suctomus' reference to Gaius' depravity there (C;aius 2): 'If Philo had been able to represent his
enemy Gaius as leading a thoroughly disreputable life before as well as after his accession, he
would hardly have failed to do so' (Legatio, p 164). Yet Milo's description at this point is
conditioned by two motives. First, he is concerned to paint a favourable portrait of Tiberius
from whom Gaius should have learnt to respect the Jewish law. Secondly, he goes on to
show that Gaius' anti-Judaism and other crimes were a result of his illness; that is, that anti-
Judaism is 'unhealthy', or the result of madness.
3 If historical, this may have been because of excessive proselytism. See Josephus, 'twig
18.79-83; Suctonius, Tib 36; Dio 57.18.5a; and Tacitus, Ann 2.85.
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provincial governors 'to change nothing already sanctioned by custom, but to
regard as a sacred trust both the Jews themselves, since they were of a peaceful
disposition, and their laws, since they were conducive to public order' (§161)1.
Tiberius is therefore credited with giving 'peace and the blessings of peace to
the end of his life with ungrudging bounty of hand and heart' (§141), and
possessing a 'fine character' (§142). Augustus' wife Julia (Livia) donated
costly items to the Jerusalem temple (§319) and receives praise for her natural
ability, pure education and intellect (§320). Petronius too, because of his
favourable disposition towards the Jews, has 'some glimmerings of Jewish
philosophy and religion' either because of his interest in culture, a spontaneous
inclination of his mind, or because 'God puts into good men's hearts good
resolutions' (§§245-246).
Those characters within the story who do not respect the Jewish law,
however, are characterized in an even more exaggerated manner. Central
amongst these is the character of Gaius Caligula. Philo alleges that he 'felt an
indescribable hatred for the Jews' (Leg 133, 346), that he 'swelled with pride,
not merely saying but actually thinking that he was a god' (§162), that he was
'devoid of human feeling' (§190), a megalomaniac (§194) and a fool (§77), an
'iron-hearted, pitiless creature' (§87), a 'universal destroyer and murderer'
(§89) and countless other such descriptions. Flaccus too attacked the Jews; his
'naturally tyrannical' nature achieved his designs through cunning (F7 1). The
final year of his prefecture of Egypt was characterized by the lack of fair and
impartial hearings in disputes in which Jews were denied free speech (§20.
Publicly he acted as Agrippa's friend but 'in private he vented his jealousy and
gave full utterance to his hatred by insulting him indirectly since he had not the
courage to do so outright' (§32). The 'boundless excesses of his unjust and
lawless actions' are described in detail (Fl 107, 135).
Not only Gaius and the prefect of Egypt but also lesser Roman officials,
the Alexandrian ringleaders and even the Alexandrian mob are described in
similar language. Thus Capito, the collector of revenues in the imperial estate
of Jamnia, held a grudge against the people of Jamnia and by 'robbery and
embezzlement' amassed a large fortune, 'evading accusations by slandering
those whom he had wronged' (Leg 199). Gaius' councillors Helicon and
Apelles also receive brief but damning character sketches (Leg 203-204), both
helped to poison Gaius' mind with their intense hatred for the Jews (§205).
Helicon is further described as 'a damnable and abominable slave' who had
'Again, a similar statement concerning Tiberius' respect for the Jewish law can be found
within Agrippa's letter, §298.
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wormed his way into the imperial household (§166), accepting bribes from the
Alexandrian envoys to continue with his anti-Jewish jibes (§172). Philo's
description of the Alexandrian mob is extremely vehement. In Leg 120 'the
promiscuous and unruly Alexandrian mob .. . unmasked the hatred which had
long been smouldering and threw everything into chaos and confusion',
attacking the Jews with 'insane and bestial fury' (§121), 'madness and frenzied
insanity' (§132). These 'ruthless men' (F168) subjected the Jews to all kinds
of cruelty during the pogrom (Fl 59). In this they supposed they were pleasing
Gaius (Leg 133, 201).
Of these aggressors, three are specifically said to have met with an
unpleasant fate. The arrest, exile and murder of Flaccus is described in minute
detail, taking up almost half of the treatise (F1 104-191). Colson has
highlighted the vindictive way in which Philo gloats over this l . Gaius'
advisers, Apelles and Helicon, 'received the wages of their sacrilege' later, and
Philo describes their gruesome deaths (§206). It is quite possible that the
missing palinode to the Legatio, had it ever been written, described both a
change in the fortunes of the Jews under Claudius and a graphic description of
Gaius' assassination2 . The underlying theme is that no-one can challenge
God's people and their laws with impunity. In the case of Flaccus this is made
explicit: his fate 'was caused, I am convinced, by his treatment of the Jews,
whom in his craving for aggrandizement he had resolved to exterminate utterly'
(F1116), a fact which Flaccus himself is said to have realized before his death
(§§170-175).
This interest in characterization and strongly emotional language marks
Philo's writings as 'pathetic history'. A similar theologically inspired history
and characterization is found throughout many Jewish works of the last two
centuries BC3 . One example is the book of Esther in which the King's official
Haman, furious that Mordecai the Jew will not bow down and worship him,
sets out to destroy the Jewish nation utterly (3:13, 9:24,25). The
characterizations of the actors within the story are extremely sparse but, besides
his hatred for the Jews, Haman is boastful (5:9-12) and conceited (6:6)4.
1 Colson, Flaccwn, p 301.
2Williamson, Philo, p 32. The statement in Fl 191 that Flaccus 'also' suffered may imply
that the fate of another, quite possibly Sejanus, was included in the first part of the work_
3The Legatio and In Flaccwn also have similanties with the theologically based history-
writing in the OT, though there is not so much stress on characters in the OT, and especially
Greek historical essay writing and moral talcs, though here, of course, there is not the same
theological outlook; see Borgen, Philo, p 50.
4Talmon argues that the book of Esther is an Instoricired wisdom tale', or an enactment of
standard wisdom motifs, which explains why the characters exhibit few 'real' qualities,
'Wisdom', pp 419-455. Philo neNer directly cites Esther, possibly because its stark storyline
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Similarly, Nebuchadnezzar and Holophernes in the apocryphal book of Judith
want to demolish all the sanctuaries in Judaea, so that Nebuchadnezzar alone
would be worshipped by all peoples (3:8, 6:4). Holophernes is boastful and
arrogant (6:18-9), trusting in the might of arms (9:7) and treating Israel with
contempt (14:5). Both he and Haman pay for their attitudes towards the Jews
with their lives (Est 7:10, Jud 13:8). Even closer are the parallels between the
Legatio and In Flaccum and Maccabean literature; here there are even verbal
similarities in the descriptions of the oppressors'. In particular, 2Macc, with its
dramatic interest in the characters involved is especially close to Philo's
historical works. Here again, characters are judged according to their attitude
towards the Jewish law. Thus Onias, Judas, Eleazar and the seven brothers
and their mother receive high commendation 2 whilst Simon, the feuding High
Priests Jason and Menelaus, Seleucid officials and Antiochus himself are
described in terms reminiscent of Philo's vocabulary for impious men3.
Antiochus has several parallels with Gaius: he wanted to dedicate the Jerusalem
temple to Zeus (6:2), he is savage (5:11), merciless (5:12), audacious (5:150,
proud (5:17), a murderer and blasphemer (9:28), and has pretensions of being
more than human (5:21,9:8). Quite possibly the Seleucid king served as a
model for Philo's description of Gaius. All those who oppose the Jewish
nation receive their just retribution from God who protects his people. 3Macc
exhibits a similar outlook. This book is particularly appropriate to Philo's
position since it deals partly with events in Alexandria. Many Jews were
abused and underwent a 'cruel and ignominious death' (3:25-6) at the hands of
the proud and wicked king (2:2-3). However, God's providence again
and the absence of all the key religious concepts of Judaism did not lend themselves to his
philosophical speculations.
1 10 take only the description of Pilate: the word etpirayrj is used of Try phon's spoiling the
land (1Macc 13:341) and Apollonius' attempt to seize the temple treasury (4 Mace 4:10);
a i ki a is used of the tortures of the seven sons and their mother (2Macc 7:42), airiCop at
in 2Mace 7:1, 13, 15 and Philopater's torture of the Jew s (3Macc 4:14); dirptrog of the
Hasidim who were wrongfully put to death rather than profane the Sabbath (1Macc 2:37);
Ovog (2Macc 4:35, 3Macc 3:25); uipárric is used of men from Joppa (2Mace 12:5),
Philopater (3Macc 5:20, 7:5) and his friends (6:24).
The verbal similarities are not strong enough to suggest a literary dependence but
both Philo's historical works and the Maccabean literature appear to have grow n out of the
same cultural and theological outlook in Alexandria. See 1DB, 'Maccabees', pp 201-215.
20nias 3:1, 4:2, 15:12; Judas 8:7, 12:38,42,45, 13:14, 15:7-17; Eleazar 6:18,23,31; sei en
brothers 7:1-41.
3The author of 2Macc does not use the same vocabulary as Philo but the sense is extremely
similar. For Simon see 3:5,11, 4:1,4,6. Jason accepts bnbery (4:7) and shows boundless
wickedness (4:8-10,13,19, 5:6,7,8). Menelaus has the 'temper of a cruel tyrant and the fury of
a savage beast' (4:25,32,47,50, 13:4-8). Nicanor is sent to exterminate the entire Jewish race
(8:9), is impious (8:14) and a villain (8:34, 15:3,5,6,32,35). On Lysimae.hus see 4:39,40,42_
A ntiochus Epiphanes is described in 1Macc 1:10,24, 3:29,35, 6:11-13 and 4Macc 4:15,
5:2,14,8:1, 9:15,30 (a description taken from 2Macc).
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intervened, thwarting the king's plans to level Judaea and destroy the Templel.
Josephus too employs a similar invective to Philo in his descriptions of the
Jewish rebels2.
Turning back to the Legatio, Philo's description of Pilate perfectly
conforms to this common picture of the Roman official bent on undermining the
law of his Jewish subjects. He is described as wanting to annoy the Jews
rather than honouring Caesar. His disposition is inflexible, stubborn and cruel,
spiteful and angry, lacking in courage and unwilling to do anything to please his
subjects. His administration showed his venality and violence and was a series
of thefts, assaults, abusive behaviour, frequent executions of untried prisoners
and endless savage ferocity.
An important point to be noted is that none of the adjectives used to
describe Pilate, particularly those in §§301-302, are used only of him
throughout Philo's historical writings; every single one is also used to describe
another character3 . The charge of annoying the Jews rather than honouring
Caesar was levelled against the Alexandrian mob in Fl 51. In §301 Pilate is
described as having an 'inflexible, stubborn and cruel disposition': eixal.arrog
(inflexible) was used in F160 of cruel captors who allow their captives to go for
money, not mercy; atiOang (stubborn) occurs in F735 to refer to the evil
speech of the Alexandrian crowd; dcpeiXticrog (cruel) is used twice to describe
the character of Gaius (Fl 182, Leg 350). The long list of Pilate's misdeeds in
§§302-303 finds similar parallels. Acopoboxi a (taking of bribes) is used of
the bribes given to Flaccus' accusers by Isodorus (F7 140). TrIptc (violence or
pride) is often used, particularly of the Alexandrian mob (Fl 40, 95, 136) or of
Flaccus' treatment of the Jews (F177). Ainrayrj (thefts) also describes Gaius'
confiscation of large fortunes in Leg 105 and often refers to the actions of the
Alexandrian mob (F156, 57, 62, 69, Leg 122, 129). Aiici a (insulting
treatment, assaults) is again coupled with {50 plc in F159 which states that
iirlpic and (xi Ida are not strong enough to describe the behaviour of the
Alexandrian mob: ai xi a is further used of this group in F171, 72, 96 and Leg
128. r 717i pia (abusive behaviour) describes the conduct of Flaccus in F7 103
and the Alexandrian mob in Leg 134. A K pt tog (the condemnation of untried
prisoners) is credited to both Flaccus (Fl 54) and twice to Gaius (Leg 126,
241). 46vog (murder, execution) is again ascribed to both Flaccus (Fl 189)
1 Philopator is not killed but instead has a miraculous conversion in the final chapter (7:9).
2See in particular War 7:259-274. War 4:162-192, 239-269 shows that by acting against God
the rebels were bringing disaster on the nation. Herod too receives a poor press, kaki 15:82,
209-212, 218, 16:150-159.
3This is also noticed by McGing, 'Pontius', pp 432-433.
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and Gaius (Leg 66). Precisely the same phrase which here refers to Pilate's
continuous executions (braXXriXoug 46voug) is used of Gaius in Leg 661.
Similarly, Flaccus and the Alexandrian mob are responsible for 'unbroken and
ceaseless afflictions' in Fl 121. lipycagoc (vexatious, troublesome) is twice
used of Gaius (F1182, Leg 334), of the Alexandrian leaders (R 21) and of the
mob (F195). narric (savagery, cruelty) is used in Leg 341 to describe
Gaius' excessive cruelty; in F159, 66 to describe that of the Alexandrian mob.
In Leg 199 Gaius' nature is described as ircorog (spiteful) and again in §260,
as are the Alexandrian leaders in Fl 19. Bapuprj vtoc (heavy in wrath,
angry) is used in Leg 260 of Gaius. Finally, in Leg 305 Tiberius describes
Pilate's action as 'new fangled' (coavoupyriegyroc), the same word is used
to describe the cruelty of the Alexandrian mob (Fl 59), Gaius' statue (Leg 217)
and Gaius"new fangled acts of megalomania' (§348).
It is clear that Philo's description of Pilate is not a personalized attack
but is a patchwork of set words and expressions regularly used by this writer
for the enemies of the Jews, most notably Gaius and the Alexandrian mob. A
further reference lends added support to this. In Fl 105 Philo gives a
description of a corrupt governor:
'Some, indeed, of those who held governorships in the time of Tiberius
and his father Caesar, had perverted their office of guardian and
protector into domination and tyranny and had spread hopeless misery
through their territories with their venality (Ouopoboicia), robbery
(cif:may-0, unjust sentences, expulsion and banishment of quite
innocent people, and execution of magnates without trial (6K plroc).
But these people on their return to Rome, after the termination of their
time of office, had been required by the emperor to render an account
and submit to scrutiny of their doings, particularly when the aggrieved
cities sent ambassadors'.
There are clear parallels here with the description of Pilate in Leg 299-305. The
sense of corrupt rule is the same, three words in the short description are
identical; furthermore there is a reference to an embassy at which the misdeeds
of the governor will come to light, a clear parallel to Pilate's fear in Leg 3022.
In fact, the only concrete allegations made against Pilate in Leg 299f are
precisely those also found in Fl 105 - venality, robbery and executions of
There iff-a.1.10 orc r(.13 v 7rpiSrv dvôpdSv gAtivorc
21t is unlikely that Philo was thinking specifically of Pilate's administration in his descnpuon
of Fl 105; if this were the case, it would be strange to specifically refer to governors under
Augustus. It is more likely that Fl 105 gives, as it claims, an account of corrupt goNeniors
in general. Philo would doubtlessly have had enough personal e‘pericnce of go\ emirs of
Egypt and other pnwinces without needing to think of Pilate at this point.
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prisoners without trial. When these are removed from the allegations against
Pilate, little remains but character slurs - inflexible, stubborn, cruel, violent,
insulting treatment, abuse, ferocity and anger - that is, nothing which could be
positively verified or denied. Historically, Pilate may have been of a harsh
disposition, at least he may have appeared so in Jewish eyes ] , yet Philo's
description of him is exaggerated in accordance with his own theological
rhetoric. Pilate did not honour the Jewish law and so is described in precisely
the same terms as other 'enemies' of the Jews: Gaius, Flaccus, Capito and the
Alexandrians2.
Political Apologetic in Philo's Historical Works
The Legatio is not simply a timeless theological tract. It is related to a
concrete historical and political situation which has also to some degree shaped
the narrative involving Pilate.
Agrippa's letter, in which the reference to Pilate occurs, is a passionate
appeal to the emperor Gaius not to desecrate the Jerusalem temple by the
erection of his statue but to respect Jewish tradition like former emperors. On a
larger scale the whole Legatio contains a similar plea. Goodenough suggested
that the book was composed early in the reign of Claudius and that it is an
attempt to persuade the new emperor not to follow the Jewish policies of Gaius
but those of his predecessors, Augustus and Tiberius3 . Philo achieves this
apologetic aim in several ways, three of which are of importance for the passage
involving Pilate:
1)	 A recurring theme of the Legatio (and the In Flaccum) is the assertion
that the Jewish nation are loyal subjects of Rome. As long as their native
customs are not interfered with, they want to be peaceful members of the
empire. Philo asserts that Sejanus persecuted the Jewish race 'because he knew
'The clashes later narrated by Josephus would have contributed to such a reputation, War
2.169-177; Antiq 18.55-62, 85-87.
2Unlike his description of Gaius' advisors and Flaccus, Philo narrates no miserable fate in the
case of Pilate; he is only an incidental character in the story. There may however be a slight
hint in Tiberius' angry rebuke and order that the shields be removed immediately (§305) that
the proud and cruel Pilate, like Flaccus (Fl 116), was humiliated before the people he was sent
to govern.
3Leg 206 mentions events after Claudius' accession. See Goodenough, Politics, pp 19-20;
Lemonon, Pilate, pp 207-208; this view is assumed by Schwartz, 'Josephusi, p 32. Eusebius
(HE 2.18.8) states that Philo read what he had written concerning Gaius' hatred of God before
the Roman senate, possibly indicating an attempt to influence Claudius' policy.
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that, should the empire be in danger of being betrayed, it would offer in his
defence the only, or the keenest, resistance to treacherous schemes and actions'
(Leg 160). During the conflict over Gaius' statue, the Jewish leaders tell
Petronius that they are striving for two ends: 'respect for the emperor and
obedience to our hallowed laws' (Leg 236) 1 . The exchange between Pilate and
the Jews also centres upon this same theme: as loyal members of the Roman
empire, the Jews do not want to be disrespectful towards their emperor (they
refer to him as Osomtirric, master); yet as loyal Jews they cannot tolerate any
dishonour shown to their God and his law. The story illustrates that there is no
fundamental conflict between these two positions. By removing the shields
'both the honour of the emperor and the traditional policy regarding Jerusalem
were alike preserved' (Leg 305). This accounts for Philo's slur upon Pilate's
motivation: 'with the intention of annoying the Jews rather than of honouring
Tiberius' (§299). For Philo it is clear that 'disrespect done to our ancient laws
brings no honour to the emperor' (301); Pilate's action then can only have
been with the intention of annoying the Jews. Exactly the same point was made
with the Alexandrian mob which superficially appeared to be honouring Gaius
by setting up images in the Alexandrian synagogues (F1 51, Leg 133, 201).
Respect for the Jewish law and for the emperor goes hand in hand: a model
emperor like Tiberius recognized this immediately (§§304-305).
2)	 Philo tries to persuade Claudius to adopt the policies of Augustus and
Tiberius rather than those of Gaius by his use of characterization. As noted
previously, this stems to a large extent from Philo's theological conviction that
God protects Israel and that the enemies of the Jews are the enemies of God; but
this theological conviction can be turned to good political effect. Both Augustus
and Tiberius are depicted as men of the highest moral standing, whose long
reigns were peaceful and prosperous; their respect for the Jewish law and
refusal to tamper with ancestral customs are repeatedly emphasized. Gaius, in
contrast, set himself up as the enemy of the Jews, making an attempt on the
temple and blatantly disregarding Jewish law in his absolute hatred for the
people; he is described as a fool, a murderer and a madman. The Legatio and In
Flaccum clearly show that anti-Judaism is a characteristic of the low-born, base
or disloyal. Sejanus' anti-Jewish policy was because he realized they were the
most loyal subjects in the empire (Leg 160); Flaccus' actions were due to fear
for his own position and because he had become 'utterly enfeebled' and
'incapable of solid judgement' (F116, also 10); Capito's slanderous allegations
I See also Leg 230, 231-232 and Fl 48.
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were prompted by fear of exposure (§199); Gaius' own delusions and hatred
for the Jews were the result of madness caused by illness. In contrast,
Augustus' gifts to the temple were 'proof of his truly imperial character' (Leg
157). Clearly Claudius is to recognize not only that devotion to Judaism is
perfectly in harmony with loyalty to the emperor, but also that respect for
Judaism is the mark of a great man, in fact, an emperor of truly imperial
character.
This apologetic concern leads to two tendencies within the scene with
Pilate. First, Philo stresses Tiberius' concern in such a comparatively small
issue, where no images were concerned and the offending shields were erected
in the governor's private headquarters. To some extent the smallness of Pilate's
offence is highlighted so that Tiberius' concern to rectify a small infringement
of the Jewish law is in marked contrast to Gaius' planned desecration of the
Jerusalem temple. Secondly, Philo emphasizes the baseness and depravity of
Pilate's character in order to highlight Tiberius' virtuous imperial character.
3)	 A third way in which Philo tries to persuade Claudius not to adopt
Gaius' policies is by means of a veiled threat. This has a double thrust: both the
emperor himself and the peace of the empire are at risk if Claudius does not
respect the Jewish law. The fates of F1accus, Helicon, Apelles (and possibly
Gaius in the lost ending of Legatio and Sejanus in the lost opening of the In
Flaccum) show what happens to a ruler or official who sets himself against
Judaism. Further, there are references to a great number of Jews all over the
empire who would rise up to defend their religion should the need arise (Leg
216-217). The warnings of the Jewish spokesmen in §301, 'Do not cause a
revolt! Do not cause a war! Do not break the peace!' are not empty threats.
Philo warns that a deliberate attack on the Jewish law, such as Philo claims
Pilate initiated, could indeed result in war and revolt throughout all the Jews
resident in the empire. The rather exaggerated threats of §301, therefore, may
owe more to Philo's apologetic than to historical fact.
The Legatio may exhibit a subsidiary apologetic concern which also has
relevance for the section on Pilate; this centres around Agrippa I and the
Herodian dynasty.
Agrippa I played an important role in Claudius' succession' and was
rewarded with 'the whole of his grandfather's kingdom' 2 which he ruled from
I Joseph us, War 2.206-217, Antiq 19.236-277.
2 War 2.215, including the districts of Trachonitis, Auranitis and Lysanias.
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AD 41-44. If, as seems likely, the Legatio was written shortly after Claudius'
accession in 41, Agrippa was still on the Judaean throne. It is possible that a
second apologetic concern of the Legatio was to persuade Claudius that Judaea
should permanently be ruled by a Herodian. This would account for not only
the glowing description of Agrippa himself l , but also that of the four Herodian
princes in the conflict with Pilate who enjoy 'prestige and rank equal to that of
Kings' and are the natural representatives of their people.
In the present text the conflict quickly centres around the Herodians with
their entourage and Pilate. Tiberius, however, as arbitrator, upholds the Jewish
position without a moment's hesitation (§§304-305). Philo thus shows that
both the Herodians and Tiberius share the same basic view that loyalty to God
is not incompatible with loyalty to the empire. The Herodians are therefore the
natural leaders of Judaea both in their popular support and their sharing the
same views as the emperor. In contrast, the Roman governor Pilate wants to
please neither his people nor the emperor (§303). The poor picture of Pilate,
therefore, highlights not only Tiberius' good qualities but also those of the
Herodians.
Philo's Pilate
In summary, Philo's characterization of Pilate has been shaped by his
theological outlook, in which, in a similar way to other Jewish theological-
histories of his period, he depicts the prefect in stereotyped language reserved
for those who act against the Jewish law: he is inflexible, stubborn, spiteful and
cowardly by disposition; his rule is characterized by corruption - bribery,
violence, thefts, assaults, the condemnation of untried prisoners and continuous
executions. Philo's political apologetic is also responsible for extra references
in the narrative: the character of Pilate has to be blackened to contrast
unfavourably with Tiberius and the Herodians. The description of Pilate's
motivation in setting up the shields (ie to annoy the Jews, §299) is also part of
this apologetic, as is the suggestion that Pilate's actions were serious enough to




When the nature of Philo's apologetic is recognized, it is possible to
come to some plausible reconstruction of the historical event behind Leg 299-
305. Philo's own interpretation seems to be confined to his description of
Pilate's character and motivation, not to the actual events. This is not surprising
for two reasons. First, Philo was probably in possession of reasonably
accurate facts through his friendship with Agrippa I; although this king was not
directly involved, four of his close relatives were and very likely reported the
incident to him. Secondly, Philo could not afford to blatantly misrepresent the
facts. His argument at this point depends on showing Tiberius' respect for the
law by his reaction to an incident caused by Pilate; if Philo's description of the
event could easily be proved false, then his argument would lose all its force.
Therefore it was possible to exaggerate, even to distort, Pilate's character but
the facts of the incident had to be reasonably accurate.
Pilate's Crime
The most obvious first question is: in what way did Pilate's shields
offend against the Jewish law? According to Leg 133 even synagogues in
Alexandria contained 'gilded shields' (docurig) set up in honour of the emperor
and Josephus tells us that Solomon's temple also contained shields. What then
was different about those set up by Pilate? Smallwood's translation of the
relevant passage reads:
'He set up gilded shields in Herod's palace in the Holy City. They bore
no figure and nothing else that was forbidden, but only the briefest
possible inscription, which stated two things - the name of the dedicator
and that of the person in whose honour the dedication was made' (Leg
299)1.
Several scholars have assumed either that the shields were inoffensive or that
the offence was only slight, implying that Philo's narrative shows the
hypersensitivities of the Jewish people regarding their law 2 . Certainly, in
'Smallwood, Legatio, p 128.
2The majonty of scholars assume that this incident took place after a similar incident
recounted by Josephus in which Pilate introduced iconic standards into Jerusalem, War 2.169-
174, Anti(' 18.55-59. Smallwood suggests that the incident with the standards awakened the
Jews to the fact that even aniconic objects could have (presumably religious) significance for
the Romans and they were therefore anxious to keep these out of Jerusalem too. In short,
although the shields were themselves inoffensive, 'they feared that the introduction of aniconic
shields was the thin end of the wedge' and could be the forerunner of a definite contra\ ention of
the law, Legatio, p 304. Maier asserts that there was 'no theological justification, per se, for
the attitude of the Jerusalemites on this occasion' which may, he suggests, explain why
Josephus makes no reference to it, 'Episode', p 118. Schtirer, History, vol I (rev) p386 and
Schwartz, 1Josephust , pp 29-31 both assume the shields were inoffensive. In this respect,
scholars have been too influenced by Philo's apologetic attempt to play down Pilate's crime,
discussed above.
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accordance with his apologetic aims, Philo has played down the offensiveness
of the shields; he stresses that they 'bore no figure', an obvious contrast to
Gaius' statue. Yet the incident would lose all sense and parallelism if the
shields were not offensive l . The basic aim is to show how a minor
infringement of the law upset the Jews and how severely Tiberius remonstrated
with the perpetrator. Some contravention of the law has to be present,
otherwise Philo (in the guise of Agrippa) has at best only succeeded in
highlighting the idiosyncrasies and hypersensitivities of his people; at worst he
would have described a threatened revolt against a Roman prefect who had not
transgressed the law. Neither would be likely to sway Gaius, within the
context of the narrative, or Claudius, the probable recipient of the whole work2.
In fact, Philo clearly states that there was something offensive about the shields.
He writes: they bore no figure and nothing else that was forbidden, g tco nvOg
in-typo:lyric dtvayicaictc,ie except a necessary inscription3 . Obviously
something about the inscription was forbidden. Philo elaborates on this: the
inscription revealed two things (fi Oi5o Taira iirtivve)4 , the name of the
dedicator (etvctO6vTa) and the one in whose honour the dedication was made
(inrip cni h avciOeutc), Leg 299. The offence caused by Pilate's shields
therefore lay in the wording of the inscription which contained the names of
Pilate and Tiberius5.
In all probability Pilate referred to himself in a similar manner to the
Caesarea inscription: (unknown first name) Pontius Pilatus; possibly adding his
title: Praefectus Iudaeae. Since neither of these were offensive, the offence
must be in the name of Tiberius. How did Pilate refer to him? The only other
known inscriptions from Pilate referring to Tiberius are preserved on the
prefect's coins. There Pilate followed the convention set by previous prefects
who put only the emperor's name or its abbreviation on their coins, presumably
not to cause offence by the use of the princep's official title. Pilate's coins read
only TIB'. It is probable, however, that an honorific inscription destined for
the governor's residence would refer to the emperor by his full title. Augustus'
I Ldmonon, Pilate, also makes this point, p 217.
2Gaius already felt an indescribable hatred for the Jews (Leg 133, 346) because they refused to
accept his divinity (§§353, 357) and held their dietary sensibilities and monotheism in
contempt (§§361, 367).
3Davics argues persuasively for the translation 'necessary inscription' rather than 'of a
minimum size' suggested by Colson and Smallwood, 'Meaning', pp 109-110.
4Again, Davies suggests the reading 'revealed' for iprivue, which is regularly used for the
'revelation of profoundly important facts', rather than simply 'to state', Meaning', pp 110-111.
51t seems reasonable to assume that Pilate was himself the dedicator, Smallwood, Legatio, p
302. If another person had dedicated the shields it would be odd to find no reference to him or
her.
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will imposed the title Augustus on Tiberius and a senatorial decree of 17th
September AD 14 made him divi filius. The title Pontifff Maximus was
bestowed on him on the 10th March AD 15, a position to which he attached
great importance'. The most common way to refer to Tiberius in short
inscriptions was:
Ti. Caesari divi Augusti f. (divi Iuli nepoti) Augusto pontifici maximo2
Silver denarii issued by this emperor read TI(berius) CAESAR DIVI AVG(usti)
F(ilius) AVGVSTVS on one side, PONTIF(ex) MAXIM(us) on the reverse3.
It seems reasonable to suppose that Pilate's inscription followed official patterns
and referred to Tiberius by his full title, including the phrase divi Augusti and
quite possibly his position as pontifex maximus 4 . The reference to the divine
Augustus would cause offense. As Fulcs notes, the removal of the shields to
the temple of Augustus in Caesarea (§305) lends further support to the
suggestion that it was the reference to the divinity of this emperor which was
offensive. What offended the Jews therefore was the reference to a pagan deity
- not Tiberius, as Brandon suggested 5, but Augustus - and possibly too a
reference to the supreme pontificate of the Imperial Cult situated, as Philo
emphasizes, in the holy city ofJerusalem6.
So much we can infer from Philo's description; but is it possible to say
anything further about Pilate's motivation in setting up the shields and whether
he really wanted to cause offence? Here a fuller description of the uses of and
designs upon honorific shields in the first century will be of some use.
It was an ancient custom to decorate shields used in warfare, often with
the characteristics of the wearer, an abbreviation of his city or a picture; the
shields themselves could also be used as decoration, set up in a public place in
I ILS 154; for Tiberius' attitude to the position of Pontifex Maximus see Grant, Aspects, p
45.
2See ILS 113, 152, 153, 155, 156, 159, 160, 164, 5818, 5829, 5829a; 114 and 6080 omit
'pontifici maximo'.
3 Sce for eg. Matthiae and Schiinert-GeiB, Muenzen, p 98f.
4That is was the phrase divi Augusti which caused offence was pointed out by Fuks, 'Again',
p 307.
5Brandon, Jesus, p 74.
6A small number of scholars suggest that this incident is identical with Pilate's introduction
of military standards recorded by Josephus, eg Colson, Embassy, pp xix-xx; Schwartz,
1Josephus', followed by McLaren, Power, pp 82f, n.1 and Brown, Death, pp 702-703. This
view depends to a large extent upon the prior assumption that the shields described by Philo
were inoffensive. Since the Jewish reaction in Philo makes little sense, it is claimed, the
writer must be simply presenting his own version of the military standards, greatly reducing
Pilate's crime to contrast all the more with Gaius' planned desecration of the temple (see
especially Schwartz,'Josephus'). However, once it is recognized that the shields did
contravene Jewish law, there is no need to resort to such hannonizations.
7See PW, 'Schild', cols 420-427, especially col 425; also 'Scutum', cols 914-920.
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honour of a person or a god, or as a war trophy. The Greek dccuric, used here
by Philo, corresponds to the Latin clipeus, a metal or marble disc bearing an
image of a god, hero, or great man. Our fullest ancient description of such
shields comes from Pliny in his Natural History 35 1 . In a passage relating to
the painting of portraits, Pliny remarks: 'Bronze shields are now set up as
monuments with a design in silver, with only a faint difference between the
figures' (35:4); such objects, he comments, 'everybody views with pleasure
and approval' (35:12). The first to start this custom, he claims, was Appius
Claudius in 495 BC who dedicated shields bearing portraits in the shrine of the
goddess of war (35:12). Marcus Aemilius Lepidus set up similar shields in the
Basilica Aemilia and his own home in 78 BC (35:13) 2 . A golden shield was set
up in honour of Augustus in 27 BC in recognition of his 'valour, clemency,
justice and piety', the four cardinal virtues of the Stoics; a similar one was set
up in AD 19 in honour of the oratory skills of Germanicus3 . Coins of Tiberius,
variously dated to AD 22-23 and 3437, show shields containing a bust of the
Princeps and the words 'Moderatio' and 'Clementia'4. Later, Caligula was
awarded the honour of a gold shield which was to be carried to the capitol every
year on a certain day by the Colleges of Priests5 . Clearly the shields could be
used either as religious dedications or as secular marks of honour 6. The portrait
shields also contained an honorific inscription, or elogium. This would include
the name of the person honoured followed by his offices and triumphs7.
Pilate's shields belong to this type. They were not dedicatory, involving
a pagan dedication ceremony, as some scholars suppose, but simply decorative
shields set up in a secular place in honour of the emperor 8 . They differ in one
'Pliny lived c AD 2314-79 and was therefore a contemporary of both Pilate and Philo.
2These are visible on coins struck in 61 BC by his son of the same name; see Sandys, Latin,
p 95.
3 Res Gestae Divi Augusti 34; Tacitus, Ann 2.83. The last two examples are cited by Maier,
'Episode', pp 117-118; see also Levick, Tiberius, p 87.
4See Levick, Tiberius, p87 who suggests that Tiberius was offered an honour similar to
Augustus' shield.
5Suetonius, Gaius 16. A Carthaginian shield and golden statue was hung above the portals of
the temple in the capitol until the fire of 83 BC, Pliny, NH 35.14. For two further portrait
shields see Lemonon, Pilate, p 214. The Arcus Fabianus, restored by Q. Fabius Maximus in
56 BC, included statues, shields and emblems of victory, see Sandys, Latin, pp 95-97.
6Pliny speaks of Appius Claudius dedicating ((flaw) shields in a goddess' shrine, but uses the
secular word posuit (posse) when Marcus Aemilius set up shields in the Basilica Aemilia and
in his own home.
7See Sandys, Latin, p 93f. These were generally affixed to statues (imagines maiorum) but
were also attached to clipei to identify the portrait. Formulae giving the name of the person
or body responsible for honorific statues were frequent (Sandys, p 108); it is less clear whether
these were also generally found on clipei.
8This was a suggestion of Pelletier, Legatio, p 375, taken up and developed by Lemonon,
Pilate, p 213-217, and also favoured by Davies, 'Meaning', pp 112-114. The force of this
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important aspect, however, in that they did not contain a portrait of the emperor.
This strongly suggests that Pilate deliberately used shields without portraits in
an attempt to respect Jewish sensitivities'. If this occurred after the commotion
caused by the images of Tiberius on the standards narrated by Josephus, then
Pilate's action was both understandable and prudent. He wanted to honour the
emperor without antagonizing the Jewish people. Furthermore, the shields
were set up inside (iv) the governor's residence; they were not on an outer wall
where they would be clearly visible to everyone in the city, but inside the
Roman administrative headquarters where presumably other objects of a pagan
argument rests to a large extent on the precise meaning of the verb civocrietript (Leg 299).
Of its various shades of meaning, the two which concern this inquiry are: a) to set up as a
votive gift, to dedicate, and b) to set up or erect in a secular sense. The word dcvccriOript is
most often used in the Legatio to describe Gaius' proposed desecration of the Temple. Here
again the verb could theoretically mean that the Jewish people were upset at Gaius' planned
dedication of a statue of Zeus in the temple, but it more probably has the straight-forward
secular sense of 'setting up'. It was the very thought that an image of any kind should be set
up in the temple which gave offence, details over its dedication were secondary (Leg
188,260,265,335). The word is used again in Leg 135 and 136 in connection with a chariot
dedicated to a woman named Cleopatra; it is however uncertain whether the chariot was
dedicated with the aid of a pagan dedicatory service or simply set up in honour of the woman.
Fl 41 and Leg 346 mention images and statues of Gaius being installed (diva-1-10'1w) in the
Alexandrian synagogues; again the major cause of offence was that the images were there, that
they had been set up in the synagogues, rather than dedicatory services associated with them.
Finally, in Leg 365, Gaius orders pictures of himself to be set up around his house; clearly
there is no pagan dedicatory ritual here. From this evidence, it seems a little unwise to
assume that ava-rieript means anything more than 'set up' here, or that it necessarily
implies a religious dedication involving a pagan ceremony. Furthermore, if this was the
offence, to whom were the shields dedicated? Dedicatory inscriptions generally contained the
name of the god or gods to whom they were dedicated and a dedicatory phrase or abbreviation,
eg detht (Sandys, pp 83ff); this Pilate's shields did not contain. Tiberius disliked divine
honours and Pilate is unlikely to have deliberately provoked him on such an issue; besides,
Philo clearly says that the shields were set up on behalf of the emperor (O-rrip) not 'to' him
(Philo is well aware of this distinction, see Gaius' complaint in Leg 357). Lemonon thinks
that the Jews thought that Pilate had dedicated the shields to the emperor (p 214), though this
is not supported by the text. Davies suggests that a religious ceremony dedicated the shields
to the 'gods in heaven', 'Meaning', p 113. Yet the absence of any dedicatory formula suggests
that the shields were honorific, nor dedicatory. Finally, this is further borne out by
Philo/Agrippa's resume of the account. In Leg 306 he writes: 'Now on that occasion it was a
question of shields.. . this time it is a colossal statue'. The offence concerned the shields
themselves, not a dedicatory rite associated with them.
1 Lemonon argues that because such shields generally contained images, Pilate's shields, even
though aniconic themselves, offended in spirit against the law prohibiting images in that they
suggested the presence of an image, Pilate, pp 215-216. Davies, 'Meaning', p 112 takes up
this suggestion commenting 'the inscription was "necessary": if the portrait was missing,
there had to be some way of identifying the person whose portrait Pilate hoped the Jews would
imagine, and so the inscription was included in order to name Tiberius. The inscription was
"forbidden": since the inscription was virtually playing the part of a portrait, acting as a
substitute for the forbidden portrait which it was deliberately designed to evoke, the image
could well be described as "forbidden"'. Neither scholar thinks that the offence lay in the
reference to Augustus' divinity. Yet the solution they propose seems almost unbelievably
subtle. We do not know how widespread such shields would have been in Judaea and whether
the Jews would necessarily have associated them with portraits. More importantly, since such
shields contained tituli honorum to identify the person honoured by the shield (Sandys, Latin,
p 93), the inscription was a necessary but ordinary part of the clipeus and was not simply a
substitute for a missing portrait. The presence of the inscription alone would emphasize that
the portrait was missing, not deliberately evoke it.
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nature might be located. This was clearly the most appropriate place in
Jerusalem for such honorific shields. Possibly Pilate realized that the reference
to the divine Augustus was technically against the Jewish law (he did, after all,
refrain from using it on his coins). He may have thought that, because of the
location of the shields and the fact that the reference to Augustus was part of
Tiberius' official imperial title, the Jewish people would not object or, out of
reverence for their emperor, ought not to. If these were his thoughts, of
course, he was wrong; the people did object.
But the Jewish reaction itself is interesting and may cast some light on
Pilate's later actions. Philo's description is rather oddly constructed.
Immediately after the reference to the 'forbidden inscription' he writes: 'But
when the Jews at large learnt of his action, which was indeed already widely
known, they chose as their spokesmen the king's four sons,. . . and besought
Pilate to undo his innovation in the shape of the shields' (Leg 300). This seems
to imply a two-fold reaction: first of all Pilate's action was 'already widely
known', or 'discussed', (7reptiln OTITov ijv iftm TO irpeivia); then the
'Jews at large learnt of his action' (bret ô icrovro oi 7roXXoi). The sense
seems to be that the existence of the shields was generally known before the
significance of the reference to Augustus was realized l . This would make good
historical sense. First century Judaism, even in Jerusalem, was not monolithic
as regards infringements of the law against images. Issues such as Gaius'
statue and even Pilate's military standards with their images of Caesar were
obvious affronts to the law and would rouse the Jews to immediate protest. Yet
the silver denarii bearing the head of the emperor were in circulation in the holy
city; the temple tax itself was paid in Tyrian shekels bearing the images of the
gods Melkart and Tyche; both apparently were tolerated. Ironically Herod
Antipas, who was probably one of the four Herodian spokesmen, had
representations of animals in his palace in Tiberias2 . It is quite possible that the
consequences of Pilate's use of Tiberius' full title were not immediately
obvious, or even important, to some Jews. Others, however, recognized that
the reference to the divine Augustus meant that an allusion to a pagan deity was
permanently situated in Yahweh's holy city. Those of a more anti-Roman
persuasion may have welcomed a religious reason for ridding Jerusalem of
shields honouring the emperor. Whatever the underlying motivations, the anti-
I Colson's translation similarly seems to imply that the Jewish outrage was not instantaneous:
'But when the multitude understood the matter which had now become a subject of common
talk', Embassy, p 151.
2Josephus, Life 65. Josephus clearly sees this as a breach of the law of Ex 20.4 prohibiting
images.
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shields lobby became dominant and the four Herodian spokesmen were elected
to put the Jewish grievances before Pilate.
The events of Leg 299-305 appear to have occurred at a feast: this is the
likeliest explanation as to why four Herodian princes and Pilate should all be in
Jerusalem at the same time. If the above reconstruction is correct, it may have
taken some time for the Jerusalemites to be generally agreed that the shields
were not to be tolerated. The Jewish leaders seem to have specifically waited
until the feast to enlist the support of the Herodians whose known pro-Roman
sympathies may have presumably carried more weight with the Roman prefect,
especially in such a delicate issue. In this case, the shields may already have
been in position for some weeksl.
The above considerations may help to clarify another puzzling aspect of
the affair: Pilate's behaviour after the Herodian delegation. Philo asserts that
the Jewish request to send an embassy to Tiberius worried Pilate because he
was afraid that they would bring accusations against the rest of his
administration (Leg 302); a fear which, if there were more than a grain of truth
in the description of Pilate's atrocities, would be well-founded. The obvious
line of action for such a merciless wretch as Pilate is presented as being would
be to prevent the embassy at all costs and to remove the standards; it would
presumably be better to lose face with his people than to lose his position, and
possibly his life, at the hands of Tiberius. Philo attributes Pilate's failure to do
this to cowardice and the lack of desire to do anything to please his subjects
(§303). However, as we have seen, Philo's description of Pilate's character
and motivation is highly suspect. Yet there is an explanation for Pilate's
behaviour which is not entirely out of keeping with Philo's general claims and
which fits into the historical situation.
From AD 23 onwards trials of maiestas, or treason, were an
increasingly frequent feature of Tiberius' reign. From the fall of Sejanus in 31
until Tiberius' death in 37, Sejanus' enemies cast their nets further in an attempt
to be avenged on his surviving friends 2 . Even if Pilate had no connection with
Sejanus, it was not a time for a provincial governor to allow his loyalty to the
emperor to be questioned. In fact, Pilate had set up the shields deliberately to
honour the emperor. Philo is probably correct that the threat of an embassy to
Tiberius put Pilate in a dilemma, but not because he was afraid of a poor report
being given about his administration. If Pilate did what the people asked and
1 Philo's account gives no indication as to how long the shields remained in Herod's palace.
2In the earlier period, AD 23-31, the trials centred around Agrippina, her sons and friends and
were largely inspired by Sejanus. OCD, pp 640-641.
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removed the shields he would risk appearing to dishonour the emperor,
especially if they had been up for some weeks without producing a spontaneous
outcry and their offence against the Jewish law was not great; yet if he did not
remove the shields the Herodians would appeal to Tiberius, doubtlessly giving
their side of the affair and showing the insensitivities of the governor l . Pilate
obviously decided that the latter alternative was the safest; whatever the
Herodian delegation claimed, Tiberius could not ignore the fact that the shields
had been set up in his honour2 . The fact that Pilate does not appear to have
gone out of his way to stop the Herodians contacting Tiberius supports the view
that his exaggerated characterization is largely due to the literary and theological
art of Philo rather than real attributes of the historical man.
Philo's description of Tiberius' reaction is doubtlessly over-exaggerated
in accordance with his apologetic aims, but the general sequence of events
seems to support the above hypothesis. The emperor acknowledged the Jewish
grounds for complaint, ordering Pilate to remove the shields from the holy city.
Yet Pilate was not recalled, as he surely would have been if the Herodian letter
made any serious allegations against his governorship. Nor is there the
slightest hint that Pilate's loyalty to the emperor was ever in question3.
The Date of the Incident
One remaining question is: when did this incident occur? The majority
of scholars assume that it took place in the latter part of Pilate's governorship
for one (or all) of the three following reasons4:
1)	 If Pilate encountered opposition early on in his rule after his
introduction of iconic military standards, then it is claimed that he would wait
some time before bringing in aniconic shields5.
1 Hoehner, Herod, p 183 thinks that the enmity between Antipas and Pilate at the crucifixion
of Jesus (for which he favours AD 33) was caused by the clash here between the Herodians and
Pilate over the shields (Lk 23:12). The execution of some Galileans (Lk 13:1), if it is
historical and predates this event, may be another possible explanation for the enmity between
the two men. See the chapter on 'Pilate in Luke-Acts'.
21t is not impossible that Pilate was in agreement with the Herodians over the writing of this
letter it was safer for him to wait for Tiberius' decision than to act on his own initiative and
risk displeasing either the emperor or the people.
3Smallwood sees the inscription in Caesarea as a 'sequel to the episode of the shields', Jews, p
167. She believes that when Pilate's attempt to show his loyalty to the emperor failed, 'he
conceived and carried out a much more ambitious project in Caesarea'. However, neither the
construction of the Tiberieum nor the incident concerning the shields can be dated exactly and
a definite connection between the two cannot be substantiated. Pilate could have erected a
secular building in honour of the emperor at any stage of his governorship.
40ften it is simply assumed, eg Brandon, Jesus, pp 71-75. The only exceptions to this
scholarly consensus are those who think that the incident is identical with that recorded by
Josephus concerning standards, see above p 60, n 6.
5Eg SchUrer, History, vol 1 (rev), p 386.
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2) The list of Pilate's atrocities in §302 would have taken some time
to commitl.
3) It is claimed that Tiberius' anger at Pilate's high-handed attitude
towards the Jewish law and Pilate's own indecision make best historical sense
after Sejanus' assassination in AD 312.
The first two arguments are far from conclusive. It is not necessary to assume
that Pilate waited some years between bringing iconic standards into Jerusalem
and the shields, especially since he took care that the shields contained no
offensive portraits. His principal aim, as we have seen, was not to provoke the
people but to honour the emperor. The list of Pilate's misdeeds in §302 is part
of Philo's stereotyped language applied to those who tampered with the Jewish
law; it would certainly be difficult for Philo to give such a list if it were
generally well known that this incident occurred in Pilate's first year, yet no
certain time length can be established3 . The strongest argument is that
concerning the political situation after Sejanus' death when Pilate would not
want to appear to be dishonouring the emperor by having the shields removed&
Two further arguments can be made for a later date; nevertheless,
although not particularly strong in themselves they add more probability to a
later date. One is the fact that the inscription appears to have referred only to
one person 0714 faii is singular). Pilate's coins struck before AD 29 refer to
both Tiberius and his mother Julia, Augustus' wife. Many other communities
similarly included Julia in inscriptions and dedications. After her death in AD
29, the coins refer only to Tiberius. If Julia were still alive we might perhaps
have expected her to have been also honoured by the shields. Secondly, the
Jewish spokesmen appeal directly to Tiberius and not to the legate of Syria as
was the standard procedures . It may be that the Jewish leaders thought their
best course of action was to appeal to the Herodians who, because of their
position, could appeal directly to the emperor. Or, if the incident took place
very soon after Sejanus' death there could be another explanation. Syria was
without a legate 'in residence' until Flaccus' appointment some time in AD 32.
Appeal to the legate would have been difficult before this date as the occupant of
the post, L Aelius Lamia, was in Rome. The Jewish leaders would therefore
l Eg Smallwood, Legatio, p 305.
2Eg Maier, 'Episode', pp 113-114; McGing 'Pontius', p 425; Fuks, 'Again', pp 501, 504-
505.
3Smallwood's attempt to match the 'crimes' with known or conjectured events in Pilate's
governorship is not convincing, Legatio, p 305.
4This would be strengthened even more if Philo is correct in his assertion that Tiberius issued
a reassurance to his Jewish subjects after Sejanus' death, Leg 161.
5See chapter 1.
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have been forced to adopt a strategy such as we find in the shields incident in
order to bring any pressure on Pilatel.
The incident of the shields therefore seems to have taken place at a feast
shortly after Sejanus' death (17th October AD 31). This would also provide an
historically significant motive for Pilate's erection of the shields: in the
politically unstable conditions after Sejanus' fall Pilate wanted to demonstrate
his loyalty to Caesar.
Conclusion
Philo presents us with a governor bent on annoying his subjects by the
unprecedented erection of shields bearing forbidden inscriptions in Jerusalem.
His character is described as spiteful, angry and lacking in courage, inflexible,
stubborn and cruel; his government shows his venality, violence, thefts,
assaults, abusive behaviour, frequent execution of untried prisoners, and
endless savage ferocity. Yet Philo's description of Pilate conforms to those of
other actors within the Legatio and In Flaccum who disrespect the Jewish nation
and their law, in particular Gaius, the Alexandrian mob and the stereotyped
'corrupt governor' of Fl 105. The description of Pilate's character and
motivation stems from Philo's political apologetic, in which he tries to persuade
Claudius not to adopt Gaius' attitude to the Jews, and his theology, in which
the enemies of Judaism are the enemies of God and so are portrayed extremely
negatively. This 'theologically interpreted history 2 is found in other Jewish
writings of the period, particularly 2 and 3 Maccabees, Josephus, Esther and
Judith.
Behind the theological gloss, however, the historical Pilate is just
visible; though Philo allowed his imagination to play a part in describing
Pilate's character, his description of the facts seems trustworthy. Pilate appears
as a governor intent on showing his loyalty to the emperor. This overriding
concern and a fear that the removal of the shields would negate the whole
project appear to have been his main priority rather than an attempt to respond to
the wishes of his people. But Pilate's erection of the shields was not a
I For differing reasons Doyle, 'Pilate's', pp 191-193, suggests that this incident occurred at the
passover of 32. Hoehner, Herod, p 180f asserts: 'One objection to this is that it seems
unlikely that Pilate would have tried to stir up trouble amongst the Jews so soon after hearing
of Sejanus' death, especially since he may not have known about it until the winter of 31/2',
he suggests the feast of Tabernacles instead. But by using aniconic shields Pilate seems to
have deliberately tried not to 'stir up trouble'.
2Term used by Borgen, Philo, p 50.
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deliberate act of aggression as Philo maintains and several modern scholars
have supposed. He seems to have gone out of his way to ensure that the
shields did not contain portraits of the emperor and that they were set up inside
the headquarters of the Roman administration, surely the most appropriate place
for them in Jerusalem. Although he probably realized that Tiberius' full title
could be offensive to some Jews, Pilate may have thought that the location of
the shields inside the praetorium made them less offensive. Or, perhaps more
likely, he thought that the Jews, like other peoples in the empire, should not
object to honour being shown to their emperor. The intention behind Pilate's
shields in Jerusalem was perhaps the same as that behind the his erection of a
building known as the Tiberieum in Caesarea: an attempt to honour Tiberius.
The incident is probably to be located in the troubled times shortly after the




The Jewish author Josephus refers to Pilate in his two major works: the
Jewish War and the Antiquities of the Jews. The War, written c AD 75-79,
contains two incidents concerning the prefect; the Antiquities, published about
AD 93/4 adds two more and describes Pi(ate's return to Rome t . Although
both books were written in Rome under Flavian patronage and Josephus
himself was born after Pilate's dismissal from Judaea, Josephus was a native
of Jerusalem and his description of Pilate probably relies on information
passed down to him by his parents and grandparents 2 . Yet, as was the case
with Philo, Josephus' dramatic historical narrative has been shaped to some
degree by his particular theological and apologetic aims.
The following discussion will analyse Josephus' works separately,
taking into consideration their particular theological and apologetic aims and
the role Pilate plays in each one. This will be followed by a consideration of
the historical background behind each incident.
The Jewish War
a) Purposes
In his first literary work Josephus has three important aims: to explain
the tragedy which befell the Jewish people, in particular the destruction of the
temple; to attempt to improve the strained relations between Jews and Romans
after the war; and, most importantly, to impress on other nations the futility of
revolt against Rome3.
i For detailed discussions of the life and works of Joscphus see especially Bilde, Flavius ;
Rajak, Josepluts; Cohen, Josephus ; Attridge 'Josephus', in CRINT, pp 185-232; Feldman,
Joseph us', ABD, Vol III, pp 981-998.
2In Life 5 Josephus states that he Ikas born in the first year of Gaius' reign, AI) 37/8, ie a .,ear
or two after Pilate's departure. He probably died around AD 100 (Attridge,'Josephus', p 195).
In War 1.3 he claims to be a native of Jerusalem and of priestly descent.
3 0ther aims which are less relevant to this study include praising his Flavian benefactors,
especially Titus, and to portray himself in a more favourable light. Sec Bilde, Flavius , p 75-
78.
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Josephus understands and interprets the catastrophic political events
leading to the war in theological terms'. The blame, he maintains, lay with no
foreign nation but the Jews themselves2 . Internal strife between Jewish
factions led to disunity amongst God's people and the transgression of the law
by those in favour of revolt3 . Throughout the narrative is the conviction that
God has abandoned his people to their sin and now favours the Roman side4.
God used the Romans to chastise his people: the fall of Jerusalem and the
destruction of the temple were therefore the just punishment for the sins of the
nation (2.455, 4.323, 5.19). This theological interpretation of events has close
parallels with the OT, particularly prophetic, understanding of God using
foreign nations to chastise his people5.
However Josephus clearly points out that it was not the whole Jewish
nation which was guilty of transgressing God's law and so arousing his anger
but only certain groups, in particular those who supported the revolt against
Rome and their corrupt leaders. This ties in with his second apologetic aim,
that of attempting to restore the friendlier, pre-war relations between Jews and
Romans. He does this primarily by analysing the causes of the war. He
repeatedly stresses that the Jewish people as a whole were not responsible for
the revolt; the blame should rather be placed on a small group of rebels who
stirred up the nation with their militant aims. These fanatics are variously
described as 'tyrants' and ibandits'6. Although admitting their Jewish origin,
Josephus wants to show that these men generally did not represent the feelings
of the Jewish populace, the majority of whom remained pro-Roman as too did
the Jewish authorities, Agrippa and the chief priests, and the major Jewish
philosophies7 . By this device, Josephus hoped to exonerate the Jewish people
1 A1 though by now the beneficiary of the Flavian emperors, Josephus retained his Judaism.
His keen sense of the tragedy which befell his people lends a touch of personal anguish to his
narrative, eg 1.9-12, 5.20.
2 1.12, 5.257, 6.251.
32.454-456, 4.314-318,383-388 (esp §385), 6.99-102,108,7.260.
4For example, God is behind Roman success in Palestine: 3.293,404,494, 4.297,323,370,
5.2,39,343, 6.39ff,110,250,399,401, 7.32,319.
5For example Is 10.5f, Jer 1.14-16. See Bilde, Flavius , p75.
6flipavvot, Xucrrcitt. See for example 1.4,10,24,27 etc. The disturbances after Herod's death
are similarly ascribed to an extreme nationalistic element, 2.53,56,65. The atrocities of their
deeds are described in 4.382f.
7 War 1.10-11,27, 2.264-265,271 etc. Agrippa makes a speech against the war in 2.345ff; the
chief priests, notable citizens and temple ministers similarly try to prevent it (2.320,4171); the
people of Tiberias and Tarichaeae wanted peace (3.448,492); the people in besieged
Jerusalem anxiously awaited the arrival of the Romans (5.28,53,335); many of the upper
classes want to desert (6.113). Josephus claims that the nationalistic Fourth Philosophy
founded by Judas the Galilean which advocated the non-payment of tribute and refusal to
tolerate mortal masters had nothing in common with the other philosophies (2.118). By this
exaggeration he implies that the other philosophies were content to accept the Romans, stating
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generally and to show that contemporary Roman ill-treatment was out of place
as the people had suffered enough at the hands of their compatriots.
Along with the Jewish nationalists Josephus also puts blame for the
revolt upon the last two Roman procurators of Judaea: Albinus and Florus.
Under the governorship of Albinus were sown in the city the seeds of its
impending fall (2.276) and his successor Florus is charged with deliberately
wanting war to hide his own excesses I . The revolt therefore, according to the
War, was caused by the agitation of nationalist brigands and the ill-treatment
of the nation by its last two governors rather than any innate tendency of the
people to rebel. Instead, they generally tended to be peaceably inclined and
should not be held responsible for the atrocities which occurred.
That the resistance of the nationalistic brigands was misguided and
futile is stressed throughout the work. The might of Rome and the futility of
revolt amongst subject peoples is one of the most dominant themes of the War
and, at least as far as Josephus' Flavian patrons would have been concerned,
was the most important motive for the work's composition. Josephus had
already written an account of the war in Aramaic which was distributed to the
Parthians, Babylonians, remote tribes of Arabia, those living beyond the
Euphrates and the inhabitants of Adiabene (13,6) outlining the origins of the
war, its various phases and conclusion (1.6) 2 . It is easy to see the value of
such an account as a 'manifesto intended as a warning to the east of the futility
of further opposition and to allay the after-war thirst for revenge, which
ultimately led to the fierce outbreaks under Trajan and Hadrian' 3 . The present
Greek edition has the same objectives in mind but is addressed to all the
'subjects of the Roman Empire' (13). Josephus uses the Jewish revolt as an
example to deter others, especially by his gruesome description of conditions
in Jerusalem during the Roman siege 4. Although he acknowledges Jewish
this explicitly in the case of the Essenes who obeyed mortal rulers 'since no ruler attains his
office save by the will of God' (2.140). Rajak however warns against an over-simplified view
of Josephus' description, noting that in the earlier stages of the revolt he does admit that there
was a middle element who were sometimes behind the war party, Josephus, p 83.
1 2.293,299,318,333 etc. A fuller discussion of Josephus' appraisal of Roman governors will
be given in the next section.
2Both the original Aramaic version and the Greek seem to have been officially inspired; in
Life 363 and Apion 1.50ff Josephus asserts that Titus gave his signature to the War. On
Rome's attitude towards Parthia and other lands to the east of the empire see B. Isaac, Limits,
who argues that the Roman troops deployed at the frontiers of the empire were igeared for
aggressive diplomacy or even offensive warfare rather than defence, at least until the
Byzantine period', p33.
3Thackeray, Jewish, vol ii, p x; see also Stern 'Josephus', pp 71-80.
4See for example 5.429ff,511ff,567ff, 6.1ff,193ff (the mother who ate her own baby), 6.201 -
213, and 7.112.
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successes against the Romans l , the superior might of the Roman army is
repeatedly emphasized: its missiles (3.244), artillery (5.269), and its victorious
siege engine (5.269) 2 . 3.70-109 contains a long digression on the Roman
army - its composition, weaponry, tactics etc - explicitly to 'deter others who
may be tempted to revolt' (§108).
But what seals the invincibility of Rome for Josephus is not only the
prowess of its armies but the fact that the empire has God as an ally. God was
behind Augustus' success at Actium (1390), he is behind the empire (2390),
shaping its destiny (3.6), directing Vespasian to the Principate (3.404) and
committing the empire to him and his son Titus (5.2). Revolt against Rome is
therefore revolt against God. This is made particularly clear in Josephus'
speech to his besieged countrymen in 5.362-419. God now rests over Italy
bringing power to Rome (367), war with Rome is war with God (§378), the
only way to salvation for the Israelites is to put down their weapons and
accept Roman sovereignty (§§415f0. A similar sentiment is put into the
mouth of Agrippa in his speech shortly before the outbreak of the revolt
(2345-404). All other nations submit to Rome (§058-361), Judaea could not
possibly withstand the might of the Roman empire (357) especially since
God is behind it (§390, 394). Agrippa's advice (which was not heeded for
long) is also Josephus' advice to the subjects of the Roman empire: pay tribute
and accept Roman control. At the end of the revolt, Eleazar's speech to his
fellow Zealots on Masada forms a counter-part to that of Agrippa's 3 (7323-
336). Ironically the rebel leader realized too late that God had doomed the
Jewish race to perdition (§§327ff), that their defeat was the penalty for their
crimes (7331), and that God's intervention resulted in victory for the Romans
(§§358ff). The message of the War is clear: the Jews should quietly put their
trust in God rather than attempt to alter his guidance of history by taking up
arms; the passive protest against Gaius' statue illustrates the effectiveness of
such non-violence and trust in God (2.184203). The story of the Jewish
revolt, however, is a graphic illustration of what happens when a subject
nation rises up and takes on the power of Rome and is a dire warning to others
of the tragic consequences to which such action leads.
'This is part of his historical concern not to underestimate the Jewish achievements, 1.7-8. In
fact it enhances the prestige of the victorious Roman armies if their opponents put up a strong
light.
2See also 1.21-22,142,2.72,199,354,357,362,373, 5.348ff, 6.22; the Gauls were overawed by
the strength of Rome 2.362-379, as were other great nations, 2.365-379,577 3.31. Titus'
speech in 3.472-484 makes the same point. The pictures in the triumphal procession in Rome
show the might of the Roman troops taking Jerusalem, 7.139.
3This observation was made by Thackeray, Jewish, vol iii, p 600, n. a.
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b) Pilate in the Jewish War
In this work Josephus relates two incidents involving Pilate - one
centring on his introduction of iconic standards into Jerusalem, the other on
his appropriation of Temple funds to build an aqueduct in Jerusalem. Pilate is
introduced abruptly in 2.169 and there is no reference to his departure. The
texts are as followsl:
War 2.169-174
Pilate, being sent by Tiberius as procurator to Judaea, introduced into
Jerusalem by night and under cover the effigies of Caesar which are
called standards. This proceeding, when day broke, aroused immense
excitement among the Jews; those on the spot were in consternation,
considering their laws to have been trampled under foot, as those laws
permit no image to be erected in the city; while the indignation of the
townspeople stirred the countryfolk, who flocked together in crowds.
Hastening after Pilate to Caesarea, the Jews implored him to remove
the standards from Jerusalem and to uphold the laws of their ancestors.
When Pilate refused, they fell prostrate around his house and for five
whole days and nights remained motionless in that position.
On the ensuing day Pilate took his seat on his tribunal in the great
stadium and summoning the multitude, with the apparent intention of
answering them, gave the arranged signal to his armed soldiers to
surround the Jews. Finding themselves in a ring of troops, three deep,
the Jews were struck dumb at this unexpected sight. Pilate, after
threatening to cut them down, if they refused to admit Caesar's images,
signalled to the soldiers to draw their swords. Thereupon the Jews, as
by concerted action, flung themselves in a body on the ground,
extended their necks, and exclaimed that they were ready rather to die
than to transgress the law. Overcome with astonishment at such
intense religious zeal, Pilate gave orders for the immediate removal of
the standards from Jerusalem.
War 2.175-177
On a later occasion he provoked a fresh uproar by expending upon the
construction of an aqueduct the sacred treasure known as Corbonas;
the water was brought from a distance of 400 furlongs. Indignant at
this proceeding, the populace formed a ring round the tribunal of
Pilate, then on a visit to Jerusalem, and besieged him with angry
clamour. He, foreseeing the tumult, had interspersed among the crowd
a troop of his soldiers, armed but disguised in civilian dress, with
orders not to use their swords, but to beat any rioters with cudgels. He
now from his tribunal gave the agreed signal. Large numbers of the
Jews perished, some from the blows which they received, others
trodden to death by their companions in the ensuing flight. Cowed by
the fate of the victims, the multitude was reduced to silence.
'Taken from Thackeray, Jewish, vol ii, pp 389-393.
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Context
Before analysing each text in detail, Pilate's governorship needs to be
set in its general context. Book 1 and the first part of Book 2 of the War
provide an extended introduction to the Jewish revolt. They describe the rise
and fall of the Hasmonaean dynasty, leading to Roman involvement in Judaea,
indirect Roman rule through the reign of Herod I and his three sons, and
subsequent direct Roman rule by prefects and later procurators. Josephus
describes the reigns of the later Hasmonaean kings as a period of turbulence
and instability, gradually giving rise to a period of repressive peace from 32
BC onwards under Herod 1 1 . With the king's death and Archelaus' journey to
Rome fresh disturbances arose and the country was plunged into virtual
anarchy (2.1ff), eventually being forcibly put down by Varus (2.66-79). It is
at this point in the War that the first Jewish embassy appears in Rome to ask
that their country be united to Syria (2.80-92). This time Augustus refuses the
request and chooses to abide by the terms of Herod's will, appointing
Archelaus as ethnarch of Judaea (2.93ff). Later on, however, after receiving
complaints from both Samaritans and Judaeans (2.111), Augustus deposes
Archelaus and grants the Jews their request, formally uniting them to the
empire (2.117). According to the Jewish War therefore the annexation of
Judaea was at the request of the people themselves and is portrayed as a
concession to them from the emperor. Of the next thirty-one years, until
Agrippa I's reign (AD 41-44), Josephus reports very little. Of the seven
prefects governing Judaea during this time Josephus refers to only two:
Coponius, the first governor (2.1170 and Pilate (2.169-177). Although he
relates the rise of Judas the Galilean under Coponius and two incidents
involving Pilate, the general impression is that these were relatively stable
years when the majority of the population were content with Roman rule. It is
only much later in the more detailed description of Felix's governorship that
we hear of the rise of brigands (XT3a-r6a , 2.253), and the emergence of sicarii
(§§254-257), deceivers and impostors (7rXâvoi y6p CivOpco7roi, §§258-265).
The relative tranquillity of the first phase of direct Roman rule is reinforced by
the fact that the largest part of Josephus' narrative at this point is dedicated to a
description of 'Jewish philosophies' (11A0004€1Toct): the Pharisees, Sadducees
and Essenes (2.119-166). The context for Josephus' narratives concerning
Pilate therefore belong to the Jewish War's relatively harmonious picture of
1 1.364 credits Herod with ridding Judaea of disturbances from this date.
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Judaea between Archelaus' deposition and the accession of Gaius Caligula and
Agrippa P.
Apologetic Themes within the Two Stories
The two incidents concerning Pilate both show the same characteristics
which are firmly linked with Josephus' overall apologetic aims in the War.
First, they have the same structure built around cause and effect2: an action of
Pilate provokes the people, this causes a Jewish reaction which in turn
necessitates a counter-reaction from Pilate. This scheme is developed furthest
in the episode of the standards. Throughout the narrative we are continually
presented with a series of actions and reactions between the two actors in the
drama, Pilate and the people, each dependent on the previous response.
Secondly, in both narratives the emphasis is not so much on Pilate's
initial action as the Jewish reaction and what effect this produces on the
Roman prefect. In both, Pilate's initial offence is described briefly and serves
primarily as a catalyst which sparks off the Jewish reaction. In the first we are
told only that Pilate brought in the standards by night. Josephus is not
interested in telling us why Pilate brought new standards into Jerusalem or
upon whose authority he was acting, he is introduced abruptly with no
biographical detail except that he was 'governor of Judaea' (even the title
inirporrog is vague3). Similarly in the second narrative we are told that Pilate
caused offence by using temple money to build an aqueduct; but many
important details such as why Pilate used this money and how he acquired it
are absent. These details, especially those to do with the Corbonas, would
presumably have been equally mystifying to Josephus' contemporary non-
Jewish readers as they are to a modern reader. At other points in his narrative
Josephus explains Jewish customs and religious sensitivities to his audience4;
that he does not do so here again emphasizes that the details of Pilate's 'crimes'
are not of paramount importance to him. What is important is the way in
which the Jewish people react to Pilate's deeds. This is made even clearer by
the opening sentence of the aqueduct narrative: 'On a later occasion he
'For an historical evaluation of Josephus' account at this point see chapter 1.
2This is also noticed by Lemonon, Pilate, p 146.
3See chapter 1 for evidence that the governor's title was 'prefect' (grrapxoc).
4For example in 1.270 he explains why Antigonus lacerated Hyrcanus' ears; at 1.477 he
explains that polygamy is permitted by Jewish custom; at 1.650 that it is unlawful to put
images or busts in the temple; see also 2.42,456, and 6.425.
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provoked a fresh uproar...' (meth 56 rain-a rapaxhv hip= ixiva...); it is
clearly the Jewish response, in this case an uproar, which is the focus of
attention.
Josephus relates two actions of Pilate which led to two different
Jewish reactions. In the first, the Jews are entirely peaceful and passive; they
go to Caesarea and without aggression implore Pilate to remove the standards;
even after five days and nights they refrain from violence, accepting death
rather than the violation of their laws. Pilate, astonished by their religious
devotion accepted their arguments and removed the standards. By his
narrative of this incident therefore Josephus showed that a passive
demonstration showing respect for and submission to the governor could
achieve its aim. The reaction occasioned by the aqueduct, however, was of a
completely different order. The people showed aggression towards Pilate,
they surrounded his tribunal and 'besieged him with angry clamour'
(ireptuTtiv-rec ib 13tua toorre136c)v). This angry protest and the attempt to
intimidate the governor produced a massacre, a blatant display of the might of
Rome. The final line is heavily dramatic: the severity of the Roman troops
and the large number of victims reduced the multitude to silence. This
narrative therefore shows that an angry protest will not succeed and can only
end in bloodshed and disaster for the people.
It is no coincidence that these two incidents together illustrate the most
important apologetic purpose of the War: opposition in the form of riots or
angry tumults is useless, Rome is far too strong. Only a passive respectful
protest can hope to succeed. Josephus uses a similar technique when he
juxtaposes two incidents from the governorship of Cumanus; one involving a
violent protest (2.223-227), the other non-militant (2.228-232) 1 . Later the
moral of these pairs of stories under Pilate and Cumanus is given verbal
expression by Agrippa in his speech attempting to stall the outbreak of the
revolt (2345-404): even if a governor rules badly 'the powers that be should
be conciliated by flattery, not irritated', 'there is nothing to check blows like
submission and the resignation of the wronged victim puts the wrongdoer to
confusion' (§§3500.
The two incidents in Pilate's governorship, coming at a time of relative
peace, seem therefore to highlight the two options open not only to Jews but to
all subjects of the Roman empire: accept Roman rule peacefully and its
1 In all, Josephus describes three incidents which occurred under Cumanus' governorship. The
third describes a conflict between Galileans and Samaritans which, due to his tardiness in
dealing with the problem, led to Cumanus' banishment (2.232-245).
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governors will show consideration, or resort to violence and risk certain
annihilation at the hands of Roman troops. The next clash between Jews and
Rome narrated in the War concerns Gaius' statue (2.184-203). Here the
Jewish protest has close parallels with that occasioned by the standards. The
people peacefully appeal en masse to the legate, Petronius, offering to die
rather than transgress their laws. This behaviour favourably impressed
Petronius, as it had Pilate earlier, who resolved to delay the statue. The
demonstration finally succeeded with God's help (2.186). In this incident the
people seem to have heeded the lesson of the episodes in Pilate's
administration. The affair of the aqueduct, however, remains as a warning
against more aggressive action and it is this policy, rather than the successful
peaceful protests of the standards and Gaius' statue, which is eventually
employed by members of the war party with disastrous results for the nation.
The Characterization of Pilate in the War
In view of the apologetic effect to which Josephus puts his two
incidents involving Pilate, it is no surprise that the prefect is briefly described
with only the barest biographical details and no general word on his
administration as a whole. Josephus is not so much interested in describing
the person and governorship of Pilate as the effects which two of his actions
provoked. Nor does Josephus give us any portrayal of Pilate's character'.
This clearly shows both that the governor is very much an incidental character
within the story and also that Josephus, looking back on his administration,
did not view either Pilate or his term of office in particularly negative terrns2.
It is however possible to piece together some picture of the Pilate with
whom Josephus presents us. He is said to have brought the standards into
Jerusalem 'by night and under cover' (v6n-cop xExaXuppivac). Josephus
has used the reference to night before: in 1.229 Herod enters Jerusalem by
night after being forbidden by Hyrcanus to bring alien troops into the city
during a feast of purification; in 1.437 Herod sent Jonathan (Aristobulus) to be
'Such as his positive description of John Hyrcanus (1.68-69), or the negative ones of Albinus
(2.272-276), Florus (2.27711) and the officials Scaunis (1.132), Silo (1.291, 297ff, 302) and
Sabinus (2.16ff). These men are all charged with some combination of brutality and
corruption through bribery. See the similar allegations made against Pilate's character by
Philo in Leg 299-305, discussed in the previous chapter. Such slurs are completely absent
from Josephus' description of Pilate in the War.
2This may of course be linked to the fact that Josephus was under Flavian patronage as he
wrote the War; yet he has no qualms about portraying Albinus, Florus and other Roman
generals in a poor light, suggesting that Pilate would have come under similar criticism had it
been necessary. Other characters such as Bacchides, Scaurus and Sabinus who play a smaller
role than Pilate are subjected to a moral judgement.
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murdered at Jericho 'by night'. The phrase clearly indicated the perpetration of
a crime, or something which would shock others were it done in daylight'. In
his description of Pilate, therefore, Josephus wanted his readers to understand
not only that Pilate' s introduction of iconic standards was against the law
(which is made explicit at §170) but also that Pilate knew his actions would
cause offence and so took precautions to ensure that his installation of the
standards was not seen by the people and to present them with a fait accompli
the following morning. No motives are given for Pilate's conduct, either to
blacken or to exonerate him, and it is left to the reader to form his or her own
conclusions. The overriding impression however is one of insensitivity; not
blatant but combined with a certain amount of stealth and secrecy, and a
disregard for the religious feelings of those under his rule.
Similarly at Caesarea, Pilate is not moved by the pleas of the people to
uphold their ancestral laws and refuses to remove the standards. He shows
either patience or stubbornness in allowing the people to remain motionless
outside his house for five days and nights. It is the reaction of the people
which Josephus wants to highlight at this point rather than the psychology of
Pilate but it would make sense within the narrative to see the governor
expecting the people to tire of their demonstration and simply waiting for
them to accept the standards and go home. The endurance of the Jews is,
however, stronger than the governor had bargained for and on the sixth day he
resolves to end the matter. Here again he shows the same lack of openness as
he did with the introduction of the standards: he takes his seat on the tribunal
with the apparent intention of answering the people, but he has no intention of
discussing the matter and instead gives his soldiers a prearranged signal to
surround the multitude. An important point is that the soldiers have not yet
drawn their swords, though Josephus states that they were armed (§172);
Pilate's intention was to intimidate the people into acceptance by a sudden
display of troops rather than a resort to bloodshed at this stage. The War
suggests that such intimidatory tactics were in regular use by Roman
commanders who wished to frighten their opponents into surrender and
thereby minimize bloodshed on both sides 2. Pilate's actions are therefore not
unusual for a Roman officer. Yet such intimidation only produced silence in
the multitude and Pilate goes one step further, this time threatening to execute
the people unless they accepted Caesar's standards. So far the matter has been
entirely in Pilate's hands: he ordered the introduction of the standards into
l Jn 13.30 uses a similar night symbolism when Judas leaves to betray Jesus.
2For example Vespasian parades his forces before the enemy at the Galilean frontier (3.127)
and at Jotapata (3.146) and Titus does the same before Jerusalem (5348ff).
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Jerusalem and he has been firmly guiding the events in Caesarea, attempting
to dispel the crowd without bloodshed by three means, first ignoring them,
then intimidating them and finally threatening them. He has remained
completely firm in his conviction that the people must accept the symbols of
imperial Rome, not even entering into a discussion of the matter. The Jewish
demonstration appeared to have little chance of success. But suddenly the
situation changes and the reader is shown that the Jews do have the ability to
change events, that a passive willingness to die and trust in God can save both
them and their ancestral laws. Pilate is 'overcome with astonishment at such
intense religious zeal' (inrep0aupdo-ag ö ó 110 n 451Tog TO
Seicriboripoviag Oucparov ...) in the same way that Pompey was filled with
admiration for Jewish devotion during the siege of Jerusalem (1.148) or that
Petronius will later be filled with astonishment and pity at the sight of the
Jewish multitude ready to die rather than accept Gaius' statue l . As a result he
commands that the standards be immediately removed from Jerusalem.
For Josephus, Pilate's behaviour here is no more a sign of 'weakness'
than Petronius' determination to defend Jewish interests is a show of 'treason'.
It was a Roman prefect's duty to preserve law and order in his province. Pilate
had maintained his defiant position on the standards as long as he was able but
he drew the line at the massacre of large numbers of passive unarmed
protesters. In this case the symbols of Rome and personal pride were
sacrificed in favour of peace in the province. The verb is active (1cE.Xe.6E-t);
Pilate is still in command of the situation. This is the first incident involving
Pilate which Josephus narrates and the affair gives the impression of a new
governor testing public opinion, seeing how far the Jewish people would go in
defiance of their ancestral religion. Pilate backed down in this case; he is not
so stubborn or self-willed that he will not heed public opinion and his
amazement at Jewish willingness to die for their religion means that, for the
moment, he will uphold their laws in the interests of preserving the peace.
In the second episode, Pilate is said to have 'provoked a fresh uproar'
(rapaxiiv Eripav Exivet, §175); this however is a description of the result of
his actions, not his deliberate intention. It is not the construction of the
aqueduct itself which seems to cause offence - Herod's building of one in
Laodicea on Sea earns him praise from Josephus (1.422) - but the fact that he
completely uses up (itavaimccov) the temple treasure. Josephus passes no
comment on the legality of this act but it is clear from the sequel that the anger
1 Much later the Romans will show the same incredulousness at Jewish fortitude when
confronted with the mass suicides at Masada. This recurring theme is part of Josephus' aim to
enhance the standing and piety of his people in the eyes of his Graeco-Roman contemporaries.
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of the people was aroused by it. It is also apparent from his prior positioning
of troops that, as in the standards incident, Pilate knew that there was a high
probability that the people would take offence at his actions. Again the War
shows Pilate being consciously insensitive towards Jewish customs. This time
he has taken precautionary measures to deal with any disturbance, yet his
methods again show a concern to avoid unnecessary bloodshed. He does not
parade his soldiers in an open display of aggression or intimidation which
could provoke the already rioting people against Rome, but has his troops
dressed in ordinary clothes and mingled with the crowd. The soldiers are
armed but have orders to use only clubs and not their swords; it is only rioters
who are to be beaten (§176). In this incident it is the people who try to
intimidate Pilate by 'besieging him with angry clamour' (§175); only after this
does Pilate give his men the agreed signal. Pilate appears to have acted
appropriately in the circumstances; according to Josephus the governor was
paid 'to extinguish the flames of war ... and to root out the cause of ...
disorders' (2.296). Later Cumanus in a similar situation, surrounded by angry
Jews and fearing for his own safety, sent for troops who used such
indiscriminate violence that over 30,000 were either killed or trodden to death
(2.226-227); Pilate's orders to his men, if inconsistent with the final slaughter,
do not appear to have been unduly harsh. The incident involving the aqueduct
ends dramatically, describing the silence of the multitude. For Josephus it is a
tragic end which they have brought upon themselves by their own riotous
behaviour rather than due solely to violent aggression from Pilate.
The picture of Pilate which emerges from the Jewish War therefore is
one of a governor who can be consciously insensitive towards Jewish religious
customs when they conflict with the interests of Rome; yet he does not
quickly resort to unnecessary violence, preferring intimidation and threats in
the first incident and ordering his men only to use clubs and beat rioters in the
second. He takes his commission as provincial governor charged with
preserving law and order seriously, in the first episode backing down rather
than ordering mass executions and in the second quelling a disturbance with
what should have been a minimum of violence. But he is not merely a blunt,
insensitive representative of imperial Rome, he can be favourably impressed
by Jewish religious devotion and allow this to affect his judgement.
Finally Pilate needs to be placed alongside other Roman governors in
the War how does he compare with them? Is he harsher or more lenient? Is
there a gradual deterioration in the conduct of Roman officials posted to
Judaea into which he takes his place? In answer to the last question, there
does not seem to be a general decline in the administrations of subsequent
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governors according to the War; each governor is judged according to his own
merits and Josephus does not seem to envisage a gradual worsening in the
Roman representatives 1• Only nine of the fourteen Roman governors are
mentioned at all and four of them, Coponius (2.117-118), Fadus and Tiberius
Alexander (2.220) and Festus (2.271), are referred to only briefly. Josephus
remarks that Judas the Galilean incited his compatriots to revolt under
Coponius' administration, but this is not linked with the governor's conduct.
The next two Roman governors mentioned after Pilate, Fadus and Tiberius
Alexander, receive a particularly favourable report: by abstaining from all
interference with the customs of the country (they) kept the country at peace'
(2.220) 2 . Disturbances broke out under Cumanus but again no blame is
attached to the governor for this (2.223-245). Cumanus is eventually charged
with refusing to take action quickly enough in disturbances between Galileans
and Samaritans and banished (2.245). Felix and Festus are credited with
attacking impostors and brigands (2.247, 253-270, 271). So far, although
John founded his fourth philosophy under Coponius and the activity of
brigands, sicarii and impostors have been steadily mounting from the time of
Cumanus to that of Fadus (ie AD 48-62), the War lays no charges of
mismanagement against the Roman governors. With Albinus the quality of
the Roman procurators changes. His administration 'was of another order'
states Josephus, 'there was no villainy which he omitted to practice' and 'from
this date were sown in the city the seeds of its impending fall' (2.272-276).
Florus, however, made Albinus 'appear by comparison a paragon of virtue'
(2.277) and Josephus specifies in detail his tyranny (§295), his unprecedented
cruelty (§§308, 340), covetousness and bribery (§§331, 532) and how he
wanted war to cover up his own atrocities (§§282-283). Although Agrippa in
his speech (2345-401) speaks generally of the 'insolence of the procurators'
(§348), the intolerable harshness of Roman ministers and oppressive
governors (§352), it is clearly predominantly Florus' governorship which has
led the people to revolt rather than a culmination of harsh governorship
(§353), as the people themselves admit in §402. 'The same procurator will not
'Bade suggests that the War lays an immediate cause of the revolt at the feet of the ever
poorer administration of Palestine by the Romans which led to the growth of the war party
and tensions between Jews and non-Jews, Flavius , p74. See also Rajak, Josephus, p'79;
Attridge,'Josephus', p 209. Cohen however correctly notes that only the procurators Albinus
and Festus are seen as external factors in War 's description of the revolt and not a gradual
disintegration of governors, Josephus , p154.
2Later, in 5.205, we learn that Tiberius Alexander's father was responsible for plating the
gates of the Jerusalem temple. The ex-procurator himself continues to earn Josephus' respect
as the loyal friend of Titus (5.45) entrusted with the second watch during the siege of
Jerusalem (5.510).
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remain for ever' argues Agrippa, 'and it is probable that the successors of this
one will show greater moderation on taking office' (§354). It is therefore only
the last two procurators, especially Florus, who come under harsh criticism
from Josephus in the War.
Pilate's governorship belongs to a much earlier phase in Jewish-Roman
relations. He is not charged with misgovernment, nor is there any reference to
banditry during his time of office. Josephus' description of Fadus and Tiberius
Alexander, quoted above, shows that he measures a governor by his
interference with Jewish religious customs. On this score, of course, Pilate
fell down twice, but seen in context there is no hint in the War that Josephus
regarded Pilate's administration as particularly poor, violent, or directly
playing a part in the breakdown of relations leading to the revolt.
Summary
Josephus uses two events in Pilate's governorship to strengthen the
War's foremost apologetic aim: the insistence that resistance against Rome is
futile, only passive acceptance of Roman rule can produce harmony amongst
subject peoples. The incident with the standards has close parallels with that
of Gaius' statue, in both the Jews achieved their aims by trust in God and
without resort to violence. The affair of the aqueduct stands as a warning as
to what the outcome will be if the Jews trust instead in aggression and riots, a
policy which they eventually follow and which leads to the tragic events
culminating in the destruction of the temple. Although Josephus gives no
character sketch of Pilate, the governor does display certain characteristics.
He can be insensitive towards the people, expecting them to be like other
nations and accept the symbols of Rome; yet he can be moved by a religious
demonstration and shows himself averse to excess bloodshed. He is a
governor of the Roman empire intent on preserving law and order in Judaea,
taking his place in the War alongside the other relatively able governors of the
early period of the province.
The Antiquities of the Jews
a) Purposes
Written almost twenty years after the War, the Antiquities chronicles
Jewish history 'from man's original creation up to the twelfth year of the reign
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of Nero' and 'the events which befell us Jews in Egypt, in Syria and in
Palestine' (20.259) 1 . Josephus' later work centres upon his own race,
presenting a record of its ancient and glorious history to the Graeco-Roman
world. The work may have been designed as a counterpart to the Roman
Antiquities of Dionysius of Halicarnassus written almost a century earlier in 7
BC2 . Josephus had specific social and political reasons for undertaking such a
task. In the turbulent years after the Jewish revolt the Jews often found
themselves in difficult and dangerous circumstances; his work is to counteract
pagan hostility towards Judaism and false and malicious rumours concerning
its origin3 . Josephus writes to persuade the members of the empire to revert to
their former tolerance, and even respect, towards Judaism. This theme was
also present to some extent in the War but becomes dominant in the
Antiquities. Josephus shows that his own race has a culture equal, even
superior, to that of Rome. He stresses the antiquity of Judaism (1.16, 1631-
57) and the ancient sources upon which he relies, the Hebrew scriptures (1.5,
10.218)4 . He puts a special emphasis upon the Law: it is a gift from God
(3.223); Moses, the law giver, is older than the gods of other nations (1.16); it
is in keeping with the law of the universe (1.24); even pagans coming into
contact with it recognize its power and worth s . By recording innumerable
decrees and edicts from foreign rulers throughout the centuries, Josephus
shows his readers that 'in former times we were treated with all respect and
were not prevented by our rulers from practising our religion and our way of
honouring God. And if I frequently mention these decrees, it is to reconcile
the other nations to us and to remove the causes for hatred which have taken
root in thoughtless persons among us as well as among them' (16.1740 6. The
majority of these decrees come from Roman emperors and governors
protecting Jewish rights not only in Judaea but throughout the whole empire7.
I Antiq 20.267 dates it to the thirteenth year of Domitian's reign and the fifty-sixth year of
Josephus' own life, ie AD 93/4.
2 Pwpciirtj 'ApxottoAoyi.a. See Thackeray, Antiquities, vol iv, p ix. This is also assumed by
Feldman, Antiquities, vol ix, p529 n. c and Cohen, Josephus, p 59; Rajak, Joseplzus, pp 48,
89.
The work is dedicated to Epaphroditus, 1.6-9 (as is the Life and Contra Apionem). For the
identity of this man, see Thackeray, Antiquities, vol iv, p xi. This dedication, however, does
not necessarily imply that Josephus was no longer under Havian patronage.
3 For example that recorded in 4.265-268 stating that Moses and his followers in Egypt had
leprosy.
4Even arithmetic and astronomy originate with the Jews (1.166-168).
5Eg Xerxes 11.120ff, Alexander 11.332ff, Ptolemy 12.45-50, Petronius 18.266ff.
6A similar motive for recording the decrees is found in 14.185-189.
7For the decrees themselves see 11.273-283 (Artaxerxes), 12.28-31, 45-50 (Ptolemy,
liberating Jewish slaves and commission of the LXX), 138-144 (Antiochus III granting Jewish
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By this device, Josephus shows that the revolt and its aftermath were a brief
interlude in a history dominated by religious tolerance between Israel and its
rulers, a state of affairs which Josephus wishes to continue.
The causes of the revolt itself receive a wider analysis in the
Antiquities than in the War, which placed virtually all the blame on a group of
nationalistic fanatics. Writing later, Josephus was freer to place the blame on
a wider set of circumstances and people. The apologetic aim, however,
remains the same: rebellion is not an innate trait of the Jewish nation but was
forced on the people by a combination of internal and external factors which
left them with no choice (eg 20.257). Internally the disruption caused by the
'brigands' was combined with dissension amongst the High Priests and
aristocracy (20.179-181,213); King Agrippa too played his part in the decline
of the country into revolt (20.216-218). Externally, a rescript of Nero
annulling Jewish citizen rights in Caesarea carried the quarrel between Jews
and their Greek neighbours further until it eventually kindled the flames of
war (20.184). Pagan troops from Caesarea and Sebaste were also influential
in arousing hostilities (19.366). By continually offending against the Jewish
law the Roman governors are implicated in the rise of brigandage and play a
much more significant part in the country's descent to revolt in the Antiquities
than in the War. In this way, Josephus shows that the Jewish people were led
into the revolt by forces outside their control'.
No account of Judaism could be simply historical or political; it had at
the same time to be theological and religious. Behind the Antiquities lies the
firm Jewish principle that God guides his people throughout history in
accordance with his law 2 . Linked with this is the conviction that the Jews
should passively put their trust in God, and not attempt to alter his divine plan
by resorting to arms. The accounts of Gaius' statue and Pilate's standards, as
in the War, illustrate this (18.266ff, 55-59). But more dominant throughout
the narrative is a strong OT or deuteronomistic conception of guilt and fate in
which the pious are rewarded whilst the unrighteous who do not obey God's
law are punished. This was present in the War to a limited extent but becomes
a fundamental theme in the present work 3 . Right at the introduction to the
pnvileges), 417-418, 15.185-267 (Rome's treaties with the Jews, decrees from Julius Caesar,
Dolabella in Asia, Lentulus in Ephesus, Delos, Pergamum, Halicarnassus, Sardis, Ephesus),
306-322 (Mark Antony), 16.162-165 (Augustus' decree in favour of Jews in Asia), 167-170,
171, 172-173 (Marcus Agrippa to the Ephesians and Cyrenaeans), 19.280-285,286-291
(Claudius to Alexandria and Syria, protecting Jewish rights finally to the whole world).
'See Cohen, Josepluis , p 155.
21n this Josephus refuses to acknowledge Epicurean philosophy which excludes Providence,
10.27711
3Eg War 1.81-4, 113, 179, 357, 531, 581, 596, 656, 4.297, 7.32, 451ff.
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book, in 1.14, Josephus states that the lesson to be drawn from Antiquities is
that 'men who conform to the will of God, and do not venture to transgress
laws that have been excellently laid down, prosper in all things beyond belief,
and for their reward are offered by God felicity; whereas, in proportion as they
depart from the strict observance of these laws, things (else) practicable
become impracticable, and whatever imaginary good thing they strive to do
ends in irretrievable disasters' and in 1.20 Moses stresses that God 'grants to
such as follow Him a life of bliss, but involves in dire calamities those who
step outside the path of virtue' I . Characters such as Abraham (1.256), Isaac
(1.346), Jacob (2.196), Moses (4.177,312-331), Joshua (4.117-119), Gideon
(5.232), Asa (8314), Jehoshaphat (8393-394), Hyrcanus (13.299-300),
Zamaris (17.29-31), Izates of Adiabene (20.46-48) and others are praised for
their piety and righteousness towards God and are rewarded by long lives and
prosperity. Characters who transgress the law, however, do not escape
punishment. The Sodomites were condemned to destruction (1.194-195, 202-
203), the insolent Hebrews in the wilderness were made to wander for forty
years (3311M, Saul's reign was cut short because he neglected God (6.104,
141-151, 334336, 378) and Solomon died ingloriously for his abandonment
of God's laws (8.190f1). Haman plotted the destruction of the whole Jewish
race and deserved his ironically just end (11.209-269), similarly Antiochus
Epiphanes (12.248-359) and the emperor Gaius (18306, 19.1-113). Agrippa
accepted his acclamation as a god and was struck down by divine vengeance
(19343-352) 2 . It is not only individual characters but the whole Jewish race
who are warned that afflictions would come upon them should they transgress
God's law 3.
Josephus' Antiquities therefore extols the long and distinguished
history of his race and the importance of its divine Law: these facts, long
recognized and held in esteem by pagan overlords, should commend Judaism
to Josephus' pagan readers. The Jewish nation is under God's protection and
anyone who shows insolence and impiety towards its laws, whether a Jew or
pagan, risks divine vengeance.
b) Pilate in the Antiquities of the Jews
'See also 2.28, 107, 6307, 8.314, 18.127-129.
2See for example Dathan who perishes in an earthquake (4.51-53), Korah who is burnt (4.54-
58), Zanbrias and 14,000 others (4.150-155), Achar (5.33), the Shechemites (5.250),
Abimelech (5.233ff), Eli's iniquitous sons (5.338-340,358), Nabal (6.305-307), Joab (8.13 -
16), Jadon (8.240), Rehoboam (8.251ff, 270, 289), Ahaziah (9.18-21), and many others.
3Eg 4.312ff, 5.179-180, 185, 200, 6305, 8.314.
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The Antiquities contains four narratives involving Pilate. The first
two, concerning the standards and the aqueduct, were also found in the War.
These are followed by an incident concerning Jesus 'a wise man' and one
involving Samaritans which culminated in Pilate's departure to Rome on the
orders of Vitellius. These last events have no parallel in the War. The texts
are as follows':
Antiq 18.55-64
Now Pilate, the procurator of Judaea, when he brought his army from
Caesarea and removed it to winter quarters in Jerusalem, took a bold
step in subversion of the Jewish practices, by introducing into the city
the busts of the emperor that were attached to the military standards,
for our law forbids the making of images. It was for this reason that
the previous procurators, when they entered the city, used standards
that had no such ornaments. Pilate was the first to bring the images
into Jerusalem and set them up, doing it without the knowledge of the
people, for he entered at night. But when the people discovered it,
they went in a throng to Caesarea and for many days entreated him to
take away the images. He refused to yield, since to do so would be an
outrage to the emperor; however, since they did not cease entreating
him, on the sixth day he secretly armed and placed his troops in
position, while he himself came to the speaker's stand. This had been
constructed in the stadium, which provided concealment for the army
that lay in wait. When the Jews again engaged in supplication, at a
pre-arranged signal he surrounded them with his soldiers and
threatened to punish them at once with death if they did not put an end
to their tumult and return to their own places. But they, casting
themselves prostrate and baring their throats, declared that they had
gladly welcomed death rather than make bold to transgress the wise
provisions of the laws. Pilate, astonished at the strength of their
devotion to the laws, straightway removed the images from Jerusalem
and brought them back to Caesarea.
He spent money from the sacred treasury in the construction of an
aqueduct to bring water into Jerusalem, intercepting the source of the
stream at a distance of 200 furlongs. The Jews did not acquiesce in the
operations that this involved; and tens of thousands of men assembled
and cried out against him, bidding him relinquish his promotion of
such designs. Some too even hurled insults and abuse of the sort that a
throng will commonly engage in. He thereupon ordered a large
number of soldiers to be dressed in Jewish garments, under which they
carried clubs, and he sent them off this way and that, thus surrounding
the Jews, whom he ordered to withdraw. When the Jews were in full
torrent of abuse he gave his soldiers the prearranged signal. They,
however, inflicted much harder blows than Pilate had ordered,
punishing alike both those who were rioting and those who were not.
But the Jews showed no faint-heartedness; and so, caught unarmed, as
they were, by men delivering a prepared attack, many of them actually
were slain on the spot, while some withdrew disabled by blows. Thus
ended the uprising.
iTaken from Feldman, Antiquities (Loeb), vol ix, pp 43-51,61-65.
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About this time there lived Jesus, a wise man .. . When Pilate, upon
hearing him accused by men of the highest standing amongst us, had
condemned him to be crucified, those who had in the first place come
to love him did not give up their affection for him. . . .
Antiq 18.85-89
The Samaritan nation too was not exempt from disturbance. For a man
who made light of mendacity and in all his designs catered to the mob,
rallied them, bidding them go in a body with him to Mount Gerizim,
which in their belief is the most sacred of mountains. He assured them
that on their arrival he would show them the sacred vessels which were
buried there, where Moses had deposited them. His hearers, viewing
this tale as plausible, appeared in arms. They posted themselves in a
certain village named Tirathana, and, as they planned to climb the
mountain in a great multitude, they welcomed to their ranks the new
arrivals who kept coming. But before they could ascend, Pilate
blocked their projected route up the mountain with a detachment of
cavalry and heavy-armed infantry, who in an encounter with the
firstcomers in the village slew some in a pitched battle and put the
others to flight. Many prisoners were taken, of whom Pilate put to
death the principal leaders and those who were most influential among
the fugitives.
When the uprising had been quelled, the council of the Samaritans
went to Vitellius, a man of consular rank who was governor of Syria,
and charged Pilate with the slaughter of the victims. For, they said, it
was not as rebels against the Romans but as refugees from the
persecution of Pilate that they had met in Tirathana. Vitellius
thereupon dispatched Marcellus, one of his friends, to take charge of
the administration of Judaea, and ordered Pilate to return to Rome to
give the emperor his account of the matters with which he was charged
by the Samaritans. And so Pilate, after having spent ten years in
Judaea, hurried to Rome in obedience to the orders of Vitellius, since
he could not refuse. But before he reached Rome Tiberius had already
passed away.
Context
The references to Pilate in the Antiquities occur in book 18, a section
which parallels book 2 of the War but with a great deal of extra material,
either in the form of fuller details or additional stories. Josephus gives a fuller
description of the early prefects: he mentions a disturbance caused by
Samaritans under Coponius (18.29-30); Ambivulus (1831) and Rufus (1832)
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are mentioned though no internal events from their governorships are
recorded; and the four high priests deposed by Gratus are listed (18.33-35)1.
Pilate is first referred to in 1835 as Gratus' successor but a description
of Antipas' building of Tiberias (18.36-38), Parthian affairs and the death of
Germanicus intervene before the events of Pilate's governorship are returned
to in 18.55ff. The narrative at this point therefore is not focused exclusively
on Judaean affairs as was the case in the parallel section of the War 2 . The
record of Pilate is followed by several events involving Vitellius who, like
Petronius his successor as Syrian legate, receives a favourable report from
Josephus (eg 18.90, 121ff)3.
The report of Pilate is structured as part of a series of five disturbances
(06pur3ot) or events which broke out simultaneously amongst Jews in Judaea
and Rome and amongst the Samaritans, followed by Pilate's removal from
office by Vitellius. The first three occurred in Judaea - Pilate's introduction of
standards, his building of the aqueduct, and his execution of Jesus 'a wise
man'. Before going on to describe 'another outrage' (irEpOv Tt betvbv), this
time in Rome, Josephus first pauses to relate a scandal involving Isis worship
in the city, the sensational and erotic quality of which probably appealed to his
keen sense of the dramatic4. Returning to the promised 'outrage', Josephus
recounts an incident involving Jewish embezzlers and Tiberius' expulsion of
all the Jews from Rome. The final line of this story underlines Josephus'
apologetic interest: 'and so because of the wickedness of four men the Jews
were banished from the city' (18.84); clearly he wants his readers to
understand that the (possibly well-known) expulsion of the Jews under
Tiberius was not because of any suspect practices or disturbances caused by
Jews in general but, rather unjustly, all on account of four men 5 . The final
! Preserving a record of the line of High Priests who served during a length of 2,000 years was
one of Josephus' aims (20.261); see a similar list in 10.151-153.
2The Antiq devotes a considerable amount of space to important events outside Palestine, in
the empire and Parthia, for example 18.39-52 (Parthian wars), 18.53-54 (the death of
Gerrnanicus), 18.96-105 (clash between Rome and Parthia). One reason for this may be
because of the size and importance of the Jewish community in Babylonia, which was now
subject to the Parthians; see Feldman, Antiquities, vol iv, pp 32-33, n. b. Cohen less
convincingly regards these events as 'extraneous', inserted only in order to provide enough
matenal for the Dionysian twenty books; Josepluts, p 59.
For a detailed analysis of the way in which Josephus structures his material in the
Antiq see Schwartz 'Pilate's Appointment', pp 185-198.
3 Pilate is referred to again briefly in 18.177, a passage mentioning only that Gratus and Pilate
%ere the only governors appointed to Judaea under Tiberius.
4See Cohen, Josephus , p90 for Josephus' literary style. Such features are common in
Hellenistic novel wnting, see Bilde, Flavius , p 98.
5The expulsion of both Jews and adherents of Egyptian cults under Tiberius is similarly
linked by Tacitus, Ann 2.85; if both did occur at the same time, this would explain why
Josephus links these two stories. Suetonius, Tib 36 and Dio 57.18.5a also mention the
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disturbance describes how Pilate put down a Samaritan uprising, followed by
Vitellius' intervention and Pilate's dismissal.
Apologetic Themes behind the Pilate Narratives in Antiquities
The verbal reminiscences between the whole of Antiq 18-20 and its
earlier parallel ( War 2.117-118, 167-279) are extraordinarily small, suggesting
that Josephus was not simply adding extra details to his previous account but
has completely rewritten the entire section giving certain themes a different
emphasis 1• The incidents involving the standards and the aqueduct too are far
from duplicates of their parallels in the War (2.169-177); both contain certain
additions and reductions which give a different slant to the portrayal of Pilate's
character. Each of the incidents narrated in the later book show Pilate in a
different light; either he is at the forefront of attention or he acts as a foil to
highlight other characters or themes within the story. Each event displays one
or more of the apologetic aims characteristic of the Antiq as a whole.
A comparison of the standards incident in the Antiquities and the War
reveals several important changes.
1) The events in Pilate's administration are not introduced so abruptly as
they were in the War. The precise dates of Pilate's arrival and departure are
given along with the length of his governorship 2 ; the whole of Pilate's contact
with Judaea is therefore described much more fully in the Antiquities.
2) A second important difference is the amount of space devoted to
Pilate's crime and the Jewish reaction. In the War, Pilate's crime is narrated
briefly whilst the Jewish reaction is recorded in detail: of the 31.5 Greek lines
(in the Loeb edition) of the War, 3.5 are devoted to Pilate's crime and 9 to the
expulsion of Jews from Rome under Tiberius. The historical reason for the expulsion appears
to ha% e been that the Jews were too active in proselytism, see Feldman, Antiquities, vol ix, p
60f, n. a. The expulsion appears to have occurred in AD 19 (Tacitus, Ann 2.85), not some
time between AD 26 and 36 as Josephus' narrative implies (18.65). The majority of scholars
assume that Josephus is simply mistaken in his chronology at this point. Smallwood for
example suggests his dating is occasioned by the recollection of Sejanus' hostility towards the
Jews at this time, 'Some Notes', p326; yet the whole assertion of Sejanus' anti-Semitism,
IA hich is onl) recorded by Philo, is suspect; see Heimig, Seianus, pp 160-179. Schwartz
argues for the chronological accuracy of this reference: following Eisler he suggests that
Pilate came to office in AD 19 ('Pilate's Appointment', pp 182-201). It may be, ho %% ever, that
Josephus has deliberately left his record of the Jewish expulsion from Rome until Pilate's time
so that he can group all his 'disturbance stories' together, giving a much stronger effect of
attacks on Jews breaking out simultaneously throughout the empire than would have been
achie%ed by inserting the story in its correct chronological place.
1 This has been demonstrated by Cohen, Josephus , pp 58-65; he writes, 'the natural assumption
of continual and detailed consultation of BJ by AJ is unjustified' (p 65).
2 1835, 89. For Eisler's view that these dates were due to later Christian interpolators in the
time of Maximin Daia see chapter 1.
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initial Jewish reaction. In the Antiquities, however, the situation is reversed:
of 28.5 lines 11 describe Pilate's crime whilst only 3 give the initial Jewish
reaction 1•
The description of Jewish activities around Pilate's residence in
Caesarea is also shorter in the Antiquities, nor does it give the same
impression of almost inhuman passivity. Whilst the War records that the
people 'fell prostrate around his (Pilate's) house and for five whole days and
nights remained motionless in that position' (2.171), Antiq states only that 'for
many days (they) entreated him to take away the images' and then 'they did
not cease entreating him' (§57). Later Pilate urges the throng to 'put an end to
their tumult' (OopOsiv), again implying that in the Antiquities account the
Jewish crowd have not been entirely passive in Caesarea. The exchange
between Pilate and the Jews on the sixth day in Caesarea has also been
reduced in the Antiquities; Pilate's three-fold escalation of aggression in the
War (the introduction of the troops, threats and the drawing of swords) has
been amalgamated into one action (18.58); consequently the note in the War
that the people were struck dumb by the initial appearance of the soldiers has
dropped out.
3)	 The structure of cause and effect which was so prominent in the War
has been considerably toned down in the Antiquities.
The cumulative effect of these details is that it is no longer the Jewish
reaction which primarily engages the reader's attention. Although the Jewish
willingness to die rather than to transgress ancestral law is still a dominant
motif, Pilate himself has become much more important, both his activities and
motivation.
This ties up with the interest in the Antiquities not only in national
history but in the personal histories of individuals who played a part in
shaping the nation's fortunes2. In this incident therefore Josephus shows an
interest in Pilate as an historical man and Roman governor. In particular his
attitude to the Jewish law is important; an attitude which, in common with
other characters in the Antiquities, will ultimately determine his fate.
The account of the aqueduct similarly shows different emphases
compared to the same account in the War.
I By mo% mg up the phrase 'for our law forbids the making of images' in Antiq, Josephus has
made it into an enlargement upon Pilate's crime rather than an explanation of the people's
outrage.
2For example the stories of King Izates of Adiabene and his mother Helena (20.17-48) or the
death of Gaius (19.113).
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1) The strong sequence of cause and effect has again been minimized,
suggesting that the actions and reactions of the central characters are no longer
of central significance.
2) Unlike the standards episode, Pilate appears in a better, or at least
more neutral, light in this incident. He is still insensitive towards Jewish
customs but Josephus does not ascribe this to deliberate malice or an attack on
Judaism as in the previous episode. He is said to have spent (inpatev)
money from the sacred treasury, rather than using it up entirely as the War
suggests. In the Antiquities it is the sight of the angry mob which induces
Pilate to send in his troops whereas in the War they were already in position,
implying that Pilate had expected trouble. Again in the Antiquities Pilate
gives the people a chance to withdraw after he has secretly stationed his men;
such an offer was lacking in the War. The ensuing slaughter in the Antiquities
is blamed not so much on Pilate as the troops who 'inflicted much harder
blows than Pilate had ordered, punishing alike both those who were rioting
and those who were not' (§62).
3) The angry demonstration of the people in the War has also been toned
down in the Antiquities. The precise cause of the Jewish objection is again
expressed in fairly vague terms and tens of thousands are said to have
assembled and attempted to persuade him to discontinue his plans. Josephus
admits that some 'hurled insults and abuse' (XotOopia xpoSp&voi ii(iptCov),
though he tempers this by adding that it was only the sort of thing that throngs
commonly engage in. Faced with the ensuing massacre, Josephus states, the
Jews 'showed no faintheartedness'. They were 'caught unarmed' whilst their
opponents were 'delivering a prepared attack'. Some were slain on the spot
(obviously unable to defend themselves); others withdrew because of their
injuries. There is no reference to people trodden to death by their compatriots
in the ensuing flight as in the War. All the dead and injured are victims of the
aggression of the troops, an aggression which apparently overstepped Pilate's
intentions.
These alterations mean that the central feature of this story in the
Antiquities is not so much Pilate's crime or the Jewish uproar, as in the War,
but the attitude of the Jews faced with a vicious attack from the pagan
auxiliary troops. This fits in with an apologetic tendency within the
Antiquities: Josephus regards the harshness and bias of the non-Jewish troops
at the governors' disposal as one of the contributing factors in the revolt. This
particular incident gives the first indication under direct Roman rule of future
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friction between the troops and the people'. Secondly, the courage of the
Jewish people faced with such brutality is praised, thereby fulfilling the
Antiq's major apologetic aim of commending the nation to Josephus' readers.
In this incident Pilate has retreated from significance. He plays an
important role in initiating the conflict by appropriating temple funds but he
quickly retreats to allow the fortitude of the Jews and aggression of the troops
to take centre stage. Little attention is paid to Pilate's character here, his
actions serve primarily to illustrate Josephus' apologetic interests concerning
the Jewish people and the Roman troops in the Antiquities.
The third episode, involving 'Jesus, a wise man', or the Testimonium
Flavianum, has no parallel in the War. Unfortunately the whole passage
appears to have suffered at the hands of later Christian interpolators and the
original wording of this section is now lost 2 . Given the context, the original
text probably recorded another disturbance in the time of Pilate, this time
centring on Jesus or his followers after his death. Whatever the original, the
present text adds little to the picture of Pilate in the Antiq. The centre of
attention is Jesus and his followers, Pilate is referred to only briefly.
The final narrative centres on a Samaritan disturbance, again an event
which has no parallel in the War. The central elements in this event are the
activities of the Samaritans and their unnamed leader, a man 'who made light
of mendacity and in all his designs catered to the mob'. Throughout the
Antiquities the Samaritans receive a poor press; they regarded the Jews with
'feelings of hostility and envy' (11.114-119) and the land of Samaria is
constantly seen as the place of apostate Jews and law-breakers (eg 11306,
340ff, 346) who acknowledge Jewish kinship when the Jews are prospering
but deny it in times of Jewish ill-fortune, such as the persecution of Antiochus
Epiphanes (12.257-264)3 . In the present scene despite Josephus' slanderous
'See later 19.356-366, especially §366 where Josephus explicitly states that these troops were
a source of great disasters to the Jews and later in Florus' time sowed the seeds of war. Also
20.176.
20n this passage and the problems which it raises see Baras Testimonium 1, pp 338-348.
Bibliography in Feldman, Antiquities, vol ix, pp 573-575.
3For Josephus' description of their origins see 9.288-291. After the Jewish return from the
Babylonian exile, the Samaritans attempt to hinder the reconstruction of the Jerusalem temple
(11.19-30, 83ff, 97ff); and at first refused to pay tribute for sacrifices in Jerusalem (12.156).
The Samaritan temple was built in the time of Alexander the Great, with a 'law-breaker',
Manasses, as its High Priest (11.306). According to Josephus, the Samaritans were quick to
dedicate this temple to Zeus Hellenios in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes (12.257-264).
During a dispute between Jews and Samaritans over which temple had been built according to
Mosaic laws, king Ptolemy Philometor decided in favour of the one in Jerusalem. The
Samaritan temple was eventually destroyed by Hyrcanus (13.254256).
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characterization of its leader, the project initially sounds like a relatively
harmless religious expedition. Yet the people appear in arms (iv On-Xo-tc),
they assemble at a village and accept many new arrivals (§86). The exact
intentions of the Samaritans therefore, including what they planned to do with
the vessels once they had found them, become more sinister. That their
gathering at Mount Gerizim did in fact have political implications is half
admitted by the Samaritan council in front of Vitellius in the sequel (18.88).
This event confirms the already established picture in the Antiquities of the
Samaritans as a devious, untrustworthy and self-seeking nation. This
denigration of the Samaritan nation in the Antiquities is probably linked with
Josephus' praise of his own Jewish nation and a reflection of contemporary
Jewish prejudices against their northern neighbours 1•
Pilate again retreats into the background in this incident: he is depicted
as a competent Roman governor putting down a messianic gathering which
threatened to disrupt law and order without undue force and executing its
leaders.
The Samaritan disturbance contains a sequel describing Pilate's return
to Rome. Although this is linked chronologically to the Samaritan incident, it
is also a sequel to Pilate's administration generally and his actions with the
standards in particular. It is only in the standards incident that the Antiquities
pays much attention to Pilate himself; there he is portrayed as bent on
destroying the Jewish law by his innovative attempt to introduce standards
into Jerusalem. Throughout the last three incidents Pilate has receded into the
background whilst other issues or apologetic aims come to the fore. Yet the
narrative of the Antiquities has repeatedly stressed that an unpleasant fate
awaits those who attempt to tamper with the Jewish law. It is only now,
ordered to Rome by Vitellius, that Pilate is called to account for his crimes,
not primarily against the Samaritans but against Jewish ancestral customs2.
The council (Nail) of the Samaritans complained to Vitellius, the
legate of Syria, about Pilate's slaughter of Samaritans at Mt Gerizim. They
1 0n an anti-Samaritan polemic within Judaism see Haacker 'Samaritan' in DNTT, vol 3 pp
449-467; Montgomery, Samaritans, p 156. See also the NT, esp Mt 10:5f, Lk 9:51-56, 10:30-
37 (Good Samaritan), 17:11-19.
2There is an interesting textual variant in §89 which reads' Iou&clot for EctuapeIrcu (MS,
MWE Lat, see Feldman, Antiquities, vol ix, p 64, n 1). This would have Pilate sent to
account to the emperor regarding matters with which he was charged by the Jews. Although
this does not fit the context and clearly it is the Samaritans who are meant, the textual variant
gives the correct 'theological sense'. For Josephus it is because of his crimes against the
Jewish nation and its law that Pilate loses his position and only incidentally because of a
dispute with the Samaritans.
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declared that 'it was not as rebels against the Romans but as refugees from the
persecution (1513petoc) of Pilate that they had met in Tirathana' (§88).
Throughout Josephus' narrative, the Samaritans have been portrayed as self-
seeking and duplicitous. There is therefore no reason to suggest that Josephus
sees their present words as the real explanation behind the uprising, or expects
his readers to do so. Yet the reference to blipaoc is significant. The related
word iiPpic is often used in Jewish literature of one who will incur God's
wrath and suffer divine retribution'. Its use recalls Pilate's outrage against the
law and the disruption caused by the standards, an act which leaves Pilate
liable to retribution.
Vitellius, who receives a great deal of praise in the Antiq,2 is to some
extent the unconscious agent of retribution in his handling of the affair.
Without further investigation he dispatches Marcellus to Judaea and orders
Pilate to Rome to account for himself before Tiberius. This Pilate had no
option but to obey and hurried to Rome. The subsequent fate of Pilate is left
untold. Josephus notes only that Pilate reached Rome to find Tiberius already
dead. Gaius, his successor, 'devised countless attacks upon the equites' (to
which social group Pilate belonged), 'he deprived (them) of their privileges
and expelled them from Rome or put them to death and robbed them of their
wealth' (193). Whatever happened to Pilate, he did not return to Judaea and
Marullus is sent to replace him (18.237). Pilate's departure therefore fits into
the Antiquities' deuteronotnistic conception of guilt and fate and the
punishment which impious behaviour incurs.
The description of Pilate's administration in the Antiquities therefore
highlights many important apologetic themes in the work as a whole. Most
prevalent is the interest in personal histories and the divine punishment to
which the impious are exposed. The courage and devotion to ancestral law of
the Jewish nation is also emphasized, as is the part played by pagan troops in
the breakdown of Jewish-Roman relations and Josephus' negative portrayal of
the Samaritans.
The Characterization of Pilate in the Antiquities
'See the chapter on Pilate in Philo.
2See 18.9011, 121-123.
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Since Pilate retreats to some extent from a central position in the
Antiquities' account of the aqueduct, Jesus and the Samaritans, we should
expect to find his character described most fully in the first incident, that
concerning his introduction of standards into Jerusalem. In this event Pilate
himself comes to the fore and his character and motivation are described.
Most importantly he is shown as acting against the Jewish law: he
'took a bold step in subversion of Jewish practices' 	 icalcoatioet
vopipcov Tc.Zw'Iov8ciii(bv 4p6vriae, §55). That his offence against the
Jewish law was conscious and premeditated is shown by the use of the verb
civovi,co, which suggests 'meaning/intending to do something', and by the fact
that he set them up at night, without the knowledge of the people (§56).
Clearly he was aware of the important step which he was undertaking.
Josephus stresses that 'our law forbids the making of images', an assertion
which his narrative has stressed on many occasions l . He also emphasizes the
novelty of Pilate's innovation: 'the previous governors, when they entered the
city, used standards that had no such ornaments. Pilate Was the first to bring
the images into Jerusalem and set them up'. Pilate in the Antiquities therefore
consciously and deliberately breaks the Jewish law by introducing standards
with effigies of Caesar into Jerusalem, an act which no previous governor had
dared to do.
By introducing the standards Pilate is compared unfavourably with
preceding governors and aligns himself with other characters who attempted
to destroy (KorraucnchcaraX150.1) the Jewish law such as Antiochus
'In his descnption of the decalogue (3.91 IT), Josephus notes that the 'second commands us to
make no image of an living creature for adoration', similarly in 15.274, 329 and the statue of
Caesar in the s)nagogue at Dora in 19.300ff. This is widened in Josephus' description of
Herod's eagle: no longer is it only images for worship which are unlawful but the setting up of
an images or dedications in the likeness of any living creatures (17.151). To reinforce his
claims Josephus omitted any reference to the golden calf in the wilderness or the cherubim on
the curtain in Solomon's temple. Solomon is said to have sinned by setting up images of
bronze bulls to w hich offenngs were made and lions around his throne (8.190ff). After the
episode u ith Pilate, the Jews tell Vitellius that it is contrary to their law against images for
him to bring his standards through Judaea at all and the legate accordingly changes his route
(18.1210. This seems a little odd since the Jews were apparently happy for Pilate's offending
standards to be in Caesarea and such regiments must have been able to pass through the
countr); perhaps it was the particular route which Vitellius had proposed which caused
offence.
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Epiphanes who would destroy the temple, Herod 1 1 or, later the people of
Dora who attempted to place Caesar's statue in the synagogue2.
In the Antiquities Pilate gives a reason for his refusal to remove the
standards: 'to do so would be an outrage (i5Dpic) to the emperor' (§57).
Although Josephus does not condemn due honour being shown to the emperor
it must not impinge upon or supersede honour shown to God and his laws3.
The rest of the narrative concerning the standards in the Antiquities describes a
clash between Pilate's stubborn and aggressive determination to honour
Caesar, irrespective of Jewish sensitivities, and the determination of the Jews
not to allow the governor to jeopardize the peace of the nation by
transgressing the law. Pagan innovations could involve the whole nation and
not just the perpetrator in divine retribution and so it was worth suffering,
even dying, in an attempt to prevent them& By their calm trust in God the
Jews demonstrate the supremacy of their ancestral religion.
Pilate makes no attempt to reason with the crowd or remove their
religious sensitivities. His answer to the Jewish petition is aggression.
Although Pilate takes the magisterial seat ainpa, §57), Josephus records no
attempt at dialogue. Instead the prefect has already concealed troops in the
stadium. Nor is there a gradual escalation of intimidation in the Antiquities
account such as was the case in the War. Pilate resorts to outright intimidation
faster, surrounding the crowd with his troops and threatening them with death.
In exactly the same way as in the War, Pilate is astonished at the
strength of Jewish devotion to their laws. Yet the effect of the change in
Pilate is intensified in the Antiquities account. The man who would have
'There are close similarities betueen Pilate's actions here and an incident in the reign of
Herod I recounted in 15.267-291 in uhich the king introduced games into Judaea and
decorated the theatre in Jerusalem N% ith uar trophies. In the belief that these trophies were
images surrounded by weapons, the people were extremely angry. Even when the trophies
were dismantled and shown to contain no images, however, a group of Jews formed a
conspiracy against Herod in the belief that his violation of their national customs would bring
disaster upon the %thole nation.
2Anuochus (12322), Herod (15.274, 281, 388, 16.1), the opponents of the Jews in Ionia
(1637), the people of Dor (19.301). The verb Karcaiito is most often used in Josephus to
refer to the cuerthrou of empires, eg 2.348, 1030,74,108,113,208,248, 11335,337, 12.1,
19.173 (Julius Caesar destroy mg democracy).
3In his descnpuon of Herod l's reign, Josephus shows that by flattering the emperor and
influential Romans (here by founding cities and temples) Herod was forced to depart from the
customs (of the Jeus) and to alter many of their regulations' (15328). After they have pulled
down Herod's eagle, Judas and Matthias tell Herod that it is less Important to observe his
decrees (here specifically accepting the Roman eagle above the temple) than the laws given
by God to Moses. Later, Petromus felt a similar tension, this time between following the
orders of the emperor (Gams) and respecting Jewish customs, 18.265ff. The Jews reply that
by transpessing the las% they sould 'incur God's severe wrath - and He even in your eyes
must be accounted a higher power than Gaius' (*268).
4See 15 M)ff.
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subverted Jewish practices and put down Jewish resistance by force is
suddenly astounded by the strength of Jewish religious feeling. The active
verb (i7rormaigtcrev) almost gives the impression that Pilate, in his
amazement and haste to rectify his actions, removed the standards himself'.
Yet Pilate's amazement at the people's devotion is short-lived; in the
very next episode he again openly treats Jewish religious sensitivities with
contempt by his use of temple funds for the aqueduct. To his credit, however,
he did not intend the slaughter which ensued.
In the following two narratives, Pilate is faced with two uprisings not
directly caused by his own actions. Acting on accusations formulated by 'men
of the highest standing amongst us' (Tv nixfrnev (IvOfxbv Nap; figiv), Pilate
condemned Jesus to crucifixion (§64). The governor appears to be
competently putting down some kind of uprising by executing its leader. He
handles the Samaritan uprising in a similar way. Given the armed nature of
the gathering it is hardly surprising that Pilate takes preventative measures,
blocking the projected route to the mountain summit with a detachment of
cavalry and heavy armed infantry (17171i,WV TE Ropinj Kcit irOt1-r63v); whether
the prefect himself is actually present is not clear. This time the actions of the
troops are not over-aggressive; they slay some and put others to flight. Pilate's
subsequent actions too appear perfectly reasonable and restrained; only the
principal leaders and the most influential are executed.
Although Pilate is portrayed as a competent governor unwilling to use
an undue amount of force in maintaining peace in his province in the last two
episodes, his dominant characterization in the Antiquities derives from the first
episode where he is shown as deliberately acting against the Jewish law.
Finally, how does Pilate in the Antiquities compare with other Roman
governors? As noted earlier, all the Roman governors from Pilate onwards are
portrayed in a poorer light in the Antiquities than the War, probably owing to
the absence of Josephus' imperial patrons. They play an important part in the
gradual disintegration of the country into revolt. They are implicated in the
rise of brigandage in the Antiq to a far greater extent than in the War, although
the weightiest guilt still lies with Florus (18.95). In particular, none are said to
have abstained from interfering with the country's laws, as was the case with
Fadus and Tiberius Alexander in War 2.220. Cuspius Fadus attempted to
compel the people to hand the high-priestly vestments over to Roman custody
'In War, Pilate gives orders for the removal of the standards.
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(20.6ff); Tiberius Alexander (a one-time Jew) did not stand by the religious
practices of his people (20.100), possibly this has some connection in
Josephus' mind with the famine which occurred during his governorship
(20.101). Cumanus too receives a poorer report. He is said to have been
bribed by the Samaritans not to intervene in their quarrel with their Jewish
neighbours (20.118-125). Some of the bolder members of the passover crowd
said that the blasphemous insult of the soldier had been prompted by the
governor (20.105-112) 1 . Felix married a Jewess named Drusilla, by which she
was breaking the law (20.141-144). Already during his governorship matters
were going from bad to worse with the land infested with brigands and
impostors (20.160). The governor added to the general deterioration by
bribing the sicarii to have the High Priest Jonathan murdered. When this act
went unpunished, the brigands slaughtered with 'perfect impunity' (20.160-
166). Josephus sees a link, even at this relatively early stage, between the
impious acts of the brigands, left to run riot by Felix, and God's bringing the
Romans to purify the city (20.166). By 20.180 Felix's administration had sunk
to such a level of corruption that it was 'as if no one was in charge of the city'.
Festus, on his arrival found the city still devastated by brigands (20.185-187).
He ordered the Jews to pull down a wall which they had built to prevent the
activity of the temple priests from being seen from Agrippa's palace but was
prevented by Nero who on this occasion upheld the Jews (§§193-1%). The
only procurator who is described in better terms in the Antiquities is Albinus.
He is said to have released many prisoners 'for a personal consideration'
before he left, so infesting the land with brigands; but in general his character
is not described in such negative terms as in War 2.272-276. Perhaps the
reason for this lies in the fact that in the War Josephus places the blame only
on the last two governors, Albinus' governorship therefore has to herald a
sudden deterioration in Jewish-Roman relations. Josephus does not record
any specific incidents from Albinus' time to substantiate his claims in the War,
instead making only generalized slanderous allegations. In the Antiquities,
however, Albinus' procuratorship takes its place after other corrupt governors
and when conditions have already deteriorated substantially. There is
therefore not the same need to place a great deal of blame on Albinus'
character in particular and Josephus is content to relate only a couple of
incidents involving the procurator. Finally Florin receives the same
I Josephus correspondingly whitewashes the picture of the Jewish crowd during his time of
office. In the first incident (20.105-112) he omits their stone-throwing and in the dispute
between the Samaritans and Jews he neglects to mention the massacre of Samaritans by Jews
recorded in War 2.235. This gives the impression that Cumanus' attacks were less provoked.
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condemnation in the Antiquities as in the War (20.252-257): Josephus remarks
'it was Florus who constrained us to take up war with the Romans' (20.257).
Pilate's term of office therefore plays a much more important role in
the Antiquities than in the War. He is the first of a succession of Roman
governors who, by disregarding the Jewish law, plunge the country into chaos
and encourage the rise of brigands, so incurring God's wrath upon the nation.
Although brigands are not directly linked with Pilate's governorship, he is the
first of the governors to interfere directly with Jewish customs. His
governorship in the Antiquities marks a turning point in the affairs of the
province.
Sununary of Pilate in Antiquities
The governorship of Pilate illustrates many apologetic aims of the
Antiquities. Jewish religious devotion and endurance is stressed in the first
two episodes; the part played by Roman troops in the deterioration of
conditions leading to the revolt is emphasized in the aqueduct affair; and the
generally negative picture of the Samaritans is sustained in Josephus'
description of their uprising. The characterization of Pilate itself merges with
an important apologetic interest of the Antiquities, the interest in personal
history and the relationship between guilt and fate, particularly in relation to
the Jewish law. Pilate is portrayed as setting himself up against that law.
Despite his generally competent handling of different situations throughout his
governorship it is this attitude which ultimately determines his fate and leads
to his removal from the province.
The Historical Events
Despite his strong personal and nationalistic interests, Josephus aimed
at historical accuracy throughout his narratives. In Antiq 20.157 he claims
that his target is the truth, in War 13 he claims to be narrating 'the facts' and
in §16 to 'hold historical truth in honour' l . Modern archaeology has confirmed
the veracity of many of Josephus' descriptions of places and buildings whilst
research into his use of sources suggests that he adhered closely to their
substance and main contents 2 . As long as Josephus' theological and
1 See also War 7.455
2For a survey of modem research into Josephus' value as a historian see especially Bilde,
Flavius , pp 191-200. Which sources were at Josephus' disposal for his description of Pilate's
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apologetic tendencies are borne in mind, it should be possible therefore to
reconstruct something of the historical events behind his narrative.
1) The Standards
Date
Due to its position at the beginning of the account of Pilate's
administration in both War and Antiquities, the prefect's introduction of troops
with iconic standards into Jerusalem is generally assumed to have occurred
early on in his term of office'. Although there is no direct evidence linking it
to Pilate's first year, ie AD 26, his behaviour does give the impression of a
new governor testing public opinion and probably happened in the first winter
of his term as Judaean governor.
Pilate's Actions
Josephus describes the objects of offence in differing ways in the two
books. In War 2.169 Pilate introduces 'effigies of Caesar (eimivac) which are
called standards (0 rulccica)"; in §174 the standards (ornicaca) are removed.
In Antiq 18.55 it is busts of Caesar (lrpo-rogag Kai° apoc) which were
attached to the standards (Grip:fiat) which cause offence; in §57 the people
ask Pilate to remove the images (eix6vac) and in §59 it is the images
(6x6vac) which are removed. Despite the differences in terminology,
Kraeling, in his important article on the subject, identifies these as iconic
signa belonging to an infantry cohort2.
A squadron's standards were both sacred and necessary; they identified
the unit and expressed its allegiance to the state and its religion. It would have
been unthinkable for a governor to bring in a detachment without its standards
administration is uncertain. The War appears to be based only on personal recollection at this
point (see War 1.18, the narrative of Nicolas of Damascus upon which the lengthy description
of Herod I is based appears to end with the accession of Archelaus in 2.111, Thackeray,
Jewish, vol ii, p364, n a). In the Antiq Josephus (and his assistants) rely on a great many
more sources, ranging from scripture to official edicts and lists of High Priests. Winter
suggests that details of what occurred in Judaea under Pilate were derived from a written
source, 'some sort of chronology composed by a contemporary of Pilate', Trial, p 74, n .7.
Yet such a written source is not necessary, Josephus would presumably have been able to find
out more details concerning Pilate's governorship in oral form from his family and older
contemporaries in Judaea. For a survey of modem investigations displaying Josephus' careful
use of his sources see Bilde, pp 98-99.
I Kraeling, 'Episode', pp 282-283, dates it to AD 26 as does Feldman, Antiquities, vol ix p42
n. e, and Smallwood, Jews, p 161.
2Kraeling, 'Episode', pp 269-273.
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or to dictate what adornments these should bear l . Pilate must therefore have
introduced an entirely new cohort into Jerusalem either to supplement, or to
replace, the existing force in the city. This new cohort, perhaps as a sign of
honour, had standards which contained images of the emperor and had not
previously been deployed in Jerusalem by Pilate's predecessors (Antiq 18.56).
The Jewish request that the standards be removed was synonymous with a
request for the removal of the whole unit.
A more difficult question is Why did Pilate introduce these particular
troops? Josephus l answer in the Antiquities, of course, is that Pilate
deliberately acted to subvert Jewish customs. Yet the War gives no indication
of this intention and it would be difficult to imagine a provincial governor,
however harsh, deliberately initiating his administration with such a
provocative move, one which, in the inevitable public discontent, could only
jeopardize his own position. Brandon suggests that such a departure from the
practice of previous governors could only have come from those who
appointed Pilate; yet if this were the case it is surprising that he was
apparently able to issue orders to withdraw the troops without prior
consultation with his authorities 2 . An important consideration in interpreting
Pilate's actions here is that Josephus, writing as a Jew, lays particular
emphasis on the images whilst Pilate, as a Roman prefect, was in all
probability interested only in troops. The governor's decision to alter the
garrison would have been determined by practical military considerations3.
The decision to send in one particular unit could quite easily have been made
before the new governor realized, or it was pointed out to him, that this
particular squadron could not be used in Jerusalem because its standards were
offensive to the people. It might have appeared absurdly oversensitive to the
Roman prefect that standards which were perfectly acceptable in Caesarea
were not tolerated in Jerusalem and that certain standards would be allowed
whilst others would not. Irritation that such religious scruples hindered his
free deployment of troops may have led to Pilate's determination that the
Jerusalemites would have to accept whatever troops he, as their prefect,
decided to use. There may also have been an element of bringing Judaea into
1 0n standards belonging to auxiliary troops see Kraeling, 'Episode'; Spiedel, 'Roman Army',
pp 224-232; Cheeseman, Auxilia, pp 39ff; Watson, Roman Soldier, pp 129ff; Webster, Roman
Imperial, pp 136-148; Maxfield, Military Decorations, pp 218-234.
2Brandon, Jesus, p69. The six days at Caesarea (during the winter according to Antiq) would
not have been long enough to contact either the emperor or the Syrian legate. Brandon raises
Sejanus as a possibility for the instruction but admits that it is impossible to identify the
ultimate source of responsibility.
31Craeling , 'Episode', p 295.
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line with other provinces, none of which dictated to the governor on military
matters or refused to accept imperial portraits 1 . Pilate therefore placed his
free use of troops above considering the religious sensitivities of his people.
He probably thought that the expedient of bringing the troops in under cover
of night would be enough to avert demonstrations: the people, faced with the
garrison and its offending standards already installed, would have to accept
matters2 . Offending against the Jewish law was therefore not Pilate's prime
intention3 , though his actions do show arrogance and contempt towards the
people and their customs, linked with an underestimation of the strength of
their religious feeling. Anxious to take no nonsense from the people, Pilate's
actions seem designed to establish from the start both his own superior
position in the province and that of the empire which he served.
The Jewish objection
This demonstration of the superiority of Rome may shed some light on
the Jewish objection. Ostensibly, of course, Josephus has taken pains in both
accounts to explain this: the people were concerned only with the presence of
images in Jerusalem contrary to their law, once these had been removed they
were quite content 4. Yet in all probability this represents only half the story.
All Roman standards, whether iconic or not, were objects of worship and
sacred to the unit which they represented s. This cultic importance could
surely not have escaped the observance of the Jewish people, accustomed to
1 See McGing, 'Pontius', p 434, who links Pilate's behaviour here with his minting of coins on
which he changed existing policy by introducing types which were new to Judaea but well-
known in the rest of the empire. On his coins, however, Pilate showed a concern to combine
both Roman and Jewish symbols, one on each side. The introduction of iconic standards
shows no attempt to compromise with Jewish feelings. The coins date from after this incident
(28-31) and perhaps reflect lessons learnt from the encounter. The Jewish people would not
object to Roman aniconic symbols as long as they did not feel that their own
religious/national identity was being compromised.
2The fact that Pilate was in Caesarea at the time of the change of troops and did not come to
Jerusalem illustrates both that he did not want to draw undue public attention to the change of
guard and also that he probably did not expect a great deal of public unrest.
3As Smallwood notes, there is no hint, even in Antiq , that Pilate deliberately tried to introduce
emperor worship into the city, Jews, p 161.
4In Antiq Josephus states that the law forbids the making of images (eticOvu)v iroincrtv); in
the War it is the erection of an image in Jerusalem (kv Trj 7r6Xel ExixqXov) which is not
allowed.
50n the cultic nature of standards see Tertullian Apol 16.8, Pliny NH 13.3(4).23, Dionysius of
Halicarnassus 6.45.2, Tacitus Ann 139.7, 2.17.2. In War 6.316 Roman troops sacrifice to
their standards after the capture of Jerusalem. Josephus is our only source for such a practice;
its purpose was presumably to demonstrate the supremacy of the gods of the cohort over
Yahweh as was the case with the setting up of standards on the walls at Jerusalem, 6.403. For
a fuller discussion on standards see ICraeling, 'Episode', pp 275-276.
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the presence of Roman troops in their land for several decades l . The
permanent garrison housed in the Antonia fortress in Jerusalem would
therefore have been religiously offensive due to the worship of the standards
and also politically and nationalistically offensive in that they were a
permanent reminder of Israel's subjugation to a foreign power. This was
probably always the case, ever since the days of Coponius. In general,
however, the people were powerless to alter the situation: to demand the
removal of the standards, and with them the troops, would at best have had no
effect on the Romans for whom the Jerusalem garrison was vital in the
effective policing of the nation, especially during festivals, and could at worst
be construed as resisting Roman policy in the province. Previously then the
people had no alternative but to accept the Roman garrison. But with Pilate's
introduction of iconic standards the situation changed in the Jews' favour.
Now they had a specific grievance to bring against the troops in the Antonia:
their standards contravened the Jewish law banning images, a law which had
been respected by previous Roman governors. In practice, as we have seen
elsewhere, first-century Judaism tended to be selective and flexible regarding
what offended against the second conunandment 2 . The extreme anti-iconic
tendency within Judaism to which Josephus' writings attest may be a reflection
of resurgent nationalism in the early days of the revolt and not a dominant
feature of conditions forty years previously. But iconic standards positioned
in close proximity to the temple and used in pagan cultic worship would
undoubtedly have been religiously offensive to many 3 . The people would also
have been united by the threat that previously safeguarded rights were being
1 1Craeling, 'Episode', p 281, and Smallwood, Jews, p 161, suggest that it was the iconic
standards which made the people realise that all such signa were objects of worship.
However, it seems incredible that the nature and significance of these standards were
unknown to people familiar with experiences and stories of Roman military expeditions for
almost a century.
2See the chapter on Philo and my article on Pilate's coins (p40, n 5 above). Roth,
'Ordinance', argues that there is no contemporary evidence for the pre-war period to suggest
that there was a complete and effective ban on non-human effigies for decorative purposes (pp
170-171). Gutmann too argues that a rigidly and uniformly anti-iconic attitude throughout
Biblical and Hellenistic-Roman times 'remains a myth', 'Second Commandment', p 174.
3As a contravention of the laws of Ex 20.4 and Dt 5.8. For a fuller discussion of Jewish
attitudes towards the second commandment in the first century see the articles cited above, n.
ffi; Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, vols I - XIII; Lemonon, Pilate, p 151f. The fact that later
tradition magnified the event into an attack on the Temple underlines the sense of violation
which the people must have felt at the outrageous introduction of the standards. See in
particular Eusebius Chron Tib 19, D.E. 8.2, 122-123, Origen In Man 17.25, Jerome In Matt
24.15. Also Me gillat Taanii may refer to this incident when it records that on 3 Kislev
(Nov/Dec) 'the images were removed from the temple court'. See Smallwood, Jews, pp 161 -
162, n. 62; Zeldin, Megillat Taanit, pp 239, 244,259-261.
Sanders sees an attitude throughout Judaism from Hasmonaean times to Bar Kochba
expressing willingness to die rather than transgress ancestral law, eg Test of Moses 9.6, Philo
Hypothetica 6.9 (Judaism, p 284).
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infringed by a new Roman governor: not only were the hated pagan troops and
their standards still in the Antonia fortress, but now their cultic objects
contained images of the emperor. The toleration extended to their law could
be used by the people as a front for demands which, though certainly with an
important religious dimension, also had a nationalistic element. The appeal to
the law was therefore, at least to some extent, a cover for a more political
demand regarding the removal of the troops. Writing an apology for Judaism
to subjects of the empire, Josephus has naturally enough covered up the
political aspect of the affair'. In exactly the same way he stressed the
religious side of the destruction of Herod's eagle above the temple, an action
which undoubtedly showed a surge of patriotism and aggression against
Roman overlords2.
Events at Caesarea
Josephus' presentation of the Jewish demonstration is obviously
heavily coloured by his apologetic aims. McLaren is doubtlessly correct in
assuming that the protest was not as spontaneous as Josephus relates; certain
individuals would have been involved in its organization and the crowd would
have aired their grievances through spokesmen 3. Possibly the chief priests
and aristocracy were involved. Nor was it in all probability as completely
passive as Josephus would have us believe (as Pilate's use of the word
Oopufigiv in fact betrays), though there is no reason to see a resort to arms.
The people seem to have engaged in a relatively quiet protest in Caesarea,
putting their case before the governor for six days.
Quite how far Pilate was aware of the various motives making up the
Jewish demand is difficult to judge. Possibly he was aware of the political
and nationalistic elements in the request. This might underlie his protest
(recorded only in Antiq 18.57) that the removal of the standards would be an
act of dishonour or outrage to the emperor. For a Roman military commander
to allow his subjects to dictate which troops he could station in the province's
ancient capital would indeed be an insult to the imperium invested in him by
l See Gutmann, 'Second Commandment', p170 who cites Against Apion 2.6.
2 Wor 1.648-55, Antiq 17.151, 158-159. Josephus puts the blame on two rabbis, religious
zealots who incited their pupils to remove the eagle which contravened the second
commandment However Josephus has not succeeded in eradicating all elements of what was
probably an anti-Roman demonstration: he admits that the king's officer suspected 'that
something more senous was involved' and came upon the crowd with a large force (Antiq
§156, War *652).
3McLaren, Power, p 84. McLaren however regards this incident as identical with that
descn bed by Philo, Leg 299-305. The spokesmen would therefore have been the four
Herodians. For further discussion on the similarities between the two accounts see the chapter
on Philo.
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the emperor. This sense of outrage would be heightened all the more when
the dispute concerned images of the emperor himself and troops which had
possibly gained the honour of imperial effigies by military distinction'. Yet a
provincial governor would presumably be equally anxious not to inaugurate
his governorship by a breach of a national law which was generally tolerated
by Rome. The Jewish delegation had a strong case: they could appeal to their
scriptures for support of the law prohibiting the worship of images. Pilate was
in a difficult situation: was he to insist on his own right to deploy freely any
military unit in the ancient capital, or was he to uphold Rome's policy of
toleration regarding ethnic religions? The first major incident in the career of
any new ruler serves as the basis for relations between the ruler and the people
in the ensuing administration. Pilate began with a demonstration of disregard
for the ancestral customs of the Jews and precedents set by previous
governors. Yet the people seem to have been equally anxious to show the new
governor that they would not tolerate such action when it clearly offended
against their law.
Josephus' accounts give the impression that Pilate stubbornly sat out
the Jewish demonstration, waiting for the people to tire and disperse. But the
time may have been spent more profitably: Jewish deputies may have
explained their religious objections to the standards to the governor whilst he
reviewed the situation and what the practical implications of removing the
troops would be.
Eventually he seems to have decided on a test of public opinion,
intimidating the people with his troops to see how far they were prepared to
go in upholding their laws. Impressed by their determination not to allow the
new governor to contravene their laws and, if the demonstration was anything
like the scale Josephus describes, perhaps annoyed that the people were
neglecting their work, Pilate ordered the removal of the unit from Jerusalem.
The depth of Jewish religious and nationalistic feeling, which he had seriously
underestimated, was brought home to him by their restrained protest. In this
first clash with the people, Pilate probably realized that their determination
matched his own. Yet he eventually puts law and order in the province above
1 Later in his administration Pilate was faced with a similar problem concerning the gilded
shields narrated by Philo. In that case too he protested that the removal of the shields would
be an insult to the emperor. But there the people demanded the removal of shields which had
been set up specifically in honour of Caesar; by removing the shields Pilate ran a very real
risk of appearing to dishonour the emperor. It was therefore necessary in that case to involve
the emperor in the decision to remove the shields, particularly in the dangerous political
climate of the early AD 30s. In the case of the standards, however, it would be extremely
unlikely that Pilate used troops whose standards contained images of the emperor in order to
honour him: practical military questions would have been to the fore when picking the troops.
It was therefore safe for Pilate to remove the troops without prior consultation with Tiberius.
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personal pride: he shows enough flexibility to rescind his orders and replace
the troops l . Self-interested motives may also have played their part: it would




The building of an aqueduct to provide Jerusalem and its temple with a
constant water supply sounds like a perfectly commendable procedure. The
relevant passages in the War and the Antiquities give the impression that it
was not so much the aqueduct itself which caused offence but something
connected with it.. The Antiquities rather vaguely notes that the people 'did not
acquiesce in the operations which this involved' (ol 5' 01)x AyOurcov Tag
ticuclit TO Mop OptopEvotc, §60). The 'operations' here could refer either to
Pilate's use of the temple money or to the actual construction of the aqueduct.
The War may throw some important light on this. Here Pilate not only 'spent'
money from the treasury as in the Antiq but he 'used up' (itavaXialcon) the
money on an aqueduct of 400 furlongs2; the people were 'indignant at this
proceeding' (irpbc Toino tob 7rXijeoug dcyccvarrnotg ;iv). The implication
of the War is that it was not the construction of the aqueduct which caused
offence but Pilate's misuse of temple funds, the fact that he had 'used up' or
completely drained the available resources. These funds, known as Corbonas,
were primarily used for sacrificial purposes3.
How did Pilate obtain money from the temple treasury? If he had
simply taken it by aggression Josephus' account would doubtlessly have been
written in a completely different way, expressing his horror that a pagan
governor had violated the temple. In this case Pilate must have had the co-
operation (whether voluntary or forced) of the temple authorities whose duty it
was to administer the treasury 4. According to Schiirer, although the
'McLaren, Power, p 3, also sees Pilate's actions here as a sign of flexibility rather than
weakness. McGing sees it as a sign of 'weakness, a willingness to give in' p429.
21n the Antiq the distance is given as 200 furlongs. For two possible archaeological remains
of Pilate's aqueduct see Lemonon, Pilate, pp 168-170.
3For the composition of the temple treasury, which included gold, silver, materials, priests'
garments and huge sums of money, see Schttrer, History, vol II (rev), pp 279-284.
4The money was administered by treasurers known as yatotoXence6 (Antiq 15.408, 18.93)
drawn from amongst the priests, see Schiller (rev) vol II p 281, Ilmonon, Pilate, p 167.
Lkmonon also thinks Pilate worked alongside the priests, p 168, as does McGing, 'Pontius', p
429. The treasury consisted of the half-shekel annual tax payable by every male Jew over 20
(Ex 30:14-15), not only from Palestine but all over the empire (Antiq 14.215, 16.163, Leg
156), and also gifts. See Lemonon p 165 for further details.
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administration of the treasury lay essentially in the hands of the priests, during
Roman rule there was a certain amount of political supervision by the
governor'. Some explanation may be thrown on the proceedings by m.Shek
4.2 which allows the use of surplus money from the treasury to be used for 'all
the city's needs'. The dating of this ruling is uncertain but it is possible that it,
or a similar earlier ruling, was in force in the first century. If this was the case
then Pilate's use of the surplus for improving the city's water supply would
presumably have been permitted. The temple treasurers would therefore have
handed over the surplus from their funds to pay for the aqueduct. Whilst the
War's use of the verb itavcatow may be over-exaggerated, problems seem
to have arisen when Pilate began to demand more than the surplus for his
venture. Building projects are notorious for requiring more money than
initially expected; perhaps the aqueduct too began to require more and more
funds which Pilate continued to demand from the temple treasurers, eventually
using up more than the allowable surplus and draining the supplies for the
daily sacrifices. Possibly too Pilate began to take his use of the money for
granted, demanding and expecting that the priests would hand it over to him
and treating it as his own fiscus rather than sacred money from the holy
temple2.
The Jewish Objection
One noticeable feature of this incident is that the Jewish objection does
not appear to have been spontaneous. The people wait for Pilate to visit
Jerusalem before voicing their grievances. The aqueduct appears to have been
already underway, if not already completed, when the riot breaks out. The
occasion of Pilate's visit may have been a feast or even the opening of the
aqueduct The nature of the Jewish objection outlined by Josephus fits well
with Pilate's conjectured 'crime' outlined above. Resentment at the prefect's
use of the temple funds took some time to brew. Some may have never been
happy about the arrangement from the start, unwilling to see sacred money
being handed over to a pagan governor, whilst others may have accepted the
1 Schttrer, History, vol II (rev), p283f. In Antiq 20.15 besides the right to name High Priests,
Herod of Chalcis received authority over the temple and the holy vessels; Schtirer suggests
this authority previously lay with the Roman governors. 'As in the administration of the
treasury, so in the completion of the temple buildings the priestly and political powers worked
together' p 284.
2This is suggested by L6monon who also thinks that the fact that the High Priestly vestments
were in Roman control also added to the hostility. The Roman governor would appear to be
not content with controlling the use of the vestments but also treating the temple treasury as
his own private funds. He also suggests that Pilate's initiation of the affair may have also
caused offence and that his decision would have left the priests with very little chance to
object, Pilate , p 168.
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arrangement initially but as Pilate demanded more than simply the surplus
they became disillusioned and angry. Some may have been ready to jump at
any chance to engage in anti-Roman riots; others may have favoured the
arrangement, thinking that it was better to use surplus temple money rather
than be required to pay a new tax for the undertaking l . Gradually, however,
many of the people may have become irritated at what appeared to be Pilate's
continual use, even control, of their treasury. If his use of the money went so
far as to requisition money reserved for the sacrifices then this too would have
been a serious ground for complaint.
How complete was the Jewish resentment and hostility towards Pilate's
undertaking? The War gives the impression that the whole populace joined
forces to surround Pilate and make their grievances known. The Antiq,
however, gives the impression that not all were involved in the riot; only some
hurled insults and abuse, and in §62 there is a reference to those who were not
rioting. Yet both these accounts may have been influenced by Josephus'
particular apologetic aims: the War illustrating the negative effects when the
whole people turn to rioting; the Antiquities exonerating some of the people
and stressing that they were unarmed in an attempt to glorify the nation.
Neither statement can therefore be taken at face value. But two other factors
suggest that the account in the Antiquities may be a more accurate reflection
of the historical situation and that in fact not everyone was rioting. The first
matter for consideration is the nature of the 'crime' itself. It would be readily
understandable if the people were divided over the extent to which they saw
Pilate's behaviour as an infringement of their law or native rights. The same
division of the community appears to have occurred later in the differing
attitudes towards the shields set up by Pilate in his residence in Jerusalem2.
Secondly, Pilate's methods of dealing with the problem (2.176). If the prefect
had been met with large-scale rioting the obvious course of action would be to
bring in his troops and intimidate the people into submission. Sending in
'plain-clothes men' into such a situation could have been disastrous: once a
soldier had exposed which side he was on by clubbing a rioter, he would be
open to attack from the surrounding Jews; on a large scale Pilate would be
sending his men into a potentially highly dangerous situation armed only with
clubs. It makes more sense to see a large crowd in which only a more extreme
'See chapter 1 for the common procedure throughout the provinces of levying taxes for roads
or particular building projects.
2See the chapter on Philo.
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element were rioting. Here, Pilate's policing actions would make sense'. A
large display of troops to intimidate the people would be out of place in such a
scene. But disguised troops who could unobtrusively move through the crowd
and deal with trouble-makers without causing undue panic would be perfect.
Whilst a large crowd had gathered about the governor, therefore, not everyone
was rioting2.
The 'plain-clothes men' with their clubs raise one more question: did
Pilate expect trouble, knowing that he had caused offence by his use of
treasury funds? Even if his use of the money was justified and relations with
the temple authorities were initially perfectly cordial, he would probably
become gradually aware that resentment at his excessive use of the fund was
building up. Pilate may not have expected a mass protest but the men were
necessary for the relatively small degree of hostility which the governor
expected. Pilate here shows a reluctance to use an excessive amount of force
though his methods led to a certain amount of panic.
This incident shows a certain degree of co-operation between Pilate
and the Jewish religious authorities. The aqueduct should have been
beneficial not only to the inhabitants of Jerusalem but also for the temple;
possibly it was initially designed as a joint venture to promote good relations
between the governor and the people. The increasing debts incurred by the
project and perhaps an over-bearing, demanding manner from Pilate
eventually led to opposition3 . The precise date of this incident is unknown;
according to Josephus' chronology it must have occurred between AD 26 and
the death of Jesus (generally assumed to have been in either AD 30 or 33).
3) The Execution of Jesus
The Testimonium Flavianum adds little to our picture of the historical
Pilate. The governor has only the messianic leader executed, not his
followers; probably Pilate thought that by executing the ringleader the
disturbance would die down. Again, this shows a dislike of excessive
'Brandon similarly sees Pilate's actions as having more in common with a police rather than a
military operation, Jesus, p 76, n3.
2McLaren also sees a split in the reaction of various Jews to the building project though he
bases his arguments on Antiq 18.62, Power, p 86.
3For another building project connected with Pilate see the description of his Tiberidum in
Caesarea, chapter 1.
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violence. As previously in the aqueduct incident, Pilate is shown working
closely with the Jewish hierarchy'.
4) The Samaritan Uprising and Pilate's Return to Rome
a) The Samaritan Uprising
Before assessing Pilate's actions it is necessary to consider exactly
what the Samaritan disturbance involved 2. Central to Samaritan thought was
the idea that Mount Gerizim was Israel's one true sanctuary3; it was the only
place where sacrifice was acceptable and prayers and praise efficacious. Even
after Hyrcantrs destroyed the Samaritan temple the beliefs associated with the
mountain continued. It was equated with Bethel, the gateway to heaven;
many of the patriarchs were believed to have their tombs on or near the
mountain. The Samaritan Chronicles assert that God hid the ark of the
covenant and sacred cultic vessels in a cave on Mt Gerizim in a time of divine
disfavour inaugurated by the wicked priest Eli 4. Samaritan eschatology
centred upon a figure known as the Taheb. His function was to act as a
restorer or revealer of the truth; he was seen as the prophet like Moses of Dt
18:18, or sometimes Moses redivivus, in contrast to the Davidic messiah of
Judaea5 . This figure was expected to reveal the ark and the vessels on
Gerizim in preparation for true worship on the mountain and the inauguration
of a period of peace and prosperity for the Samaritan nation 6 . Josephus'
description of Samaritan activities in Tirathana 7 have obvious parallels with
such expectations. The unnamed Samaritan seems to have posed as the
expected Taheb and persuaded the people that he could reveal the ark and
restore true worship to the mountain.
I A fuller historical discussion of this particular event will be reserved until after the gospel
accounts.	
.
2For Samaritan theology see especially MacDonald, Theology ; Montgomery, Samaritans;
Haacker, 'Samaritan'; Bowman 'Early Samaritan', pp 63-72.
3This comprised the tenth Samaritan commandment. Although the mountain is only referred
to twice in the Pentateuch, the Samaritans found scores of implicit references to it and its
status as Israel's true cultic centre.
4This is also attested in the fourth century Samaritan work Memar Markah 77b. The belief is
probably much older and in all likelihood lies behind the passage in Josephus; see
Montgomery, Samaritans, p 239. A corresponding Jewish belief is to be found in 2Macc 2.
5See Jn 4.25.
6The biblical warrant for this was found in Dt 27.2-3; MacDonald, Theology, p330.
7Montgomery locates this as modern Tire, 4m S.W. of Shechem, Samaritans, p 146, n 15.
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Though bereft of a sanctuary, sacrifice continued on Gerizim in the
first century, ministered by the Samaritan High Priest and priesthood. Each
year the people climbed the mountain three times to celebrate the three great
pilgrimage feasts: tabernacles, passover and weeks 1 . It is possible that the
first century 'Taheb' appeared before one of these established feasts. Or,
perhaps more probably, he may have appeared shortly before the Day of
Atonement (10th Tishri), the most important Samaritan feast and the day on
which the Taheb was to make a proper atonement for Israel and to establish
the period of divine favour2. Although this new age was to be one of peace,
the Samaritans may have expected opposition in their ascent of the mountain
and so were armed3 . Some texts envisage an eschatological war between the
Taheb and Israel's enemies before the restoration of true worship. If such a
view was current in the first century this would provide an additional, and
more ominous, necessity for the arms.
But such a 'religious' movement would inevitably lead to repercussions
on a political level. A Roman governor could not allow such a potentially
dangerous movement to escalate. Pilate was therefore acting well within his
rights as the protector of Roman law and order in the province by intervening
in the situation. As McGing notes: 'a Roman governor who did not deal with
the situation firmly would be failing seriously in his duty& Pilate's actions do
not seem unnecessarily severe. According to Josephus he sent in 'a
detachment of cavalry and heavy armed infantry'; they are not sent to the
village but to block the path up the mountain (§87). The aim was not to
massacre the people but simply to stop their intended course of action. Nor
does the military intervention appear particularly severe s . Certainly Josephus
does not mention huge losses; his note that some were killed in a pitched
battle whilst the others fled gives the impression that the majority were put to
flight. Of the remaining prisoners Pilate put to death only the leaders and
most influential people; here again he was well within his rights as provincial
governor exercising the power to judge and to execute which fell to the prefect
1 See Bowman ,'Pilgrimage', pp 17-28. Only every seven years were all the people expected
to appear before God, generally only selected groups attended.
2See MacDonald, Theology, p 267; Bowman :Early Samaritan', p 63.
3MacDonald, Theology, p 363. Later, during the revolt (AD 67), large numbers of Samaritans
again assembled on Mt Gerizim ready for a conflict with Rome, giving way only when the
water supply ran out. This assembly may also have been messianically and nationalistically
inspired.
4McGing, 'Pilate', p 433.
5There does not seem to be any justification for Lemonon's comment that the soldiers behaved
as brutally here as in the aqueduct affair. Besides, the alleged brutality of the soldiers in the
latter may owe more to Josephus' apologetic than to historical reality, Pilate, p 237.
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of the province. This incident must have occurred in AD 36, possibly just
prior to the Day of Atonement celebrated in September, which would allow
time for the delegation to Vitellius and Pilate's return to Rome shortly after
March 37.
b) Pilate's Departure
The council (tiotAii) 1 of the Samaritans complained to Vitellius, the
legate of Syria, about Pilate's handling of the Mt Gerizim affair. The legate
would be the first, and most obvious, arbitrator when dissension arose
between the governor of Judaea and the people 2. The Samaritans allege that
they assembled not as rebels against Rome but as refugees from Pilate's
persecution. This supports the suggestion that they were about to embark on a
messianic trek with the unnamed Samaritan as Moses at their head; the
messianic aspect (and so the potential threat to Rome) has been carefully
omitted.
Josephus gives the impression that Vitellius dispatched Marcellus and
sent Pilate to Rome immediately. It is perhaps more likely that some
exchange between Pilate and the legate occurred. Pilate would obviously
have given his side of the story, how the uprising had appeared to threaten
Roman stability in that part of the province and how he felt it was necessary to
quell it, while the Samaritans were stressing the religious nature of their
protest and charging Pilate with ruling unbearably harshly. Vitellius wisely
decided to refer the case to the emperor later Quadratus, faced with
contradictory stories from Jews, Samaritans and Cumanus similarly decided to
send the governor and representatives from the two nations to Claudius3.
There is no indication that Vitellius thought that Pilate was to blame; he may
have simply wanted both sides to have a hearing at the highest level so that no
repercussions could ensue, especially when one of the issues at stake was the
quality of rule by a Roman official. Vitellius was competent neither to
dismiss Pilate nor to appoint his successor; Marcellus was acting as temporary
governor until the case was over4.
What would have happened to Pilate if Tiberius' death had not
intervened before his return to Rome is unknown: the Samaritans had
'On the Samaritan council see Montgomery, Samaritans, pp 87-88.
20n the relationship between the provinces of Syria and Judaea and the role of the Syrian
legate in Judaean affairs see chapter 1.
3 Antiq 20.132, War 2.244.
4For the date of Pilate's return to Rome see chapter 1.
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maintained good relations with the Romans 1 and the emperor respected the
religious traditions of ethnic groups. As L6monon has argued, however, the
fact that Gaius did not reappoint Pilate does not necessarily indicate an
unfavourable outcome to his trial. After a governorship of ten years and with
the accession of a new emperor it was the obvious time for Pilate to accept a
new commission2.
Conclusion
In the Jewish War, Josephus presents us with a relatively able yet
insensitive governor of the Roman Empire. Two incidents during his rule
underscore the major apologetic argument of the whole work: a nation's peace
and harmony depends upon quiet acceptance of Roman rule, not violent
uprisings. Pilate is described in more detail in the Antiquities and in much
harsher terms. Although he governs with a certain degree of competency, he
sets himself against the Jewish law and is eventually sent back to Rome by
Vitellius to answer for his crimes. Pilate, along with other Roman governors
in this work, plays his part in the gradual decline of Jewish society into revolt.
The historical reconstructions of the events behind Josephus' stories,
however, show a governor intent on inaugurating his government with a firm
hand, reluctant to take any nonsense from the people he is to govern. Yet at
the same time he can show flexibility and an ability to stand down in the
interests of preserving peace. He seems to have been able to work alongside
the priestly authorities with Caiaphas at the head and the aqueduct was to have
been a joint venture, Jewish and Roman authorities working together to the
benefit of the people of Jerusalem. Faced with potentially difficult political
events, the earlier ones at a time when the protection afforded by the Syrian
legate was missing, Pilate appears to fulfil his duty of effectively maintaining
law and order in the province without recourse to undue aggression.
'They had not revolted after Herod l's death and were subsequently remitted a quarter of their
tribute ( War 196, Antiq 17319). The political value of Samaria was appreciated not only by
Herod 1 but also by Rome: the district acted as a firm foothold in the province against the
turbulence of the Jewish inhabitants; the pagans in the city of Sebaste despised the Jews whilst
the Samaritans hated them. See Montgomery, Samaritans, p 82.
2Lemonon, Pilate, p 238; MeGing also makes the same point, 'Pontius', p434.
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CHAPTER 4
Pilate in Mark's Gospel
With Mark's gospel we move from Jewish literature to our earliest
surviving reference to Pilate in a Christian gospel'. The work itself gives no
specific date and there have been various attempts to fit the contents of the
gospel to known historical events. At the earliest end of the spectrum a date
shortly before Gaius' assassination has been suggested (AD 41) 2 or, on the
basis of possible Qumran fragments, just prior to AD 50 3 • The majority of
scholars, however, date the gospel some time between AD 60 and 70; more
specifically, opinion is divided between whether it was written shortly before
or shortly after the fall of Jerusalem 4. The place of composition is no less
disputed with hypotheses ranging from Jerusalems , Alexandria6 , Antioch7,
Galilee 8 and Rome 9 , the last representing the majority view. Early church
I In what follows I am assuming the priority of Mark. Other early Christian references to
Pilate occur in Acts 3:13, 4:27, 13:28 (by allusion) and 1Tim 6:13. Curiously, Paul never
mentions Pilate in any of his genuine letters, even in 1Cor 15:3 where a reference might have
been expected.
2Torrey, taking 13:14 to be Gai us' statue; cited by Taylor, Gospel, p31.
3 0'Callaghan, 'Papiros', pp 91-100; against this view see Benoit, 'Note', pp 321-324.
4Those who date it before AD 70 include Cranfield, Mark, p 3ff; Lane, Gospel, p 7ff; Taylor,
Gospel, pp 26ff; Swete, Gospel, pp xxxixff; Schweizer, Good News, p 25; Nineham, Gospel,
pp 38ff; Hengel, Studies, pp 1-30; Kee, Community, p 100f; Martin, Mark, pp 51-83; Bruce,
'Date'; Best, Mark, p35; Gundry, Mark, pp 1041-1045.
Those dating it after AD 70 include Hooker, Gospel, pp 5ff; Brandon, Jesus, pp 221-
282; Kelber, Kingdom , p 1.
5Suggested by Wellhausen, cited by Rawlinson, Gospel, p xxx. This particular view has not
won any wide acceptance.
6Chrysostom linked the gospel with Egypt, Horn in Matt 1, though this may be a mistaken
inference from Eusebius HE 2.16.
7This may be more probable than Alexandria but no ancient writers connect the gospel with
Syria. The fact that Mark translates Aramaic words for his audience does not necessarily go
against an Antiochean origin (so Best, Mark, p 35) since the majority of city dwellers would
presumably have spoken Greek rather than Aramaic. The explanation that two item& make
up a quadrans (12:42), however, would be meaningless in the Eastern provinces since the
latter coin was only used in the West.
8This view is especially associated with Marxsen (Evangelist, pp 66ff) who suggested that the
gospel was an exhortation to Jerusalem Christians to flee to Pella in the early stages of the
siege of Jerusalem with the promise that the expected parousia would take place there. But
apart from the fact that a gospel appears to be entirely the wrong literary form for such a
straightforward and urgent message (and the facts that Pella is in Peraea and the author of the
gospel often appears to be ignorant of Palestinian geography), the endurance of the gospel and
references within the text to the continuance and growth of the Gentile Christian community
suggest that it was not originally composed as a 'flysheet' for Jerusalem Christians promising
an immanent parousia. A rejection of Marxsen's theory, however, does not necessarily mean
a rejection of Galilee, see for example Kelber, Kingdom, pp 129ff; Myers, Binding, p41; Kee
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tradition is virtually unanimous in its assertion that the gospel was written in
Rome shortly after Peter and Paul perished in the Neronian persecution of AD
64 1 . Since the contents of the gospel seem to support the traditional view of
its provenance 2 , the following discussion assumes that Mark was writing for a
predominantly Gentile Christian audience in Rome after the persecution of 64
but before the fall of Jerusalem. The picture of Pilate which emerges from
this gospel appears to be particularly appropriate for a community which had
recently suffered such misery and humiliation at imperial command.
Pontius Pilate appears twice in Mark's gospel. In 15:1-15 he directs
the Roman proceedings against Jesus; later, in 15:43-45, he grants Jesus'
corpse to Joseph of Arimathea. The text for the trial is as follows:
15.1 Koh ei)01K nix& 01.44006XIOV 7r011 TjaaVTECa o apxtepsic peTex. TEIN Tt-pealnyripwv
ith ypappariuN xch iiXov TO auva4nov, btjuavrEc TOv Triaobv eurtiveyKav xcit
irapibtaxav 110terrcp. 15.2 xak brtipuntiaev ain-Ov 6 lltAairoc,EU 61 ôPacracbg TtIN
loubaiwv; 6 Else 6Lrroxpl0itc a6r XE-yet, Xi) lig-vac. 153 xch Kartly6pouv airrol) oi
apkeptic Iro)atet. 15.46 & 11tX&roc 7reOtiv brripuiTa aUrOv Xyüv, 06x duroxpivi3
o1ZI6v; The /mica uou iccatiyopobutv 156 6 & Itpuok oincb-t oiZev CurExpierl, &ion
Bauptgetv TOv rItXiiTov.
15.6 KaTCX	 tilriaDEV aUTOIC '6VCt tio,110V OV ITOCKITObvto. 15.7 riv
o XeyOuevoc Bapal3pc per& TV Crra.01.C(ORBV bacVOC Of MCC iv Tf3 0760614xivov
irEiroAxewav. 15.8 ,zoit ecva.(364b 6 05XX0C iiptcn-o aiTtioeat taxecbc broiet
15.96 Ee Ilaairoc OgrExpieri auToIç Xgy coy , 0641£TE dr7r0X6C1C0 1.411v rbv =ra ga 1-6311
lot)baiuN; 15.10 kyivtocricev yi3tp	 St& 4306V0V liapaSE2xSKE1.00CV ainbV
suggests Southern Syria, Community, p 101-103. However, these theories meet with the
same three difficulties as Antioch (see n. 7). Other scholars think that Mark originated in a
large city of the Roman Empire but do not specifically link it with Rome, for example
Hooker, Gospel, pp 5ff; Anderson, Gospel, pp 25ff.
9Those in favour of Rome include Cranfield, Lane, Taylor, Swete, Schweizer, Nineham,
Rawlinson, Hengel, Brandon, Matera, Bruce, Best and Gundry.
l Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 3.1.1, Anti-Marcionite Prologue and Papias, quoted in Eusebius H.E.
6.14.6 and 3.39.15, Clement of Alexandria, Hypotyposes 6. See Hengel, Studies, pp 2-6.
Tradition also associates Mark's gospel with Peter and its author as the John Mark known to
us from Acts 12:12. For varying analyses of these traditions compare Hengel with
Niederwimmer, 'Johannes Markus', pp 172-188.
2See for example Hengel's analysis, Studies, pp 7-30.
a This reading, classed by a (B} in UBS Greek NT3, can mean either 'to convene a council' or
'to take counsel, make a plan'; to resolve the confusion some authorities have o-upl3o6Xtov
Erowdoccvrec (t, B, D, 892). See Metzger, Textual, p 117.
b This reading is also classed by a (B) in UBS Greek NT 4; the variant reads avatiOnacg, to
cry out, but is not so well supported. See Metzger, Textual, p 117.
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(3cppEpeig-c . 15.11 el ô expxtepeig «v6actaav rbv 6/xxovIva uaXAov -r6v BapaiVahr
daroXt5ar3 ainolc. 15.12 ôtie Iladrog 76.Xtv 67roxpteeic EXEyev airroicji an,
faxereld Not riolo rOv g-yerele TOv Paaaioc TG3v loutaicov; 15.13 01 & miXtv EICpatav,
Ira pcoo OV aimiv. 15.14 la &&roc Dtsysv airrolc, T y643 broiri0"EV KOOCOV; ot r:1
7reptaok Expatav,Eratint000v, 	 airrOv. 15.156 Ilaascrog pouXcipsvog rq.)15xXcp
ilcavOv 71DOCrat earbtuocv a6Tôiç TOv BapccOPear, Keit napauxev TOv 'Iwo&
4.payE.XXoSoocciva cn-aupwaTj.
Context
Both references to Pilate in this gospel are to be found in what is
generally referred to as Mark's passion narrative; that is, 14:1-16:8. Chapters
1-12 of Mark describe Jesus' teaching and ministry over a period of about one
year; the narrative unfolds quickly as Jesus and his disciples move from one
geographical location to another before finally embarking on the long trek to
Jerusalem in 8:27-10:52; many short pericopae are joined to one another by
the characteristically Markan word Ei)115c, 'immediately', again giving a
feeling of speed and intensity. Jesus' preaching and teaching culminate in
Jerusalem where he delivers a long eschatological discourse to his disciples,
warning them of tribulation to come and portents of the end (chapter 13).
These chapters give the impression that events are speeding towards some
goal; with chapters 14-16, however, that goal has been reached: the pace of
the narrative is slowed down considerably; the rather vague sahic has given
way to specific indications of time, every hour now becomes important'. This
goal is the description of Jesus' death on the cross and subsequent resurrection.
The threat of his impending death has loomed like a black shadow over Jesus'
ministry since its earliest days but becomes prominent after events at Caesarea
Philippi (9:2-13). Jesus himself has pointed to it, both by means of three
explicit statements (8:31,9:31, 10:33-34) and by references such as the
absence of the bridegroom (2.20), the suffering of the Son of Man (9:12),
giving up his life as a ransom for many (10:45) and the parable of the tenants
in the vineyard (12:1-12). The narrator has also pointed to it through the
C Again classed by a (B) in UBS Greek NT 3 ; the omission of et aprepetc in several
witnesses is probably a stylistic improvement.
&This reading was classed by a (C) in UBS Greek NT4; the textual evidence is fairly evenly
matched, see Metzger, Textual, pp 117-118.
e Classed by a (C) in UBS Greek NT4; the weightier textual evidence points to the omission
of OvkL'-yerc but Mt 27:22 seems to presuppose the phrase; Metzger, Textual, p 118.
1 For example 14.1, 12, 17, 15:1, 25, 33-34, 42, 16.1-2.
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reference to 'Judas Iscariot, who betrayed him' (3:19) and the death of John the
Baptist (6:17-29) 1 . The passion account has therefore not only been carefully
prepared for in the preceding narrative but forms its climax. In the final three
chapters the author of the gospel takes his time to describe in careful detail the
events of the last two days of Jesus' earthly life and the events of the following
Sunday morning.
Mark's Passion Account
The self-sufficiency and narrative continuity which distinguishes the
passion story from the previous groups of generally rather isolated pericopae
was noticed by the form critics of the early twentieth century 2. They
suggested that the passion story was the first of the traditions associated with
Jesus to become a continuous narrative. This had several points to
recommend it: the similarity of the passion accounts in both the Markan and
the Johannine traditions suggested that the precise sequence of events had
become established relatively early 3 ; the fact that the speeches in Acts, which
may reflect early preaching, are dominated by Jesus' death and resurrection
similarly suggested that this would quickly be cast in narrative form 4 ; most of
Paul's references to the cross are found in formulaic passages, eg 1Cor 15:3ff;
finally, meditation upon and questions raised by the paradox of a crucified
Christ would have necessitated an early coherent passion account s . Although
1 Lightfoot also sees chapter 13 as a parallel to the passion; for example vv.32-33 speak of 'the
hour', in Gethsemane 'the hour' has come (14:41). The arrival of the hour, the Lord's Passion
and the sufferings and endurance of His Church are linked indissolubly together', Gospel, p
55.
21n particular M. Dibelius, Die Form geschichte des Evangeliums (1919), (ET From Tradition
to Gospel, 1935); K.L. Schmidt, Der Ralunen der Geschichte Jesus (1919); V. Taylor The
Formation of the Gospel Tradition (1935), esp pp 44-62.
3See Ltihrrnann, Markusevangelium, pp 227ff for a table of similarities. But, as Liihrmann
points out, although the passion accounts in both Mark and John appear surprisingly similar
when a brief list of topics is compiled, eg arrest (Mk 14:43-52, In 18:1-11), trial and betrayal
of Peter (Mk 14:53-72, in 18:12-27), Pilate (Mk 15:1-20, in 18:28-19:16), crucifixion and
death (Mk 15:21-41, in 19:17-37), burial (Mk 15:42-47, in 19:38-42), women at empty tomb
(Mk 16:1-8, in 20:1-18), this disguises the fact that the traditions associated with each
heading in the gospels are frequently completely different (as a comparison of the Markan
Sanhedrin trial with that in John will show), p 228. Furthermore, several of the events could
hardly have happened in any other order - the arrest had to come before the trial which had to
come before the crucifixion, etc. It is also possible that John was aware of Mark's account,
see for example Donahue 'Pre-Markan', p 91.
4Eg 2:22-36, 3:17-26, 4:8-12.
5In 1Cor 1:23 Paul asserts that the cross was a stumbling block to the Jews and folly to the
Gentiles. The events surrounding such a humiliating death would have quickly demanded
interpretation which in itself would have required a knowledge of the events.
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they were willing to allow certain Markan additions 1 , the earlier form critics
regarded Mk 14:1-16:8 as a continuous narrative held together by specific
references to times and places and with largely independent existence before
its incorporation into Mark2. Modifications of this view held by more recent
upholders of a form-critical approach are mainly a question of degree: all are
agreed that some primitive narrative lies behind the Markan passion story, the
dispute centres around how similar this was to what we now have in Mark3.
Modern approaches to the passion narrative, however, have tended to move
away from the constraints of such an approach. Rather than attempting to
reconstruct Mark's purpose and theology by trying to uncover a tradition
which he has altered and into which he has made insertions, structuralist and
literary analyses of the gospel have concentrated on the way the author of
Mark orders and presents his material to the reader, and the recurrence of
theological or apologetic themes in the work as a whole 4. In terms of
language and theology, the passion narrative is an integral part of the finished
gospe15 . This has led to a greater emphasis on Mark as a creative author, not
I For instance both Dibelius and Schmidt saw the anointing episode as an insertion into the
account (Mk 14:3-9), also the priest's plot (14: lb-2), the treachery of Judas (14:10-11) and the
reference to the betrayer (14:17-21).
2Bussmann went so far as to suggest that Paul's use of icarCt r2xc YPatoctS (1Cor 15:31) refers
to a well-known written account of Jesus' passion and death, Synoptische Studien iii, pp 180-
191. As Taylor points out, however, this could equally well be a vague OT allusion or a
collection of testimonies from scripture, Formation, pp 48-50.
3Pesch, Markusevangelium , vol 11 pp 1-27 sees a virtually unchanged text going back to the
ery first years after the events. Nineham thinks that a continuous narrative, itself made out
of isolated stories, came into being fairly early on and that Mark relied on this though he felt
no hesitation in adding to it, St Mark, p365. Knox divided the passion narrative into two
sources, edisciples source' and a 'twelve source'. His hypothesis was that Mark had both
sources in front of him and simply conflated the two accounts into one, Sources, pp 115-147.
Taylor similarly saw two sources, suggesting that it is possible to discern a non-Semitic
summary narrative underlying the passion account (consisting of 14:1-2, 10-21, 26-31, 43-46,
53,55-64, 15:1,3-5, 15, 21-24, 26, 29-30, 34-37, 39, 42-46, 16:1-8) whose 'unity, continuity
and stark realism mark it as a primitive complex'. This Roman passion account, which in
itself may be composite, was then expanded by Mark with the aid of various additions of a
strongly Semitic character, Gospel, p 658. Bultmann argued that the passion account
developed from simple kerygmatic statements such as are found in the speeches in Acts or
cast in prophetic form in Mk 8:31, 9:31, 10:33f. This simple account was developed at
various stages, partly by the addition of earlier stories and partly by the reforming of the
existing narrative. In particular, the whole narrative was worked over at some point by the
addition of OT motifs supplying prophetic proofs of God's will in the crucifixion. Exactly
which features are pre-Markan cannot always be certain, but Mark was certainly not following
an old source which he felt bound to copy exactly (History, pp 275-284). An exception to
this general view is E Linnemann who rejected a pre-Markan passion account, seeing Mark
as a collector of independent reports, Studien . For a much fuller survey of form-critical
approaches to Mark's passion narrative see Donahue, 'Pre-Markan', pp 1-16, in Kelber,
Passion .
4See Donahue, 'Pre-Markan', pp 16-20; Kee, Community; Malbon, Narrative; Myers, Binding;
van lersel, Reading; Belo, Materialist; Best, Mark.
50n the homogeneity of the Greek style of Mark see Neirynck, Duality, p37.
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slavishly reproducing earlier tradition but selecting events and presenting
them in a particular way to his readers. Although it is certain that Mark was
using earlier traditions, the following analysis will not attempt to find these in
the case of the Roman trial. Instead, Pilate's role will be assessed in the
context of the gospel as a whole; that is, the characterization and meaning
taken on by the Roman prefect due to Mark's skilful arrangement and
presentation of his material in order to highlight his own particular theological
or apologetic themes.
Apologetic Themes Culminating in Mark's Passion Narrative
Before turning to Mark's portrayal of Pilate it may be useful first to
note some of the apologetic themes in the narrative which may have had some
influence on the way in which the governor has been portrayed.
1)	 An important theme throughout the whole gospel is that of the
antagonism of the Jewish leadership. As early as 3:2 the Pharisees were alert
to any accusations which they might bring against Jesus; by 3:6 they have
taken council with the Herodians to destroy him. After the cleansing of the
temple the chief priests have become involved and, with the scribes, seek a
way to eliminate Jesus on the grounds that he was too popular with the crowds
(11:18). With Judas' offer to betray his master in chapter 14, the plots of the
chief priests become reality (14:1-2, 10-11). Mark spares no effort in his
denigration of these leaders: not only are they plotters and schemers but
sinners (14:41), and their trial of Jesus nothing but a sham, a travesty of
justice (14:53, 55-65). The author emphasizes the irregularity of the
proceedings: the 'chief priests and the whole council' meet with the specific
intention of putting Jesus to death, there is clearly no chance of a 'fair trial'
(v.55); the witnesses were false (RoXX01 Etirev601.1apert5pouv), yet even so
they were unable to agree (v.56-59); after Jesus has been condemned it is
apparently members of the council who spit on him, cover his face, strike him
and demand that he prophesy to them (v.65), hardly suitable behaviour for
responsible members of a court. Throughout the trial Mark deliberately
emphasizes the complicity of the whole council; in 14:53 Jesus is led to the
High Priest, all the chief priests, elders and scribes are assembled; two verses
later Mark stresses that it is the chief priests and the whole council who seek
to put Jesus to death; in v.64 the condemnation is unanimous (dt a IrdelEC
icarExplvocv ai)Tin0; in 15:1 iccit sliXov TO crvv6Optov is superfluous since
Mark has already listed the various groups which constituted such a
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Sanhedrin. This stress on the whole Sanhedrin underlines the guilt of every
member of that council - the High Priest, chief priests, elders, and scribesl.
All share the guilt of Jesus' death. In terms of literary genre, Nickelsburg has
noted the similarities between the Markan passion account and Jewish court
tales about the persecuted wise man who is rescued, vindicated and exalted to
a high position, such as the Joseph narratives in Gen 37ff, and the accounts in
Daniel or Esther, although of course none of these descend to the depths of
degradation or achieve the exaltation accorded to Jesus by the Christian
writers2.
2)	 An element which comes into particular prominence in the passion
account is the frequent use of scriptural references or allusions. In particular
the LXX of Is 53:12 appears to lie behind the Markan use of Rapari&opt in
the passion predictions of 9:31, 10:33 and 14:21. Allusions to the suffering
servant of Deutero-Isaiah are common, as are references to the psalms, eg Pss
34, 41:9, 42:6, 11, 43:5, 69:21, 109:25 and, especially in connection with the
crucifixion, Ps 22:1,7, 183.
The need for reflection upon Jesus' suffering and death was obvious:
crucifixion was a shameful and humiliating death (Dt 21:22-23) 4 and belief in
a Messiah who was not only rejected by his own people but who was also
crucified by the representative of a foreign power was 'a stumbling block to
Jews and folly to Gentiles' (1Cor 1:23). The superficially disturbing events of
Jesus' last days therefore needed to be interpreted in the light of scriptural
references and shown to be in fact in accordance with God's will. Such
Christian reflection would have begun at an early stage and it is unlikely that
Mark was responsible for all the allusions. Probably he made use of existing
scriptural 'proof texts', possibly he added others himself. What is important is
that Mark retained them and incorporated them into his finished gospel.
Together with Jesus' repeated predictions of his death, they show that all the
events of Jesus' ministry, in particular his shameful death and resurrection,
were in accordance with God's plan (9:12, 14:21,49).
Scriptural motifs may be present in 15:1-5; in particular, these verses
show several parallels with the suffering servant motif of Is 52:53. For
I Nineham, Gospel; all three are similarly named in 14:53.
2See Nickelsburg, 'Genre', pp 153-184. Nickelsburg suggests that Mark made use of an
earlier account which similarly recounted the death and exaltation of Jesus using the genre of
the story of the righteous one.
3See Lindars, Apologetic, pp 88ff.
4See Hengel, Crucifixion.
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example the silence in Is 53:7, aim CcvoiyEt TO crrOpcc aim:43, . .. oinwg
oim avoiyet TO arcipa (also Ps 38:13, 14,39:9, Od Sol 31:8, T. Ben 5:4);
wonder in Is 52:15, oin-o) Occuithaovron Ellyn noh2tac; and handing over in Is
53:12 71-apetx50i eic OetvaTov l . A curious fact about 15:6-15, however, is
that, unlike the rest of the passion narrative, these verses show no discernible
trace of scriptural references whatsoever 2 . This suggests that other themes
were uppermost in Mark's presentation at this point.
3) An important theme of Mark's passion narrative and in particular his
account of the Roman trial is kingship. Throughout 15:2-32 Jesus is referred
to as the national king six times yet the title is never elsewhere used of him3.
The preceding chapters of the gospel have referred to Jesus as Christ (1:1,
8:29, 12:35,14:61), Holy One of God (1:24), Beloved Son (1:11,9:7), Son of
David (10:46ff, 12:35) or Son of God (3:11). Never before has anyone
referred to Jesus as King, yet it is the charge against Jesus inscribed above the
cross (15:26) and in chapter 15 Mark concentrates on this theme, defining in
what sense Jesus really was the King of Israel. 15:1-15 highlight the Roman
state's perception of messiahship in terms of a political King in opposition to
Caesar, a perception which Mark has already shown to be false4.
4) Linked to kingship and forming its counterpart within the passion
narrative is the theme of mockery. Jesus is subjected to a brutal, or at best
undignified, mockery three times throughout the narrative: after his Jewish
trial at the hands of the council members he is told to 'prophesy', spat upon
and struck (14:65); after the Roman trial he receives an even more humiliating
treatment at the hands of the Roman soldiers who mock him as 'King of the
Jews' (15:16-20); even on the cross the passers-by, chief priests and his fellow
'Van lersel, Reading, p 191.
2Lohse, Mark's Witness, lists scriptural allusions in the passion narrative but has none at all
for this section, p 78. Lindars similarly lists no references, cited by Donahue, 'Pre-Markan', p
4.
l5:2,9, 12, 17, 26, and 32. If Jesus' entry into Jerusalem is a re-enactment of Zech 9:9, then
the theme of kingship, though not openly declared by the bystanders, is implicit here. See
France, Divine, p 87. In 10:35ff the sons of Zebedee, two of Jesus' closest followers, still
understand Jesus' kingdom as one in which the great will sit in places of honour.
4Jesus' answer to the tribute question in 12:13-17 shows that his policy was one of quiet
acquiescence towards his Roman overlords, political and divine authority need not necessarily
conflict as long as God received his due; his answer would no doubt have seemed a deplorable
compromise to those of Mark's readers with a more nationalistic outlook (see Paul's letter to
Rome 13:1-7: had there been some dispute over the authority of pagan rulers a decade before
Mark was written?). On these verses in Mark see Bruce, 'Render', pp 249-263, Dunn :Caesar',
pp 269-270. On the existence of a nationalistic or Zealot party in the time of Jesus compare
Hengel, Zealots, with Horsley and Hanson, Bandits .
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prisoners mock him, taunting him to come down from the cross if he is the
Christ, the King of Israel (15:29-32) 1 . This mockery in Mark is linked to a
fundamental misunderstanding, both by Jews and Romans, regarding Jesus'
messiahship 2 . Behind this mockery in Mark lies a bitter irony: the actors in
the drama unconsciously speak the truth, a truth which exposes their lack of
perception. Jesus' Jewish adversaries mockingly tell him to prophesy and, if
he is the Christ, to come down from the cross. Yet the reader knows that
Jesus is endowed with prophetic insight3 ; but he is more than a prophet, he
really is the Christ, the King of Israel, even euic 06013 4 ; and far from coming
down from the cross to save himself he remains there as a ransom for all
people5 . Jesus does not fit Jewish messianic specifications and so is rejected.
Similarly the mockery at the hands of the soldiers centres upon the absurdity
of the kingly claims of the scourged figure before them. To pagan troops the
'King of the Jews' would be none other than the emperor himself and it is as
someone setting himself up against the kingship of Caesar that Jesus is
ridiculed and abused6 . Clearly such a worldly, political interpretation is at
variance with Jesus' true identity, yet the soldiers unconsciously point to the
truth. The mockery of Jesus' opponents, his own humiliation and Mark's
irony, however, culminate in the title on the cross. Above the tortured body of
a man dying of crucifixion Pilate affixes a titu/us reading' 0 (3cc(flOtEk T(;).V
'IovElaiwv (15:26). The Roman governor's mockery here of Jesus and,
indirectly, the Jewish nation is self-evident 7 . It would not be surprising
therefore to find an element of mockery within the proceedings before Pilate.
'Like the rest of the passion, this mockery was predicted by Jesus, 9:12, 10:34.
20n the central role of irony and misunderstanding in the Markan passion narrative see Juel,
Messiah, pp 47-52; Nickelsburg, 'Genre', p 172.
3For example the passion predictions 8:31, 9:31, 10:33-34; the eschatological predictions of
chapter 13; and Jesus' knowledge of the colt (11:1-6) and the upper room (14:12-16).
4T/iis is stated right from the very beginning, 1:1, and proclaimed by the divine voice in 1:11
and 9-.7 and by the centurion in 15:39. On Christ see 8:27-30, 14:62. With the centurion's
declaration in 15:39 and the titular on the cross the two titles Son of God and Christ are once
again brought together, the passion and crucifixion of Jesus having illustrated Jesus' identity
first attested in 1:1.
5 1045, 14:24.
6Purple was the colour of emperors, Rev 17:4, 18:16, Virgil, Georg 11.495, Josephus, War 7.
The crown of thorns does not seem to have been used as an instrument of torture but to mimic
the radiate crowns worn by 'divine' Oriental and Hellenistic rulers as portrayed on their coins
(Barrett, Gospel According to John, p 540; Brown, Gospel According to John, p 875), or the
imperial wreath. Xolipe mimics the Ave Caesar used to address the emperor. In the Greek-
speaking world the emperor was often referred to as Oat:rack, see Barrett, p 543, Brown, p
880. In Acts 17:7 Jason and some others are accused of 'acting against the decrees of Caesar,
saying that there is another King, Jesus'; in in 19:15 the chief priests acknowledge that their
only king is Caesar.
7Mark does not specifically state here that Pilate was responsible for the title (cf Jn 19:19),
but his readers would surely assume that it was he who communicated the official charge to
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A fifth Markan theme which has relevance for the trial before Pilate is
that of rejection. One of the deepest tragedies of Mark's gospel is that Jesus is
abandoned not only by the Jewish leadership but even by his closest followers
in his hour of need and goes to his death almost completely alone. In 14:27
this isolation was predicted by Jesus: 'You will all fall away; for it is written,
"I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered"'. In v.50 of the
same chapter the disciples have all fled after Jesus' arrest; in v.51-52 the
young man runs away naked rather than stand by Jesus. Peter denies his
master in 14:66-72, ironically at the same time as Jesus admits his true
identity before the council l , and even those who were crucified with him in
15:32 revile him. In 15:34 even God forsakes Jesus. The only people who do
not desert him are women, both from Galilee and Jerusalem, who watch the
crucifixion from a distance (15:40-41) and, later, Joseph of Arimathea who
courageously asks Pilate for permission to bury the body (15:42-46). In
Mark's description of the Roman trial it is the once openly friendly crowd who
forsake Jesus, abandoning him completely and demanding his execution.
This rejection ties in with another important Markan theme. Israel has
not received its saviour and so Jesus' death entails the rejection of Israel and
the extension of the gospel to encompass all nations2.
It is with these themes of Jewish antagonism, the importance of redefining
kingship, mockery and rejection in mind that we need to turn now to
considering Mark's portrait of Pilate within his passion account.
The Characterization of Pilate in Mark
The majority of scholars regard Pilate as a weakling in Mark's gospel,
convinced of Jesus' innocence, vainly engaging in successive attempts to
the executioners. Unlike John's gospel, where the chief priests sense the mockery directed
towards their own nation and ask Pilate to alter the title (in 19:211), the inscription in Mark
seems to incite the chief priests and bystanders to further mockery in an attempt to disown
Jesus completely. The evangelist, in common with the other three, makes little of Jesus'
physical sufferings, the scourging and crucifixion are referred toy briefly with no details
attached (15:15,24). This was perhaps out of a desire not to dwell on such painful and
humiliating events; the very words ctipayaAthaccc and crrat)poixttv afrrev would strike fear
into the hearts of Mark's readers.
1 The dove-tailing of the two stories in chapter 14:53-72 indicates that they occur
simultaneously.
2Illustrated by the story of the withered fig tree after the cleansing of the temple; the tenants
in the vineyard; and the rending of the veil of the temple directly before the centurion's
confession in 15:39; Best, Mark, p 701.
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release him but forced to go along with the wishes of the chief priests and the
crowd'. Brandon remarks that Pilate 'acted as a veritable weakling, devoid
alike of dignity, efficiency and spirit'2 . Nineham sums up the views of many
when he asserts: 'most commentators think we should allow for some
idealization in St Mark's account, arising out of the Christian desire to
exculpate the Romans and put responsibility on the Jews G . Alternatively he is
seen as not taking the case seriously, wishing to release Jesus if only to spite
his Jewish antagonists& Yet there are several indications within Mark's
portrayal of the Roman trial which indicate that, read in a first-century
context, Pilate is not to be understood as a weak impotent figure but rather as
an astute governor who handles a potentially difficult case with a certain
amount of mockery but at the same time a great deal of political shrewdness.
The representative of Rome in Mark's gospel is not exculpated but plays his
part in the events leading to Jesus' execution.
The Handing Over to Pilate
In Mark's portrayal, the hearing before Pilate takes place after a
formal trial before a Jewish Sanhedrin (14:53, 55-65). Although the bias and
injustice of the proceedings are stressed, Jesus clearly stands before a Jewish
court facing a capital offence, a court which, however corrupt, did have the
power to come to a legal decision. Witnesses are called, a unanimous verdict
is reached and Jesus is condemned on a charge of blasphemy (v.64). It was
presumably this decision which was reiterated the following morning at the
consultation (ovi43015Xtov) of the Sanhedrin (15:1) 5 . The three-fold naming
of the parties not only stresses the guilt of all involved but also emphasizes the
lEg GniIka: 'Pilatus wird als Schwachling gezeichnet', Evangeliwn , p 305; Taylor. 'Mark
gives a ... objective account, not hiding the weakness of Pilate, but showing plainly that he did
not believe the accusation of the priests to be valid', Gospel, p 579; Brandon, Trial, regards
him as a 'weak, abject figure' p 190, n .100; Best asserts that the trial before Pilate underlines
the hostility of the Jews in that it shows Pilate making some attempt to save him, Temptation,
p 96; Cole writes, 'for he stands self-revealed as he attempts in vain, first to avoid the issue,
and then to escape responsibility for the decision', Mark, p 232; Van Iersel asserts that Pilate
'is persuaded against his will to approve and confirm the punishment'. See also Benoit,
Passion, p 137; Nicklesburg, 'Genre', p 165; Gould, St Mark, pp 285ff; Pesch,
Markusevangeliwn , p 459; Burkill, Mysterious, p294.
2Brandon, Jesus, p 261.
3Nineham, Gospel, p413.
4Eg Piper, 'God's', p 179; Lane suggests that Pilate's efforts to rescue Jesus were due to his
'anti-Semitic bias', though he gives no evidence to support this claim, Gospel, p 555;
5Bammel, Trial', p415; Pesch, Markusevangelium , p 456.
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official character of the act, as does legal terminology such as tea% Caroctepw
and irccp ccbibcopt 1.
An important result of the morning meeting of the Sanhedrin is that
Jesus is now 'bound' (briaccrrer.). No such binding took place at Jesus' arrest,
a fact perfectly in keeping with general procedure since the binding of a
person only under accusation would have been unusual 2 . The fact that Mark
describes Jesus being bound at 15:1, however, suggests that his legal status
has now changed. The consultation of v.la, which would have summed up
the finding of the previous evening's inquiries, therefore, 'constituted an act
that had its procedural consequences'3 . Jesus has been condemned to death,
bound and is now handed over to Pilate as a culprit. The binding
demonstrates to Pilate both Jesus' condemned state and his dangerousness.
Mark's readers would know that native courts did not have the right of capital
jurisdiction; any sentence of a Jewish court had to be retried, or at least
ratified, by the Roman govemor4. The construction xcn. ei)Ok RpoSi gives a
feeling of speed to the proceedings; the Jewish authorities are anxious to have
their death sentence ratified as soon as possible5.
Pilate is introduced abruptly in v.1 with no description of his official
title; presumably his role in Jesus' death, and perhaps also something of his
character, were sufficiently well known to Mark's audience to necessitate no
further means of identification other than his name6.
'Noted by Pesch, Markusevangelium, p 456.
2Mommsen, Ramisches , p 391ff. In John's gospel Jesus is bound immediately at his arrest
and remains so throughout the night (Jn 18:12,24).
3Bammel, Trial', p 415. Though commenting on the historicity of the Markan narrative at
this point, Bammel's observations are still relevant for a literary understanding of the Marlcan
text.
4See chapter 1.
5Though common throughout the rest of the gospel, the word &Lek is used only four times
throughout the passion narrative. In all cases the word is associated with the immediate
fulfilment of prophecy. In 14:41f Jesus tells the three disciples in Gethsemane that the hour
has come and ei)+36c in v:43 Judas arrives and in v:45 immediately kisses him. After Peter's
denial, the cock crows eiretic (14:72), reminding the reader of Jesus' prediction in 14:30. In
15:1 Jesus' general predictions regarding the passion are hurrying on towards their fulfilment.
6See Hengel, Studies, p9. The omission of Pilate's title coupled with the fact that Caiaphas is
never mentioned by name led Pesch to suggest the existence of a very old main source for the
gospel which originated in or before the year AD 37 when both Pilate and Caiaphas were
deposed, Markusevangelium, vol II, p 21. But this would be unnecessary since Pilate's name
was very quickly associated with the crucifixion and would doubtlessly be known to Mark's
readers.
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The Hearing before Pilate
The charge before the Jewish court centred around Jesus' claim to be
'the Christ, the Son of the Blessed' (14:61); this was interpreted by the High
Priest as blasphemy. Quite possibly this identification is anachronistic; Mark
has retrojected contemporary disputes over the person of Jesus and associated
Jewish charges of blasphemy, issues in church-synagogue disputes of his own
day, back into Jesus' trial l . Pilate's question in 15:2 is not a new, political
charge but goes back to the findings of the Jewish court, in particular to the
central question of messiahship: ThEl 613=116g Taw loubliwv; The case
itself is not re-examined, only its political consequences 2. The Roman
governor is not interested in the religious meaning of messiahship but only in
any political repercussions such a claim might have. His question therefore
focuses on the political implications of the Jewish charge, in an attempt to
gauge how far he might present a threat to Roman stability in the province3.
The actual title 'King of the Jews' is only used in Mark's gospel by
Pilate and his soldiers (15:2, 9, 12, 18, 26); the phrase 'of the Jews' indicates
that the speaker is not a Jew himself; when the Jewish chief priests mock
Jesus on the cross they refer to him as 'King of Israel' (15:32)4. In a first-
century Roman province the title would take on particularly dangerous
connotations: anyone claiming any kind of kingship would run the risk of
appearing to challenge the divine rule of Caesar5 . Mark's readers would
1 Burkill, Mysterious, p 289. The iyd) Eipt before the Jewish court (14:62) may be
reminiscent of God's revelation before Moses (Ex 3:14) and the charge of blasphemy a
reflection on contemporary Jewish-Christian debate concerning the divinity of Jesus. For
fuller discussions of the Jewish charge see the relevant sections in Gundry, Mark, pp 891-922
or Brown, Death, pp 429-460,627-635.
2Bammel, 'Trial', pp 417ff. Mark's presentation is not so much a 'trial' as a hearing leading to
the ratification of an existing condemnation.
3 Many commentators understand the GU in Pilate's question as contemptuous, indicating the
governor's incredulity that messianic accusations have been levelled at such a prisoner, eg
Pesch, Markusevangelium , p 457. But the crii may not necessarily be emphatic and so cannot
be pushed as any indication of Pilate's surprise (Moulton, Grammar, III, p37 doubts the
emphatic nature of ai) here). It parallels the GIS in the question of the High Priest, 14:61.
4It is clear from 15:31-32 that King of the Jews = King of Israel = Messiah.
5As Jason and others found out by proclaiming Jesus' messiahship in Thessalonica, Acts 17:7.
Their Jewish opponents charged them with 'acting against the decrees of Caesar, saying that
there is another king, Jesus'. There is evidence that the later Hasmonaean rulers assumed the
titlef3amINEbg rGiV Ioubccituv. Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BC) appears to have been the
first to refer to himself as Oacrack on his coins (Schilrer, History, Vol I (rev), p 227).
According to Josephus (Antiq 1436 citing Strabo of Cappadocia in an otherwise unpreserved
passage), this same monarch sent a gift to Pompey which bore an inscription reading
'AXEtoivbpou rob TV Toutiatiov (3aaaktoc. Herod the Great is similarly referred to as b
TeilV ' IOVOC(1(M/13curactic by Josephus (Aniiq 16.311.). Brown may be correct in his
suggestion that the title may have been 'kept alive during the Roman governorship as a
designation for the expected liberator' ( Gospel According to John, p 851).
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doubtlessly know of other kingly claimants who had been executed for their
aspirations'; the precariousness of Jesus' position would be only too apparent.
Faced with such a loaded question, Jesus' reply takes on extreme
importance yet the precise meaning of Ei.) X6y6tc is difficult to determine.
Some scholars have taken it as a denial 2 ; others as a full admission3 , though if
that is the case, it is difficult to see why the chief priests supply further
charges and why Jesus is not sentenced immediately. The majority of
commentators have understood the reply somewhere between these two
extremes: it is 'evasive' 4, 'non-committa115 or, with Taylor, 'it is an affirmative
which implies that the speaker would put things differently' 6 . Pilate has
completely misunderstood Jesus' messiahship in terms of political or
materialistic kingship. Jesus will not deny his messiahship, yet neither will he
accept the Roman's distortion of it. Before the Jewish council, although Jesus
admitted that he was 'the Christ, the Son of the Blessed', he immediately went
on to redefine his identity in terms of the 'son of man' (14:62), a title which
was less easily misinterpreted in a military or political sense -7 . Jesus makes no
such redefinition before Pilate; the Roman's misunderstanding of Jesus'
kingship will continue to dominate the passion narrative until Jesus is
crucified as a result of it.
Without waiting for Pilate's response, Jesus' opponents accuse him of
many things (7roXX6), again emphasising their desire to see him convicted. To
these, Jesus is silent (v.4). The possible LXX background to this feature has
already been discussed but in the Markan narrative the silence of Jesus also
serves to emphasize dramatically his one reply; it gives Jesus an added sense
1 Josephus records several royal pretenders in the turbulent years after Herod l's death: Judas
the son of Ezekias (17.2711); a slave named Simon (Antiq 17.273-277); the shepherd
Athrongaeus ( War 2.60-65). In Antiq 17.285 he writes: 'Anyone might make himself king as
the head of a band of rebels whom he fell in with, and then would press on to the destruction
of the community, causing trouble to few Romans and then only to a small degree but
bringing the greatest slaughter upon their own people'. Such kingly impersonators when
caught were dealt with severely by the Romans (17.276). See Hengel, Zealots, pp 290-302,
also Horsley/Hanson, Bandits, pp 88-127.
2Pesch argues that it is a question which amounts to a denial, and that Pilate's use of Ov
itiyerE. in v.12 also suggests that Jesus has denied kingship, Markusevangelium, p 457.
3Eg Piper, 'God's, p 179; Cole, Mark, p 233; Gould, St Mark, p 283.
4Van lersel, Reading, p 179.
5Branscomb, Gospel, p 287.
6Taylor, Gospel, p 579.
7It was probably an understandable unease with the political insurrectionary connotations
associated with the title 'King of the Jews' which deterred the early Christians from using it to
describe Jesus. Apart from the Johannine writings and the synoptic passion accounts, where
its meaning is refined and qualified, it is scarcely used elsewhere in the NT. See Burlcill, 'St
Mark's', p 166; Cullmann, Christo logy, pp 220ff.
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of dignity, and, in the light of Jesus' silence in the face of false witnesses in
14:60, it implies that the many accusations of the priests are also false.
To his credit, Pilate seems unwilling to condemn Jesus only on the
accusations of his Jewish opponents. His question reflects a Roman
governor's typical reluctance to condemn a man who will only utter one
ambiguous phrase in his own defence'; it does not, however, necessarily
imply that Pilate thought the prisoner was innocent: Oim enroxpivt) oiNv;
irx 7rOcroc Gou icarrwopacrtv.
The silence of Jesus is said to amaze Pilate (v.5). Throughout the
gospel Mark has repeatedly emphasized the amazement of those witnessing
the miracles or hearing his authoritative teaching but 'stresses equally, if not
more, the failure of the crowd and of the disciples to understand them'2. Of
the various verbs used to express this amazement (OccuithCu), Occiurigolictt,
ix7rX1jucropcct, itiatript), the verb which appears here in verse 15,
Octuggw, appears to be used of those least perceptive of Jesus' identity 3 . We
should probably not read a deep religious significance into Pilate's attitude at
this point4; the verb denotes no more than ordinary wonder or bewilderment at
a man facing a death sentence who will not defend himself. Mark shows that
even the Roman governor is amazed at Jesus' words yet, like others in the
story, has no perception of Jesus' significance.
With verses 6-7 the narrator momentarily moves away from the main
action to supply his readers with two pieces of background information. Jesus
I Cf the remark of Festus in Acts 25:16, 'I answered them that it was not the custom of the
Romans to give up anyone before the accused met the accusers face to face, and had
opportunity to make his defence concerning the charge laid against him'. In the earliest
martyr trials the defendant was given three opportunities of changing his or her mind before
sentence was passed; Pliny's letters of c AD 110 are the earliest records of such a procedure
(x.96.3), though it probably goes back to an earlier period. See Sherwin-White, Roman, p 26.
2Best,Mark, p 60. For other references to amazement see 1:22,27 (the verb here may even
imply alarm, see Lane, Gospel, p76), 2:12 (where the Pharisees are also amazed along with
the crowd), 6:2 (where Jesus' countrymen are said to be astonished but then take offence at
him), 7:37, 10:24 and 26 (where the disciples are amazed but quickly show by their questions
that they do not understand), 10:32, 11:18.
3 It is used in 5:20 of those in the Decapolis hearing Legion's teaching; in 6:6 it is used to
describe Jesus' amazement at the disbelief of his countrymen. The final two uses of the verb
are of Pilate: in the present context and again at 15:44 where the governor wonders if Jesus is
already dead or not. A related verb, iiceavpigto is used in 12:17 to describe the reaction of
the Pharisees and Herodians to Jesus' answer over paying taxes to Caesar; these two groups
continue to be antagonistic towards Jesus.
4Many scholars have read a religious connotation into 15:5, virtually making Pilate a witness
to the divinity of the man before him, eg 'Es zeigt das Aussergewiihnliche, Gottliche an'
(Gnilka, Evcuzgelium, p 300); 'It may suggest a superstitious dread' (Johnson, Commentary, p
247). See also Pesch, Markusevangelium, p458. Nineham asserts that the verb eauggcti
has 'profound religious connotations in the gospel', Gospel, p412. In contrast see Gundry,
Mark, p933, who asserts that the word does not imply that Pilate has a sense of Jesus' divine
power.
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is left with an unresolved capital charge over his head and Pilate continues to
wonder whilst Mark describes a passover amnesty and introduces an
important character in the trial, Barabbas.
In v.8 the story continues. The crowd come up (ava4360 1 to Pilate's
praetorium and ask him to honour his usual custom of releasing one prisoner
to them at the feast. Mark's account implies that the amnesty was a custom
which either Pilate had introduced himself or had inherited from his
predecessors and seen no reason to discontinue2. Either way, it shows Pilate
willing to please the people and anxious to avert trouble at a festival where
spirits might be high and the city crowded to bursting. Any of Mark's readers
familiar with Jewish practices would recognize the significance of releasing a
prisoner at passover, a feast which itself celebrated release from slavery in
Egypt; others would see it as a conciliatory gesture. It is noteworthy,
however, that it is not Pilate who makes an offer to release Jesus on the basis
of what he has heard in 15:1-5, but the crowd who initiate the discussion.
Mark states simply that the crowd 'began to ask Pilate as he was wont
to do for them' (iptaro dureicreca icaOk broiet airrolg). As yet there is
no indication which prisoner the people will choose; the reader is aware of the
existence of Barabbas but there is no indication that the crowd is particularly
sympathetic towards him. If anything, the appearance of the crowd and the
practice of releasing a prisoner would appear to bode well for Jesus. With
relatively few exceptions, the Jewish crowds have been spontaneous and
enthusiastic supporters of Jesus from the very first 3 ; there is no indication that
they have turned against him now.
Pilate does decide to link Jesus' fate with the release of a prisoner, but
in a particularly calculating way. His offer in v.9 needs to be understood in
the light of the explanatory comment in v.10 - LiivcoaKev yap On Si&
4:86vov napctEcOuSiceloav airrOv o dtpxtepeig. What would cause the chief
priests to be envious of Jesus? Disputes over religious matters alone might
arouse a certain amount of resentment, even hostility, between a popular
leader and the priestly aristocracy but the only thing which would arouse envy
'Since the governor's tribunal was on a raised dais (War 2.301) the use of erva1364 here may
symbolically imply that the crowd are coming up to judge.
2Although the article is absent, it is clearly the feast ie passover which is meant by Kara &
i,oprriv (Taylor, Gospel, p 580). The imperfect ecriAuev implies a customary act. (On the
historicity of this custom see chapter 1).
3In 1:28 Jesus achieves instant popularity, his fame spreading around the whole region of
Galilee; this popularity continues in 1:32, 37, 45, 2:2, 13, 3:7-8, 20, 4:1, 5:21, 24, 6:33, 34-44,
54ff, &1-10, 34, 9:14, and in Judaea 10:1, and around Jerusalem 11:18, 12:12,37. The only
places where Jesus was not enthusiastically accepted was in the country of the Gerasenes
(5:17) and his own country (6:1-6).
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amongst the chief priests would surely be if Jesus' teaching threatened their
own privileged position and if he was winning support amongst the people, a
support which in Mark's gospel the priests do not possess. This is consistent
with the portrait of Jesus painted by the rest of the gospel which repeatedly
emphasizes Jesus' popularity with the crowds and the chief priest's fear of an
uprising l . Pilate realized that the chief priests had their own motives for
handing Jesus over. they were not guided by loyalty to Rome, but primarily
out of fear for their own position. Far from proving Jesus' innocence2,
however, this recognition would convince Pilate that Jesus ought to be dealt
with the utmost thoroughness. The case of a possible messianic leader whose
influence over the people worried the priests to the extent that they were
willing to hand him over to the representative of Rome, a man who had
already claimed to be the messiah (14:62), spoke of a 'kingdom' 3 , and refused
to say anything further in his own defence4 was not to be dismissed lightlys.
The question of Pilate in Mark's narrative, then, is a test of public
support. The crowd has asked for the release of a prisoner and Pilate offers
them their 'king': OiXere Oar°?aim°	 -thy Pacraicc T .ti5V loaccioN; The
tone of the question is mocking; the Jews are an occupied people, they can
have no king. But it is primarily a challenge: who will support this messianic
leader? The supporters of messianic uprisings suffered along with their
leaders; anyone openly supporting Jesus would suffer the same fate 6. This
explains why the crowd in Mark's gospel so quickly deserts its one-time hero
and allows the chief priests to influence it into shouting for Barabbas (v.12).
The verb tivaaeiw, to stir up, again underlines the guilt of the chief priests
I Eg 14:2, 11:18, 12:12. In 1:22 the people declare that the scribes teach without authority, in
contrast to Jesus. Gundly suggests that the chief priests were envious of Jesus because the
crowds regarded him as their king (Mark, p 927). On the religious authorities see Kingsbury,
Conflict, pp 14-21; Cook, Mark's Treatment.
2There does not seem to be any justification for Hendrickx's comment on v:10, 'he is therefore
depicted as aware of the innocence of Jesus' (Passion, p 65); see also Hooker, Gospel, p369.
3Eg 4:11, 26, 30, 10:14, 15, 23, 24, 25.
4Sherwin-White writes 'Since there was no defence, Pilate had no option but to convict. That
was the essence of the system', Roman, p 25.
On a different level, the use of 4:06vog negates the whole findings of the Sanhedrin in 14:53-
65. The sentence of a judge who is motivated by envy is worthless (Ltihrmann,
Mathisevangelium, p 256).
6The suggestion that the use of the term King of the Jews' was an attempt to enlist the
patriotic feelings of the multitude on the side of the prisoner does not seem to take enough
account of the dangerous connotations which the title would arouse in the first century; see for
example Plumtre, St Mark, p 245; Pesch, Markusevangelium , p 464. Cole (Mark, p 235)
accepts that the title stirs up the bitterness of the crowd but attributes this to a lack of political
shrewdness in Pilate.
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who prey on the people in their weakness 1 . There is no contradiction between
the previous support of the crowd and its present rejection of Jesus: in the
same way that Peter abandoned Jesus when the pressure was too much
(14:66-72), the crowd too abandons Jesus under political pressure. It is
perhaps significant that Peter's denial of Jesus has been inserted directly
before the trial before Pilate (14:66-72); all of Jesus' supporters are deserting
him.
Far from being a tool in the hands of the chief priests and crowd in
these verses, Pilate is very much in control. He recognizes the self-interest in
the actions of the chief priests but also realizes that Jesus is a potential threat
to law and order. When the people ask for his usual favour, he skilfully and
ominously highlights the political charge resting on Jesus, and the people are
scared into backing the candidate of the chief priests (v.11). But who exactly
is Barabbas? Mark's description of this character is extremely oddly
constructed:
?iv tie 6 Xcy6gevoc BapalVag liETCX Tt..73V OTIAJ1CCUTCaV telel-IEVOC
dinvec Ev rij athast OSVOV REITOtritC6113CCV (15:7).
'And among/in the midst of the rebels in prison, who had committed murder in
the insurrection, there was a man called Barabbas'. That is, unless Mark is
being extremely careless, he seems to be carefully distinguishing between
Barabbas and those who have committed murder during an obviously well-
known insurrection2. Had the evangelist wanted to link Barabbas himself with
murder and insurrectionary activity a more obvious expression would have
been something like gig viiv uracriaor@v3 . Thus Mark's report fixes the
time of Barabbas' imprisonment but does not specify his crime, nor how far
legal proceedings had progressed against him. Pilate's attempt to gauge
support for Jesus therefore has not necessarily lost him a dangerous political
prisoner. The references to 'the rebels' and 'the insurrection' in connection
with Barabbas, however, tar him with an insurrectionary brush, further
discrediting the choice of the chief priests4.
I All the more so if the verb has the nuance 'to lead astray' as in Is 36:18; Pesch,
Markusevangelium , p 465. See Bomkamm, TDNT vol vii, p 98.
2Possibly Mark's readers would know of an insurrection under Pilate; exactly what this
involved and whether it was identical with any of the tumults known from Josephus is
unknown.
3 Winter, Trial, p 97. Menzies, cited by Rawlinson (Gospel, p 228) suggested that Barabbas
had become accidentally connected with the rioters. Pesch suggests that the strange
formulation may suggest that Barabbas was innocent (Markusevangelium , p462-463).
4The scene with Barabbas may illustrate a much deeper theological point. The actual phrase
6 XeyOuevoc Bapal3(361c is odd: although 6 Xeripevoc can introduce a proper name, it is
normally preceded by a personal name and followed by a descriptive title (eg Mt 1:16, 4:18,
10:2, 27:17, 22). The name Barabbas would appear to mean 'son of a/the father'; Bar Abba is
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Had the Markan Pilate regarded Jesus as innocent and wished to
release him, now would have been the obvious time. Having discovered that
the crowd are not willing to stand up for Jesus, Pilate could have dismissed
them and released both Barabbas and Jesus as a double gesture of Roman
good will at the festival. Yet he does not do this. In fact nothing in Pilate's
previous behaviour has given any hint that the governor does regard Jesus as
innocent. He has shown amazement that the prisoner will not speak on his
own behalf against his Jewish accusers; yet Jesus has come before the
governor condemned by a Jewish court after admitting his messiahship.
Mark's readers would know that unless strong evidence to dispute the charge
was forthcoming any Roman governor, in the interests of law and order,
would have little choice but to convict a man making such claims.
But the Markan Pilate is in a delicate position. The evangelist has
pointed out several times that the events of Jesus' last hours occur at the feast
of passover. 14:1, 12, 15:6. The feast celebrated liberation from slavery in
Egypt and, at a time of foreign occupation, messianic expectations might be
expected to be at their height. The chief priests have already expressed their
fears that to arrest Jesus and kill him during the feast might provoke a tumult
of the people (14:2). So too now, although the people have publicly sided
with Barabbas against Jesus in front of Pilate, a heavy handed approach could
provoke rioting later, especially in view of Jesus' previous popularity. The
dilemma confronting the Markan Pilate therefore was how to deal with Jesus
without disturbing the peace. The governor hits upon an ingenious solution:
he swaps roles, putting the people in the position of the judge, and asks them
what should be done with Jesus. The voice of the people, though not
sufficient to decide the outcome of a trial, was valued by Rome in determining
the political feasibility of a verdict l . If the crowd itself could be made to
acquiesce in Jesus' execution then there could be no danger of later displays of
discontent against Roman harshness. Pilate puts the people on the spot,
occasionally found in the Talmud as a designation for some of the Rabbis (Taylor, Gospel, p
581; Gnilka, Evangelium, p301, n. 30). Certain codices and minuscules give the name as
Barrabas, which would mean 'son of a/the teacher', but this reading is 'not probable' (Taylor, p
581). Ironically the Jewish people, stirred up by the chief priests, reject the true Son of the
Father in favour of another 'son of the father' who has somehow become mixed up in
insurrectionary activity; the people are looking for a 'Son of the Father' as their leader but
misunderstand the nature of his role and mistakenly chose the wrong one. But there is also
the beginning of a second theological theme here, one which will be developed further in Mt
27:17: out of Jesus' death comes the release of another. The vague name Barabbas is true of
all people; Jesus' death liberates all people as was expressed in 10:45 and 14:24 (see van
lersel, Reading, pp 180-181, who however presses the point too far: Jesus is not put to death
in place of Barabbas in Mark; it is only in Matthew that an explicit choice between the two
men is offered).
1 Bammel , Trial', p 431.
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issuing a direct challenge to their political allegiance: What then shall I do
with the man whom you call the King of the Jews?
Whatever their historicity, such tactics would not be unknown or
uncommon to Mark's readers. Two examples from Josephus may help to
illustrate the way in which Mark's first century readers might have understood
Pilate's actions here. The first occurs in Antiq 13.288ff. The envy of the Jews,
particularly the Pharisees, had been aroused against the Jewish King Hyrcanus
because of his successes and those of his sons (§288). At a feast a Pharisee
named Eleazar said that if the King wished to be righteous he should give up
the High Priesthood and be content with governing the people (§291), a
remark which provoked the other Pharisees to indignation and Hyrcanus to
fury. A Sadducee named Jonathan persuaded Hyrcanus that all the Pharisees
were of that opinion, urging the king that this would become clear if he were
to ask them what punishment Eleazar deserved. Hyrcanus followed this
advice, saying that 'he would be convinced that the slanderous statement had
not been made with their approval if they fixed a penalty commensurate with
the crime' (§292). Unfortunately for those Pharisees concerned, they thought
that death was too harsh a penalty and suggested stripes and chains. Their
leniency angered Hyrcanus who assumed that the man had slandered him with
their approval and from that time onwards sided with the Sadducees. The
second narrative comes in the reign of Herod I, Antiq 17.155-164. After his
eagle had been pulled down from above the temple and hacked to pieces,
Herod summoned the Jewish officials to the amphitheatre, telling them how
much he had done for the nation and that pulling down the eagle was
sacrilege. 'Because of his savage state and out of fear that in his fury he might
avenge himself upon them, those present said that the things had been done
without their consent, and it seemed to them that the perpetrators should not
be exempted from punishment' (§164). Because the Jewish officials had been
quick to condemn those responsible, Herod dealt mildly with the officials
themselves. In the parallel description in War 1.654ff it is the people who are
summoned and ask Herod to deal only with the perpetrators. In both the
above stories a group of people is forced to pass a judgement on a crime; this
is then used by the Jewish ruler to assess their complicity in the affair.
Furthermore, in the second example, the Jewish officials under Herod could
hardly have later complained at the King's harshness towards those who pulled
down the eagle since they themselves had sanctioned such treatment and were
only too pleased to be able to escape the slur of complicity and resulting
punishment themselves. In neither of the above examples is the behaviour of
the ruler a sign of weakness. It is rather a deliberate challenge to the
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allegiance of their subjects; an attempt to make them part of the decision
which they then have no alternative but to accept.
Pilate's question has exactly the same motivation: it is an attempt to
test the allegiance of the people and to force them to become part of the
decision, thereby implicating themselves l . But it is also cleverly constructed
to achieve the Roman prefect's ends: Tt ant [(glue] notficno [ew X.EyeTe] rOv
fiaatX6a TOW lovOccicov; Then what shall I do (/do you want me to do) with
[the man whom you call] the King of the Jews? (v.12) 2. Again Pilate is using
the potentially dangerous political title: it also shows Pilate's scorn for the
futile messianic expectations of a subject people. But this time, by the use of
Xiyure, he has personalized it: by their reply the Jewish crowd will reveal
whether they really do accept Jesus as their King or not. The word ObtETE
stresses that the decision rests with the crowd, they must take responsibility
for the consequences of their judgement3 . If Pilate had asked 'What shall I do
with the one you call the religious teacher? the possible answers would have
been much wider. In response to Pilate's actual question, however, the people
had no choice unless they too wanted to be implicated in insurrectionary
activity, or at best be seen as supporting a kingly aspirant. Like the Pharisees
at Hyrcanus' banquet, the severity of the punishment demanded by the people
will illustrate how far they are from siding with the prisoner. The people are
cornered; they know what penalty Rome inflicts on political agitators and they
accordingly cry for crucifixion (v.13). Like the disciples earlier, fear and
weakness lead the crowd to abandon Jesus4.
1 Hendrickx argues that a Roman governor would not be likely to ask the people what to do
with an accused prisoner, Passion,p 65. This seems to be too literal a reading of the text; we
would not expect either John Hyrcanus or Herod I to ask their subjects' opinions regarding
legal issues, but the examples from Josephus show them asking those opinions for political
effect In all these cases, the actual historicity of the events is of secondary importance to the
effect which the narrator wishes to produce.
2This seems to be the natural reading of bv X6yen.
3The readings ObLets and By Xi-yvre are uncertain (both C ratings in the UBS 4th Edition).
The quality of the witnesses for their omission is fairly good (r B, C, W for omission of
06Ners; A, D, W for omission of Ov Aiyere) and it is perhaps easier to see why these phrases
should have been added to the text, possibly from Mt 27:22, rather than removed. If not
original they certainly fit the sense of the question which would then read simply 'What then
shall I do with the King of the Jews?' However, it is probably better to accept the UBS
reading and regard them (tentatively) as an original part of the text.
4Like the seed sown on rocky ground or amongst thorns, the crowd fall away as soon as
difficulties arise (4:15-19). There are also parallels here with 8:34-38 where Jesus tells the
multitude and his disciples that discipleship involves taking up the cross, 'for whoever is
ashamed of me in this adulterous and sinful generation, of him will the Son of Man also be
ashamed, when he comes in the glory of his Father with the holy angels'.
It is common amongst commentators to distinguish between various crowds in
Mark's gospel; thus the crowd at Jesus' entry into Jerusalem are seen as Galilean supporters
whilst those in the present scene are Jerusalemites or supporters of Barabbas (see for example
France, Divine, p 87; Meyer, Ursprung und Anflinge des Christennans 1, p 195; Rawlinson,
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The Markan Pilate seems to step back momentarily from his former
challenging position, now asking: Ti yCcp broincrev Kamiv; (v.14) 1 . This last
question is heavily ironic in that Mark's Roman governor seems to be more
open to Jesus' innocence, even at this late stage, than the Jewish crowd.
Although portrayed as a strong political manipulator throughout this scene,
Mark's Roman is clearly not as aggressively hostile towards Jesus as his
compatriots and their leaders. It is almost as if Mark has used Pilate to hold
up the proceedings for a moment, asking the people to think about what they
are doing. They, however, refuse to answer, shouting all the more for
crucifixion. Mark's readers are perhaps intended to realize that Jesus has not
done any evil and so the crowd cannot reply to Pilate's question.
The Roman governor is now in a strong position: as a messianic
claimant, Jesus had to be removed but the major obstacle, public outrage, has
now been eliminated; the people could hardly not over someone whose death
they had demanded. Verse 15 is therefore again full of Markan irony: Pilate is
satisfying the demands of the crowd, but these are demands which he has
engineered and which suit his own purposes2.
Pilate sends Jesus to be flogged (4)payaX6()3 ; this could be given as
a punishment in its own right4 or, as here, formed the usual preliminary to
crucifixion5 . Mark's readers would be well aware of the horrors of this
degrading torture. No further details are necessary; the evangelist is not
interested in rousing support for Jesus by emphasising the extent to which he
Gospel, p 195). Historically there may have been different groups who heard Jesus, some
more enthusiastic than others, but in the context of Mark's narrative it is the same general
'crowd' who followed Jesus throughout his ministry who now reject him.
1 Mark shows a distinct liking for groups of threes: three questions here, Jesus is mocked three
times, three passion predictions, three sleeping disciples in Gethsemane and Jesus returns
three times, three women at the tomb etc; see Burkill, Mark's, p 256; Petersen, 'Composition ',
pp 185-217. (Though see also Neirynck, Duality).
2No death sentence is necessary in Mark's account since this has already been pronounced by
the Jewish council in 14:64; see Gnilka, Evangelium, p 303.
3This appears to be the Latinized version of the verb imanyOu.), the usual Greek word for
'flogging' or 'scourging' found throughout Josephus' writings and used in in 19:1, Barrett,
Gospel According to John, p 539.
4For example the case of Jesus ben Ananias who was scourged by Albinus before being
released ( War 6.5.3). On several occasions during the Jewish revolt, according to Josephus, it
was used to produce terror in the compatriots of the one scourged: eg War 2.612,7.200, Life
147; Jewish fear of the lash is expressed in War 6.143. Jewish usage limited flogging to forty
strokes, in practice thirty-nine (2Cor 11:24, Dt 25:3); the Romans however had no limit and
people could often die under the torture (War 7373, Eusebius HE 4.5.4). It was a punishment
from which Roman citizens, as with crucifixion, were exempt (Acts 22.25).
5See Josephus, War 2306, 308, 449, 5.449, 7.200-202; Livy 1.26,33.36; Philo, In Flaccum
9.72; Seneca, Ad Marciam 26.3; Apuleius, Metamorphoses 8; Dionysius of Halicamassus
7.69. Whether the scourging took place before the crucifixion, on the way to the place of
execution or actually on the cross varied.
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was physically abused. After having Jesus scourged, Pilate hands him over to
crucifixion. The word irapilxixev in 15:15 echoes that in 15:1 and is
reminiscent of the passion predictions in 9:31 and 10:33-34. Pilate has
performed his role in Jesus' passion and now passes him on to the next stage in
his execution.
Conclusion
Pilate in Mark's gospel is not a weak governor, bowing to public
pressure and the demands of the chief priesthood. Instead he is a skilful
politician, manipulating the crowd to avoid a potentially difficult situation, a
strong representative of imperial interests. Although Mark clearly lays
primary guilt for Jesus' death upon the Jewish leadership, Pilate is not
exonerated. He plays a vital part in the chain of events leading to the
crucifixion and shares the guilt which that involves. This is perfectly in
keeping with the third passion prediction in which there is no hint that Jesus'
Gentile judge will be favourably disposed towards him: 'the Son of Man will
be delivered to the chief priests and the scribes, and they will condemn him to
death, and deliver him to the Gentiles; and they will mock him and spit upon
him and scourge him, and kill him; and after three days he will rise' (10:330.
In his death not only is Jesus deserted by his closest supporters and the crowd
but the whole political world of first century Palestine, both Jewish and
Roman, have sided against him. The Jewish leadership have arrested and
condemned him but Pilate allows Jesus to be sent to his execution.
This portrayal of Pilate serves two important functions within the
Markan narrative. The first ties in with persecution, an important background
to the gospel. 4:17 speaks of followers of Jesus who fall away 'when
tribulation or persecution arises'; 8:34-38 counsels disciples to take up their
cross and promises that those losing their lives for Jesus and the gospel will be
rewarded; 10:30 speaks of persecutions now, 'in this time l . The clearest
reference is in 13:9-13:
'But take heed for yourselves; for they will deliver you up to councils;
and you will be beaten in synagogues; and you will stand before
governors and kings for my sake, to bear testimony before them. And
the gospel must first be preached to all nations. And when they bring
'The two storms at sea may also be to illustrate the way in which Jesus rescues his
community in persecution, 4:35-41,6:45-52. See generally van lersel, 'Persecuted
Community?'.
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you to trial and deliver you up, do not be anxious beforehand what you
are to say; but say whatever is given you in that hour, for it is not you
who speak, but the Holy Spirit. And brother will deliver up brother to
death, and the father his child, and children will rise against parents
and have them put to death; and you will be hated by all for my
names' sake. But he who endures to the end will be saved'. (RSV)
Rather than an apocalyptic warning of future persecutions, this passage
appears to be referring to a present reality. Mark is writing for people who
have been made to stand before governors and kings, who have been brought
to trial and hated because of the Christian gospel. As M. Hengel writes: is it
not obvious that here Mark has in mind those cruel events of 64, when there
was the first mass killing of Christians? ... The emphatic theology of
suffering and the cross in the gospel has its very specific Sitz im Leben here' I.
One of the aims of Mark's work was to strengthen such people, to show them
that Jesus predicted their persecution; the story of Peter's denial and
subsequent restoration (16:7) shows that there can be forgiveness even for
those who have denied Jesus; and parables of growth and Chtistian
community show the continuance of Christianity beyond present troubles.
Into this framework Mark's picture of Jesus' hearing before Pilate fits
perfectly. To have shown Jesus standing before a weak impotent governor
determined to release him would have been far removed from the experiences
of Mark's readers, some of whom may have experienced the harsh reality of a
Roman hearing themselves. But to portray the Roman governor in a strong
position, preying on the fears and weaknesses of the people, would have far
more contemporary relevance. Mark shows that all that the Christian
community in Rome have recently suffered, and possibly feared might break
out again2, had previously been endured by their master. Jesus' strength and
courage at the hands of a harsh Roman governor would fortify his followers
and help them to come to terms with their own hardship. He too had been
humiliated (14:65, 15:16-20, 24ff) and betrayed by an intimate friend (3:19) as
1 Hengel, Studies, p 24. The primary texts describing Nero's persecution are: Tacitus, Ann
15.44; Suetonius, Nero 16; Eusebius, H.E. 2.25; and Sulpicius Severus, Chronicle 2.29 (the
latter, writing in the fifth century, was heavily dependent upon Tacitus for his account).
2Tertullian's reference to an institutionem Neronianzon (Ad Nationes 1.7, Apol 5) and Severus'
rather vague reference to edicts (aron 2.293) have led some scholars to suggest the
existence of an edict of Nero (or at latest Domitian) forbidding the practice of Christianity
anywhere in the empire. However, no inscription referring to it has ever been found, nor does
Pliny appear to be aware of such an edict (Letters x.96/7) and Tertullian's phrase may simply
mean 'the practice adopted by Nero' (de Ste Croix, 'Why Were', p 14). Yet even if no formal
edict outlawing Christianity was passed by Nero, the Christian community in Rome would
still feel in a vulnerable position and might fear further persecutions. See Hengel, Studies, p
24; Best, Mark, p 52.
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community had been (13:120 1 . Mark shows that discipleship may involve
persecution and harsh treatment by Rome but this was not only foretold but
also endured by Jesus in his earthly life.
Mark's hearing before Pilate, along with the Jewish trial, illustrates a
second important point for earliest Christianity: although crucified as an
insurrectionary, Jesus was innocent of all charges and goes voluntarily to his
death as the righteous one of God. Mark shows that neither the Jewish nor the
Roman hearing held any weight. The Jewish proceedings were a sham, the
judges motivated by envy and a desire to be rid of Jesus at all costs, men who
would stoop to childish mockery of their victim. The Roman hearing before
Pilate, though before a harshly manipulative and shrewd governor, was based
on a misunderstanding of kingship. Mark's corrupt Jewish court presented
Jesus to the governor as one condemned for his messianic claims, claims
which Pilate interpreted as threatening Roman stability and interests. It is also
significant that Pilate only ratified the existing sentence; he did not initiate it;
Rome had not previously had any reason to arrest Jesus as a political activist
but simply acted on the Jewish findings. The reader, however, knows that
Pilate is mistaken in his acceptance of the Jewish condemnation and that Jesus
was not claiming an earthly political kingship, involving territorial conquest
and a threat to Roman order in the province, as the Roman governor supposed.
This would be an important apologetic point for first century Christians
accused by their opponents of following a failed Jewish revolutionary who
met a shameful end on a Roman cross. Scholars such as Brandon and
Nineham2 are right to see Mark's account of the hearing before Pilate as an
apology for the crucifixion, but Mark does not achieve his purpose by
emphasising the weakness of Pilate as they suppose. Brandon in particular
admits that the traditional reading of Pilate in this scene portrays him as
impossibly weak and stupid and is forced to conclude that Mark wrote for
'simple-minded' people. Mark's handling of his material is much more
sophisticated than this: he presents the reader with a credible representative of
Roman rule, yet skilfully arranges the narrative on two levels. Jesus stands
before Pilate in silence, the governor's misunderstanding of his kingly identity
sends him to his death; yet the reader recognizes what Pilate is hardly
interested in, that Jesus is innocent. Although Jesus was crucified as an
insurrectionary, Mark's gospel shows that the execution was based on
I See Tacitus' description, Ann 15.44.2-5: some of the Christians informed on others and all
were subjected to humiliating deaths, some were crucified.
2Brandon, Jesus; Nineham, Gospel, p 411f.
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corruption and misunderstanding: Christians followed the innocent son of man
who gave his life as a ransom for many (10:45); not a failed political leader,
but the risen Lord of Easter Sunday'.
'An historical appraisal of the Roman trial of Jesus will be left until after the characterization
of Pilate has been examined in all four gospels.
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CHAPTER 5
Pilate in Matthew's Gospel
Turning to Matthew's gospel, we are dealing with a book written for
another early Christian community but in a different location and facing its
own particular set of problems. Virtually all scholars are agreed that Matthew,
like Mark, was composed in an urban environment, possibly for a community
which included several wealthy members ! . This has traditionally been located
at Antioch, the capital of the province of Syria and the fourth largest city in
the Roman Empire 2 . In favour of Antioch is its Greek-speaking Gentile
character along with its large Jewish population; the long existence of
Christianity in the city (since the 30s according to Acts 11:19-26) and the fact
that Matthew's gospel seems to have been known and possibly quoted in the
early second century by Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch 3 . Although this is still
a widely held view4, a growing number of scholars suggest that the gospel
may have originated much closer to Palestine, possibly in a city of Upper
Galilee or Syro-Phoenicia s . In support of such a location is the close contact
'In favour of an urban environment is the fact that the word 7r6Xtc occurs 26 times in
Matthew, compared to 8 times in Mark, suggesting that Matthew had a particular interest in
city life. See Kingsbury, 'Conclusion', p 264.
In support of the wealthy status of some of the members of Matthew's community is
the fact that Matthew seems less concerned for the poor than either Mark or Luke; for
example where Luke has 'Blessed are the poor', Matthew has 'Blessed are the poor in spirit'
(both are probably dependent upon the same source, Q. Mt 5:3, Lk 6:20). Matthew also
contains several references to money and it is striking that he always uses higher
denominations than those found in Mark or Luke; for example compare Mt 25:14 with Lk
19:11-17. The reference in 10:9 to 'gold' is absent from both Mark and Luke. See Kilpatrick,
Origins, p 124.
2For a vivid description of city life in Antioch at the time see Stark, 'Antioch 1, pp 189-210.
3 Schoedel suggests that Ignatius knew and quoted the same tradition as Matthew but that he
did not have access to the gospel of Matthew in written form, 'Ignatius', pp 175-176.
Conversely Meier, 'Matthew', pp 178-186, argues that four texts from Ignatius' letters are
clearly dependent on Matthew's gospel - Sm 1:1, Ph 3:1, Pol 2:2 and Eph 19:2-3 (the latter
being a midrash on Matthew's 'star of the magi). See Massaux, Influence, pp 94-107, who
discusses Matthean texts showing probable or doubtful influence on Ignatius.
4The classic exponent of this view is Streeter, Four Gospels, pp 500-528; more recently see
Meier, 'Matthew'; Luz, Matthew, pp 90ff.
5Upholders of this view include Kilpatrick, Origins, pp 133-134, who argues for the Tyrian
coastal cities; Hengel, Judaism, vol 1, p 105, who argues for Palestine; Segal 'Matthew's', pp
25-29, who, on the basis of Mt 10:28, argues for a loosely confederated group of
congregations in Galilee and Syria between which missionaries were constantly on the move;
White 'Crisis', pp 211-247, who argues for a setting somewhere along a Syro-Phoenician arc
stretching from Upper Galilee to Code Syria; Dunn, Partings, pp 151ff.
Other suggestions include Alexandria (Brandon, Fall, p 221, and van Tilborg, Jewish
Leaders, p 172); Caesarea (Viviano, 'Where Was', pp 182-184); and Transjordan, particularly
Pella (Slingerland, 'Transjordanian Origin', pp 18-28).
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it would afford with emerging rabbinic Judaism (a contact for which there is
very little evidence at Antioch l ) and the fact that the gospel must have
originated somewhere where Jewish influence was strong enough to bring
serious trouble to Christian believers (10:17, 23) 2. Although certainty is
impossible, this geographical area does make good sense of the pictures both
of Judaism and of Pilate which emerge from Matthew and will be taken as the
general area of origin in the following discussion.
An important consideration regarding the dating of Matthew's gospel is
the precise relationship between the group of Christians to which the author
belonged and Judaism. Both the author himself and those for whom he writes
appear to be Jewish Christians3 . Yet throughout the pages of his gospel, the
author displays an extremely vehement hostility towards non-Christian Jews,
especially Pharisees and the Jewish leadership4. Although some scholars
suggest that this conflict arises because Matthew's community still regards
itself as part of Judaism 5, the majority argue that by this time it had begun to
think of itself as distinct and had recently withdrawn from or been expelled by
the local synagogue6 . The continual references to 'their' synagogue and the
1 Segal, 'Matthew's', p 26; the authority of Yavneh took some time before it was recognized in
the diaspora, see Dunn, Partings, pp 232, 322 n.6.
2Further arguments which are often brought against Antioch are the fact that the author of the
gospel seems completely unaware of Paul's letters and his doctrine of righteousness apart
from the law (although the implication of Gal 2:11-14 is that Paul lost support at Antioch and
so abandoned it as a base) and, more importantly, the differences between the Christianity
reflected in the gospel and that of Ignatius in his letters (see White, 'Crisis', p 228). Hengel
has shown that the fact that the gospel was written in Greek does not necessarily exclude a
Palestinian origin, Judaism, vol 1. Furthermore Matthew has added a reference to Syro-
Phoenicia in 4:24 which has no parallel with Mark and has omitted the reference to the Syro-
Phoenician woman (Mk 7:26), describing her instead as a 'Canaanite woman' (15:22), possibly
because the story might have been offensive to his readers; see Kilpatrick, Origins, pp 132-
133.
3In contrast to Mark, the author of Matthew's gospel does not need to explain Jewish customs
to his readers, as a comparison of Mt 15:1 with Mk 7:1-4 shows.
It is assumed in this discussion that Matthew the tax-collector with whom the gospel
is traditionally associated was not the author (against Goodspeed, Matthew, and Gundry,
Matthew, pp 609-622). Papias, cited by Eusebius (1-/E339.16), claimed that Matthew copied
oracles in the Hebrew language, but that everyone interpreted them as he was able (see also
HE 5.8.2 and 3.34.5-6). Since the gospel was written in Greek and it is inconceivable that an
eyewitness would be so dependent on Mark, it is extremely unlikely that this collection of
oracles was our Gospel of Matthew; see Luz, Matthew, pp 94ff for a fuller discussion of the
author's identity. Meier goes against the prevailing view in his suggestion that the author of
Matthew's gospel was a gentile, "Matthew', pp 625-627.
4See for example 21:28-32, 33-46, 22:1-10, chapter 23, 27:25. It is also clear from the gospel
that the Matthean community are suffering persecution at Jewish hands, see 5:10f, 44, 10:17f,
23, 28, 32f, 39, 13:21, 24:9f. See Hare, Theme.
5Eg Segal, 'Matthew's', who claims that 'in spite of their Christian confession, Matthean
Christians are within the spectrum of Jewish law observance. What they oppose is Pharisaic
interpretation of the law and their claim of authority to interpret the laws' (p 31). See also
Dunn, Partings, pp 151-156, 213-215.
6Eg. Gundry, 'Responsive Evaluation', pp 62-67; see especially Stanton, Gospel, pp 113-281.
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anti-Jewish tone of the gospel seem to support this suggestion l . Yet it would
perhaps be anachronistic to see too rigid a distinction between what was inside
and outside Judaism at this point. Matthew's gospel seems to reflect the
turbulent times towards the end of the first century when the early church
came into conflict with emerging Rabbinic Judaism. The two groups still held
much in common - culture, tradition, importance of the Law - but were bitterly
divided over their interpretation of that Law and the place and significance of
Jesus of Nazareth within it. The gospel is generally dated somewhere between
AD 80-902.
The Gospel of Matthew, therefore, was probably written in Galilee or
lower Syria in the penultimate decade of the first century and reflects the
growing crisis between the Jewish synagogue and the early Christian
conununities in the restructuring of Jewish society following the fall of
Jerusalem.
Pontius Pilate is referred to three times in Matthew's gospel. His first
and most extensive appearance is during the Roman trial narrative (27:1-26).
He is mentioned again in 27:58 when he allows Joseph of Arimathaea to take
Jesus' body and a third time in 27:62-66 when he grants the chief priests and
Pharisees a guard to watch over the tomb. The text for the trial scene is as
follows:
27.1 lipuilac è yevoavqc aupOotiMov 'EXCCOOV 7T6VTEC 01. apXl&pelg Kth 01.
npeo1361-spot -rob Xaoi5 Kara Toi3 lqua 6Scrre eaval-Coaat ccin6v . 27.2 Kth Oriciavrsc
airrOv à7rijyayov Kth Irapirk.OKCCV rueatp rc) iwegewt.
27.11 0 tie Irpobc iarecOn Epn-pooeev -rob ilyepOvoc . Kth
imipukticrev ctiyrev 6 inteptbv X6p.ov, Et) el 6 OacriXtbc tiav loaaituv; 6 Ei Irpoi3c
4)n, Xiyetc. 27.12 iccit ivrq) ocrriyopelcreat aiyrOv inth TCOV apxtepiuw K0t1
7rpecr(3tnipwv oirtiv Carexpivcrro. 27.13 viTe Kim ain-cii 6 hyeilOvalarroc, Oinc
1 See for example the contrast between 'their synagogue' and 'my church' in 16:18, or 21:43.
2 'Local disputes such as that reflected in Matthew's gospel probably necessitated the
formulation of the birkath ha minim, the formal exclusion of Christians and heretics from the
synagogue, probably in the late first century. For some of the problems associated with this
decree see the chapter on 'Pilate in John's Gospel'. See also Alexander, 'Parting', pp 1-25; and
for important bibliography on this subject see Dunn, Partings, p 320, n. 46. There are other
reasons for this dating. Jerusalem already seems to have fallen, 21:43,27:25. If 27:2427
refers to the Jewish poll-tax, then the gospel (or at least the traditions behind it) must date
from before AD 97 when the tax was repealed by Nerva. Davies suggests that the Sermon on
the Mount is a Christian answer to Jamnia, which would put the gospel shortly before or after
the turn of the century, Setting, pp 256-315.
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docogetc 760 a Goy xocrapapTupot3atv; 27.14 Kai oim 6are1pieri ain-Ci)IrpOg oUteiv
bkia, aCITE eal)1.1(gELV rOv fwep6va Xiav.
27.15 Kar6	 oprIv elaki. 6 hysmWv dt7roXtieiv'gva T4) 0/XXCp 8optov
40Fitov. 27.16 eixov r6re bgautov brianpov Xey6pevov	 Bapa43f3tiv. 27.17
cruvnypgvaw ov a&r(Bv 6176v can* 6 rlaikrog,Tiva O gXere daroX6aw i,pIv, ['Ingo&
r6v) Bapa(3136cv f Incrav rOv Xey6pevov Xpiar6v; 27.18 ilbet y6p 'On bax4:036vov
napg8wicav aUrOv. 27.19 KaOripivou aiiroii bet I-of) f3411CCTOC dagOTEtXEV lipeog
CO)TeV ij yuvh aUrof) Xiyouaa,MnEiv odt iccit TO,.) &Wait!)	 iroAXCt yap EnctOov
GrillePov lace Oval) 51' a6r6v. 27.20 01 expxtepeig icoh. oirpeaP6repot E7raaav robc
OxXouGiva airijmuvrat rOv BapaiVev, rev & Incrobv ciuroXgoluatv. 27.21
Oaroxpteetc ete ttlycueov eurev airroic, Tiva 0bLTC 676 rc.Bv Nio ecroAtiaw
array, TOv Bapa4313iiv. 27.22 X gyet aUrolc 6 111.Xecroc, Ti av7rotrjacu 'In aoiiv rOv
XeyOucvov Xptar6v; AgyOUGIN 714VTEC, acwpwarj-ru.). 27.23 6 Ele s4q, Ti yap icalcOv
iiroincrev; 01 & 7rE01121065C IiKpaCOV XiYOVTEC, ErccupcoOTirco 27.24 'thaw & 6 111X6croc
Ort oUtiv Cocpail COLA& pgIXXov 06pD130c yivErca,Xal3LIN liEKup (brevity aro Ta g
 XelPag
darivavrt rob 6xXou Xgyuyv, 'A0456c eipt 676 roi3 digaroc roUrou- inkic O'1re00e 27.25
xth daroxpkgIc 7fac 6 Xa6c ebrev, TO calla aiyroli kit; hu gig iccit nI th T6KVa
27.26 TOTE tiGTEAUGEV ai)TOIC rbv Bccpa giv, rOv Iv:fay .paye..XX.thcrac raugemicev
iva araupukij.
The Context of Matthew's References to Pilate
It has often been recognized that Matthew's gospel consists of five
sections, or 'books'. Each contains a narrative followed by a discourse, eg the
Sermon on the Mount (chapters 5-7), the discourse on mission (chapter 10),
parables (chapter 13), the discourse on church life and order (chapter 18) and
the eschatological discourse (chapters 24-25). This five-fold structure has
frequently been compared to the five books of Moses making up the Torah,
suggesting that Matthew regarded the Christian gospel as a new Torah'. The
infancy narratives constitute an overture to the gospel, in which the main
themes are introduced, whilst the passion narrative forms its climax. Many
of the nativity themes are taken up again and reach their culmination in the
final three chapters of the gospe1 2. For Matthew the death and resurrection of
'Such five-fold divisions were not necessarily limited to the Jewish Torah, for example the
Psalms and Irenaeus' Adversus Haereses were similarly arranged in five sections. See Meier,
'Matthew', p 629.
2For example Herod's killing of the infants forms the earliest omen of the crucifixion; the
same verb darciArlt wit (to destroy) is used at both 2:13 and 27:1 (and 12:14). The title Christ
is also prominent in both sections - 1:1, 16, 18,2:4 and 27:17, 22- as are dreams. See Viigtle,
Malthliische Kindheitsgeschichte, pp 172ff.
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Jesus together constitute an apocalyptic event in which all prophecy is
fulfilled. Israel has rejected its messiah and so the kingdom is given to
another nation (8:11,21:43) and the age of the church is established (28:16-
20). It is in this final dramatic fulfilment of prophecy that Pilate plays his
role.
Matthew's Sources
The majority of scholars assume that Matthew's primary source was
the gospel of Mark. Into this account Matthew has added sayings material
(either written or oral) from at least one other source, Q, which he has in
common with Luke, and an amount of material peculiar to his own gospel,
including proof texts and legendary sounding stories, known as M (though it is
doubtful that this was a coherent single source)'.
Although he reorders and abbreviates Mark's material, Matthew
generally follows his main source fairly closely 2 . In his account of the Roman
trial, however, Matthew has been much freer with Mark's account than usual3.
He has inserted the story of Judas' suicide between the account of the
Sanhedrin's leading Jesus away and his standing before Pilate (27:3-10); he
has also added the story of Pilate's wife's dream (27:19), Pilate's washing his
hands (27:24) and the cry of the Jewish crowd (27:2.5)4. The rest of the
Markan narrative has also undergone a considerable amount of redaction.
This chapter will first look at special Matthean concerns within the passion
narrative, as indicated by his redaction of Mark, before going on to look at the
characterization of Pilate within the trial scenes.
Matthew's Special Interests Reflected in his Redaction of Mk 15:1 -
15.
The themes prominent in Mark's presentation of the passion narrative -
the antagonism of the Jewish leaders, fulfilment of prophecy, kingship,
mockery and rejection - have all been taken over and reused by Matthew in
'In favour of Markan priority are eg, Taylor, Mark, p 11; Kilpatrick, Origins, pp 8f; Farrer, St
Matthew; Luz, Matthew, pp 73ff. For those who favour Matthean priority see Luz, Matthew,
p47. There is however excessive disagreement amongst scholars regarding the Q hypothesis.
2For discussion see Luz, Matthew, pp 46ff.
3Schweizer, Good News, p 506.
4For similar legendary sounding Matthean additions to the passion account see 26:52-54,
27:51-54, 62-66, 28:2-4; Kilpatrick, Origins, p49.
5For a fuller account of Matthew's redaction of Mark see Senior, Passion,
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his own account I . But he has skilfully blended the Markan text with other
material to highlight his own particular concerns within the narrative.
a)	 A striking theme in Matthew's presentation of the Roman trial is that
of the responsibility for the death of Jesus. Running throughout the whole
scene is the haunting question: On whom did the guilt ultimately lie? Each
actor, as he realizes what he has done, attempts to shift the responsibility away
from himself. Judas, in 27:3-5, repented when he saw that Jesus had been
condemned and vainly attempted to disassociate himself from what was to
happen by returning the money to the chief priests and elders. Yet the
betrayer could not so easily avoid God's judgement for his share of the guilt
surrounding Jesus' death, as his own suicide shows (27:5). Similarly Pilate is
warned by his wife not to have anything to do with Jesus ('that righteous man')
and, later in the trial, will wash his hands to show symbolically that he will not
accept responsibility for Jesus' death (v:24). Although Pilate refuses to
acknowledge his guilt he, like Judas, cannot wash his actions entirely away.
Primary responsibility for the execution of God's son, however, rests in the
Matthean narrative with those who accept it - all the Jewish people (including
the chief priests and elders): 'his blood be on us and on our children' (v:25).
Using a traditional Israelite formula for indicating responsibility for a death in
the eyes of God 2 , Matthew's whole Jewish nation willingly accepts the guilt
for Jesus' death and, therefore, leave themselves open to the wrath which will
inevitably fall upon them3.
'The events in Jesus' passion are seen as a fulfilment of all the prophets, 26:54,56, this is
perhaps why no specific OT quotations are used in the narrative. Only the death of Judas
needs a special quotation to show that that too was in accordance with God's will, 27:9-10.
This particular quotation seems to be a combination of Zech 11:12 (LXX) with Jer 18-19:13
(LXX). See Goulder, Midrash , pp 445-447, Moo, Tradition', pp 157-175. For a variant
account of Judas' demise see Acts 1:18f; a fragment from Papias transmitted by Apollinarius
of Laodocea (c AD 310-390) contains a gruesome and detailed account of Judas' demise,
largely dependent on Luke's version.
2This expression is steeped with OT overtones in which blood coming upon the head of
someone is a common formula as an expression of guilt, eg Jos 2:19, 2Sam 1:16, Lev 20:9, Dt
19:10, Ez 18:13. It is found as an expression of collective guilt in Jer 26:15: 'you will bring
innocent blood upon yourselves and upon this city and its inhabitants'; and also in Mt 23:35
where the scribes and Pharisees are accused of killing and crucifying prophets, wise men and
scribes 'that upon you (pi) may come all the righteous blood shed on earth'. Particularly
close is 2Sam 3:28-29 where David, after saying he and his kingdom are guiltless before God
for the blood of Abner, says 'may it fall upon the head of Joab, and upon all his fathers'
house; and may the house of Joab never be without one who has a discharge .. 2 The
expression is not a curse but a standard expression to designate responsibility for a crime and
its consequences. Although the words of the Jewish people are addressed to Pilate within the
narrative, the OT use suggests that it is really God who is being addressed. Thus the Jewish
nation expresses its culpability before God for the crucifixion of its Messiah. See Reventlow,
'Sein Blut', pp 316-321.
3 How extensively does Matthew intend ikt; tiutic icdt bri 1-Cc iiKva fuRiiv? Is
responsibility for the rejection and execution of the Messiah to rest on all subsequent
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b)	 Linked with this theme of responsibility and stemming from Matthew's
own situation with regard to Judaism, is the much more anti-Jewish tone
throughout his Roman trial scene compared to that of his source. Neither the
Jewish leaders not their people are spared from Matthew's intense
condemnation. In 27:1 the chief priests and elders of the nation meet together
in order to kill Jesus l . The same group of people display a particularly callous
lack of interest in justice in 27:4, and incite the crowd to ask not only for the
release of Barabbas, as in Mark, but also for the condemnation of Jesus in
v:20. In the second section referring to Pilate, Joseph of Arimathaea is not a
member of the Sanhedrin (as in Mk 15:43) but is described simply as 'a
disciple of Jesus' (27:57); clearly Matthew will not allow the man who buried
Jesus to be an influential Jewish leader.
The Jewish people themselves are no less implicated in Jesus' death.
The very fact that the elders are clearly described as the elders of the people
emphasizes that they act as the representatives of the crowds throughout the
narrative (Mark has simply 'elders'). Although Pilate fears a riot in v:24, the
majority of the Roman trial in Matthew gives the appearance of being a much
more restrained, formal gathering than that found in Mark. The gathering of
the crowds is described in v:17 using the verb avvayw; Matthew has used the
same verb to describe assemblies of the Sanhedrin (26:3,57). The Jewish
generations, or literally only one? OT parallels do not shed much further light on this. Ex
34:7, for example, extends the standard formula to the fourth generation of descendants whilst
David's speech in 2Sam 3:29 implies that the guilt for Abner's death will remain with the
house of Joab for ever. Mt 27:25 is certainly much more restrained than these OT examples.
Many scholars take these words literally, suggesting that Matthew puts the blame for the
rejection of the Messiah on both the historical generation of Jesus' time and their sons and
daughters. This, they argue, would take the date to approximately AD 70. The destruction of
Jerusalem could then be seen as the fitting punishment for this rejection (So for example
Albright and Mann, Matthew, p345; Kilpatrick, Origins, p47; France, Matthew, p 226;
Brown, Death, p 837ff). This view has certain attractions, particularly for post-World War II
scholars, in that it limits Matthew's anti-Judaism by seeing the fall of Jerusalem as a decisive
divine retribution for the rejection of Jesus. If this were the case then modem anti-Semitism
based on this verse could be shown to be inappropriate: the Jewish nation have paid their price
in AD 70. Theological reflections upon the responsibility for the fall of Jerusalem were
certainly an extremely important issue in late first century Jewish writings (as those of
Josephus clearly show) but does Matthew here really want to say that the Jewish people got
their just deserts in the fall of Jerusalem, an assertion which would mean that the Jews of his
own day are no longer responsible for the death of the Messiah? The anti-Jewishness of not
only the trial narratives but the rest of Matthew's gospel suggests that it was written at a time
of bitter dispute, even hostility, between Jewish Christians and Jews who refused to accept
Jesus. In this case it seems best to understand Kai	 rCt Thcva l'in@v as a different
historical period of responsibility: that is, Matthew shows that the Jews of Jesus' time have
rejected Jesus as the Messiah but so too do their 'children', the Jews contemporary with
Matthew. In this way, the importance of this statement rests on the continuation of
responsibility for Jesus' death with those Jews who still reject him in Matthew's day (see
Przybylslci, 'Setting', p 200). For further discussion see Dunn, Partings, pp 154-156.
I t;Sure Occvanliaai airrav is not found in Mark's account.
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people have calmly come together to judge between Jesus and Barabbas. In
v:20, the chief priests and elders of the people persuade the crowds to ask for
the release of Barabbas and the death of Jesus. Gundry asserts that Matthew's
substitution of 'persuade' ('itt.tuav, again used of the actions of the Jewish
leaders in 28:14) 'lightens the crowd's burden of guilt by making them victims
of evil persuasion". If anything, however, the reverse is the case. Mark's use
of the verb 'to stir up' implies that the people are agitated almost to a state of
diminished responsibility; Matthew's lighter verb gives the impression of a
more reasoned decision, the crowd will make their request in the full
knowledge of what they are doing. In response to Pilate's alternatives, the
crowd ask for Barabbas. In Mark, the demand of the crowd is lost; we are to
assume from the stirring of the crowds in v:11 and Pilate's question in v:12
that the crowd actually has demanded the release of Barabbas. Matthew,
however, leaves us in no doubt. The governor puts the decision before the
people and they calmly give their choice. The reaction of the crowd in Mark
seems quite tumultuous, their cry atat5pcouov ctinciv sounds like the clamour
of a mob. Matthew, however, alters this. In his account the crowds say
(X6youo-tv) what they want Pilate to do with Jesus: the verdict is clear and
thought through. The addition of 7ravrEc by Matthew underlines that it is the
calculated choice of all the Jews, both the leaders and the crowds. Finally in
this verse, Matthew has changed Mark's aorist imperative aTaiSpuvov to a
passive imperative (Jraupokrino, giving the impression that the Jews
themselves are passing judgement.
c)	 Another striking element in Matthew's account when compared to that
of his source is the emphasis on the choice between Jesus and Barabbas and
the contrast between the two men. In place of Mark's one-sided 'Do you want
me to release to you the King of the Jews?' Matthew has made the choice
explicit: 'Whom do you want me to release for you, Jesus Barabbas or Jesus
who is called Christ?' and again in v:21 Pilate asks 'Which of the two...' The
parallelism is heightened by the fact that the two men have the same first
name, Jesus2 , and Barabbas' patronym would also be quite appropriate as a
description of Jesus of Nazareth.
1 Gimdry, Matthew, p 562.
2Textual support for the reading Iricrobv in verses 16 and 22 is not good; it is omitted by it,
A, B, D, L, W, A and most others. Origen, however, in the third century remarked that many
copies did not state that Barabbas was also called Jesus-, Origen felt that the °Mission was
probably right since no sinner in the whole of scripture bore the same name as 3esus (In
Matthaeum CXXI1). In the light of this reverential attitude, it is more likely that the name
Jesus was erased from copies of Matthew than that it was added at a later date and so the
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Mark's description of Barabbas has been drastically reworked by
Matthew. In particular his political activity - his possible involvement in an
uprising and murder' - has been suppressed by Matthew in favour of a much
simpler biagtov in-kill pov, a famous or notorious criminal. One effect of
this contraction is that it does not detract the reader's attention from the theme
of choice in the narrative. Another effect is that Barabbas' activity has been
completely depoliticized, all hint of insurrectionary activity has been removed.
Similarly Pilate refers to Jesus not as the politically loaded 'King of the Jews'
but as 'Messiah'. The choice in Matthew therefore is no longer between two
politically dubious men but one between a notorious criminal and the Christ;
that is, it is the religious significance of Jesus which is at stake. If the crowd
in Mark had some justification for their choice of a man tarred with possible
political activity, the Matthean crowd have no such excuse. The emphasis is
not so much on the man they choose (simply a notorious criminal) but the one
they reject: their Messiah.
d)	 Throughout the entirety of this terrible scene, Matthew has underlined
the innocence of Jesus 2. The description of the fate of Judas shows that even
Jesus' betrayer recognized this innocence. Verses 19 and 20 provide a
dramatic break in the dialogue, almost as if each prisoner has been mustering
his forces, adding suspense to the narrative. What is important here is that
whilst the chief priests and elders side with Barabbas, God himself intervenes
on behalf of Jesus, declaring that he is a righteous man 3 . Dreams are used
frequently in Matthew and are an unquestionable source of divine guidance4.
The choice of the people is therefore even more incomprehensible in
Matthew's presentation: they calmly pass the death penalty on one whom God
has declared innocent and who was in reality their Messiah. In so doing they
have convicted themselves. The Roman trial in Matthew is not so much the
reading 'Jesus Barabbas' has been retained in brackets by the UBS Greek NT 4 with a 'C'
rating.
'See the chapter on Pilate in Mark for a fuller discussion of Barabbas' activity.
2Thc evangelist has also emphasized Jesus' foreknowledge and control of events: he adds a
fourth passion prediction to Mark's three (26:1-2) and it is Jesus' prophetic words which set
events in motion - it is only after he has spoken that his enemies meet to plot his death (Meier,
'Matthew', p 635).
3The idea of two sides, one of God, the other belonging to humankind, has previously
appeared at another critical point in the narrative (16:23) where by not accepting the suffering
of the Christ, Peter shows himself to be on the side of humanity opposed to God.
4God's word is communicated through dreams at 1:201, 2:12,13 and 191; dreams are also one
of Yahweh's means of communicating with humans in the OT. See Everts, Dreams', p231.
Dreams are also found in other Graeco-Roman literature, eg Valerius Maximus 1.7.2 and Dio
Cassius 44.17.1 (the dream of Julius Caesar's wife).
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trial of Jesus, or even Pilate, but the case against Judaism. Both the Jewish
people and their leadership have rejected their messiah and declare themselves
fully prepared to accept the consequences.
The Characterization of Pilate in Matthew
Matthew's presentation of Pilate is largely based on that of Mark's,
though his own particular concerns at times give a slightly different slant to
the way in which the Roman governor is portrayed. Although this is
Matthew's description of the Roman trial, it is quite clear that it is not the
Roman governor who actually takes centre stage: the evangelist is much more
concerned to underline the Jewish nation's rejection of its Messiah and its
ready acceptance of the ensuing guilt. To a large extent, the Matthean Pilate
has become only a minor character when compared to Mark's presentation
(despite the fact that the Roman trial is twice as long in this gospel),
suggesting once again that for Matthew's community relations with Judaism
were much more important and urgent than relations with Rome.
In 27:2 Pilate is identified not only by his name (as in Mark) but also
by a rather vague description of his title: the governor (-rci) 1y ggOvt) 1 . After a
dramatic pause in which the suicide of Judas is narrated (27:3-10), we again
return to the Roman trial as Jesus stands bound (v:2) before the governor
(v:11)2 . As in Mark's narrative, the Roman prefect begins by tackling the
central political charge: 'Are you the King of the Jews?'. The Matthean Jesus
replies Ei) X6yetc, 'you say it'. Again, similarly to Mark, this answer is
probably to be understood ambiguously - Jesus does not deny his kingship but
nor does he accept the political title as an adequate description of his identity3.
1 Pilate's precise title appears to have been praefeaus; for the evidence see chapter 1.
2Although this is stereotyped legal terminology for a prisoner facing judgement (so
Senior, Passion, p 225), possibly more than physical posture is implied here - Jesus is much
greater than his Roman judge (Buck, Anti-Judaic, p 175). For binding following the
condemnation of a prisoner see the chapter on Pilate in Mark.
3Several scholars who understand these words in an ambiguous sense in Mark have suggested
that this reply should be taken as an affirmative in Matthew (eg Trilling, Gospel, p487;
Moffat, who translates 'Certainly'; Hill, Gospel, p 350; Fenton, Saint Matthew, p433).
Senior argues that Ei) XL-yetc is the third in a series of questions posed by hostile people
(Judas 26:25 and the High Priest in 26:64; to both of which Jesus replies at) ebrag) in which
Jesus' reply is ironic, meaning 'You have answered your own question' (p 228). Yet if
Matthew did want to understand Jesus' reply as an unqualified affirmative, it is odd that he
has retained Mark's subsequent reference to the accusations of the chief priests (and elders) in
v:12 when an admission by Jesus to the charge of claiming to be the King of the Jews would
have rendered other Jewish charges superfluous. Nor is it entirely certain that Jesus' answer to
Judas in 26:25 would be understood as an affirmative since none of the other disciples attempt
to stop him. Perhaps it is best to draw a distinction between the way in which the readers of
the text would understand these replies and the way in which the characters within the text
understand them. Thus in 26:25, the reader knows from 26:14-16 that Judas is the betrayer
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Matthew stresses both Jesus' silence and Pilate's amazement'. Unlike Mark,
whose use of Octup.aCco did not seem to imply any kind of religious wonder,
Matthew's use of it may do so to some extent. Astonishment is the standard
reaction of the Matthean crowds to Jesus' words and actions 2 . This particular
verb is used four times to express a sense of religious awe or amazement by
Jesus' audience at a miraculous work. So, for example, after the storm in 8:27
the disciples marvel saying, What sort of man is this that even winds and sea
obey him?'; and in 21:20 Matthew has added the amazement of the disciples to
Mark's description of the withering of the fig tree (Mk 11:201) 3 . Matthew's
use of 0caIi.L6C(.0, then, may suggest a sense of religious wonder but, like the
Pharisees and Herodians of 22:22 it may not be enough to persuade Pilate to
abandon the interrogation of Jesus4.
and so understands the full force of Jesus' reply to Judas which has been dramatically added to
the Markan account (cf Mk 14:17-21); the actors within the story, however, do not. Similarly
in 26:64, the reader has had ample confirmation throughout the Matthean narrative that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of God, and understands Jesus' reply as an affirmative; the High Priest
and other members of the council, however, do not realize that Jesus is the messiah of Jewish
expectation. So too in the narrative under discussion, the reader knows that Jesus is in a sense
'the King of the Jews', a title which Matthew uses as a gentile synonym for 'Christ' (cf the
quest of the magi in 2:2), and understands Jesus' answer as a guarded acceptance of the title;
the gentile Pilate and the Jewish leaders again do not understand and so the trial continues.
The irony involved in Matthew's use of these two levels of interpretation is obvious: like the
High Priest earlier, Pilate has unwittingly stumbled on the truth of who Jesus is, though he
cannot understand it himself (Howell, Matthew's, p 241).
Jesus is only referred to as 'King of the Jews' in Matthew by Gentiles - by the magi in
2:2, by Pilate in this scene, the title on the cross in 27:37 and by the soldiers in 27:29; the title
is redefined as 'King of Israel' by the mocking chief priests, elders and scribes at the cross
(27:42). The title King is used by Jesus apparently of himself (as the Son of Man) in the
parable of the sheep and the goats, 25:31-46. Matthew traces Jesus' descent through Judah's
kings back to David in 1:6 and this Davidic line is repeatedly stressed throughout the gospel -
1:1, 9:27, 12:23, 15:22, 20:30f, 21:9,25:31-46. Kingsbury has shown that those who have
correctly perceived Jesus as the Son of David in this gospel are those of no social or
theological importance, eg blind men or the Canaanite woman ('Son of David', pp 598-601).
Furthermore, any political understanding of this role is reinterpreted by the entry into
Jerusalem where Jesus is addressed as 'the humble king', 21:5.
'The Markan text implies that Jesus made no answer to the chief priests but Matthew makes
this explicit by adding oikliv earexpivccro (v:12). In the next verse, since Matthew has
already stated that Jesus made no answer, he alters Mark's 06: earoxpin oitiv to Oimc
Coto()Etc; In v:14, Matthew has omitted Mark's double negative, adding instead rpec
Ev torilia which stresses both Jesus' silence and the many accusations of the Jewish leaders.
brjga is probably to be translated as 'accusation' rather than its literal meaning 'word' (cf
18:16). This verse omits Jesus' name, focusing attention on Pilate's reaction. The evangelist
has heightened Pilate's amazement by the addition of Xiav.
2Eg. 7:28, 8:8, 9:33, 12:23 etc.
3 The verb is used seven times throughout the gospel in total, 8:10,27,9:33, 15:31, 21:20,
22:22 and 27:14. Only two uses do not have religious overtones - 8:10 records Jesus'
marvelling at the centurion's faith and 22:22 describes the Jewish leaders' amazement at Jesus'
answer on tribute (a non-religious use and, incidentally, the only use of ectuggco besides
27:14 taken from Mark). Other uses of the term with religious connotations are 9:33 where
the crowds marvel 'Never was anything like this seen in Israel'; and 15:31 where Matthew
alters Mark's inrepaEptaaag ErXijaaovro (Mk 7:37) to eauwiCu) to describe the
amazement of the throng at Jesus' acts of healing, acts reminiscent of Is 35:51.
4The Pharisees continue their attack in 22:34-46.
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With v:15 the reader is informed of a custom of the governor,
presumably established by himself or his predecessors, in which the crowd
were allowed to obtain the release of any one prisoner whom they chose.
V:16 similarly supplies background detail, explaining that Barabbas was also
in custody at that time I , and in v:17 the crowds gather to await their annual
privilege.
Throughout Matthew's gospel the Jewish crowds have generally been
portrayed as friendly or neutrally disposed towards Jesus. They generally
hold him to be a prophet (21:11,21:46), even the Son of David (12:23,21:9,
15) 2 , but are far from fully understanding Jesus' identity as the Christ, still less
in terms of Matthew's central Christological title, Son of God3 . Often they
are shown as needing leadership or instruction or as being misled; they are
generally only rejected in Matthew's presentation when they follow their
traditional Jewish leaders4. The fate of the Jewish crowds then is not yet
determined. They have formally gathered to choose between Jesus and the
choice of their leaders, Barabbas. Theoretically it is still not too late to reject
the candidate of their leaders and side with Jesus, though the reader has had
some presentiment of what will happen by Jesus' four-fold prediction of his
passion.
Slightly curiously after the apparently unlimited choice as to which
prisoner should be freed in v:15, Pilate restricts the choice of the crowd in
v:17 to two men: Jesus Barabbas or Jesus who is called Christ. The
depoliticizing of this choice has already been noted: Barabbas is no longer
described as one with insurrectionary associations whilst Jesus is offered to
the Jewish crowd not as the King of the Jews but by a title with profound
religious connotations - Messiah. The charge has reverted to that which was
uppermost in the Jewish trial (26:63,68).
Despite the gentile governor's perceptive equation of 'King of the Jews'
with 'Christ', there is no sense in which the Matthean Pilate is trying to release
'The subject of itxov, though not stated, is surely the Romans rather than the Jewish
authorities.
2Individual members of the crowds accept him as Son of David at 9-.27 (two blind men),
15:22 (the Canaanite woman) and 20:30,31 (another two blind men).
31vtatthew links the titles Son of David and Christ at 1:6, 20f, and 21:5-9. Whilst Davidic
descent is clearly important for this evangelist, it is transcended by Jesus' identity as the
Chnst, as Jesus' debate with the Pharisees underlines (22:41f1). The reader knows that the
Christ is not only the Son of David but more importantly the Son of God (16:16), a fact which
has been revealed only to the disciples and to the gentile centunon after Jesus' crucifixion
(2754).
4Eg. 11:20-24, 23:27-39, 26:47, 55, and 27:20-25.
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Jesus here by appealing to the religious sympathies of the crowd. In a
province where religion and politics were so inextricably intertwined, a
'purely' religious leader could be just as much a threat to Roman stability as a
political insurrectionary l . The role of Pilate and the Jewish authorities in the
passion account parallels that of Herod I in the infancy narrative. There the
Jewish King received news of the birth of the King of the Jews from the
gentile magi (2:2) and automatically substituted this with 'Christ' when he
discussed the matter with the chief priests and scribes of the people (2:4). Yet
whether the child is referred to as 'King of the Jews' or as 'Christ' does not
alter Herod's alarm at his birth, nor his intention of having him killed (2:13,
16f0 2 . The prophecy of 2:6 clearly shows that the Christ was expected to be a
ruler of Israel and so even someone claiming the religious title could
potentially pose a threat to the ruling authorities3.
Pilate's question therefore, as in Mark, is a challenge to the people and
an attempt to gauge Jesus' popularity4. Yet unlike Mark, Matthew has little
interest in the characterization or motivation of Pilate, either the historical
governor or the portrayal of him within his own narrative. The psychology of
Pilate pales into insignificance next to Matthew's overriding concern to
present the Jewish people with a choice which will ultimately determine their
own salvation: a criminal or the Christ?5
l Eg the Samaritan messiah of Anfiq 18.85-87 and Bar Kochba; it is debatable whether these or
any other Jewish uprisings of the first or early second century could ever be 'purely' religious.
2The same verb êtrrOXXvirt is used of both Herod's intention to destroy the infant Jesus (2:13)
and the advice of the Jewish leadership in 27:20.
3 Whether the historical Roman governor would have been aware of such expectations, or
even would have equated 'King of the Jews' with 'Christ', does not matter here. Historically, it
is quite probable that a Roman governor would have acquainted himself with the religious
expectations of the people he governed; the Matthean Pilate obviously does make these
connections and the first readers of the gospel would presumably have found Matthew's
portrayal credible.
4The explanatory note v:18 echoes Mark - Pilate knew that the Jewish leaders had delivered
Jesus up out of envy. As in the Markan source, far from convincing the Roman governor of
Jesus' innocence, this knowledge would only strengthen Pilate's desire to find out exactly what
kind of a following Jesus really did command. His question in v:17 is therefore, like Mk 15:9,
an attempt to gauge Jesus' popularity.
5The title 'Christ' is extremely important for Matthew; he is concerned not only with showing
that Jesus is the Christ but also with illustrating in what way Jesus is the Christ The title is
initially equated with the Son of David (1:1) and the King of the Jews (2: lff) where it is
understood politically but is then not used again until chapter 11 where it is redefined in terms
of one who heals and saves (11:2ff where Jesus cites Is 35:5-6 and 61:1). An important stage
is reached at 16:16 when Peter acknowledges not only that Jesus is the Christ but that he is
'the son of the living God' (a phrase not found in Mark). It is only 'from this time' (16:210
that Jesus begins to tell his disciples about his impending sufferings and death and that
discipleship involves taking up crosses (16:24). Matthew's conception of Messiahship is to a
large extent summed up at Jesus' entry into Jerusalem where he is referred to as a 'king' and
yet as 'humble' (21:5). The Roman governor, however, understands nothing of this and, like
Herod, is threatened by Jesus' messiahship. On Christ in Matthew see Nolan, Royal,
especially pp 145-149 and Kingsbury, Matthew, pp 96-98.
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Verses 19 and 20 provide a dramatic break in the action at this
point, adding suspense to the narrative l . The chief priests and elders in v:20
are clearly backing Barabbas: not only do they persuade the people to ask for
their candidate but they also ask them to demand the destruction of Jesus 2. In
the previous verse, however, a lone voice has spoken out for Jesus, taking the
surprising form of a gentile woman - Pilate's wife. She urges Pilate to 'have
nothing to do with that righteous man (T(.1) Ottaxicp iiceivy), for I have
suffered much over him today in a dreare.
As noted above, dreams are an accepted method of divine
communication in Matthew and other Graeco-Roman literature. One
surprising aspect of this dream however is that in all other dreams in this
gospel it is always the ones who are to make the important decisions who
receive divine guidance through a dream. But in this particular case it is not
the one in control, Pilate, who has the dream but his wife. Why should this be
the case? Brown suggests that Matthew has used the prefect's wife in
imitation of the frequent image of noble Roman pagan women favourable to
Judaism found, for example, in the pages of Josephus 4. This is probably
correct but it does not fully explain why Pilate does not receive the dream
directly. There may be three reasons for this. First, Matthew could not avoid
the fact that Pilate did actually send Jesus to his execution: had Pilate received
divine confirmation of Jesus' righteousness/innocence and still proceeded with
the crucifixion, his guilt would have been just as great, or greater still, than
that of the Jewish nation who had had no such divine proof. This would not
have appealed to Matthew in his single minded attempt to pin as much
responsibility as possible on 'all the people'. Second, the portrayal of Pilate
'The majority of translations give the word 'besides' for the Greek 66 in this verse which
Robinson, commenting on the Moffat text, admits is 'perhaps, too strong an expression for the
Greek connecting particle used here' (Gospel, p 227). It may be better to see this verse going
not with vv: 17-18 as an addition or expansion to Pilate's offer, or even a preparation for the
hand-washing in v:24, but as forming a contrast with v:20 where the Jewish leaders persuade
the crowd to ask for Barabbas (the NEB captures something of this sense when it translates
the tie in v:19 as 'while' and that in v:20 as 'meanwhile). In this case, Matthew is again
highlighting the dramatic parallelism between the two men: the intercessor on behalf of Jesus,
Pilate's wife, is guided by God whilst those who will shout against Jesus, the Jewish people,
are led by men.
2In Mark the chief priests stir up the people to ask only for Barabbas' release; it is the people
themselves who come to the conclusion that Jesus 'the King of the Jews' must be crucified
(15:11,13).
3See 3:15 and the centurion's confession in Lk 23:47. Apocalyptic literature named Pilate's
wife as Claudia Procla or Procula; she has also, with not much likelihood, been identified as a
granddaughter of Augustus. She was canonized in the orthodox church. For further
information see Fascher, Weib: Rosadi, Trial, pp 215-217.
4Brown, Death, p 806.
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familiar to the evangelist from Mark's gospel (and possibly Philo's Legatio ad
Gaium and other negative oral Jewish appraisals) would not have suggested
the governor as a likely recipient of a divine communication. Third, Matthew
clearly and dramatically states that Pilate was on the judgement seat
(im°gavot) Ee orina iit Ta PTIAccrog); he must judge between the one
whom God has declared righteous and the criminal favoured first by the
Jewish authorities and then by the people. Pilate is still neutral and the
decision still hangs in the balance as he reiterates the question: 'Which of the
two do you want me to release for you?'.
The people calmly give their choice: Barabbas. In answer to Pilate's
next question: 'What shall I do with Jesus who is called Christ?' it comes as no
surprise to the reader after v:20 that the people pass their solemn judgement:
'Let him be crucified'. The dramatic tension which characterized the Markan
account has disappeared: as soon as the Jewish people accept the candidate of
their leaders, their desire for Jesus' death follows inevitably. Jesus' only hope
of acquittal lies with Pilate who, as he sits in judgement, has already heard a
divinely inspired witness to Jesus' righteousness. But the Matthean Pilate is
not willing to jeopardize his own position for Jesus. As a messianic claimant
Jesus is a threat to his own rule and stability in the province and might be
better disposed of. Having established that the Jewish people are more
interested in having Barabbas released than Jesus, Pilate continues to probe
them about Jesus. The Matthean Pilate seems undecided at this point: a
messiah with no popular support could hardly undermine the authority of
Rome or the Jewish aristocracy which worked so closely with the governor.
He continues his line of questioning, 'Why what evil has he done?' only to be
met with the same solemn judgement: 'Let him be crucified'.
At this point a riot appears to be about to break out and Pilate quickly
determines on his course of action: whatever Jesus' guilt he will allow the
people to have their own way and have him executed. But before they do so
the Matthean Pilate makes sure that no reprisals can fall upon his head and
stresses that it is the crowd themselves who have condemned their messiah.
In v:24 he uses a Jewish ritual of hand-washing to symbolize that it is
the Jewish crowd who have demanded the death of Jesus: they are responsible
and not he l . Pilate's words also reflect OT imagery, in particular 2Sam
3:28 and Ps 26:6 'I wash my hands in innocence ... '. This passage and
1 For evidence of handwashing as a means of protective purification in the Graeco-Roman
world, see Brown, Death, p 834. The necessity and ritual of handwashing is described in Dt
21:1-9. This, however, applies to a situation in which an unsolved murder leaves the
question of guilt; it has nothing to do with a judge passing sentence on a living man and
wishing to shift responsibility onto others.
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27:4, which also focuses on the question of guilt for Jesus' death, are the only
occurrences of the adjective 'innocent' in the NT. But whilst Judas in 27:4
uses 'innocent' to describe Jesus, Pilate uses the adjective to describe himself.
This is significant: Pilate is not proclaiming Jesus' innocence (though the
textual variant adds this), but affirming that he is not responsible for the guilt
attached to Jesus' execution. Matthew's Pilate, then, is disassociating himself
from this guilt by behaving in the manner of a pious Jew; the ritual in Dt
21:1-9 which absolves the people of Israel from the murder of the victim has
been turned about to reflect the innocence of a gentile governor. Far from
exonerating Pilate, the Matthean additions of the handwashing and his wife's
dream involve him in a greater measure of guilt'. The Roman has failed to
recognize a divine communication; in his attempt to avoid a riot he sends the
man God has declared righteous to his execution and by means of a symbolic
gesture refuses to acknowledge what he has done.
Pilate continues his address to the crowd, 'See to it yourself, (4eic
iiivccrOE). This has striking parallels with 27:4 where the chief priests and
elders tell Judas to 'See to it yourself, and is part of the Matthean theme of
one actor vainly attempting to shift responsibility onto another. In v:25 the
Jewish people rise to this challenge: if Pilate will not accept responsibility,
they will, and they reply 'his blood be on us and on our children'. Once the
Jewish people have fully accepted this responsibility and its implications,
Pilate sends Jesus to be crucified.
Matthew's Use of iwegdw
Before moving on from Pilate's characterization, one further point
needs some consideration: Matthew's use throughout this scene of the title
thegemon'
Whilst Mark refers to Pilate throughout this scene only by his
cognomen or a personal pronoun, Matthew often replaces Pilate with inielitSv;
a term meaning 'governor' and loosely used of any Roman in control (eg 1Pet
2:14, Lk 2:2). The name ILlertoc has been retained five times by Matthew
(corresponding to Mark's first, third, fifth and eighth usage of the name, ie Mk
15:1,3,9,15, and the washing of hands, Mt 27:24) whilst the designation
iffeti6v is used of him six times (replacing Mark's second and fourth usage, ie
Mk 15:2,4, supplementing Mk 15:1 and Mark's indefinite statement in 15:6
and two other statements without Markan parallels, Mt 27:11a and 21). The
I Bammel makes the same point, Thai', pp 447.
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two terms appear to have been used entirely randomly throughout the
narrative.
How are we to account for Matthew's usage of these two designations
for the Roman prefect? Most obvious is the suggestion that he is using the
two terms for literary effect, to provide variation within the narrative.
Matthew has heightened the sense of conversation within the Roman trial and
for reasons of clarity needs to keep reiterating who the speaker is. Rather
than writing Haat-roc every time the prefect needs to be referred to, as Mark
does eight times, Matthew may have interchanged 110tetroc with -6yejAv to
relieve the monotony. A second effect of using this title is that it emphasizes
the official side of the hearingl.
These are plausible solutions for Matthew's use of hyelioSv and may
well represent part of his motives at this point. However, there are several
indications which suggest that Matthew's use of ilyepoiv is not entirely
literary at this point. First, neither Jesus nor the 'chief priests and elders of
the people' are ever referred to in any other way, although admittedly they are
referred to far less frequently within this particular narrative than Pilate. But
the fourth group within the dialogue, oi xXot, do change their name and the
alteration appears to be significant. 'The crowds' appear first in v:15, then
v:20 and 24; in v:25, however, they have become ni5cc ô Xocbc. The majority
of commentators understand this to mean that in v:25 Matthew wants to show
the whole nation of Israel, the chosen people of God, joining together to
accept guilt for Jesus' death 2 . Senior takes this even further, suggesting that
Matthew's use of Xaltig at this point shows that he understands the Jewish
rejection of the Messiah as a 'pivotal event in salvation history' 3 . But there is
also a sense in which the ?twig of 27:25 who rejected the messiahship of Jesus
before Pilate are also the Jewish nation of Matthew's own day who continue to
deny that Jesus is the Christ4. Thus the use of Xa6c in connection with the
rejection of Jesus would also have a contemporary significance for Matthew's
audience.
Secondly, v:lla is Matthean, repeating v:2 and setting the scene for
the Roman trial after the description of Judas' suicide in vv:3-10: 'Jesus stood
before the governor'. If Matthew's use of hyelAv was merely to avoid
repetitious use of litX6crog, it would be reasonable to expect the designation
'Senior, Passion, p 225; though of course Pilate's historical title was 'prefect'.
2See for example Fenton, Saint Matthew, p436; Gundry, Matthew, p 565; Beare, Gospel, p
531.
3Senior, Passion, p 258.
4Przybylski, 'Setting', p 200.
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'Pilate' here since he has not been mentioned for the last eight verses. Yet
Matthew's Roman trial opens with Jesus standing before a hylAv and it is
only in v:13 that the governor is named. This suggests that Matthew's interest
is not so much in the historical prefect of Judaea who sent Jesus to crucifixion
but in his identity as a Roman governor, such as many in his own community
may be forced to stand before.
This suggestion is supported by an earlier passage in the gospel, 10:16-
23, a section which clearly intends to strengthen Christian disciples of
Matthew's own day who are suffering persecution from both Jews and
Gentilesl:
Beware of men; for they will deliver you up to councils, and flog you
in their synagogues, and you will be dragged before governors and
kings for my sake, to bear testimony before them and the Gentiles (vv:
17-18).
Clearly there can be a positive consequence to Jewish rejection in that trials
before governors and kings afford an opportunity for the Christian community
to preach their message to the gentiles. Although Matthew does not use the
trial before Pilate in this way 2 - the evangelist is too taken up with the
momentous events in salvation history and the apportionment of guilt - he
may well intend Jesus to act as an example to later Christians 3 . Jesus does not
need to protest his innocence (God does that for him in v:19 through Pilate's
wife); instead he is calm and silent in the face of hostile forces so that even the
ilyeguiv was amazed at his demeanour. Matthew shows his readers that if
they maintain the same quiet trust in the face of persecution they will be told
what to say and their testimony will be heard by the gentiles4.
Pilate therefore, though playing his role in an important historical
event, also functions to some extent as the type of Roman governor before
whom Matthew's community may be forced to bear their testimony.
'See Hare, Theme, who concludes that Jewish opposition to Christianity was not systematic,
violent or sustained but took the form rather of spontaneous mob actions. Segal, 'Matthew's',
suggests that some Jews regarded Christians as dangerous heretics and reported them to the
authorities, p4.
2Against Gundry, Commentary, pp 559ff.
3Brown notes that what happens to Jesus foreshadows the future fate of his disciples, Death, p
735.
4Whether this envisages missionary work outside Palestine see McNeile, Gospel, p 140.
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Conclusion
The Matthean Pilate plays a much less significant role within the
Roman trial scene than the Markan Pilate. His characterization is secondary
to Matthew's major concern to show the entire Jewish nation rejecting their
messiah and their acceptance of responsibility.
To a large extent this can be seen as a development from Mark's
account. There Pilate skilfully manipulated the crowd by his challenging use
of 'King of the Jews' into shouting for Jesus' crucifixion. The Roman prefect
could then send Jesus to his execution knowing that the people had acquiesced
to it (even demanded it) and that reprisals could not fall upon his own head.
Similar themes are at work in Matthew's presentation but with one important
alteration: the Jewish crowd no longer require a manipulative Roman
governor to influence them. All hints of political pressure have been
removed, both from Pilate's questions regarding Jesus and Matthew's
description of Barabbas. The Jewish people are simply asked to choose
between their messiah and another prisoner; this they do, calmly asking for
Barabbas and passing the death sentence on their messiah. As in the Markan
source, the people demand crucifixion and take responsibility for it, but this
motif has been significantly highlighted by Matthew and all hints of external
pressure from Pilate have been removed, giving at times a rather colourless
picture of the governor.
Yet the Matthean prefect cannot escape his share of the guilt. He
attempts to show his innocence by publicly washing his hands and telling the
Jewish nation to see to Jesus' execution themselves. Yet, like the chief priests
in 27:4 who say the same words to Judas, Pilate is already too deeply
implicated and cannot abdicate his responsibilities. Again this can be seen as
a development of the Markan Pilate who engineered the situation so that he
was not directly to blame for the death sentence and so could avoid reprisals.
The Matthean Pilate publicly proclaims his own innocence and when the
Jewish nation accepts responsibility, sends Jesus to his death. Pilate and the
Jewish authorities, together constituting the rulers of Judaea, mirror Herod I in
the infancy narrative; all these leaders feel threatened by the messiahship of
Jesus and wish to have him eliminated.
On a secondary level, Pilate as hyei.u.i5v together with the whole
Roman trial symbolize what Matthew's readers are being forced to go through
themselves as a result of Jewish hostilities against them.
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Finally, it is clear that Matthew's chief concern is with the breakdown
of relations between his own community and the synagogue. Primary guilt for
the death of Jesus, according to Matthew, lies with the Jewish authorities and
the nation, but Pilate, symbolizing Rome, is not entirely exonerated. This
would fit in well with a community which found itself facing the growing
intrusion of Pharisaic authority in its region, particularly in Galilee and Coele-
Syria where the emerging Rabbinic movement was centred l . This location
might also fit in well with Matthew's portrayal of Pilate; whilst not so harsh
and calculating as in Mark, the Matthean Pilate is nonetheless indifferent
towards Jesus and willing to let the Jewish authorities have their way as long
as he does not have to take responsibility. This would tie in with Rome's
gradually emerging acceptance of the court decisions in religious law of the
sages at Yavneh, an acceptance which could be threatening to the Christian
communities there2 . It would not be surprising if their attitude towards Rome
was uncertain, one in which governors could be menacing or indifferent, and
Roman leaders were led in their decisions by Jewish authorities.
i SchUrer, History, vol I (rev), pp 525ff; Safrai, CRI1VT, pp 406ff; White, 'Crisis', pp 238-242;
Segal, 'Jewish', p 36.
2Evidence for an official act on the part of the Roman administration authorizing the revival
of jurisdiction by the Jewish courts is not strong. However, the sages at Yavneh did in effect
begin to take on the role of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin as the supreme law-court of Israel; a role
which was at least tolerated by Rome. A tradition recorded in pSarth 1:2.19b (also pSanh
1:4.19c and d) refers to certain questions put to R. Johanan b. Zakkai (the first leader of
Yavneh, c 70s - 80s) by an unnamed begemon'; whoever this governor might have been, the
'tradition may be best viewed in the context of others concerning R. Johanan's contacts with
the Roman authorities with a view to their sanctioning the foundation of the school at Yavneh,
as indicating that R Johanan's concerns included matters of civil law' (Jackson, 'Roman
Influence', p 162). Several rabbinic texts relating to the mid to late 90s when Gamaliel II took
over the leadership suggest a certain amount of interaction between the sages and Rome - see
Safrai, CRIIVT, pp 406ff for references. See also Saldarini, Pharisees, who regards the




From the Jewish Christian world of Matthew we move to the much
more Gentile outlook of the two-volume work known as Luke-Acts.
Although written for predominantly Gentile Christians, the Jewish atmosphere
which pervades the gospel suggests that the recipients of Luke's work did not
convert from paganism but were already sympathetic towards the synagogue,
possibly God-fearers, before their conversion to Christianity'. Luke's interest
in table-fellowship and the Law indicates that his audience also included
Jewish Christians2 . Like the other gospel writers, Luke probably had a
specific community in mind 3 . Exactly where this community was located is
unknown; perhaps the most that can be said with certainty is that it was in a
large city of the Roman Empire 4 . Although various cities have been
suggested - for example Caesarea s , Rome6 or Philippi - tradition associates
Luke-Acts with Antioch 7 . This would make good sense of the emphasis in
Acts on that city (chapters 11-13); and, if the numerous references to Roman
officials and soldiers throughout Luke-Acts reflects Luke's own community8,
the headquarters of the Syrian legate would be a likely place to find such
people9.
'See Ester, Community, p 25.
2Esler, Community, pp 31-45; Maddox, Purpose, pp 31-56.
3Esler, Community, p 26, commenting on Luke's use of 'little flock' in Lk 12:32 suggests 'that
they were members of a small Christian community beset by difficulties from within and
without'; also Acts 20:17-35. Other scholars, however, eg Johnson, Luke-Acts', assume Luke
has a much larger readership in mind, p 405.
4Luke often adds the word 7a5Mc to his Markan source; the focus of his teaching is nearly
always in cities and his immersion in Hellenistic culture also probably indicates an urban
setting; see Cadbury, Making, pp 245-249; Ester, Community, p 29.
5Suggested by Klein, 'Zur Frage', pp 467-477.
6Conzelmann, 'Luke's Place', suggested that the author grew up in the Aegean region but
actually wrote his two works in Rome, p 302; Rome is also favoured by Creed, Gospel, p lvi.
7Eusebius HE 3.4.6, 24; Jerome De viris illustribus vii; and the Anti-Marcionite prologue
which states that the gospel was written for Gentiles in the districts around Achaea. The
second century Gnostic Basilides and Marcion's teacher, Cerdo, both were Antiochenes and
both used only Luke's gospel (Leaney, Conunentary, p4, citing Bacon). The Western text of
Acts 11:28, if not original, is an early second century testimony to Luke's relationship with
Antioch (Ellis, Gospel, p 54).
8Esler, Community, p210.
9Scholars favouring Antioch include Ellis, Gospel, p 54; Strobel, 'Lukas', pp 131-134;
Fitzmyer, Gospel, p 53; Ester, Community, p 231 n.36; Evans, Lake, p 15.
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The dating of Luke-Acts is similarly uncertain. Arguing that Luke
does not know the outcome of Paul's trial in Rome, several scholars suggest
that the whole two-volume work is to be dated to the early 60s 1 . Probably the
majority of commentators today, however, assume that Luke used Mark in the
composition of his gospel and that Lk 21:20-24 refers to the fall of Jerusalem,
both of which would indicate a later date. Since Luke does not seem to know
of any of Paul's letters (some of which were collected and circulated c AD
952), and since he says in Lk 1:1 that many had written before him, Luke-Acts
is probably to be dated sometime in the AD 80s3.
The Contexts of Luke's References to Pilate
Pontius Pilate is referred to five times in Luke's gospel. Three of these
occur before the trial, 3:1-2a, 13:1 and 20:20c. The Roman trial occupies
23:1-25, and Pilate is briefly referred to again in 23:52 when Joseph of
Arimathaea asks for Jesus' dead body. The governor is mentioned in Acts at
3:13,4:27 and 13:28 (all in connection with Jesus' execution). The text for the
trial narrative is as follows:
23_1 Kai &amity &way TO KA110og aim-6w rjyayov airrOv bit TOy IltAörrov. 23.2
iipitavro be uargyopeiv airro6 AiyovrE6, Toirrov eiipanzv 5taarp4ovra ibi'Dvoc
rittairai statiovractOpovc Kaioapt btbOvat scit gyovra icarrOv Xplarbv PaolXia
ervat_ 233 6 txlItAErroc	 rncrev a6r6v Atycov,E6
	
croOtE6g -rcbv loubcciwv; 6
be irtospieetc airrii) 'et oh F3 A6yetc. 23.4 6 & Ilaerroc elan/ rrpOg Tok erprepeig ict6
-rok ifoxikooc, Oalev givia Kul 0:1110v v TW aveperiftp ro6rtp. 235 tit bi inioxvov
)-EyovrEc in 'Avaacia rov Aabv bibecamov Kaa'aXiic rijc lovbaiag Kcit apternevog
icro rit; raMAalac Lug tIbc.
216 ThAerrog aso6crac inmptiirri trey ei 6 livOptorrog TaNOtalk Eartv, 23.7
sat 'extyvoo; art r rik itonaiac Ilactibov	 avintllyeV airrbv rpbc 'Hptikriv,
l Eg Robinson, Redating-, Moms, Luke, p26.
21Rusepa, 'normal Form", pp 85-103_
3Mandrall suggests not long after AD 70, bike, p35, as does Ellis, Luke, pp 55-58. Rtzmyer
it shenly bier at 80-85, Gospel, pp 53-57; Creed, Gospel, at 80-90, p lvi; Ester
Comessowy, p229) suggests mid-late 80s to early 90s. An exceptionally late date was argued
by Olgeall. Theology chapter 1, who dated Luke-Acts to 115-130.
Tradition ascrilbes the writing of Luke-Acts to Luke the physician, a companion of
Paud ffiefaind torn Col 4: 14. 21-un 4:11 and Philem 24- lrenaetts Adv. Hoer in. I and the Anti-
Marracmate prologue. Cadhuiy, Style, however, has shown that Luke may have had no more
munclicall kaAsietilge	 the average educated layman. Whoever the author was, he seems to
bast been a Grade Cbi.tlian (Rtanyer, Gospel, pp 35-53, for a summary of those scholars
"alto staled	 andsm was a Jewish Christian see Ellis, Lake, p 52),
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OVTa 1Cdt airrev kv TepoctoXiTotc ev Tatircctg Talc OPocts. 23.8 6 be liptOric ibatv
TOv Iwo& exapn May , ijVyixp it licavGiv xptivwv ei,Xcov ibeiv &6n-6v St& TO &xotietv
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mit 6 Ilaeirog v &intrj hPePct PET ' 60aTiXON rpOWTfipxov yap ev '6x0pcx (iv-mg
npsbc cnSTo 6c.
23.13 Ilasfiroc be ovywaXsciá.tvoç Tobc lipxtepeig mit rok apxovrac
Teov Xa6v 23.14 eirev 7rpOc cx&ro6c, npOCTT1VgyKaT£ 1.101 TOY Civepcuirov -warm/ cbc
Ouroorp4ovrot TOY Xa6y , Koh ittoi) iyat evonn.ov 6,16)v avaxpivag oikev elipov iv 11;J:
aVepOSTIV TOLSTCp CaTtOv cr.)V xarriyo pelts 10Ste cti)rob. 23.15 &XX' o6be 'HINSON,
dminsittpey
 y&c. a6T6v7rpOc iipàc, iccLI Ibob oikev eittoy eaverroo eonv worpccymevoy
ain-qt. 23.16 ratbetioac oLv atirOv doroXixnu. 23.18 aviKpctyov SrczpirXiOt
Xiyovrec, Alpe Toi3rov, earCauctov be 1IVTOV BaponEcy- 23.19 iSang iv St& anioty
Tito& yevogeyrl y V Tij7rOXet mit 4)6vov Okrgietc V Tij cltuXoncil. 23.20 reatv be 6
na &IOC 71-000E4)611T10EV aUTOIC ei.MOV 4301-0X130CCL TOV 'rill:10DV. 2321 oi inalkSvouv
Xgyovrec, ErsonSpou ara6poo airrOv. 2322 6 be Tpirov CIITEV npbc ainotig, Ti yap
tcaxey
 effoitiaey oBTOC; 066EV CaTIOV Octv&rou et)pov	 Ircabe6aac ov cthrev
daroX6crw. 23.23 oi be iNEKEtVTO sixoyalc peyethatc airotigevot &in-6v oraupwativcct,
ith Korrioxpoy th 4X)wit &Una- v. 2324 icdt Haerrog enixptvey
 yevecreat TO airripa
ai)nbv- 2325 duriXtxrev TOV SI& CITGEGtV KcXt4XSVOV ficiPtrui6vov eig(paczadiv B
tyrobvio, Tin, Iflootiv wa.pebwKey T(1.) OEX4110T1 CC6T6.W.
This chapter will briefly look at Luke's sources and major themes
within the passion narrative before turning to consider the characterization of
Pilate within Luke's gospel. Finally it should be possible to see how this
portrayal of the governor fits in with the references to him throughout Acts.
Sources Used by Luke in the Composition of his Passion Narrative
As already indicated, the majority of scholars assume that Luke relied
heavily upon Mark in the composition of his gospel. Into this he has added
material common to Matthew (often referred to as a single written source, Q)
and his own traditions, which may have come down to him in either written or
oral form, or both (often referred to as L). Although he generally follows
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Mark closely 1, within the passion account Luke moves away from this source,
often to a considerable degree, leading several scholars to speculate as to
whether he is following a new source at this point 2 . The results of recent
studies on this question by scholars such as Soards and Matera, however, have
shown that there is no evidence that Luke made use of another written passion
narrative; the additions and alterations which he makes to Mark can all be
explained by his use of L material and his own particular theological motives3.
Lukan Themes Influencing his Portrayal of Pilate
1)	 Throughout his gospel and Acts, Luke shows a marked tendency to
link significant Christian events with imperial history. For example, Jesus'
birth at Bethlehem came about because of a decree of Caesar Augustus, a
decree which was followed unquestioningly by Joseph (Lk 2:1-7). In this
way, Luke has shown the politics of Rome working hand in hand with God's
divine purpose for salvation; as Walaskay observes, the pax Augusta was
completed and complemented by the pax Christi` I . Similarly in Acts, Agabus'
prophecy of the world famine, which Luke tells us was fulfilled in the time of
Claudius, is the impetus for sending Paul and Bamabas to Jerusalem with
relief aid (11:28); Claudius' expulsion of the Jews from Rome allows Paul to
meet and stay with Priscilla and Aquila in Corinth (18:2), whilst the decision
of Gallio, the proconsul of Achaia, allows Paul to continue his work in
Corinth 'many days longer' (18:12-16). For Luke, the decrees of Roman
emperors and governors and events during their reigns have allowed
Christianity to flourish5 . This strongly suggests that Luke's community were
particularly interested in the relationship between Christianity and the Roman
Empire.
This is borne out further by the fact that in Luke's gospel the Jewish
trial has the air of a preliminary hearing (22:66-71) whilst the Roman
proceedings are much longer and form the only real trial of Jesus6: in this
'Johnson, 'Luke-Acts', p 406.
2E,g. Taylor, Passion Narrative; Sloyan, Jesus; Bailey, Traditions; Marshall, Gospel, p 852;
Grundmarm, Evangelium, p421.
3See Soards, Passion, which concentrates on chapter 22; and especially Matera, 'Luke 22, 66-
71', and 'Luke 23, 1-15'. This view is also held by Fitzlnyer - for a full discussion see Gospel,
pp 1365ff; also Evans, Luke, p 859; Creed, Gospel, p lxiii.
4Walaskay, And So, p 26. Also Esler, Community, pp 201-202.
5Walaskay, And So, p26; Esler, Community, pp 201-202.
6Whilst Mark devotes only 15 verses to the hearing before Pilate, Luke devotes 20 verses to it
(and 5 to the hearing before Herod which, coming in the middle of the Roman trial (23:8-12),
gives the impression that Jesus is in Roman hands even longer. Conversely, Mark's Jewish
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gospel the Jewish court does not reach a verdict, nor is Jesus bound as a
condemned man before he meets Pilate; the only official verdict is that passed
by the Roman prefect in 23:24. How Jesus fared in a Roman court was
obviously of great significance for Luke's audience.
2)	 Linked to Luke's interest in the position of Christianity vis-a-vis Rome
is his positive evaluation of the majority of Roman administrative or military
personnel with whom the early Christians came into contact. Even those who
were not converted are described favourably, for example the centurion of Lk
7:1-10 1 , Julius in Acts 27:3 or the centurion of 27:42-43. Quite a number of
them do accept Christianity, for example the soldiers of Lk 3:14, Cornelius in
Acts 10:1-11:18 and Sergius Paulus in Acts 13:6-12. Luke repeatedly
emphasizes that the hero of Acts, Paul, is himself a Roman citizen (16:37-40,
22:24-29,25:10-12).
There is, however, one group of Roman officials in Luke-Acts who do
not receive such positive descriptions: these are the governors before whom
Christians are put on trial. Whilst they may serve an invaluable role in
publicly declaring the political innocence of Christianity before Rome (so
Pilate and Festus) or enabling the spread of the gospel (so Gallio and Festus),
their characters are questionable in the extreme. Although Gallio's ruling is
beneficial for Paul and the spread of his message, the governor dismisses the
case against him without even a preliminary hearing and completely ignores a
public disturbance involving Sosthenes, the ruler of the synagogue, right in
front of his tribunal (Acts 18:12-17). The overriding impression of Gallio is
that he does not want to get involved with anything. In Acts 24 Felix allows
Paul to speak in his own defence against his Jewish accusers but shows a
reluctance to come to any decision, putting the case off in v:22 until Lysias
arrived. In fact, the case is put off for two years (v:27), during which Felix is
said to have visited Paul often. His motive for doing this, however, is not an
interest in what Paul has to say but, according to Luke in v:26, because he
hoped that Paul would offer him a bribe in return for his release. At no time
does he give an opinion as to Paul's guilt and seems totally disinterested in
justice. When he is succeeded by Porcius Festus, he leaves Paul in prison;
Luke points out that this is not because he thought Paul was guilty but because
trial occupies 12 verses (Mk 14:53, 55-65) whilst Luke's is narrated in only 6 verses. In
effect, Luke presents his audience with one trial comprising of four scenes which is why there
is no Jewish condemnation in 22:66-71; see Matera, 'Lk 23:1-25', p551.
'Even if the centurion is historically unlikely to have been a Roman citizen, he still upholds
Roman interests in the province and it is as such an upholder of the Roman regime that Luke
portrays him (cf Sherwin-White, Roman, p 124 and Walaskay, And So, p33).
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he wanted to do the Jews a favour (v:27). The suggestion that the actions of
the Roman governors were prompted by the wish to do the Jews a favour is
extended to Festus in 25:9 who instead of trying Paul in Caesarea suggests
that he stand trial in Jerusalem. Paul says that the governor knows that he has
done no wrong against the Jews (v:10) and seems to be accusing Festus of
giving him up to them (v:11); in the interests of justice, Paul's only hope is to
appeal to Caesar (v:11)1.
In Luke-Acts therefore there is always a distinction between these
governors as the representatives of Roman law, (which finds Jesus and his
followers innocent of any political crime), and their weak self-seeking
characters (which occasionally hinder the proper implementation of that law
when the Jewish authorities have had a hand in the proceedings 2). It will not
be surprising, therefore, if Pilate similarly conforms to this pattern.
3)	 Luke's attitude towards the Jewish nation at times seems quite
ambiguous3 . He is consistent in showing the Jewish leadership as antagonistic
towards Jesus and plotting his death (eg 5:17,21, 6:7). The crowds, on the
other hand, respond positively towards Jesus to the extent that they hinder the
attempts of their leaders to do away with him (eg 19:47-48, 20:19, 21:38,
22:2,6, 53). During the trial before Pilate, however, a dramatic change takes
place in the people. Having been summoned by the governor in 23:13 along
with their chief priests and rulers, they spontaneously cry for crucifixion4.
Although he does not hide the fact that Pilate gave his verdict on the case,
Luke clearly shows that this is in accordance with Jewish wishes: 'So Pilate
gave sentence that their demand should be granted' (v:24). Luke's
presentation gives the impression that it is the Jewish nation itself which
crucifies its Messiah 5 ; this is also emphasized in Acts 2:22-23, 3:12-13, 4:27
and 13:27-296.
'See also the magistrates of Acts 16:35-39.
2Esler, Community, makes a similar point, pp 203-205; Walaskay, And So, pp 23-24. Acts
records no instance of Roman intervention without previous Jewish agitation; see
Conzelmann, Theology, p 140.
3This ambiguity has led to various interpretations; at one extreme Sanders regards the whole
of Luke-Acts as anti-Semitic, Jews; whilst others, eg Johnson, 'Luke-Acts', pp 4141, claim that
Luke deliberately diminishes the role of the Jewish people in the death of Jesus.
4The urgency of the crowd's demand has been intensified by Luke: Mark's aorist imperative
Etatiptocrov ccimiv (v:13) has been converted to a more emotional present imperative and
doubled for emphasis, Etatipou crraivou ccinew (v:21). There is no need for the chief
priests to stir up the crowd in Luke's presentation (as in Mk 15:11).
5Grammatically the subjects of the verbs in vv:26, 32,33 are still the chief priests, rulers and
the people of v:13. Assuming that the soldiers referred to in v:36 are Roman soldiers, the
majority of commentators maintain that Luke cannot avoid the historical reality that Jesus
died at Roman hands, but only wants to give the impression that he was executed by Jews, eg
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Yet later, at the cross, the Jewish leaders ridicule Jesus whilst the
people first watch (23:35) and then return home beating their breasts (23:48).
The spectacle has led them if not to repentance at least to remorse 1 . In 23:34
Jesus prays for their forgiveness as does Stephen in Acts 7:60; despite
rejecting its messiah then, Israel has not been totally rejected in Luke's
presentation.
Perhaps the reason for Luke's ambiguity in his description of the
Jewish people and their sudden unexpected demand for Jesus' death before
Pilate has been summed up by Evans:
'Luke emphasizes Jewish responsibility for Jesus' death, not because of
anti-semitic hatred, but because of his desire to place the Messiah's
death firmly within the framework of biblical (ie Israelite) history.
Jesus' rejection and death are prophesied in the Scriptures and are in
keeping with Israel's 'historic' (biblical) habit of persecuting the
prophets'2.
In connection with this portrayal of the Jewish people is Luke's
presentation of Jesus as a rejected prophet3 and innocent martyr who goes
unjustly to his death4. The theme of Jesus' innocence is given special
prominence during the trial and crucifixion narrative: Pilate publicly declares
Jesus innocent three times (23:4,14,22); Herod too is said to have found no
crime in him (23:15); even one of the criminals crucified with Jesus
corroborates Pilate's verdict (23:41); and a centurion standing by the cross
utters 'the last word and true verdict of Jesus' life and death 15 - 'Certainly this
man was innocent' (23:47). Luke shows his readers that even though Jesus'
Evans, Luke, p 859. Sanders, Jews, howeser, argues that the soldiers are Jewish and that
Luke has consciously described a Jewish crucifixion; also Walaskay,	 p92. In Luke,
three of Jesus' four passion predictions give the impression that his death will be at Jess ish
hands 9r..,44-45,17:25). Only in 1832-33 are Gentiles mentioned and their role appears to
be a passive one.
6In Lk 24:20 two of Jesus' Jewish disciples lay the blame with the chief pnests and rulers
shahs in 4-.10,5-30 and 7:52 members of the Jewish council are accused of causing Jesus'
death themselves.
I Carroll, Luke's Crucifixion', p 111.
2Evans, "Luke's View", p 55.
3Eg. 4 24;7:16,39; 13:31-33,23.27-31,24 19-20; Acts 3:22-23. For a fuller discussion see
Carroll, Luke's Crucifixion", pp 113-114.
47'he equation of Luke's Jesus with a martyr has been customary since Dibelius, brom
Tradition, p 201; see Carroll, Luke's Crucifixion', pp 118-121; Talbert, Reading, pp 212f
Rather than a martyr, Green suggests that Luke presents Jesus' death as the Imam servant
('Death", pp 21-28), whilst Kams suggests that Luke wants to show Jesus as the innocendy
suffering nghteous one ("Lk 23 47', pp 7778).
5Catatal, 'Luke's Crucifixion% p118
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innocence was recognized by Roman and Herodian rulers, he unjustly went to
his death because of Jewish machinations.
Luke took a bold step in underscoring Jesus' innocence and the plots of
the Jewish leadership in 23:2 where instead of the unspecified accusations
found in his Markan source l , he clearly describes the charges on which the
Jewish hierarchy have brought Jesus before Pilate. If Pilate's declarations of
Jesus' innocence are to have any value, they have to be made with respect to
specific charges2 . It is one general charge and two specific examples: Jesus is
said to have distorted their nation, forbidden the payment of tribute to Caesar
and claimed to be Christ a king3 . All three accusations have been carefully
prepared for by Luke in his preceding narrative; a portrayal which has shown
the falsity of all three claims. The first and most general charge - that of
perverting the nation - which, in the context seems to imply political
incitement against Roman authority 4, has been prepared for in 9:41 where
Jesus describes the nation as already perverse, indicating that their perversity
is not a result of Jesus' teachings . The second accusation - Jesus' specific
command not to pay tribute - has already been dealt with at 20:20-25. There
the Jewish leaders attempted to force Jesus to take a stand on a politically
delicate yet burning contemporary issue6: should one pay tribute to the
emperor or not? The question was a trap: if Jesus advocated the non-payment
of tribute then he allied himself with those of a more nationalistic outlook who
urged the resistance of payment and could be reported to Pilate; if, however,
1 Mk 15:1-2; the reader must assume that claims to kingship were an accusation, otherwise
Pilate's question in v:2 makes little sense; Mark, however, does not specifically say so.
2E% ans, Luke , p845.
3Similar charges will be levelled against Paul in Acts 17:6-7, 24:5-6,12, 25:8 and also against
Jason and others in Acts 17:611.
4The verb St conpótto can be used in a religious sense meaning 'to turn away from the true
faith' as in 1Kgs 18:17f, Acts 13:8,10, 20:30 . This is the sense in which Maroon interpreted
the charge, adding Kcit KaraXiSovra rbv vOtiov xdi Tok wparac (and abolishing the
law and the prophets) after iuiv (Epiphamus, Adv. Haer. 13316,317,346). But in view of
the two clearly political charges which follow, the apparently synonymous use of the more
political sounding verb &veto:mica in v:5, and the Jewish use of TO UW04 inlay before the
Roman governor to denote their 'nation' rather than their faith or laws, it seems best to
understand the charge m a political sense: Jesus is accused of inciting his fellow countrymen
to sedition; see Evans. Luke, p 845.
Sanders notes that similar charges were levelled against Moses by Pharaoh (Ex 5:4) and
against Elijah by Ahab (1Kgs 18:17). In fact, Moses, Elijah and Jesus are camjing out God's
will; it is only evil rulers who consider their activity seditious (Jews, p7).
5For a contrary view see Cassidy, Jesus, p 65, who argues that the charge does carry some
weight in that Jesus has freely cnticized the existing orders of society and those supporting
them and called for radically different social patterns.
6It is passible that Jewish Chnstians in Luke's commumty may have had to pay the fiscus
Judaic= introduced by Vespasian and payable by all Jews throughout the empire in addition
to the other provincial taxes.
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he too glibly urged the payment of the oppressive taxes, then he risked losing
face with his supporters. Jesus' answer was clever: although allowing some
ambiguity', his reply set up two spheres, that of Caesar and that of God, in
which each can make legitimate demands; paying taxes to Caesar was
permissible as long as it did not interfere with one's duty to God 2 . The charge
put by the Jewish authorities to Pilate is clearly a distortion of Jesus' answer at
20:25, as Luke's readers would quickly have realized. The third charge is
more difficult. Although Luke's readers do believe that Jesus is the Christ 3 , a
king of the Davidic line4 , and at certain points in the preceding narrative he
seems to accept this designation 5 , Jesus never actually called himself a king,
certainly not in the political sense in which the Jewish leadership have
presented the matter to Pilate. In Luke's presentation, Jesus' messiahship is
expressed by his identity as teacher, prophet and martyr rather than kingship.
The reader knows that the charge is a deliberate distortion of Jesus'
messiahship in terms which would be almost sure to attract the interest of a
Roman governor.
In contrast to the rulers in Mark then, the Lukan Jewish aristocracy
clearly present their charges to Pilate; yet the reader knows that they are false
distortions and realizes that Jesus is innocent of all their accusations.
An interesting feature of Luke's trial before Pilate is that except for the
exchange in 23:2-3 the charge of kingship, a charge which was dominant in
Mark and, we shall see later, in John, has been obliterated 6 . Although Luke's
Pilate addresses the people three times as in the Markan source, the politically
challenging questions, 'Do you want me to release for you the King of the
Jews?' and Then what shall I do with the man whom you call the King of the
Jews?' (Mk 15:9, 12) have been completely reworked, omitting the references
to kingship. Instead, in Luke's presentation, the dominant charge is that of
perverting the people which appears three times (23:2, 5 and 14). This gives
the impression that Jesus stands trial because of his teaching rather than on
account of politically dubious messianic claims.
1 Pointed out by Cassidy, Jesus, p 58.
2This is the view held by the majority of commentators, eg Creed, Gospel, p 247; Evans,
Luke, pp 708-709; Derrett, 'Luke's Perspective', pp 42-43.
32:26, 4:41,9:20
4Eg. 1:32-33, 2:4,3:31, 18:37, Acts 17:7.
5Jesus is hailed as 'the king (absent in Mark and Ps 118:26) who comes in the name of the
Lord' at his entry into Jerusalem in 19:38 and does not reject the title. Later in the gospel,
after the resurrection, the Lulcan Jesus speaks of himself as Christ, 24:26,46.
6The titles 'King of the Jews' and 'Christ' reappear at the crucifixion - 23:37,38 and 23:35,39.
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Conversely, Barabbas' insurrectionary activity has been highlighted.
Whilst Mark does not specifically say that Barabbas was involved in the
uprising and murder, only that he was in prison along with certain men
involved in an otherwise unknown insurrection', Luke puts all the blame for
the revolt and murder on him. Furthermore, the insurrection is located 'in the
city', right under the prefect's nose (v:19). The contrast between Barabbas and
Jesus is starkly underlined in the final verse of the trial narrative: Pilate
'released the man who had been thrown into prison for insurrection and
murder, whom they asked for; but Jesus he delivered up to their will' (v:25).
The choice of the Jewish crowd, Luke shows, was not an innocent teacher and
prophet but an insurrectionary and murderer, a political rebel against Rome2.
Their culpability is highlighted all the more by Luke's drastic
reworking of the Barabbas scene. Whereas Mark begins his narrative by
describing the so-called privilegium paschale and Barabbas, setting up the
element of choice from the beginning, Luke has omitted any reference to the
amnesty and only introduces Barabbas after the crowd have demanded his
release3 . The effect of this is to focus the reader's attention on the
relationships between Jesus, Pilate and the Jewish people. No choice has been
given to the Jewish representatives and so their spontaneous cry for a political
rebel rather than Jesus is all the more blameworthy. The Jewish demand for
Barabbas here foreshadows the revolt of AD 66-70 and the terrible
consequences prophesied to 'the daughters of Jerusalem' in 23:28-314.
5)	 Although Luke's community do not seem to be experiencing any form
of systematic persecution themselves5, Jesus' martyrdom presents them with
an example should their faith be put to the test. Acts shows Christian disciples
who were called to suffer a similar fate to their master Stephen and Paul (and,
briefly, James in Acts 12:2). Acts 6:9-7:60 describes the trial of Stephen
before a Jewish council and his subsequent death_ A remarkable feature of
this account is that many of the details associated with the Jewish trial of Jesus
'See die chaperon ?date in Mar'.
2Ther is emphasized again in Acts 3-14
3Verse 17- tennivcriv dxcv ivrokticiv tthroç 	 koptiv iva (and be was forced to
release one man to them at the fesus - is omitted by many early witnesses such as p75, A
and B; others have this, or a vanant form, either bete or after v19. The evidence suggests that
the VC113e is a secondary gloss based on Mk 156 and Mt 27.15w that the reference to
Barabbas in v:18 is not so abrupt.
4Tannehall, Narrative , p 178,
5Walaskz , And So , p t; Sanders, Jews, p 23; apung Calnilnann, "Luke* Place, p 301. In
companson to the other gospels, references to endurance in the la of ffflable Of bar. ip
)Lnke are few - 8 15,  9 23-27 , IS 1-8;21 12,
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in Mark and Matthew and omitted there by Luke have found a place here: the
false witnesses (6:13, Mk 14:56); the accusation of speaking against the
temple (6:13f, Mk 14:58); the charge of blasphemy (6:11, Mk 14:64); and the
anger of the council (7:54, Mk 14:630. Luke seems to have deliberately
modelled Stephen's trial around material which in his source belonged to that
of Jesus before the Jewish council. Even more striking are the parallels
between Paul's trials and those of Jesus. Paul is also brought before a Jewish
council (Acts 22:30-23:10), before the Roman governor Felix at which time
accusations are brought by the Jewish high priest, elders and spokesmen
(24:1-23); before Festus (25:6-12); and before the Herodian king Agrippa with
Festus (25:23-26:32). In exactly the same way that Jesus' innocence was
stressed by the Roman and Herodian rulers, so is Paul's lack of guilt: 23:29,
25:25,26:31,32. Are these parallels simply coincidental, or has one set of
trials been influenced by the other? The question has particular significance
regarding Jesus' trial before Antipas (23:7-12). No other gospel even alludes
to this trial 1 , the section contains a greater number of characteristically Lukan
words than the rest of the passion narrative2 and the questions of judicial
procedure which it raises are considerable. These features led Dibelius to
conclude that this section is Lukan invention, based on Christian reflection on
Ps 2:1-2, cited explicitly in Acts 4:26ff - 'for truly were gathered together .. .
both Herod and Pontius Pilate' (v:27)3 . But the proceedings do not describe a
conspiracy against the Lord's anointed and it is just as likely that Luke
inserted the trial for some other reason and used Ps 2 to justify its inclusion's.
The most convincing hypothesis regarding the trial before Antipas is that of
Walaskay who suggests that Luke inserted a trial before a Herodian to parallel
Paul's trial before Agrippas . This suggestion has several features in its favour.
For a start, Luke seems to have no information as to what went on during
Jesus' trial before Herod; all the events are taken either from various other
parts of the gospel or are discreditable elements from Mk 15:1-5 which Luke
has omitted in his presentation of the trial before Pilate. Secondly, since
'The only other reference to it in the NT is at Acts 4:26ff; not even John, who has other points
of similarity with Luke - Pilate's threefold declaration of Jesus' innocence, the playing down
of the Barabbas episode and the implication that Jesus is delivered into Jewish hands for
crucifixion - refers to this event. Luke seems particularly interested in Antipas, for statistics
see Brown, Death, p764.
2Hoehner, 'Why Did', p 84; Brown, Death, p761.
3Thbehus, 'Herodes", pp 131ff; followed by Burkill, 'Condemnation', pp 3301; Creed, Gospel,
p 280; Lasy, LEvangile, pp 544-545.
4fitanyer describes the relation of this stay to Ps 2:1-2 as 'tenuous indeed', Gospel, p 1179.
5Walaskay, And So, p 43; Trial', pp 88-89; followed by, amongst others, Matera, 'Lk 23,1-25',
p 545.
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Paul's trial was more recent and perhaps therefore fresher in the memories of
his community, Luke may have wanted to show that all the trials experienced
by the great apostle to the gentiles had already been anticipated in the trials
experienced by Jesus.
The trial before Antipas therefore is most probably a literary
composition designed to parallel Jesus' trials with those of Paul; an analysis of
the proceedings themselves and Pilate's motives for sending Jesus to Antipas
therefore belongs not to the realm of historical enquiry but to the realm of
Luke's literary art and how he wishes to portray Jesus in Roman/Herodian
handsl.
The Characterization of Pilate in Luke
A) References to Pilate before the Roman Trial
In contrast to Mark's presentation, Luke's narrative refers to Pilate
three times before the trial with the effect that his readers have already built up
some picture of the prefect before he appears as Jesus' judge.
a)	 'In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, when Pontius
Pilate was governor of Judaea ...' (3:1).
Luke opens his account of the ministry of John the Baptist with a
stylized dating typical of other ancient writers in which he firmly sets the
beginnings of the Christian movement within imperial history 2 . The dating
adds credibility to the narrative: the fixed and specific time references suggest
that Luke will be accurate in what he has to relate (backing up his declared
intention in the prologue, 1:1-4). To a large extent all the rulers mentioned in
3:1-2a represent Roman interests, from the Herodian client kings to the Jewish
high priest(s) appointed by the Judaean prefect 3 . Pilate takes his place next to
Tiberius as the emperor's representative in the province, the governor of
Judaea. The verse then gives us no information regarding Pilate's character
'In the later Gospel of Peter responsibility for Jesus' death has shifted from Pilate to Herod,
GPet 1:1-2:5.
2See Rienecker and Rodgers, linguistic, vol 1, p 211. Historically, this information is not as
straightforward as it may at first appear; for various methods of dating see Hoehner, Herod,
pp 307-312 (Appendix vii).
3For the appointment of the high priests (which during Jesus' ministry was the responsibility
of the prefect of Judaea) and the division of Herod I's kingdom between his sons see chapter
1.
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but simply sets the scene, locating the drama on the imperial stage and linking
Pilate closely with Tiberius.
b)	 'Some people present at that time told him about the Galileans whose
blood Pilate had mixed with their sacrifices' (13:1).
In its literary context, this event is used by the Lukan Jesus to show
that the victims of Pilate's action (and, in v:4, the fall of the tower in Siloam)
were no more sinful than the rest of his hearers:
Do you think that these Galileans were worse sinners than
all the other Galileans, because they suffered thus? I tell
you, No; but unless you repent you will all likewise perish. (13:3-4)
The aim of 13:1, then, is not primarily to give a description of an atrocity
committed by Pilate but to use the event to counter the prevalent view that
such victims died because of their sins. Jesus' reaction to the news is not to
criticize Pilate but rather the views of his hearers and to call for repentance.
Yet despite this, the incident does give the reader a further insight into the
character of Luke's Pilate.
13:1 directly follows 12:57-59, a passage calling for reconciliation
with opponents. The effect of this is to make Pilate's actions appear even
more heavy-handed; the Roman governor has made no effort to settle with the
Galileans, instead he has chosen a particularly cruel and bloody course of
action.
But who are these Galileans within Luke's narrative? Are they simply
Galilean pilgrims who have come to Jerusalem to offer their sacrifices, or are
their purposes much more sinister? 1 A comparison with the tower in Siloam
which fell and accidentally killed eighteen people (v:4) suggests that both the
Galileans and the Jerusalemites in Siloam are to be seen as innocent victims.
Despite the occasional equation of Galilee with insurrectionary activity 2 , there
is no indication in Luke-Acts that the author intends to describe anything more
than their geographical origin (eg Lk 22:59,23:6, Acts 1:11, 2:7, 5:37).
Luke's 'Galileans' then seem to be simply pilgrims from Galilee3.
'Cullman') suggested that 'Galileans' should be interpreted as Galilean zealots in the line of
Judas the Galilean and his sons; their sacrifices being not religious offerings but pro-Roman
sympathizers whom they had killed, Stale, p 14. Vermes goes further when he asserts that
'those pilgrims whose blood Pontius Pi/ate mingled with their sacrifices must have been
Galilean revolutionaries', Jesus, p 47.
2Talbert describes Galilee as 'a hotbed of revolutionary activity', Reading, p 216; for fuller
discussions see Hengel, Zealots, pp 56-59; Vermes, Jesus, pp 42-57; Freyne, 'Bandits',
however contrasts the relative peace in Galilee during Antipas' reign compared to the situation
in Judaea, pp 53f.
3So also Fitzrnyer, Gospel, p 1006; Marshall, Gospel, p 553.
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How does this verse affect our understanding of Pilate's character in
Luke? First, his behaviour appears particularly aggressive, ruthless and
insensitive; the pilgrims have come to Jerusalem to offer their sacrifices to
Yahweh and Pilate has had them executed. Luke gives no reasons for Pilate's
actions and the very fact that the Galileans have just been sacrificing suggests
that they have done nothing wrong, implying the governor's violence was
unprovoked. The gruesome Greek expression (IN TO al pa fliXâroç Epttb-v
peret Tt..0". V OD0165V Oti.YrtibV suggests a barbaric slaughtering in the same way
that the sacrificial victims were killed 1 . Secondly, the reader has seen Pilate's
brutal behaviour towards a small group of Galileans. Jesus, too, is a Galilean
and this fact is underlined not only in the birth stories and throughout the
gospel, but also at his trial before the Roman govemor2 . Will Pilate act so
ruthlessly again?
In summary, this remark describes Pilate as a man indifferent to
suffering and contemptuous of the religious susceptibilities of those over
whom he governed. We are prepared to expect a cruel, ruthJess man.
3) ... so that they might hand him over to the power and authority of the
governor. (20:20c).
This verse forms an introduction to the controversy over the payment
of tribute to Caesar (20:20-26). Luke's Markan source leaves the precise
course of action determined upon by the Jewish leaders (there the Pharisees
and Herodians) rather vague: they attempt only to 'entrap him in his talk' (Mk
12:13) and, in the light of his popularity described in 12:12, their principal aim
could be to make him lose face with his supporters. Luke's account, however,
plainly shows that the intention of the scribes and chief priests is to force
Jesus to take a stand on a political issue which will then be used in evidence
against him before the Roman governor.
The reference to the ilyepuiv at this point serves an important literary
function. The phrase ZSGTE irapotboiwca airthv recalls Jesus' prediction of
his passion in 18:32. In 20:20f the reader sees how this handing over to the
Gentiles will take place and connects it with the question about the payment of
tribute to Caesar. These themes will reappear in 23:1-2 where Jesus is
brought before Pilate by the members of the Sanhedrin and charged with
forbidding the payment of tribute. Thus the reference to the frygpoiv suggests
1 See Derrett, V0111E:am% p 103; Winter, Trial, p 177 n.9.
2See especially 1:26; 2:4,39; 4:14; also the references in 23:49 and 55 to the women who
bale followed Jesus from the beginning show that they too are from Galilee; Brown, Death, p
763.
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that Luke wants the reader to recall this scene, including Jesus' answer, whilst
he or she is reading the account of the Roman trial in 23:1-25.
Summary of References to Pilate before the Roman Trial
By the time the Sanhedrin hand Jesus over in 23:1, the reader has
formed some picture of Pilate. He is the Roman governor of Judaea,
representing imperial interests in that province. He has ruthlessly slaughtered
some Galilean pilgrims for no apparent reason. The chief priests and scribes
are plotting to hand Jesus over to him on a political charge. At the hands of
such a man, Jesus' fate would seem extremely precarious.
B) The Characterization of Pilate in the Roman Trial: Lk 23:1-25
After their preliminary hearing, the members of the Jewish council
bring their prisoner before Pilate in 23:1 and, acting as the official accusers
required by Roman law l , they charge Jesus with perverting the nation,
forbidding the payment of tribute and claiming to be Christ a king. The scene
has therefore been set for a political trial; a Roman governor could not afford
to allow a suspected political agitator to go free, particularly in a province as
volatile and turbulent as Judaea. If Pilate accepts the allegations of the
members of the Sanhedrin, then the execution of Jesus is assured.
By way of examination, Pilate picks up only on the third charge
against Jesus asking, as in the other gospels, Ei.) el ó ,RauOvebc T63v
lovOcciwv; to which Jesus ambiguously replies Ei) X4sic2. In the context,
these words must be taken by Pilate as a denial, otherwise his following
statement is incomprehensible 3 . Yet even so it is unexpected: 0i)tiev
eiTiamo canov v T({1) Ccv0p.S7ry Toimp. Jesus faces serious political
charges and yet Pilate has proclaimed him innocent without even trying him.
The charges of subverting the nation and forbidding tax payment have not
even been touched upon. As Walaskay puts it: 'With a case of treason, Pilate
should have proceeded further with his case extra ordinem. A Roman court
would not have been content with any other than its own investigation.' 4
Luke apparently wants his readers to understand that Pilate quickly saw Jesus'
'Evans, Luke, p 845.
2Both these phrases are from Mark, for a detailed discussion see Pilate in Mark'.
3Grundmann, Evangelium , p 422.
4Walaskay, Trial', p 85.
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innocence despite the Jewish accusations against him, that there was no point
in trying him further. In Fitzmyer's words: 'the evangelist is interested only in
the conclusion reached by Pilate ll . Yet at another level, it is an odd portrait of
a Roman governor which emerges, one who appears to have dismissed such
serious political accusations entirely out of hand and who is surprisingly
unwilling to try the case properly2.
Again in v:5 the first charge of stirring up the people is repeated, this
time with greater urgency. The precise identity of those speaking is
ambiguous: either we are to assume that it is still the members of the
Sanhedrin or, in the light of the preceding verse, that the multitude has also
joined forces with the chief priests in accusing Jesus. This time the emphasis
falls on Jesus' teaching, fitting in well with the frequent portrayal of Jesus as a
teacher in Luke 3 . The vast extent of Jesus' teaching is also stressed. 'Judaea'
is probably to be understood in its broadest meaning as the whole of Palestine
since Luke seems to want it to incorporate Galilee& The geographical
framework of the gospel is underlined here: Jesus' teaching began in Galilee
and has now reached i`coc ale, Jerusalem. The reference to Galilee may also
strike an ominous note to any readers who remembered Pilate's brutal
treatment of Galilean pilgrims in 13:1. A political agitator, then, who hailed
from Galilee and who had brought his revolutionary teaching right up to
Jerusalem could hardly be ignored by the representative of Roman rule.
Surely now Pilate will have to try Jesus on a political charge.
Yet again, Pilate declines to take the case seriously. In v:6 he picks up
the previous mention of Galilee and inquires whether Jesus is a Galilean. The
question underlines the fact that Jesus is completely unknown to Pilate; if
Jesus was any threat to the state whatsoever, the governor would surely have
received reports about him already. Finding that Jesus belonged to Herod's
jurisdiction, Pilate determines to send the prisoner to him in v:7 5 . Luke gives
no motives for Pilate's actions at this point 6 ; the dominant impression is that
Gospel, p 1474.
2Black notes 'Pilate shows an obvious reluctance to deal with the case', 'Arrest', p 23.
3Eg. 8:49,9:37, 10:25, 12:13, 18:18, 19:39, 20:21,28,39.21:7; Matera, 'Lk 23.1-25, pp 540-
541.
4Hoeluier, 'Why Did', p 85, regards it as equivalent to the whole 'land of the Jews' (cf Acts
10:37, 39); also Goulder, Luke, p 757.
5The verb Cucariplru) can signify sending to a higher authority (eg Acts 23:21) but its use in
23:11, where Herod sends Jesus back to Pilate, suggests that this is reading too much into it.
6Several motives have, however, been suggested by modern scholars. Assuming the
historicity of the proceedings before Herod, Mommsen, Rdmisches , pp 356-357, suggested
that in the early principate a trial was conducted in the home province of the accused (forum
domicilii), but this law was later changed so that the accused was tried in the province in
which his crime was committed (forum della°. Sherwin-White, however, successfully
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the governor seizes a convenient opportunity to rid himself of an irritating
case in which he is being pressurized by members of the Jewish nation to try a
man whom he considers harmless i . The reference to Galilee gives a way out
of the stalemate between Pilate and the chief priests: by handing the whole
case over to Herod, Pilate need have nothing further to do with it.
The Roman prefect is too weak to insist on releasing the prisoner he
has proclaimed innocent. Instead, he passes the case onto someone else,
relinquishing Roman control over an allegedly political revolutionary and
handing him over to the jurisdiction of a native prince 2. Again, hardly a
favourable picture of the Roman judge.
The Trial before Herod Antipas, v:8-11
Although a thorough consideration of the proceedings before Antipas
is not within the scope of the present study, some features within it need to be
highlighted.
Superficially, Luke's readers might expect the pro-Roman Herodian
tetrach automatically to side with Pilate3 . But Luke has incorporated several
references to him throughout his gospel which add tension to this encounter.
In 3:19-20 we learn something of his characten he shut John the Baptist up in
prison because he reproached him for his marriage to Herodias and for all the
evil things which Herod had done. In 9:7-9 we find out that Herod beheaded
John the Baptist and that he was perplexed by Jesus and wanted to see him.
By 13:31 even the Pharisees are warning Jesus to 'get away from here, for
Herod wants to kill you'4 and Jesus sends back the message that he intends to
challenged this, suggesting instead that at the time of Jesus trials occurred in the province in
which the crime took place (forum delictz); Roman, pp 28-31. This fits in with Felix trying
Paul for misdeeds in Jerusalem, even though his home province was Cilicia (Acts 23:34-
24:26). In this case, Pilate was not compelled to hand Jesus over to Antipas. It is sometimes
suggested that Pilate wanted to placate Antipas for the slaughter of the Galileans in 13:1.
'Although commenting on Pilate's historical reasons for sending Jesus to Antipas, Hoehner
reaches a similar conclusion, 'Why Did'.
2Several scholars suggest that Pilate wished to obtain Herod's opinion, rather than to transfer
the case to him, eg. Marshall, Gospel, p 854; Verrall, Christ, pp 332-333; Manson, Gospel, p
256; Brown, Death, pp 766ff. If the trial before Herod were historical, then this might have
been the case. However, it is not the impression which Luke's narrative conveys; 23:15
clearly suggests that Herod could have dealt with Jesus in an appropriate way had he found
him guilty, he seems to have been under no obligation to return the prisoner. See Schtirer,
History, vol i (rev), p349.
3He was, after all, dependent upon Roman support for his position (see chapter 1); Evans,
Luke, p 854, makes the same point.
4Verrall seems to be ignoring the plain meaning of the words when he claims: 'that we are to
infer anything positively about the tetrach, seems impossible, since anything material to such
an inference is undetermined' ('Christ', p 330) and 'it was not in the design of this author to
prepare us for enmity on the part of Herod against Christ' ('Christ', p329). See Brown, Death,
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go to Jerusalem, 'for it cannot be that a prophet should perish away from
Jerusalem' (13:32-33). In 23:8-11 this long-awaited meeting takes place and
the reader cannot help but fear that Jesus will suffer the same fate as John the
Baptist.
23:8 recalls 9:9, stating that Herod wanted to see Jesus because of his
reputation and hoped to see him perform a sign'. But despite the tetrach's
repeated questions in v:9, Jesus makes no answer. In v:10 we are made aware
that the chief priests and scribes have followed Jesus to Herod and stand about
vigorously making accusations, though the content of these is not specified.
Perhaps disappointed or annoyed by Jesus' silence 2 , Herod proceeds to treat
Jesus contemptuously with the aid of his soldiers 3 . The only mockery in
Luke's account is by Jewish leaders at 22:63-65, Jewish leaders and soldiers4
at 23:35-37 and at this point at the Herodian court. There is no humiliation at
the hands of Roman soldiers (as in Mk 15:16-20). This seems to be a
deliberate attempt to remove the mockery of Jesus from Roman hands; Luke
wants to show that Jesus was respected by Roman authorities5 . The evangelist
is obviously more interested in whitewashing Pilate than Herod. Clearly, in
Herod's view, any claims Jesus may have made are utterly worthless and
contemptible; so much so that he gives Jesus a gorgeous robe, a
magnanimous gesture indicating that he is no threat to the tetrach 6 . Jesus is
then sent back to Pilate.
In v:12 Luke adds a curious note explaining that Herod and Pilate
became friends from that day on. The reason for their former enmity is not
obvious from Luke's account; it may have arisen from Pilate's slaughter of the
p769 who writes that Luke's statements give 'the impression of an unstable character capable
of homicidal violence'.
1 For Luke's use of signs see Brown, Death, p 770.
2Grundmann, Evangelium, p 425.
3The textually uncertain Kat in v:11, if original, may stress the tetrach's involvement; 'even
Herod' or 'also Herod'; see Metzger, Textual, p 179. Verrall rightly notes that Herod's
behaviour mocks the Jewish accusers as much as Jesus, 'Christ', p 342.
40n their identity see an earlier note in the present chapter.
5Goulder, Luke, p 756. A further reason for moving the mockery up to this point is that it
allows Pilate to hand Jesus over directly to the Jews for crucifixion in 23:25ff, thereby
enhancing the impression that they actually crucify Jesus.
6Many commentators take this robe as further mockery of Jesus' messianic claims. Loisy,
followed by Creed and others, thought that Luke had deliberately omitted any reference to
colour so as not to show Jesus aping imperial purple. Since some Latin MSS describe the
robe as albus , Danker suggests that Luke has in mind the white toga worn by political
aspirants in Polybius' History 10.5.1 (Commentary, p 465). Fitzmyer, however, asserts that
there is no suggestion that the robe had anything to do with Jesus' alleged kingship, 'it is
chosen to mock his guiltlessness' (Gospel, p 1482).
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Galileans in 13:1 but this is far from clear l . What is important within Luke's
narrative is that the trials of Jesus have brought two very different rulers
together: both are united in their estimation of Jesus' harmlessness. The same
pattern has emerged with Herod as with Pilate: Luke's narrative has prepared
the reader to expect each ruler to be antagonistic towards Jesus, an expectation
which makes their casual assumption of his innocence all the more
noteworthy. This is particularly surprising in that Jesus has done nothing at
all to try to court either one's favour.
Pilate's Summing Up, v:13-15a
The case has been returned to Pilate. The previously unwilling judge
at first appears to act with a certain amount of decisiveness. He takes the
initiative and summons the chief priests, rulers 2 and the people together and
delivers his verdict. The practical problems in summoning these groups of
people do not seem to worry Luke 3 ; nor does the fact that the chief priests and
scribes have been present at the interview before Herod (v:10) and may be
presumed to have accompanied Jesus back to the court of the governor. What
is important is that both the Jewish people and their leaders hear Pilate's
second declaration of Jesus' innocence in v:14 and that they all together will
convict their messiah4.
After reiterating the main charge, that of perverting the people, Pilate
goes on to say: xca iboi) 46.) Evu'rnov bliCtiv Ccvaxpivac. Avaxpivm is a
technical term corresponding to the Latin cognitio referring to an examination
by a magistrate, eg Acts 4:9, 12:19, 24:8, 28:18. But Pilate has not examined
the prisoner already; he has refused to become involved in the case and
passed the prisoner on to Herod. The readers may suspect that he is once
again trying to avoid dealing with the prisoner. For the second time, Pilate
declares Jesus innocent, adding that Herod too reached the same conclusion
'Taking 23:12 and the trial before Herod as historical, this is Blinzler's suggestion
('Niedermetzelung', pp 24-49); Hoehner (Herod, pp 175-176) and Goulder (Luke, p759)
suggested that the enmity was caused by the incident concerning the gilded shields narrated
by Philo, Leg 299-305.
2Referring probably to the lay nobility as at 19:47, possibly also the scribes; Grundmann,
Evangeliurn, p 425.
3The same verb auyicaXho is used in Acts 5:21 and 28:17 of calling together a council;
Matera, Lk 23,1-25', p 548.
4Luke 'stresses the representative and authoritative character of the audience', Evans, Luke, p
853.
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since he sent him back'. Clearly the Lukan readers are to assume that Herod
would have put Jesus to death had he found him guilty of any of the charges
(as presumably in 13:31). Pilate has now provided the two witnesses required
by Dt 19:15 to Jesus' innocence 2 ; both are influential people whose opinion
would not be dismissed lightly, one a Roman governor, the other a Jewish
tetrach.
Conflicting Verdicts, v:15b-23
Pilate says that Herod has returned Jesus irpOg kik. But why does he
say 'to us', that is, to the governor along with the representatives of the whole
Jewish people, instead of 'to me' 3 ? This seems to be the first indication that
the people are going to have a say in the fate of Jesus. The judge of Jesus will
no longer be Pilate alone but the chief priests, rulers and Jewish people.
The scene continues with three sets of parallel verdicts: each time
Pilate tries to release Jesus and each time the crowd shout against him. Whilst
Pilate's verdict remains virtually the same all three times, that of the crowd




(Behold, nothing deserving death has
been done by him); I will therefore
chastise him and release him (15b-16).
II
Pilate addressed them once more,
desiring to release Jesus (20)
III
(Why, what evil has he done? I have
found in him no crime deserving
death;) I will therefore chastise
Away with this man (and
release to us Barabbas) (18)
Crucify, crucify him (21)
But they were urgent,
demanding with loud cries
that he should be crucified. (23)
l oibi may have the sense of 'not even Herod'; if so, Pilate may mean that Herod, as a Jew,
might be more easily expected to see what crime had upset the Jewish leaders in Jerusalem.
2In the same way that two witness attest that Jesus is the promised messiah at the beginning of
the gospel (Simeon and Anna in 2:22-38), so now Luke has provided two witnesses at the end
of Jesus' life to emphasize that Jesus is no political threat; Grundmann, Evangelium, p 424.
3Despite the textual valiant here ('for I sent you to him', supported by A,B,D4 and others)
this is the most likely reading; see Metzger, Textual, p 179.
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him and release him (22).
The Roman judge dramatically gives his verdict on the case: 1Cdt 160i)
01!)6EV OttlOV OaVaT01) ETTLV neltpaygevov	 and proceeds to tell the
assembled crowd what he intends to do with the prisoner: ncabeticrac oirv
ain-Ov exiroXt5cRo. But this sentence does not follow from his previous
verdict if Jesus is not guilty of any of the Jewish charges and does not deserve
death, why then does Pilate say 'therefore' I will teach him a lesson? He
seems to be suggesting that he give Jesus a milder disciplinary beating rather
than theflagellatio administered before crucifixion in Mk 15:16-20 1 ; the
lighter beating was often associated with a warning, when the governor
decided that the situation did not require a formal cognitio, for example when
dealing with juvenile gangs or acts of negligence 2 . Again Pilate seems to be
trying to avoid a formal trial; yet the very fact that he has declared Jesus
innocent but is willing to give him a mild beating to placate the crowd shows
that already he is bowing to Jewish pressure.
The chief priests, rulers and crowd also give their verdict Alpe
Toin-ov, a cry which is echoed later in connection with Paul in Acts 21:36,
22:22 (and Is 53:8). Instead of Jesus, they demand the release of Barabbas,
one who was certainly guilty of perverting the nation by his insurrectionary
activity.
Again in v:20 Pilate gives his verdict, wishing to release Jesus, and
again the crowds give their verdict against the prisoner. This time they
demand crucifixion: Eralipot.) oratipou eciyrOv. Pilate asks 'Why what evil
has he done?' and repeats his earlier verdict of 15b-16. The crowds shout
back even louder for crucifixion. Their cries reach a crescendo until in 23b
Luke records that their voices prevailed. In this brief phrase Pilate has lost
all credibility as a Roman governor and judge: his feebly repeated verdict is
swept aside by the demands of the people he was sent to govern.
'On the basis of Dig 28.19.7, Sherwin-White suggests that there were three grades of beatings
in the empire: _flutes , flagella and verbera, Roman, p 27. Although the precise differences
between them are uncertain, noiticustv (meaning 'to bring up', 'educate', instruct' or 'correct')
seems to correspond to the lightest of these, the fustigatio, or disciplinary beating; so Evans,
Luke, p 854; Grundmann, Evangelism, p426. Htzmyer not very convincingly suggests that
Pilate is using an euphemism for flagella° here, 'probably to salve his own conscience',
Gospel, p 1484.
2See Sherwin-White, Roman, pp 27f for references.
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The Sentence v:24-25
Luke is the only gospel to admit that Pilate passed sentence, but he
makes it plain that it reflects the crowd's verdict, not the Roman governor's:
'so Pilate gave sentence that their demand should be granted". It is not so
much a condemnation of Jesus as a decision that what the priests, leaders and
people want should be done 2. The final verse is almost pitiful. Pilate meekly
hands over an insurrectionary and murderer, a political rebel against Rome in
response to the demand of the people he is supposed to govern. It must be
remembered that there has been no armistice or privilegium paschale in Luke.
The fate of Barabbas has nothing whatsoever to do with that of Jesus in
Luke's presentation; Pilate does not have to release either prisoner. The effect
of this is that Pilate's actions are all the more reprehensible: not only does he
allow a man to be crucified whom both he and Herod have found innocent3,
but he releases a political prisoner simply because the crowd ask for it. In the
governor's court injustice has triumphed over justice.
Conclusion
In a drastic revision of his Marlcan source, Luke's major apologetic
purpose in 23:1-25 is to use Pilate as the official witness to Jesus' innocence
and to lay the blame for Jesus' crucifixion first on the intrigues of the chief
priests (v:1-12) and then on representatives of the whole Jewish nation (v:13-
25). This scheme continues throughout Acts where Roman involvement
always follows Jewish plots. But once Pilate has three times declared Jesus
innocent, Luke does not seem intent upon painting a glowing picture of
Roman administration. In fact, quite the reverse seems to be the case. As
Talbert notes, 'Pilate appears more as an advocate who pleads Jesus' case than
as a judge presiding over an official hearing' 4. He refuses to become involved
with the charges and simply declares Jesus innocent. He does not want to
bother with the case and seizes on the opportunity to pass Jesus on to Herod.
But Herod, who does question Jesus at length, albeit for self-interested
motives, sees Jesus as no threat and returns Jesus to the governor. Pilate
1 ixixpivev in v:24 has the technical nuance of issuing an official sentence; see also 2Macc
4:47, 3Macc 4:2.
2Matera, 'Lk 23,1-25', p 549; Walaskay, And So, p44.
3Luke has highlighted Pilate's culpability in that he gives sentence contrary to both his own
opinion and that of Herod; yen-all, 'Chnse, p339.
4Talbert, Reading, p217.
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seems in control, it is he who summons the three Jewish groups, but he soon
shows signs of weakness. Eventually he convicts a man whom he has
declared innocent and releases a rebel and murderer because of the demand of
the people. Bowing to Jewish pressure not only undermines his own
judgement but also that of Herod. In the end, Jewish mob-pressure has
triumphed over Roman justice. The weak Pilate has let down not only himself
as a governor and judge, and Herod, but also the Roman administration he is
supposed to represent.
This presentation of Pilate is consistent with the references to him in
Acts. 13:28 simply states that the people of Jerusalem and their leaders asked
Pilate to have Jesus killed though they could charge him with nothing
deserving death. 3:13 charges the people of Israel with delivering Jesus up
and denying him in the presence of Pilate who had decided to release him.
Both these passages lay the blame for Jesus' crucifixion on the Jewish people,
their leaders or both. Acts 4:25-28, however, does not contain such extreme
anti-Jewish bias and, after quoting Ps 2:1-2, reads:
'for truly in this city there were gathered together against
thy holy servant Jesus, whom thou didst anoint, both Herod
and Pontius Pilate, with the gentiles and the peoples of
Israel, to do whatever thy hand and thy plan had predestined
to take place'. (4:27-28, RSV).
Obviously, Luke would not have included the psalm and the subsequent
commentary on it if he felt it was completely at variance with his presentation
of the Roman trial. Although he clearly wants to lay the bulk of the blame on
the Jewish chief priests, Pilate's lack of interest and weakness inevitably lead
him to a place in this evil alliance. The Roman governor has not been
whitewashed.
In this way, Pilate's characterization conforms to that of other Roman
judges in Luke-Acts; Luke always draws a distinction between Roman law
which sees no harm in Christianity and its weak or even corrupt governors
through whose incompetence Jewish opponents of the new movement could
claim some victories.
Finally, what does this portrayal of Pilate tell us about the perception
of Rome held by Luke's community? For over two and a half centuries the
widely held scholarly consensus has been that Luke composed his two volume
work as an apology for Christianity addressed to a Roman magistrate,
Theophilus l . Yet this theory is not without serious flaws. First, there is no
'This view was first put forward by CA. Heumann in 1721; for a similar interpretation see
Cadbury, Making, pp 5-7. For a history of research into Luke's political apologetic see
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suggestion in the two-volume work of widespread persecution or injustice at
Roman hands which would necessitate such a work. Secondly, Luke's
narrative is dotted with several anti-Roman references; for example, he openly
refers to Simon as a zealot (Lk 6:15, Acts 1:13), he makes no attempt to cover
up Jesus' command to buy swords (Lk 22:35-38), nor does he attempt to cover
up the kingly aspect to Jesus' messiahship (Lk 19:38). This would be
extremely curious if Luke were writing for a non-Christian Roman audience'.
Thirdly, the portrayal of Pilate which we have just seen and his fellow Roman
governors would hardly commend itself to a Roman official. True, Pilate
declared the leader of Christianity innocent, but any Roman magistrate would
surely be suspicious of the legality of the trial which Luke presents. Pilate
seemed reluctant to try the case, not even exploring two of the charges. Nor is
Pilate recommended by his character; he is weak and manipulated. It is
difficult to imagine a Roman official reading Luke's account and feeling
reassured that Christianity was no threat to Roman law and order.
More recently, Walaskay has turned the traditional theory around,
arguing that Luke-Acts is not an apology for the church but an apology for
Rome directed at Luke's own community. Some perhaps tended to deprecate
the imperial government; some may have 'anxiously awaited the coming of the
Lord and saw little value in developing a dialogue with the enduring state; all
would have been attempting to work out their new social relationship with the
empire without the prop of Judaism 2 . Again, this theory is not without its
drawbacks. Most importantly, whilst it is clear from Luke-Acts that the
relationship between Luke's community and Judaism was an important issue,
there is no evidence for either the deprecation of Rome or an expectation of an
imminent parousia within the two writings. Furthermore, if it were Luke's
purpose to portray Rome in a positive way, why has he included
inconsequential details which only serve to show the representatives of Rome
in a poor light, for example Felix hoping for a bribe (Acts 24:26) or Pilate's
slaughter of the Galileans (Lk 13:1). Luke's readers would hardly be
impressed by the picture of Pilate which the evangelist presents. Pilate's most
Walaskay, And So, pp 1-14. This view is still held by some, eg Fitnnyer, Gospel, p 10;
Evans, Luke, pp 108-111.
'Other anti-Roman passages can be found at 1:52,4:18-19, 12:49,51, Acts 5:29, 42, 21:38,
2831 For a fuller discussion see Walaskay, And So, pp 15-22. See also Cassidy, Jesus, who
argues on the basis of these and other references that Luke has no political apologetic directed
towards Rome.
2Walaskay, And So, pp 64-67. A similar view was put forward by Maddox, Purpose, pp 96ff
who suggested that Luke was trying to cultivate a sober, inoffensive style of life and attitude
towards the Roman government such as that advocated in Rom 13:1-7 and 1Pet 2:11-17; the
evangehst was anxious to avoid both Christian self-assertiveness towards Rome and voluntary
martyrdoms.
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important function is to provide an official proclamation of Jesus' innocence
under Roman law; why would this be needed in such a community?
Another more likely solution to this problem has come from Esler.
Like Walaskay, he assumes that Luke is writing to address internal problems
within his community rather than the non-Christian Roman world at large.
According to Esler,
'among the members of Luke's community were a number of Romans
serving the empire in a military or administrative capacity, .. . part of
Luke's task was to present Christian history in such a way as to
demonstrate that faith in Jesus Christ and allegiance to Rome were not
mutually inconsistent'l.
Luke's narrative shows that the state was on Jesus' side and that to confess
yourself a Christian was no crime against Roman law2.
This would account for Luke's interest in Rome generally and also why
the Roman trial occupies such an important position in his narrative. Such a
readership would also account for the negative portrayal of Roman governors:
if Roman law found Jesus and Paul innocent (as Luke stresses), then their
deaths need to be accounted for by other means; for Luke, God's purposes are
effected by a combination of Jewish machinations and the weak or depraved
characters of the Roman governors before whom Jesus and Paul were brought.
Christian Romans would presumably not feel offended by these portrayals as
the pages of Luke and Acts are full of positive pictures of Romans with whom
they could identify, including Paul himself. For such a community Luke's
presentation of Pilate served an invaluable role in both officially proclaiming
Jesus' innocence under Roman law and at the same time through his weak,
malleable, ineffectual character providing the means by which Jesus' Jewish
opponents were able to have him executed.
I Esler, Community, p210; he also suggests that Luke wanted to appeal to Roman Christians
by stressing the ancestral nature of Christianity in a similar way to Josephus' concern to
emphasize the ancestral nature of Judaism in his Antiq, pp 212-215.
2See Goulder, Lake, p 761; Conzelmartn, Theology, p 140,
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CHAPTER 7
Pilate in John's Gospel
Virtually all scholars are in agreement that John's gospel was written for
a Christian community which had recently and traumatically broken away from,
or been expelled from, the Jewish synagogue'. There are points of similarity
here with Matthew in that despite the Jewishness of many parts of the gospe12,
the author is vehemently hostile towards his Jewish neighbours. The work
seems to presuppose the fall of the temple in AD 703 but, since the discovery of
the Rylands papyrus, cannot be later than about AD 100-1104. Most scholars
are agreed that a date of roughly 85-95, that is, the reign of Domitian, would fit
well with the circumstances to which the gospel is addressed5.
'in 9:22, 12:42 and 16:2 all refer to this expulsion. See in particular Marty% History;
Brown, Community; Meeks, 'Breaking'; Segovia, 'Love'; Kysar, 'John'; Hengel, Johannine;
and commentaries of Schnackenburg, Barrett and Lindars.
2For example the allusions to Gen 1:1 in the prologue, the references to the passover (2:13,
6:4, 11:55 and 13:1), and the frequent use of OT images (10:11, 15:1-4, 6:51). For a fuller
discussion of both the Jewish and Hellenistic background to John's gospel see Barrett, John
and Judaism; Brown, Gospel, pp Iii-lxvi; Schnackenburg, Gospel, pp 119-149.
The author of the gospel has traditionally been seen as either John the son of
Zebedee, John the Elder of 2 and 3 John or the Beloved Disciple (who may be either of the
first two). Many scholars are content to accept that we do not know the author's identity (eg
Kysar, 'John', p 920; Lindars, Gospel, pp 28-34). Hengel maintains that is was John the
Elder (Johannine, pp 102-108); Barrett, Brown and Sc/mackenburg suggest a disciple of John
son of Zebedee (Brown tentatively suggests that this may have been John the Elder). For a
fuller discussion see Barrett, Gospel, pp 100-127; Brown, Gospel, pp lxycxvii-cii;
Schnackenburg, Gospel, pp 75-104.
3This is suggested by the fact that the Sadducees and the scribes familiar to us from the
synoptics are no longer present; instead, the Pharisees have emerged as the undisputed leaders
of Judaism, suggesting conditions after AD 70. Also 2:13-22 may be an attempt to present
Jesus as the replacement of the destroyed temple, Kysar, 'John', p 919.
4The Rylands Papyrus 457, p52, was found in Egypt and is probably to be dated at about AD
125-150. Since it is very unlikely to have been the original, some time must have elapsed for
the gospel to be known and copied.
5Some scholars, eg Martyn, History, have tied the conflict in John to the promulgation of the
birkatit ha minim, an amendment to the 12th of the 18 Benedictions at the time of Gamaliel II
(80-115) in Jamnia which excluded Christians and heretics from the synagogue.
Unfortunately, we are sure of neither the exact date nor the precise wording of this
'benediction'. Besides, the conflict in John seems to stem from local synagogues and their
leaders rather than with a central decision from Jamnia. Historically, it is likely that problems
with local synagogues and their decisions eventually led to the formulation of the birkath ha
minim. It is probably at this stage that the Jewish/Christian conflict described in John's
gospel (and also in Matthew's) is to be located. See Hengel, Johannine, pp 114-115; Meeks,
'Breaking', who refers to the birkath ha minim as 'a red herring in Johannine research', p 102.
Lindars suggests a date of 85-95 (Gospel, p 42); Barrett suggets c 100 (Gospel, p
128); Brown puts it at 90-100. The latter is probably correct in his assertion that the gospel
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Locating this community is not an easy task. Suggestions have ranged
from Alexandria, Antioch (or elsewhere in Syria)' to Batanaea or lower
Galilee2 . Ephesus, however, is the traditional place of authorship3 and this city
has several points in its favour. First, though few would hold that the author of
John's gospel also wrote Revelation, the two works may have come from the
same community and Revelation explicitly mentions Ephesus (1:11,2:1).
There was also a strong and influential Jewish community in Ephesus (Acts
18:19,24-28; 19:8-20)4 which seems to have been engaged in bitter disputes
with the Christian community (Rev 2:9). Furthermore, Ephesus was the capital
of the Roman province of Asia and this dominant Roman regime would explain
John's interest in Jesus' Roman trial. Though none of these points are
conclusive and certainty is impossible, the following discussion will take
Ephesus as the general area of compositions.
Context
Apart from the chiliarch and the soldiers at Jesus' arrest (18:3), Pilate is
the only Roman with whom Jesus comes into contact. As in the synoptic
gospels, the governor plays his part in the passion narrative as the judge of
Jesus at 18:28-19:16a. In 19:19-22 John has added another story describing a
dispute between Pilate and 'the Jews' regarding the title on the cross. Finally
Pilate makes a brief third appearance at 19:38 when, as in the synoptic gospels,
under% ent several revisions (he suggests five) before it reached its final form (Gospel, pp
lutx-lxxxvi; see also Hengel, Johannine, pp 102ff).
'Dodd, Johannine, pp xxxix-xli, highlighted the parallels between 'John and Matthew,
suggesting that John's gospel, like Matthew, originated at Antioch. However this depends
upon Matthew having been written in Antioch which is far from certain (see chapter on Pilate
in Matthew).
2Eg Wengst, Bedrängte, suggested the Southern part of Agrippa II's kingdom. Due to the
importance of 'Gahleans' and 'Samaritans' in John's gospel and the lack of any explicit
reference to the dominant pagan society, Meeks suggests the gospel was composed in a Greek
city of lower Galilee, 'Breaking', pp 94-144. Lindars, Gospel, pp 43-44 and Hengel,
Johannine, p 115, doubt a Palestinian origin. Furthermore, Bassler, 'Galileans', has shown
that the terms 'Galilean?, 'Samaritans' and 'Jews' are symbolic designations relating not to
ongin but faith.
3Irenaeus, Adv Haer 2.22.5 and 33.4 (quoted by Eusebius HE 3.23.31 and 4.14.3-8).
4For the prominence and influence of Jews in the cities of Asia Minor see Henget, Johannine,
p 116.
5Although he admits the case is 'not strong', Ephesus is favoured by Barrett, Gospel, p 131;
Lindars is uncertain between Ephesus and Syria, Gospel, p 44; Brown, Gospel, pp ciii-civ;
Lightfoot, St John's, p2 and Henget, Johannine, pp 109ff all favour Ephesus.
Schnackenburg seems to want to have the best of all possibilities when he suggests that the
Johannine tradition originated in Palestine and was subjected to Syrian influences before it was
written down in Ephesus, Gospel, p 152.
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Joseph of Arimathea asks for Jesus' dead body. The text for the trial is as
follows:
18.28 ''Ayouatv ot3v TOv !qaoi5v dtr-6 Toi3 Kalo14)a eig TO rparruiptov . -iv Eli
rind- Kai aliTel 06K Elorf9XO0V EIC TO wpatruiptov, tvx jul ptavecliatv &XX&
cpciruatv TO retaxcc. 18.29 it fiX0ev (A y
 6 liatirog gto rptic a13Toç xast
(Moly , TiVa KocTriyopiav (pipe-re kccra] Tot3 dtv0perwrou Totirou; 18.30
durexpieriaav	 EbraV C1316:), Ei jjI v oroc xatcOv rot(iiv, OtIK v Gal
RaPEEILSKallEV atirdv. 18.31 Ei7rEV OtIV atirolg 6 Ilaciroc, Adffere aUrbv
Ups% xal icarez rOv vOpov bpoin, xpivare on'yrciv. eirov a6r62' oi louOalot,
tHpiv oi	 OM dt7COKTELVCX1 01366Va" 18.32 Iva ö Xciyog Toti
7rXtipu.)015 By grey aripaivtov roicp Oavciry fjpeXXev aroOvijaxetv 18.33
ElariX0ev otIv ran/ eig TO rpcur46ptov 6 110.5(rog Kai 4(6.'11c:rev TOv
Ina°iiv	 ebrev a6143, EU el 6 pacracbg ruiv loubaitov; 18.34 etrexpiOr)
look, 'Are) aeauroti	 Taft° Xiyetc ijc1XXot eirOv 001 rep). ipoi3; 18.35
dorexpieri 6 nixdrog, Mtirt iytb loubalk lpt; TO EOVOC TO a6v icai 01
etpxtepeig rapi&occiv ae ipoi . ri iroiricrac; 18.36 dorexpiOri 'Nook,
pax:Facia rj WI 06K EOM iK TO6 1(OGI.101) TO6TOU • 	iK TO 6 KO0j101) TO1STOU
ow:11W«
	 01 67171piTCO 01 4101 tiyuyviCovro	 Iva ph
Trapa5o0tZ Talc lovbaiotg . yin, Si i acraeia i ph mix gcmv iv1ii30ev.
18.37 EINEV OtIV OUITU3 6 rlaiiirog, Otixotiv PacrtheUg c au'; dorexpieri 6
X6yetg On paaastic eipt. iy) eig Taro yeyivvripat 	 Eig
rofiro iXtikuOcc eig ra y tcdapov, vauaprUpT1a(11	 datI6Eia: KtiC cliv ix
Tqç earieeiag cixotiet pou Tijç (ixovfig. 18.38 Xiyet mini? 6 IliXerrog, Ti
iartv earieeta;
Kai TOOT() E1711Z)V irdXtvitflA0Ev rpOg rok loubaioug iai Xiyet
atirolg, 'Ey(1) oalepictv eUpiaxco iv c(i)T43 ainav. 18.39 gartV è auvrjeeta
Upiv vc va etroXtiaco tipiv iv rc) rciaxa . 13miXecr0s ot3v throXtiack) Uplv
-th y Oacraia ni3v loubcdcov; 18.40 iKpaLiyaaav 013V nciXtv Xiyovreg, /4?)
Toiirov &XX& rev BapaPrietv. iv bE 6 BapafiPetc Agar*.
19.1 Tore oZv gXapev 6 Iluleirog tOy	aov xal ipact-riycoaev. 19.2
at ol arpaTtU3Tat 71XitaVTEC 01-64)CCV0V it docaveuiv irifitycav atirofi rfj
icapcafj, Kai ipcirtov rop(kupofiv TreptiPaXov ainciv 19.3 xcit tIpxovro wpbc
ca.)-rev Kai EXEyov, Xaipe 6 painXEUg ni3v loubctiony	 ibiboactv
baniapara. 19.4 Kai it TIXOEV MAW ECU) 6 notecrog Kai Xiyet arrolg,
diyco Up-iv atiT6v gt co, Iva yv(Z)re On otibepictv airiav etipi.mcco iv mini).
19.5 it fiX0ev av 6 'Nook gt co, (Popv rOv doccivOtvov crt-4:avov tail. TO
ropcpupoliv ipcinov. /cal Xiyet atirolc,	 6 civ0p(orog. 19.6 O're oZv
eiElov cttirOv ol ecpxtepelg xal oi 671710iTal iKpoctiyaaccv Xiyovrcg,
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Ercnipcoopy craniotomy . Xiyet atirolc 6 litXerroc, Acifiere atir6v i)peic xcit
crraupuiaare- iy63 yap otix dpiaxto iv aims.") airiay . 19.7 airexpiancray
atir(i) o't loubatiot, 'Hpelg yOpov gx0fleV ica 1CUTC1 TOV V61.10V 64kEiXE1
Our08aVEIV, rt vi6v Oeoii iaurOv
19.8 "0-re oil y ifrovcrey 6 rlaaroc Tot3rov TOY X6yov, paiXXov
i403134011, 19.9 Kea EtafIXOEV etc r6 7roatr6ploy
 rciAtv xal Xiyet Teo: griacra,
1160ey ett ati; 6 5. 'ITaoi3ç dar6xptcrty
 oiicEbtoxev airnti. 19.10 Xiyst
on3r4i 6 Iladroc, 'Epoi o XaXelc; am( olbag On it oucriav 'ixto throXiiaoti
ae Kai it ouaiav Exit) araup6aai as; 19.11 airexpiOti [mini)] licrot3g,
eixe6 it oucriav xar' ipot3 otitzpiav et oh rjv bebopivo y cot divcoOev- bta
robro 6 NapctOotic pi aot peitova ticpctoriav 'ixet. 19.12 iX TOUTOU 6
lItXaroc ECTITEt eCROXI3Gat OtUTOV°o b loobalot ixpatiyaacty Xiyoyrec,
Tay rofirov throXticrog, oim ti 4ixoc T0i3 Kaiaapoc . 7reig 6 fiacraiot EcturOy
-nottiiv avraiyet Tti) Kaiactot.
19.13 '0 oii y nixaroc axoliaag ro3v X6r.ov rotirtov ifyayev gtco
Tway xca ixciOtcrev bet firiparoc etc rciirov XeyOpe yov At0Ocrotorov,
'Ef3paierri ö Tai33aea. 19.14 4v öè irapacxeuil -rob' Ircicrxa, eSpa iv 43g
Exrri. xca Xiyet rolc loubctiotc, 15e 6 13aatAe6g tipGiv. 19.15 ixpatiyaaav
oiv ixeivot, 'Apo./	 crronipwaov atir6v. Xiyet airroi6 6 l'ItXaroc, TOy
PacrIXia Upv araopoiaco; arexpiefluay o't apxtepelg, 015x Exopev flacraia
Eip Kcxiaapoc. 19.16 TOTE 013V 7rapituiCEV atirOv airoIçva araupcoOlj.
This chapter will take a brief look at the sources behind John's passion
account and important Johannine themes which have shaped his portrayal of the
Roman trial narrative before turning to evaluate the characterization of Pilate in
this gospel. After this we shall have looked at the description of Pilate in all
four gospels and it should be possible to draw some picture of the historical
events behind the various Roman trial narratives.
Sources Behind John's Passion Account
Whether we can assume that John and his readers were familiar with the
synoptic passion accounts is uncertain. At one extreme, several scholars assert
that John knew and used Mark, Luke or all of the Synoptics l . At the other end
of the scale, others think that John did not make use of any synoptic gospel or
'Examples are Barrett, Gospel, pp 341; Lee, 'St Mark' (dependence on Mark); Bailey,
Traditions, p121 (dependence on Luke); Sabbe, Trial', and Neirynck, "John', (both argue
John was dependent on the Synoptics).
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synoptic sources and was dependent instead on an independent passion
source l . A more moderate view, and one which will be assumed throughout
this chapter, is that John was acquainted with some of the sources or traditions
behind Mark (and possibly Luke), or ones similar to them, but not necessarily
with any of the Synoptics in their final form2. The major reason for accepting
Johannine knowledge of at least the traditions behind Mark is that the portrayal
of Pilate which emerges from John's gospel has several points of similarity
with that in Mark, as will become clear in the following discussion.
Important Johannine Themes Culminating in the Trial before
Pilate
1)	 The Roman trial narrative occupies an important position within John's
narrative. The proceedings are much longer than those found in the Synoptics.
The importance is emphasized further by the lack of any formal Jewish trial in
this gospel. Features belonging to the synoptic account of the Jewish trial are
found scattered throughout the Fourth Gospel, especially in chapter 10 where
'the Jews' ask Jesus if he is the Christ and then accuse him of blasphemy
(vv:22-39). Nor is the reader ever in any doubt that 'the 3evos' want to arrest
Jesus3 or even to kill him4 . In 11:47-53 the Sanhedrin meet and, apparently in
Jesus' absence, condemn him to death. Yet John records no formal Jewish trial
of Jesus before he is handed over to Pilate; Jesus is taken to Annas (18:13)
who questions him 7repl TCov II aOrrru3v Cti)T01.3 1CCa 7repi TTIC btbaxfic
aiYroo (18:19) and then sends him to Caiaphas (18:24). The reason for Jesus'
appearance before Caiaphas is not entirely obvious. Certainly Annas does not
pass any formal sentence and John twice makes it clear that Annas is not the
High Priest (18:13,24). If there is to be any formal Jewish conviction of Jesus
it should be before Caiaphas in his official capacity as High Priest. Yet of any
proceedings which may have occurred before Caiaphas, John is completely
silent. The story of Peter's final two denials and the subsequent cock-crow is
inserted between the sending of Jesus to Caiaphas (v:24) and the sending of
'Exponents of this view include Gardner-Smith, St John; Bultmann, Gospel, pp 653f; Dodd
Historical, Pt 1A; Meeks, Prophet p 18 n 4; Brown, Gospel, vol I p xlvi.
2This view is held by Buse, 'St John/Markan', pp 215-219 and 'St John/Matthew/Luke', pp
65-70; Borgen, 'John', pp 246-259, holds a view somewhere between the last two alternatives.
37:30, 32, 44 (here it is 'the people), 45f, 10:39, 11:57.
4Whilst Mark has only one explicit statement of this, John has several: 5:16-18, 7:1,19,25,
8:6,37,40,44,59, 10:31, 11:8,50,53.
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Jesus to Pilate (v:28), thus masking the fact that John has said nothing about the
meeting between Caiaphas and Jesus. In the Fourth Gospel, then, Jesus' only
trial after his arrest is at the hands of the Roman prefect, Pontius Pilate.
2)	 Even a cursory reading of Jn 18:28-19:16a reveals a carefully
formulated structure. Throughout John's gospel scholars have found many
'chiastic' structures'; that is, two parallel groups of ideas or actions in which
the second group is the mirror image of the first, such as A-B-C-C*-B*-A*. In
general, however, except for isolated verses such as 16:28, these chiasms are
not entirely clear: often parallel pairs are linked only by one or two words, often
additional verses interrupt the parallelism. This lack of any formal structure is
emphasized by the failure of different commentators to agree on exactly what
the chiastic structure is in any particular passage 2. Many of the chiastic
'structures' within the fourth gospel may reveal rather a tendency of the author
to pick up previous ideas and themes, giving his writing an almost circular
character at times.
In contrast, 18:28-19:16a do reveal a carefully ordered chiastic structure
arranged not so much on content as the location of the individual scenes.
Although Bultmann divided this section into six scenes (taking 19-.1-8 as one
unit)3 and Meeks adds 19:17-22 to the trial narrative, the overwhelming
consensus amongst scholars is that the verses are to be divided into seven
divisions, a particularly significant number within John's gospel s . These are:
18:28-32, 33-38a, 38b-40, 19:1-3, 4-8, 9-11, 12-16. This structural division
is emphasized primarily by the movements of Pilate between 'the Jews' who
remain outside the praetorium and Jesus who, for most of the action, remains
inside the praetorium. The action is arranged into two symmetrical groups,
each with three scenes and centring on the scourging in 19:1-3. In each of the
two groups, Pilate is outside the praetorium with 'the Jews' (and later Jesus)
throughout the first and third scenes and inside with Jesus in the second scene.
This structure, which forces Pilate to move constantly between Jesus
and his Jewish accusers, has often been used as a basis upon which to build
'In particular see Brown, Gospel; Leon-Dufour Trois Chiasmes', pp 249-255; Lund
'Influence', pp 27-48,405-433.
2Cornpare for example Brown's 'structure' of 15:7-17, Gospel, p667 with that of Bong,
Waive, pp 68f.
3 Bultmann, Gospel, p 648.
4MeeIts, Prophet, p 62.
5For example, Jesus performs seven signs, gives seven discourses and, in 4:52, heals the
official's son 'at the seventh hour'. For an alternative structure see Giblin, 'John's', pp 221-
224.
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John's characterization of Pilate. It is common amongst commentators to see
Pilate going from one group to another, vacillating and indecisive, or desperate
to avoid making a decision'. Yet this approach has not paid sufficient attention
to ancient literary methods. As Alter puts it:
'The fixed practice of biblical narrative, with only a few rather marginal
exceptions, limits scenes to two characters at a time - or sometimes, to
the exchange between one character and a group speaking in a single
voice as a collective interlocutor'2.
John is clearly following this convention; in order to highlight the exchanges
between Pilate/'the Jews' and Pilate/Jesus, he locates the dialogues in different
settings, only in the fifth and seventh scenes does he allow all the characters to
come together as in the synoptic accounts. The fact that Pilate moves inside and
outside the .praetorium therefore is most probably due to John's literary style
rather than an attempt to make Pilate appear indecisive.
3)	 An important motif throughout the Johannine trial narrative is the
emphasis on Jesus' kingship. Whilst John often refers to Jesus as 'Christ'3,
the specific title 'king' is used only three times outside the trial narrative: 1:49,
6:15 and 12:13-15. The first occurs relatively privately when Nathanael
describes Jesus as 13cccnX6i)c to13 'hy pariX in front of a small group of
disciples. 'Israel' was the preferred Jewish self-definition4 and this title seems
to have been the Jewish messianic version of 'the King of the Jews 15 . After the
feeding of the five thousand, the people declared Jesus to be 6 apabriTic 6
ipxOpevog etc rev miopov (6:14). In the next verse, John states that
Jesus withdrew from the crowds because he perceived that they were about to
make him king by force. This verse gives us two important insights into John's
view of kingship. First, the evangelist clearly shows that Jesus is rejecting a
political kingly role. Secondly, he shows his readers that popular support for
Jesus was such that the crowds wanted to make him their king, although the use
of the term 'prophet', which in Johannine thought is an inadequate description
for Jesus, shows that the crowd had not understood his mission. Again at
Jesus' entry into Jerusalem (12:13-15), he is hailed by the people as 6
l Eg Stibbe, Storyteller, p 106.
2Alter, Art, p 72.
3 1:41,4:25-26, 27, 7:26f, 31, 40f, 10:24, 11:27, 12:34, 20:31.
4 Mayer, 'Israel', esp pp 310-311. The term 'King of Israel' is also applied to Yahweh in Is
41:21, 44:6.
5 In Mk 15:32 the chief priests mock Jesus as 6 XptatOg 6 f3 a cr acbc 'Icrpaipt, even
though the Gentile title on the cross reads 6 13acrasbc rcin,
 'Ioubaicuv (followed by Mt
27:42; in Lk 23:37 the Gentile soldiers describe Jesus as 'the King of the Jews').
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f3acrtXebg TO13 arjX. Less specifically, Jesus refers to himself in chapter
10:1-30 as the 'good shepherd'. In the OT, the idea of kingship, or the ruler of
Israel, is often portrayed as a shepherd with his sheep; for example Zech 11 or
the wicked rulers of Jer 23:1-4, 2:32-38, Is 56:9-12, Ez 34. David is a
shepherd-king (Ps 78:70-72); the messianic prophecy of Ez 34:23 says: will
set up over them one shepherd, my servant David, and he shall feed them: he
shall feed them and be their shepherd'. Num 27:17 calls for one to be as a
shepherd to Israel: the one who is appointed is Joshua whose Greek name, as
Barrett points out', was Inook. God himself could also be described using
shepherd imagery2 . The emperor Tiberius too is reported in Dio as describing
his Egyptian subjects as his 'sheep' and in Suetonius he advises the Egyptian
prefect on how to be a 'good shepherd'3.
Within the Roman trial narrative the issue of Jesus' kingship suddenly
becomes prominent; the word 'king' occurs seven times. The impression is that
John wants to focus on the title and to describe exactly in what sense Jesus
really was a king.
4)	 Much more meaningful than kingship for John is the title 'Son of God':
the gospel was written with the intention 'that you may believe that Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God' (20:31). It is possible that 'Son of God' was a
messianic title based on the OT coronation formula where Yahweh calls the
messiah his ison'4. But for John's readers the title has a much deeper
significance5 . The title primarily shows the unique relationship between Jesus
and the Father (17:21), a relationship based on mutual love and filial obedience
(5:19, 8:28,4:34). Jesus shares the functions of the Father in that he too is the
judge of all people and the bringer of eternal life (5:17-30); in fact, Jesus
reflects the character of the Father so completely that 'to see the Son is to see the
Father' (14:9). 'Both moral likeness and essential unity are included'6.
In 19:7 'the Jews' will charge Jesus with 'making himself the Son of
God (on vibv Ogoii ican-Ov iroiTiagv). For John's readers this
'Barrett, Gospel, p 369.
2Ps 8at, 23:1, h 4011. In the NT, too, the shepherd imagery is used of the sovereign: Rev
127; Mt 2:6 (quoting Mic 5:2) sees a shepherd as the messianic ruler.
3Dio 57.10.5; Suetonnts, Tiberius 32.2.
4See Dodd, Interpretation, p 253; Brown, Gospel, p 88; 2Sam 7:14, Ps 89:27,2:6-7. This
seems to be the way in which it is used in the Synoptics, Dodd p253 points to Mk 14:61,
Mt 16:16.
5As Brown has noted (Gospel, p 1060), Thomas' confession in 20:28 of Jesus as 'God' makes
it unlikely that the gospel was wntten simply to show that Jesus was the messiah.
GBarrett. Gospel, p72.
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accusation is completely untrue. Jesus did not make himself the Son of God,
nor did he become God's Son through adoption, as was the case with the
Israelite Kings, but right from the beginning of time he has existed in this
unique relationship with the Father (1:1,8:58, 17:5). In Brown's words, 'he is
not a man who makes himself God, he is the Word of God who has become
manq .
5)	 John's gospel is unique in that Roman involvement in his narrative
comes not only with the handing over to Pilate but at the arrest of Jesus. Whilst
this is a purely Jewish affair in the Synoptics2 , Judas is accompanied in the
fourth gospel not only by representatives of 'the Jews' but also by soldiers
(Tire pay , 18:3). If there was any doubt that John is referring to Roman
troops here, it is dispelled by the reference to the xtXiapxoc in v:18 who is
clearly the leader of the cr7rEip a, or cohort. Furthermore, John cannot be using
Roman military terms anachronistically to refer to non-Roman troops, as occurs
in the LXX3 , since he goes on to refer to Jewish officers. So in the Fourth
Gospel, Jesus is clearly arrested by Roman troops. Whether John found this
detail in a reliable historical tradition or whether he inserted it himself is not
important for the flow of the narrative; what is important is that Roman
involvement in Jesus' death, according to John, begins right from his arrest.
Nor is this involvement only minimal: John states that a whole ord. p a
was present. The exact number of men denoted by this term is not entirely
clear. 1.7Tei pa translates the Latin cohors, the tenth part of a legion, or about
600 men. This is consistent with the reference to the xt.Xiapxog in v:18 which
was often used to translate the Latin tribunis militum or commander of a
cohort4. Even if (mei pa is taken to refer only to a maniple of 200 men, John's
account suggests that a substantial number of troops was involved 5. These
I Brown, Gospel, p 408.
2Mark has Judas accompanied by OxKoc plEra IlaXal.pC3V 1Clit S luv trap& -r(3v
cipxtipuw Ka\ Tr.Bv ypapparLav Kai ni)v irpEaPuripow (14:43);Matthew
describes the crowd as Irok6c and omits the reference to scribes (26:47); in Luke it is the
cipxtEpeic ith arpargyobc toi3 cpoi3 iaX 7rpeofiuripouc themselves who have
come to arrest Jesus (22:52).
3Brown, Gospel, p 808 makes this point.
4 1n times of peace, however, the governor had only auxilliary troops, drawn from non-Jewish
residents, at his disposal; this was the situation in Palestine until Vespasian (Schiller,
History, vol I (rev), p 362). Their infantry was divided into cohorts varying from 500-1000
men.
51-listorically, Winter, who thinks that Roman troops were involved in Jesus' arrest, suggests
that these figures would be far too high and thinks it more likely that Jesus was arrested by a
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come out to arrest Jesus with ON-Xov in 18:3, obviously expecting resistance
from either Jesus or his followersl.
Leaving aside the historicity of this scene, what John portrays on a
dramatic-literary level is a fairly large military operation involved in the arrest of
Jesus. John's readers would surely know that these Roman troops could only
have been placed at the disposal of the Jewish leadership by the prefect himself.
Although John has not actually recorded that 'the Jews' have enlisted the help
of the Roman prefect, his readers could assume it, not only from the account of
the arrest, but also from the Jewish plot in chapter 11 where the chief priests
and Pharisees express their fear that the Romans will take severe measures
against Jesus' increasing popularity (11:48). John's account, then, suggests
that Pilate had already become involved in the plot against Jesus prior to his
arrest.
6)	 John's description of this scene illustrates another point which will be
highlighted later in the trial: the Johannine Jesus is perfectly in control of the
situation and goes willingly to his fate. This has been prepared for in the Good
Shepherd discourse in chapter 10, a chapter which is of great importance for
understanding the Roman trial narrative and one which will be returned to at
many points in the following discussion. In 10:11 Jesus says 'the good
shepherd lays down his life for the sheep'; in v:14 he says that he is the good
shepherd and continues: 'I lay down my life, that I may take it again. No one
takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord. I have power to lay it
down, and I have power to take it again (vv:7-8). Faced with Jesus' revelation
of himself in the words 'Eyui etin, those arresting Jesus draw back and fall to
the ground (18:6). Those acting with the authority of 'the world' have no
power over Jesus.
-7)	 The hostility between John's community and the synagogue expresses
itself most forcibly in the author's presentation of 'the Jews'. Although on
occasion this term may be used neutrally 2, it is much more frequently used
&rano and ten men (Trial, p 29). If there is any accuracy to the report in Acts 23:23,
however, the Romans may have occasionally used disproportionately large numbers of men_
'Those who arrest Jesus in the Synoptic:3 are similarly armed, Mk 14:43, Mt:47, Lk 22:52_
2E4. 4:22, 8:31 and 11:19.
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perjoratively of Jesus' opponents who are hostile to him and his message'.
They murmur at Jesus' words (6:41), are unbelieving (9:18), want to put
believers out of the synagogue (9:22) and seek to kill Jesus (5:16, 18,7:1,
10:31 and 11:8). In 8:44 Jesus tells 'the Jews' that they are of their father the
devil and that their will is to do his desires. This extreme hostility derives from
one of the most striking literary features of John's gospel, its existential
dualism. 'The Jews' are those who reject Jesus in contrast to those who believe
in him. John has a wide range of dualistic symbols which he uses to contrast
those who believe with those who do not. Continually throughout the gospel
Jesus or the evangelist posit two alternatives: for example those who receive the
light/ those who do not (1:11-12); those who are born of the Spirit/ those who
are born of the flesh (3:6), he who does what is evil/ he who does what is true
(3:20-21); he who is of God/ he who is not (8:47) 2 . In a person's response to
Jesus there is no room in Johannine thought for a third category of neutrality;
one must decide either to accept the revelation or not.
Those who do not accept Jesus' revelation are 'of the world', part of the
evil realm in opposition to Jesus3 . The world hates believers (7:7, 15:8),
rejoices in Jesus' suffering (16:20) and is ruled by Satan (12:31, 14:30). Jesus
and believers, however, are 'not of the world' (8:23, 15:19, 17:14), they are
'from above' (3:3, 7).
Two of these dualistic ideas have a particular bearing on the portrayal of
Pilate: they are the concepts of 'truth' and 'hearing'.
a)	 The importance of the term 'truth' within the thought of the fourth
evangelist is clearly recognizable from the occurrence of the noun Ockri Ott a
and its two related adjectives danerjg (implying 'true despite appearances')
and dulti &twig (implying 'the only real') throughout Johannine literature'. At
times John's use of these words seems to denote simply that which is in
accordance with the facts; that is, the opposite to falsehood or deceit s. In other
places, however, ax rj Oet cc and its related adjectives seem to contain a deeper
iFor a full discussion of John's use of 'the Jews' see von Wahlde, 9ohannine', pp 33-60; in
common with the majority of other scholars, he suggests that 'the Jews' virtually always refer
to the religious authorities (pp 45-46).
2Also 12:25, 14:23-24, 15:5-6.
31...ike 'the Jews', the micrtiog can very occasionally be used neutrally, eg 1:9 and 16:21.
40u1 of the 163 uses of these terms in the NT, 85 are found in John's gospel or the epistles.
For more detailed figures see Brown, Gospel, pp 499-501, the definitions of the adjectives are
also taken from Brown.
5Eg 4:18,37, 10:41, 16:7. This is also the case with phrases connected with witness or
testimony within the gospel, eg 5:311, and the authorial asides in 19:35 and 21:24 - 'his
witness is true'.
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meaning. God himself can be described as 'true' or 'truth' as at 3:33 - 'God is
true' - 7:28,8:26, 17:3 and lJn 5:20. The evangelist means not so much that
God is faithful and steadfast but that he represents the ultimate, divine reality'.
Since Jesus and God are one in Johannine thought 2 , Jesus not only bears
witness to 'the truth', ie God3 , and is the means by which grace and truth are
conveyed to mankind (1:17), but he is that truth, expressed most powerfully by
the phrase 'I am the way, the truth and the life' (14:6).
AÄrj Oet a characterizes the heavenly realm above, in opposition to
what is 'from below' or 'of the flesh'. Jesus can claim to be the true food or
true drink in that he provides rea/food and real drink which lead to eternal life,
whilst other forms of food and drink cannot. This involves both the idea of
truth as revelation and truth as that which is opposed to what is false.
John's gospel shares with Hellenistic philosophy the conviction that
divine reality, represented by God's etXrjOeta, is in opposition to the miagog
which lies in the power of the devil (12:31, lln 5:19), a murderer who knows
nothing of the truth because there is no truth in him (8:4446). But he differs
radically in that God sends his only son, who is himself the OA °eta, in order
to save the xciagoc by his revelation of himself and the Father (3:16-21)5.
Those who accept this revelation are 'of the truth'.
b)	 The concept of hearing with understanding is another important
Johannine theme which occurs in the Roman trial narrative. docolic»+ genitive
is often used in John not simply with the sense of hearing what is being said,
but with the deeper meaning of hearing and therefore believing6. The
construction is particularly prevalent in chapter 10. There Jesus' sheep do not
'hear' the voices of the thieves and robbers who come to steal, kill and destroy
(v:8,10); but they hear the voice (Tric (I)oviic ocOToi3 amnia) of the Good
Shepherd (10:3), both his own here (v:14) and his other sheep from a different
'For scholarly discussions on the background to the term 'truth' in John see Dodd,
Interpretation, pp 170-180; Bultmann, TWNTE I, pp 2321; Piper, Truth', pp 713-717; de la
Potterie, 'L'arriere-fond'; and particularly Thisdeton in NIDNTT, vol 3, pp 874-902.
2Eg 1:1, 1&.30,38, 16:15, 17:1, 21.
3Eg 8:13-17, 40, 16:7, 18:37.
4See also 1:14, 5:33.
5Piper, Truth', pp 713-717 makes the same point. The important connection between
(IA4E/Eta and xocifiog can be inferred from the fact that two thirds of the references to
arjetta in the Johannine writings occur within passages which also deal with the xi:STAN -
1:14, 3:21, 8:44-46, 14:17, 15:26, 16:13, 17:15-19, 18:37, 1.In 3:18, 19, 4:6, 5:7.
References to earjesta without the icOapog appear only at 4:23-24,5:33, 8:32,40, 14:6 and
16:7. Arieric is only once connected with the rceocrpog (8:26) and detrietvOg twice (1:9,
6:32), in 17:8 etAnek is linked with the taicrpoc.
6Eg 5:24, 25, 28, 8:40,47, 10:41.
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fold (v:16). Jesus' own are those who hear with understanding and they will
have eternal life.
Later in this same chapter Jesus' words cause a division among 'the
Jews'; those in 10:20 are against him and accuse him of having a demon and
being mad. But the important fact about their statement, as far as the parallels
with the trial narrative are concerned, is that their fundamental lack of
understanding is expressed by a question: Why hear him? (Ti.
OtKO tiete;). The reader knows clearly why it is necessary to 'hear' with belief
and understanding and what the rewards of that will be, but Jesus' Jewish
opponents here represent the hostile 'world' who not only do not hear Jesus but
cannot even see the need to hear him.
The Characterization of Pilate
The general consensus amongst commentators is that John's Pilate is a
weak, vacillating figure, running between Jesus and 'the Jews' in a vain attempt
to release Jesus and finally capitulating before the threats of the people he is
supposed to govern. Three times he proclaims Jesus' innocence and yet he
does not have the strength of character to oppose the will of 'the Jews'. Brown
sees Pilate as 'typical. . . of the many honest, well-disposed men who would
try to adopt a middle position in a struggle that is total', his behaviour
'illustrates how a person who refuses decisions is led to tragedy". R.A.
Culpepper too, in his literary investigation of John's gospel, writes 'As in the
other gospels, Pilate is coerced into authorising Jesus' death'2.
Yet even commentators who hold this view have to admit several
difficulties. Barrett, for example, sees Pilate's repeated ironic references to
Jesus as 'the King of the Jews' as more calculated to embitter 'the Jews' than to
secure Jesus' release3 . No reasons are given for Pilate's scourging of Jesus in
the middle of the trial and Brown is forced to conclude that 'while his intentions
are good, Pilate's sense of justice becomes more and more warped' 4. In the
final scene, not only does Pilate's goading lead 'the Jews' to reject their
1 Brown, Gospel, p 864. Similar views are expressed by Barrett, Lindars and Morris in their
commentaries.
2 Culpepper, Anatomy, p 142.
3 Barrett, Gospel, p 539. Culpepper also notes that this reference 'only baits their (ie The
Jews") hostility', Anatomy, p 142.
4Brown, Gospel, p 889.
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nationalist hopes, but they unconditionally accept the kingship of Caesar; Pilate
has therefore, in a worldly sense, emerged as the victor.
A recent study by D. Rensberger has challenged this usual 'weak'
picture of Pilate, suggesting that the Johannine Pilate is to be read instead as a
'strong' character: 'the kingship of Caesar has a cruel advocate in Pilate, who
spurns both the sovereignty of Israel and the royal witness to truth'1.
Rensberger's study of Pilate, however, is short (only four pages), and in this
chapter I hope to show that his conclusions are basically on the right lines.
Pilate in John's gospel is not an impotent, well-disposed governor but, like 'the
Jews', he is a representative of the hostile world which rejects Jesus. He
serves an important apologetic purpose in his three-fold declaration of Jesus'
innocence; yet even these declarations stem from his assumption of the utter
ridiculousness of Jesus' messianic claims. Although he once feels a certain
amount of superstitious fear, the dominant attitude of the Johannine Pilate
throughout the trial narrative is one of mockery, directed at 'the Jews', their
nationalistic hopes and the prisoner himself.
The Roman Trial
Scene 1(18:28-32)
Without having narrated anything of the proceedings before Caiaphas,
John writes that Jesus is led, presumably by 'the Jews', to the itp avruSplov,
the Jerusalem residence of the governor during the feast. 'The Jews' did not
enter the praetorium 'so that they might not be defiled, but might eat the
passover'2 . On a literary-dramatic level, the evangelist has provided a reason
why 'the Jews' must remain outside, thus the action will take place on two
I Rensberger, Johannine, p 98.
2The historicity of this phrase and exactly what kind of impurity John means have been
frequently discussed by scholars. See the discussions in the commentaries, especially Barrett
and Brown.
Millar, Reflections, argues that John's account is closer to the historical context of Jesus'
ministry and execution, ie the 'real world' of rust century Palestine, than the Synoptics. An
important factor in this is the prominence give to the passover in John's version. The
writings of Josephus give some indication of the status of this feast, the most important of
the annual festivals, and the underlying Jewish beliefs about the sanctity of the festival.
John's account, more so than any of the others, seems to de dominated by the passover. The
approach of the festival dictates the way in which the story will unfold, both in terms of the
timing of events (ie Jesus is executed before the passover) and the conduct and attitudes of the
Jewish hierarchy, pp 377-379. Although Millar argues that this does not prove that John's
account is more historical (it could after all be no more than convincing fiction), it does make
John's account more historically probable than any of the others, p 376.
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stages; 'the Jews' are outside whilst Jesus has been led inside. Pilate is to be
the link between the two.
Pilate is introduced abruptly with no introduction; presumably he was
familiar to John's readers from tradition'. In v:29 he shows a great deal of tact
and courtesy towards 'the Jews': because of their religious sensibilities he
comes out of the praetorium to speak to them. After the involvement of Roman
troops at the arrest, Pilate was probably expecting the delegation2. John gives
the proceedings an air of formality and so begins with the judge asking the
accusers for the charge3 : 'What accusation do you bring against this man?'. He
may be asking for a more precise formulation of the charges against the prisoner
after the preliminary hearing before Annas in 18:19-23.
The.Jews' appear to be taken aback by Pilate's question and it is
difficult not to hear a tone of insolence in their reply: 'If this man were not an
evildoer we would not have handed him over'4. Brown suggests that this
impudence would not be too unexpected if 'the Jews' had acted with Pilate's
backing in the arrest of Jesus and naturally enough expected the governor to try
their prisoners.
Pilate's response and the subsequent Jewish reply have been interpreted
in several different ways. Pilate says: Take him yourselves and judge him by
your own law', 'the Jews' reply: 'It is not lawful for us to put any man to
death'6. The question really revolves around whether Pilate is being serious
here or cynical. If he is understood seriously, it could be argued that Pilate
does not know the precise charge at this point: annoyed at the insolence of 'the
Jews', Pilate tells them to see to Jesus' trial themselves, not realising that he is
charged with a capital crime. The reply of 'the Jews' then is a round-about way
of indicating that they want him executed, which they are powerless to do. This
would make sense if it were not for Roman involvement in Jesus' arrest: surely
Pilate would realize that 'the Jews' had only appealed for Roman aid because
they wanted Jesus executed. Besides, John's readers would not expect a
1 Barabbas is similarly brought into the story in 18:39 with no introduction, though an
explanatory note is inserted in v:40; John assumes that his audience are familiar with the main
characters in the drama.
2This possibility is also voiced by Brown, Gospel, p 866.
3Sherwin-white, Roman, p 17.
4Brown, Gospel, p 866, Barrett describes it as 'extraordinary and almost incredible impudence',
Gospel, p 533.
5Brcnvn, Gospel, p 866.
60n the competency of Jewish courts to execute criminals see chapter 1. Millar, Reflections,
suggests that this is to be understood not as an allusion to a Roman ban on Jews carrying out
executions but as a Jewish law not allowing a capital trial the day before a Sabbath or festival,
p 375; cf mSanh 4.1 which, though later, may reflect the same ban.
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provincial governor to allow a disturber of the peace to pass so easily out of his
hands l , especially at passover time.
It may be better then to interpret the words of the Johannine Pilate
cynically. He has sent Roman soldiers out against Jesus, gone outside the
praetorium to meet the Jewish delegation and attempted to instigate formal
procedures against the defendant, only to be met with insolence. His words
may thus be a way of reminding 'the Jews' that he is the judge and without him
they are not in any position to condemn Jesus. Pilate knows that 'the Jews'
have no power to execute but wants to humiliate them by making them admit it.
The Jews' cannot condemn anyone by their own law and so their answer is a
grudging reflection of this. Pilate is therefore mocking Jewish impotence
concerning capital jurisdiction and also asserting his position as the only one
able to judge Jesus. This theme of judicial authority will reappear in scene vi
when Jesus tells Pilate that the authority which he thinks is his is ultimately
derived from God (19:11).
Scene II (18:33-38a)
Pilate goes inside the praetorium and summons Jesus, asking Ei) ii 6
liacrtAgi)g T63V 10-06cticov;2 But how does the Johannine Pilate know this
charge? The Jews' have told him only that Jesus is an 'evildoer'. Unless the
evangelist is unthinkingly reproducing tradition, Pilate's question here supports
the view that he already knew something of the prisoner before the trial; perhaps
that he had lent military aid to 'the Jews' in order to arrest Jesus precisely
because they had warned him that Jesus was some kind of messianic
pretender3.
To Pilate's straight-forward question, Jesus answers 'Do you say this
of your own accord, or did others say it to you?; Jesus seems to be meaning
'Have you, as a representative of Roman law and order, seen me engaging in
seditious activity and brought this charge against me, or have others suggested
it to you?'
- Pilate's reply clearly indicates that the charge has been formed by Jesus'
own gevoc (so emphasizing Jewish responsibility) and oi apxteptig. This
is the first opportunity Pilate has had to try the prisoner and he is acting on a
I Barrett, Gospel, p 533.
2 This charge is exactly the same in all the gospels and appears to have been derived from
tradition: Mk 15:2, Mt 27:11 (where it is again introduced abruptly), Lk 23:3 (in response to
the Jewish accusations).
30n the title 'King of the Jews' see the chapter on Pilate in Mark.
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charge suggested to him by 'the Jews'. Pilate's reaction 'Am I a Jew?';
emphasizes that the charge is Jewish and at the same time distances Pilate from
'the Jews' and their allegations in that 4-6 Ti. expects a negative answer:
Ethnically, Pilate is certainly not a Jew, and is only acting on information given
to him by others. His sharp reply may also betray an undertone of Roman
contempt for the Jews l . The Roman governor in John's narrative has no prior
knowledge of Jesus' activity other that what 'the Jews' have told him and so
goes on to ask: 'What have you done?' (v:35).
Jesus completely ignores this last question and launches into a
description of his kingdom, using typically Johannine terms (eg
8:23,17:11,14,16)2 . His words stress that his kingdom is not a worldly
political one, as the lack of military activity by his followers suggests;
ipicoviCovTo is imperfect continuous, that is, his followers would be fighting
now, not just at the arrest3 . As Barrett puts it, 'Kings of this world naturally
fight for supremacy; that Jesus and his followers do not do so shows that his
kingdom is of a different order'4.
Pilate refuses to enter into a discussion on the exact definition of Jesus'
kingdom and steers the conversation back to the central theme of Jesus'
kingship with the words: 'So you are a King?'5. The governor wants a definite
statement from Jesus, is he a king or is he not? It may be significant that Pilate
has dropped the reference to 'the Jews', possibly since Jesus' words in v:36
show them to be his enemies. Again, Jesus refuses to give a definite answer
and replies: 'You say that I am'. He then goes on to explain that his central role
is not one of kingship but, in typical Johannine language, to bear witness to the
truth (v:37)6 . Everyone who is 'of the truth', Jesus states, hears his voice
(v:37). In reply, Pilate utters his famous question, 'What is truth?'.
How did the author of the Fourth Gospel expect his readers/hearers to
interpret this? Is he simply using his frequent motif of misunderstanding here?
Throughout the Fourth Gospel hostile, neutral and friendly characters show
themselves unable to understand Jesus' words. A particularly clear example of
1 Brown, Gospel, p 852.
2 Unlike the synoptic accounts, references to the 'kingdom' are very rare in John. Previously
13acnXei a Tot-) Oeoti has been referred to in 3:3,5; here it is not God's kingdom but Jesus',
although 17:10 shows that what is God's is also Jesus'.
3 Morris, Gospel, p 769; Dodd, History, p 112.
4 Barrett, Gospel, p 537.
5 Barrett notes that the argumentative particle °bray seeks a definite answer and translates:
'Very well, so you are a King?' Gospel, p 537.
6 Cf 3:21, 14:17, 15:26, 16:13, 17:17,19,
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this is Nicodemus in 3:4 who does not understand the significance of being
born liv000ev and interprets Jesus' words literally as physical birth l . In the
same way, Pilate seems to be clutching at terms which he understands without
understanding the sense in which Jesus is using them. So, earlier, he seized on
Jesus' use of 'kingdom' and asked if he was a king, and here he seizes on the
word 'truth' without any understanding of what it involves. Yet the importance
of the term 'truth' in Johannine thought suggests that Pilate's words reveal
more than simple misunderstanding here.
That this is not a serious philosophical speculation is made apparent by
the very next phrase: 'After he had said this, he went out to the Jews again'; the
Roman governor does not wait for an answer. Nor is it primarily an expression
of irritation at a prisoner who persists in countering the governor's straight-
forward questions with references to other-worldliness and truth, though there
may be something of this on a purely literary leve12 . Instead, in exactly the
same way in which Jesus' Jewish opponents in 10:20 showed that they did not
belong to Jesus' sheep by the question 'Why hear him?', Pilate shows that he is
not 'of the truth' by his question fl ionv earj °eta; By his inability to
hear Jesus with understanding and belief and his failure to recognize the truth,
Pilate is not of God (8:47) and so, like 'the Jews', he is part of the unbelieving
world which rejects Jesus. Furthermore, even the question is wrongly put.
COtri °eta takes on a personal character in John, denoting the divine reality of
the Father and the Son. So the appropriate question is not simply 'What is
truth?' but 'Who is truth?'. The Roman governor cannot see that 'the truth' is
personified in the prisoner before him.
In 18:37 Jesus issued a challenge to the representative of the Roman
Empire: will he respond to the truth? By his question he showed that he would
not accept Jesus, and so not only Pilate but also the empire which he represents
are, in Johannine thought, part of the unbelieving 'world'. Pilate has now
answered his first question 'Am I a Jew?': the answer is 'yes'; he has joined the
unbelieving world symbolized most starkly in Johannine thought by 'the Jews'
in rejecting Jesus3.
I The Samaritan woman too does not understand the significance of 'living water' (4:11). In
12:34 the crowd does not understand who the 'son of man' is, in 14:5 the disciple Thomas
takes Jesus' words too literally. Other examples are 7:35, 8:22, 10:6, 11:12f ,12:16, 13:7,
14:8, 16:17-18 (the failure of Mary and the disciples to recognize Jesus after the resurrection
may also be part of this general motif, 20:14, 21:4).
2Stibbe, Storyteller, p 107.
3 1 cannot agree with Bultinann who regards Pilate as the representative of the 'state' abstracted
from 'the world'. He writes: 'the state is able to adopt the point of view that the question
about datieeta has nothing to do with it. Instead of refusal or recognition of the truth,
Bultmann asserts that in this scene 'the state' chooses neutrality. It remains on the outside: it
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Scene III (18:38b-40)
This short scene is extremely difficult to make sense of. Pilate goes
outside again to where 'the Jews' are waiting and declares that he finds no guilt
in the prisoner, but instead of simply offering to release Jesus there and then, he
alludes to a Jewish custom by which he should release one prisoner at
passover. He then asks 'the Jews' if they want him to release 'the king of the
Jews' to them, to which they reply that they want Barabbas released instead.
Two problems dominate the interpretation of this scene. Firstly, if the
Johaimine Pilate has genuinely found no guilt in Jesus, why does he not simply
bring Jesus out to the waiting Jews and set him free? Why mention an
amnesty, an offer which could potentially, and in fact does, have disastrous
results in that 'the Jews' take the opportunity to demand the release of another
prisoner? Secondly, why does Pilate refer to Jesus as the 'King of the Jews' -
a title which, certainly in the final scene of the trial narrative, seems to be
deliberately mocking Jewish nationalistic hopes?
The simplest solution, of course, is that John found both these elements
in the tradition upon which he was dependent. Yet John does not elsewhere
seem to go out of his way to add details simply because they are traditional. If
he has incorporated the reference to the amnesty' and the designation 'King of
the Jews' here, then, it is reasonable to suppose that both make sense within the
narrative.
The general view of this scene is that it shows Pilate's weakness. He
tells the waiting Jews that he finds no crime in Jesus, but does not have the
strength of character to act on his convictions and release the prisoner. Instead,
he attempts to release Jesus as part of an amnesty, referring to him as the 'King
of the Jews' in order to stir the nationalistic sympathies of his audience. The
Jews, however, outwit him and seize the opportunity to demand the release of
another prisoner, Barabbas. The defeated prefect retreats into the praetorium
is not of the truth, but nor is it in the same category as 'the Jews', signifying 'the world,
Gospel, pp 652-657. There are two strong arguments against this line of approach. First, as
pointed out above, Johannine dualism leaves no room for neutrality. Secondly, the earliest
Christians did not have the luxury of being able to regard 'the state' as an abstract concept,
divorced from 'the world'; for them the state took on very real and concrete proportions - it was
the Roman Empire, representatives of which governed their lives and actions and, on occasion,
had persecuted them (eg Tacitus, Ann 15:44 of persecution in Rome; in Jn 16:2b and 15:20 it
may be the Romans who are actually doing the persecuting). Thus, 'the state' was not an
abstract concept which could respond to Jesus' revelation with neutrality but a very real part of
the first century world.
1 For historical problems raised by this custom see chapter 1.
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and prepares his next vain attempt to release Jesus - this time by having him
flogged and brought out before his enemies.
This characterization of Pilate, however, will not fit the Johannine Pilate
encountered so far within John's trial narrative. In this gospel, Pilate is
addressing exactly the same Jews - the chief priests and the officers - who
handed Jesus over in 18:28f. Whereas in Mark's narrative a crowd has
gathered (15:8) and Pilate's words make sense as an attempt to gauge popular
support for the messianic claimant brought to him previously by the members of
the Sanhedrin (15:1), in John there is no neutral crowd. The audience before
the Johannine Pilate is composed of exactly the same people who in 18:31b
admitted that they had brought Jesus to Pilate for execution. Surely he cannot
now expect these same opponents quietly to acquiesce to Jesus's release?
Besides, by putting the offer of release within the context of the amnesty,
Pilate's actions appear even more naive and miscalculating. Not only do the
chief priests, naturally enough, not want their prisoner released, but they use
the opportunity to secure the release of a political activist, a Al3 anjg (18:40).
Does the Fourth Evangelist really want to portray his Roman prefect as
completely miscalculating and ineffectual? How realistic would such a
governor be to John's readers, themselves living under the harsh authority of
Rome?
Perhaps it would be useful for a moment to understand this scene in a
different way; that is, not seeing Pilate's actions as a serious attempt to release
Jesus. Certainly John does not say that Pilate wishes to release the prisoner, as
he does in 19:12. The Johannine governor says to 'the Jews' find no crime
in him' The iy65 here may be emphatic' , or at least it highlights the contrast
between Pilate's failure to find any political guilt in Jesus with the political
allegations of "the Jews' who handed him over. He continues: But you have a
custom that I should release one man for you at the passover; will you have me
release for you the King of the Jews? As noted before, 'King of the Jews' was
the Gentile form of 'King of Israel', a term associated with the expected
Messiah_ John's readers would recognize the significance of the reference to
passov.er here, a celebration of freedom from slavery and oppression in Egypt
and a feast at which Messianic expectation might be at its height2 In fact,
John's readers would presumably realize that it was because of potential
I Morns notes that the emphatic pronoun liyth is used 465 tunes in Jahn and only 210 in
Mathew, 104 111 Mark and 215 111 Luke. This is not the case with any other pronoun
((avel, p 133, a. 12) it is used particulaily often when John the Baptist speaks,
asxmotrastong himself with Jesus (123,26,27,30,3133,34), p 133.
21 1, is only evangelist to refer to the cusWm as specifically  bilked with the panowr.
messianic fervour and rioting generally in the crowded city that the Roman
prefect was in Jerusalem and not at his normal residence in Caesarea l . It is
therefore deeply ironic that the Johannine Pilate, as the representative of an
occupying pagan administration, is in a position to release the Jewish 'King' at
passover. Pilate's words, then, sound more like mockery of Jewish nationalist
hopes and an assertion of his power over 'the Jews' than a serious offer to
release Jesus. The prefect knows that 'the Jews' want Jesus executed but takes
the opportunity to mock their messianic aspirations and, indirectly, the prisoner
himself. Precisely this same attitude will reappear in the final scene of the trial.
The King of the Jews', then, was not just lifted from tradition but used
specifically to mock Jewish nationalism.
The evangelist also uses this scene to incriminate Jesus' Jewish
opponents further in the context of the passover, they utterly reject their
Messiah. Instead, they expose their nationalist sympathies and ask for
Barabbas. The fact that John refers to this prisoner as a XI) aril g may indicate
that he regards such political activists not so much as 'freedom fighters' but as
'brigands' or 'robbers' in the same sense in which Josephus uses the term2.
Jesus' opponents have therefore rejected the true 'King of the Jews' in favour
of a common crimina13.
Scene IV (19:1-3)
Taken literally, the active verb ipccariycoasv implies that Pilate
scourged Jesus himself. But by the presence of soldiers who mock Jesus in
verses 2 and 3 we are surely to understand that it was they, and not the Roman
governor, who carried out the scourging. Yet John's use of the active verb in
v:1 clearly shows that Pilate is responsible. John uses the same device again in
19:22 when Pilate says of the title on the cross: 8 y6ypc4a, ygypo*cc.
John's readers would surely not assume that the Roman governor had set to
lAgain, 'see chapter!.
2See Hengel, Zealots: Josephus 'speaks of Xi) crrai especially whenever he intends to express
his moral condemnation of the opponent' (p43) and he uses 'the word Xrj arai in order to
brand the Zealots as lawless rebels and criminals in the Roman sense and as men who in the
end received the punishment they deserved' (p 45). See especially pp 41-46.
3Each of the synoptic gospels explicitly notes that Pilate released Barabbas but John does not.
Possibly this is because the whole narrative is reported briefly and the evangelist is not
interested in recording the fate of Barabbas. The major point is that 'the Jews' reject Jesus and,
by demanding the release of Barabbas, expose their nationalist sympathies. Again, echoes of
chapter 10 are present in this scene, see especially the reference to 'thieves and robbers
(Xi) arai)' in v:8 who are not heeded by Jesus' sheep.
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work and written the titulus himself, but the active verb shows that Pilate takes
responsibility for the actions of those under his command.
The word used by John to describe this beating is paaTtyOcu, the usual
Greek word for 'flogging' i ; a severe and degrading punishment 2. Some have
seen parallels between Pilate's action here and the offer of the Lukan Pilate to
discipline Jesus and then to release him (Lk 23:16, 22). But Luke's verb
7roub615(.0 implies a milder beating, intended to 'teach the prisoner a lesson'.
John's audience would surely be aware of the distinctions between the different
types of Roman beatings. That the flagellation was mistakenly supposed by
John and his audience to be a cautionary beating, therefore, seems unlikely.
Scourging was the usual preliminary to crucifixion& But so far in the
Johannine narrative, Jesus has not been sentenced; crucifixion is not even
mentioned until the next scene, so the flogging cannot be a preliminary to
execution5 . So why does the Johannine Pilate administer such a severe
punishment to the prisoner at this stage of the proceedings? The evangelist
himself gives no reasons for the prefect's harsh treatment of Jesus and a fuller
inquiry will have to wait until Pilate's next appearance in Scene VI.
Subsequent to the flogging, Jesus is mocked by the Roman soldiers 6. It
is possible that in John's presentation the soldiers are not just mocking Jesus as
a Hellenistic king generally, but as the emperor. In the Greek-speaking world
the emperor was often referred to a acrtXetic 7 . In Acts 17:7 Jason and some
others are accused of 'acting against the decrees of Caesar, saying that there is
another King, Jesus'. Besides, as far as the Gentile soldiers were concerned,
'the king of the Jews' was none other than Caesar, as even the chief priests are
forced to acknowledge in 19:15. The presence of the purple garment, the
'Barrett, Gospel, p 539. Mk 15:15, followed by Mt 27:26, uses the Latinized form of the
verb ti:Ip ayeXXO w (cf Jospehus, War 5.449). John's word p acirtyci to and the word for
'slapped' in v:3, bazi (1.), may have been drawn from Is 50:6, though the evangelist does not
emphasize this connection.
2See the chapter on Mark who uses the same word.
3 Eg Westcott, Gospel, pp 267f.
4See the chapter on Mark for evidence.
5Matthew and Mark give the impression that the scourging and mockery take place after the
proceedings involving Pilate are completed; the soldiers engage in their malicious jokes
apparently without the presence of Pilate (eg Mk 15:16-20). Luke has no mockery at the
hands of the Roman soldiers but does record a similar incident at Herod's court (23:11).
6 As usual, John gives no unnecessary details: he does not say how many were involved (Mk
15:16 and Mt 27:27 mention a whole cohort) nor where the incident took place, though from
v:5 it appears to be inside the praetorium. The slapping of Jesus by the soldiers underlines the
element of mockery in the proceedings (against Meeks, Prophet, p 69 who denies that the
soldiers are mocking Jesus). For a fuller discussion of the mockery see the chapter on Mark.
7 Cf Barrett, Gospel, p 543, Brown, Gospel, p WO.
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crown, which may represent the imperial laurel wreath, and the greeting of the
soldiers all suggest that Jesus is ridiculed here as a mock-emperor.
Scene V(19.4-8)
Presumably Pilate has remained inside throughout the scourging and
mockery, in v:4 he goes out to 'the Jews' again. Most commentators regard
this as Pilate's second attempt to release Jesus, the first attempt with the
amnesty having backfired. Thus the prefect has Jesus scourged and brings him
out, still royally bedecked, in a vain attempt to appeal to either the sympathies or
nationalistic hopes of the waiting Jews l . Accordingly, 6 OivOpurrog is said to
express Pilate's pity for the defendant and is translated 'Here is the poor
creature' or 'See the poor fellow'2. Or, Meeks suggests on the basis of Zech
6:12, 'Man' may have been an eschatological title in Hellenistic Judaism and
Pilate is alluding to this3.
Yet again there are problems with a benevolent Pilate wishing to release
Jesus. The prefect subjects Jesus to an extremely severe flogging, brings him
out in mock kingly regalia before the same Jews who have brought Jesus to
him for execution, and expects them now to feel sympathetic towards the
prisoner! The Johannine Pilate in this reconstruction lacks any political
astuteness or psychological awareness. As Lindars notes: 'To bring him out
now, already arrayed as a laughing-stock, could only invite a ribald and hostile
response, the very opposite of the conditions required for a considered
judgement of the case' and The motive given, "that you may know that I find
no crime in him" . . . is extremely lame and scarcely plausible' 4 . The chief
priests and officers, of course, do not feel sympathy for the prisoner; nor does
the sight of the scourged man in the royal robes arouse their nationalistic
sympathies. Their cry is instantaneous (OTE oi3v ethov (XirrOv),
ETatipcocrov CrTal5 pwcrov.
As with the Barabbas scene, it may be better not to try to twist this scene
into an attempt by Pilate to release Jesus but simply to take the text at its face
'See for example, Brown, Gospel, pp 886-889; Westcott, Gospel, pp 267-268; Lightfoot, St
John's, p312; Moms (with reservations), Gospel, p 790.
2Vicws put forward by Bernard, St John, p 616; Morris, Gospel, p793; also Stibbe,
Storyteller, p 108.
3Meeks, Prophet, p 70-71. Brown also favours this interpretation, commenting that 'Pilate
may be presenting Jesus to the people under a messianic title'.
4Lindars, Gospel, p 565.
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value. Pilate says that he is bringing Jesus out to show that he finds no guilt in
Jesus; that is, political guilt: any kingship which Jesus may claim to possess is
no threat to the Roman state. Jesus then comes out, scourged and arrayed as
the King of the Jews. The point is that Jesus is no threat to Roman law and
order because, the Johannine Pilate implies, he is so completely humiliated and
despised. 'Behold the man' on Pilate's lips therefore is contemptuous. The
scourged prisoner is a parody of Jewish messianic hopes which, 'the Jews'
have already shown in Scene III, centre on Xt) anti and political activists and
can only be an embarrassment to 'the Jews'. The Johannine Pilate is mocking
not only the Jews and their nationalistic hopes but also the prisoner before him.
But the use of avOpmrog here may go further. If Jesus was mocked as
a pseudo-emperor, or any other 'divine' Hellenistic king, then Pilate's
contemptuous use of eivOpunrog may be to contrast him further with these
rulers. Historically, Tiberius was the emperor during Pilate's prefecture and
he, like Augustus, was only deified after his death. However, the majority of
scholars agree that the Fourth Gospel was shaped largely during the reign of
Domitian (81-96), and this emperor did assume, at least unofficially, divine
honours during hislifetimel.
To John's readers, probably living in a large Hellenistic city and well-
acquainted with the divine claims of their emperor, Pilate's contempt and
emphasis that Jesus was only mortal, would stress just how ridiculous the
prefect found Jesus' kingly pretensions. The 'King of the Jews' for the
Johannine Pilate is the divine emperor; the scourged and mocked 'man' in front
of him is only a creature of ridicule. 'The Jews' for their part want nothing to
do with this man who parodies their messianic hopes and they cry for
crucifixion.
Yet throughout the course of this mockery, Jesus never loses his kingly
dignity. The Johannine Pilate may scathingly speak of 'bringing Jesus out',
ex'yw aiirrey Etw (v:4), but Jesus 'comes out', ittinev Etw (v:5),
apparently unaided. Although Jesus has been scourged, John makes no
references to physical injuries or indignities. Throughout the entire trial
1 See entry in OCD, 2nd ed, p 360. Also Suetonius, Domitian 13.2, where he writes that the
emperor insisted on being referred to as 1(1°min:a et deus nosier'. Cqcsius Dio refers to the
same ruler as master and god (Eccrmirrig, 13e6g) in 67.4.7 and 67.13.4. It may also be
significant that in 20:28 Thomas addresses Jesus as 6 rtipt6c pot) xcit 6 0e6c pot). This
combination occurs in pagan literature (Barrett, Gospel, p 5720 and in the LXX as a
translation of YHWH elohim, though, as Brown points out, never in precisely this form
(Gospel, p 1047). The usual formula is ict5pte, 6 6c6c pou and the closest to Jn 20:28 is
Ps 35:23, 'my God and my Lord'. Rev 4:11 addresses God who, in Johannine thought, is one
with Jesus, as 6 miptog Ica\ 6 0e6g iipti5v. It is possible that in 20:28 John is
contrasting Jesus with the Roman emperor it is Jesus and not Domitian who can truly claim
this title.
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narrative John's perceptive readers can see that the true kingly qualities of Jesus
transcend Pilate's mockery and the insistent demands of 'the Jews' for
crucifixion. They may also see a deeper meaning in the contemptuous words of
the Johannine prefect: by using 'man', John may be making Pilate
unconsciously refer to the 'Son of Man' who is lifted up on the cross and yet by
that very act is exalted in glory (3:14-15,8:28, 12:23,34, 13:31)1.
Paradoxically, the hour of the Son of Man's glorification (12:23, 13:31) is
when he is most mocked and humiliated by 'the world'.
The Johannine Pilate within the narrative, however, knows nothing of
these deeper truths. The chief priests and officers cry for crucifixion and Pilate
replies: 'Take him yourselves and crucify him'. Schlier took this as a serious
suggestion, indicating that Pilate's control was so far gone that he was willing
to allow 'the Jews' to crucify a man whom he had found innocent2 . But two
features indicate that this offer is not to be taken seriously. Firstly, although
there is some evidence to suggest that the Jews may have used crucifixion as a
standard punitive measure at certain times throughout their history3 , John has
'the Jews' inform Pilate (and the readers) in 18:31 that they do not have the
right to inflict the death penalty in this particular case. Secondly, 'the Jews'
themselves in v:7 do not take the prefect's words seriously; in fact, quite the
reverse, they remount the attack with a religious charge. Brown sees the
governor's words as 'an expression of Pilate's exasperation's whilst Morris
suggests that they are 'the sudden wild statement of a man who is goaded into
speaking unreasonably' 6 . But since Pilate's tone has previously been one of
mockery, it may be better to interpret this verse too in the same light.
The Roman prefect is reminding 'the Jews' that they have no right to
pass a capital sentence upon the prisoner, whether by crucifixion or any other
means. As in Scene I, he is mocking their status as occupied people and
'The Aramaic barnasa, which is literally translated 'son of man', can mean simply 'man'. See
Barrett, Gospel, p 541, Lindars, Gospel, p 566. Bultmann suggests that the term stresses the
incarnation: 'the declaration ó Aciyo6 ()apt iyivero has become visible in its extremest
consequences', Gospel, p 659.
2 Schlier, 'Jesus', pp 56-74.
3In a reconstruction of col xviv of the Temple Scroll, which comments on Dt 21:18-21 and
the execution of 800 Jews by Alexander Jannaeus, Yadin suggests this document recognizes
that crucifixion could be used as a Jewish form of execution for specific political crimes,
Pesher Nahum', pp 1-12. See also Ford, 'Crucify him', pp 275-278; Bammel, 'Crucifixion',
pp 162-165; Fitzmyer, 'Crucifixion', pp 493-513. Against Yadin is Baumgarten, Temple
Scroll', pp 472-481, who thinks that the scroll refers to hanging.
4Again, see Millar, Reflections, for possible Jewish limitations to the right of capital
punishment in this particular case (p 375).
5 Brown, Gospel, p 877.
6 Morris, Gospel, p 795.
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asserting his own authority over them l . His subsequent 'For! find no crime in
him' again shows that Pilate sees Jesus more as a creature to be despised and
mocked than any serious threat to Rome.
In the face of this mockery, Jesus' opponents within the Johannine
narrative change their tactics, now bringing a religious charge: We have a law,
and by that law he ought to die, because he has made himself the son of God'
(19:7)2.
The effect of this charge on Pilate is considerable: in v:8 the evangelist
tells us that he was/became pacXXsov 4ofirjOri. Some have taken this as
meaning 'more afraid' and have therefore been forced to assume that John is
abbreviating a longer account or have looked for indications of fear in Pilate's
previous behaviour3 . Not only is this grammatically unnecessary as the
comparative here has the force of an elative4 but, as already pointed out, the
prefect has hitherto shown no signs of fear. ptdul.Xov 4o1340-ri then appears
to mean that Pilate became 'very afraid'; OTC 011V 41COvoev shows that it
was the words of 'the Jews' which produced this sudden great fear. No
reasons are given by the evangelist to explain why the scathing, mocking
prefect, who was previously so sure of his position and authority over 'the
Jews', should suddenly be afraid. It is reasonable to suppose, however, that it
is based on superstition. Greek and Roman mythology has numerous examples
of gods taking on human form or begetting children: Homer refers to the sons
of Zeus or other gods as the/a 'son of god's ; Heracles could refer to Zeus as
'father'6 . Compare also the experiences of Paul and Bamabas in Lystra, Acts
14:8-18. To a Hellenistic mind, the allegation could suggest that Jesus was 'a
divine man with magical powers of occult origing . Also, since 'the Jews' have
already exposed their nationalistic hopes in Scene III and shown that their
political allegations against Jesus have no substance, the Johannine Pilate may
therefore realize that the charge of 'making himself the son of God' is the real
Jewish charge against Jesus and is not to be taken lightly.
In one sense, the two Jewish charges are not entirely distinct. The first
charge of kingship alleged that Jesus was setting himself up in opposition to
1 So Cassidy, John's, p 46.
2This charge was also prominent at 10:22-39, the nearest parallel in John to the Jewish trial
in the synoptics. Now that Jesus' 'hour' has arrived, the Jewish charge reappears.
3 Eg Bultrnann, Gospel, p 511.
4 Cf Brown, Gospel, p 877; Barrett, Gospel, p 524, and Lindars, Gospel, p 567.
51liad 5.683, Odyssey 11.568.
6See Epictetus, Dissertationes 2.16.44; 3.24.141
'7
 
Brown, Gospel, p 877-878.
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Roman rule and the emperor. With the assassination of Julius Caesar in 44 BC,
Octavian announced himself as divi filius or 'Son of God'; this title was
retained by subsequent emperors. This second charge too then implies that
Jesus is usurping the prerogatives of the emperor. The superstitious fear
instilled in the Johannine Pilate, however, suggests that he understands the
charge in a religious, not a political sense.
Scene VI (19:9-11)
Accordingly, Pilate enters the praetorium again (presumably taking
Jesus inside too) and asks the prisoner 'Where are you form?' a question which
might follow on naturally from the charge that he was making himself the son
of God l . The reader knows that Jesus is from the Father, or from above2, but
if Nicodemus did not understand this then the Roman governor is even less
likely to. Jesus therefore remains silent. This silence seems to exasperate Pilate
who asks: 'Do you not know that I have power to release you, and power to
crucify you?' (v:10). The theme of the governor's authority, which seems to
have been present implicitly in the previous narrative reappears explicitly in this
scene. Here Pilate is using it ousai a, with the possibility of release or
crucifixion which it involves, to force Jesus to answer his previous question.
Instead, Jesus turns on the governor's use of it ouaicx, stating that his
itouoi a comes not from the emperor, as Pilate believes, but avukev3- The
governor would have no power whatsoever (the oiZEpiav is emphatic) if it
had not come from God4. Pilate's double use of it ot)oi a is reminiscent of
10:17-18. There Jesus says that he has the power to lay down his life and the
power to take it up again, a charge which he has received from the Father. It is
clear that it is not the Roman governor who has the power/authority to execute
Jesus but Jesus himself who lays down his own life. Pilate's authority
I A similar question is addressed to Jesus in Lk 23:6 where the Lulcan Pilate inquires to which
province Jesus belongs before sending bun to Herod.
2Cf 3:8, 7:27f, 8:14, 9:29.
3 See the discourse with Nicodernus 3:3,7. A similar idea is expressed in Rom 13:31.
4The same idea is expressed by John the Baptist in 3:27 when he says that no one can receive
anything except what is given him from heaven. As Barren points out, 19:11 is the
Joharmme literary device of misunderstanding in reverse; usually a theological word is taken in
a literal sense by Jesus' hearers; here, Pilate's use of the word it oucria in a secular sense is
transformed by Jesus into the absolute it o voi a of God (Gospel, p 542).
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ultimately derives from God; thus 'the crucifixion does not contravene the
authority of God but lies within its purpose'l.
Jesus goes on to say: 'Therefore he who delivered me to you has the
greater sin'. To whom is John referring here? Due to the surprisingly frequent
use of 7rapabiboapt to describe the handing over or betrayal of Jesus by Judas
in the Fourth Gospel and the singular participle, Barrett thinks that Judas is
again referred to here 2 . But it is 'the Jews' who hand Jesus over to Pilate and
7rccpabiOcul.n is twice used of their actions (1830,35). Also, it is difficult to
see why Jesus should launch into an attack on Judas at this point. It seems
more likely that the singular participle is to be taken as generic, meaning that the
one who betrays the messiah is more guilty than the one who judges him. In
this case, it probably refers to 'the Jews', or at least to the chief priests and
others who have actually handed Jesus over3 . Primary guilt for Jesus'
execution therefore, according to John, rests with 'the Jews', but this is no
exoneration of Pilate. The Jewish sin may be greater, but Pilate is nevertheless
involved in a sinful action. Although he condemns Jesus with the it o ai a
given to him from above, he is still part of the hostile 'world'.
Scene VII (19:12-16a)
At this, Pilate sought to release Jesus (v:12). i Toti-rov can be taken
temporally or causally but in either case it appears to mean that as a result of his
brief interview with Jesus Pilate now wants to release him. This appears to be
the first time throughout the Johannine trial narrative that the governor has
wanted to release the prisoner. Precisely what has brought about this change of
attitude in Pilate is not stated. It is possible that, like the soldiers in
Gethsemane, John wants to show that the pagan governor could not remain
entirely unaffected by the prisoner before him, especially when the religious
charge was to the fore. The imperfect use of it riTE1 doroXii oat suggests a
series of attempts, though John says nothing further.
1 Barrett, Gospel, p 543.
2 6:64,71; 12:4; 13:2,11,21; 18:2,5; 21:20. Barrett, Gospel, p 543.
3 Brown similarly sees it as a reference to Caiaphas, or more generally to 'the Jews' (Gospel,
pp 5680; Lindars sees it as a reference to the Jewish people as a whole. Dodd (Fourth, p 427)
is probably correct to suggest that v:10 and 11 here reflect early Christian discussion
concerning the responsibility for Jesus' death. If so, guilt is primarily attached to 'the Jews'
but 'lesser guilt' also rests with Pilate. Even though his 6touoia to take part in Jesus' hour
has come from God, he is not exonerated.
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'The Jews' within the Johannine narrative seem to realize that their
introduction of the religious charge has produced entirely the wrong reaction in
the governor, and so they revert to the political charge: If you release this man,
you are not Caesar's friend; every one who makes himself a king sets himself
against Caesar'. Whether (kiXog To 13 Kat oa.p oc was a title appointed to
Pilate or not l , the meaning is clear: if Pilate released a messianic pretender he
would not be protecting the interests of the emperor. This argument seems to
have had the desired effect on Pilate; the use of Oncolico + gen shows the
governor hearing with acceptance.
Pilate brings Jesus outside and sits down on the judgement seat, or
13 1.1 ct2. It may have been necessary to sit here only when passing sentence
In Hellenistic times the 'Friends of the King' were a special group honoured by the king for
loyalty (1Macc 2:18, 3:38, 10:65, 3Macc 6:23, Josephus Antiq 14298). The 'Friends of
Augustus' were a well-known society in the early empire. Coins of Herod Agrippa I frequently
read 'Philokaisar', a designation which Philo also gives him (In Flaccum 6.40). Bammel,
Philos', pp 205-210 suggests that the title amicus Caesaris was old enough to be used at least
in a semi-technical sense in this conversation. Sherwin-White, Roman, p 47, suggests that
the term 'friend' is often used fix official representatives of the emperor at this time.
Barrett (Gospel, p 543) and Morris (Gospel, p 798), however, may be correct in
stressing that John is not thinking in such a political, technical way and is simply using the
term 4)iXoc TOO Kati:x(13°c in opposition to divrtAiyet Tit3 Kaicrapt.
2Josephus, War 2.301, describes Florus' Prip a which stood in the forecourt of the governor's
residence with steps leading up to it; the most eminent people of the city then presented
themselves before the tribunal.
Several scholars have suggested that the verb Loci:Wu:rev here is used transitively (Eg
Von Harnack, Loisy, Macgregor, Bonsirven, de la Potterie, Giblin), in which case it would
mean that Pilate sat Jesus upon the judgement sear As Barrett notes, it would lend further
dramatic parallelism to the sequence of events in 19:2,3 and 5 where Jesus is dressed and
crowned as a king (v:2), hailed by the soldiers (v:3) and brought out to his subjects, 'the Jews'
(v:5); now in v:13 he would be enthroned. Pilate's words in v:14, 'Behold your King', would
also achieve a greater dramatic intensity if Jesus was actually enthroned. On a more
theological level, it would fit in with the Johannine concept of Jesus as the real judge (5:30;
8:16; 12:31,47; 16:11. Brown, Gospel, p 880). Some traditional support for this
interpretation can also be found in the Gospel of Peter 7 and Justin's Apology 5035.6 where
the Jewish people sit Jesus on the judgement seat and mock him. Persuasive as these
arguments may appear, the weightier arguments seem to point in favour of an intransitive
reading (See Blinzler, 'Entscheid', pp 175-182). The only other use of icaOiCua in John is
intransitive (12:14, so too is 8:2) as it is commonly in the rest of the NT (Barrett, Gospel, p
544). If the verb was used transitively, we should expect it to be followed by a pronominal
object, which it is not. Furthermore, ixciatcrev iii. filipa-rog is a natural expression fora
judge sitting upon the judgement seat; Josephus uses it of Pilate in War 2.172. Finally, the
Joharuaine narrative would lose all credibility if the Roman governor is seen to have placed a
prisoner on the judgement seat.
Perhaps John deliberately intends a double meaning here. Brown alleges that
previous instances of Johannine double meaning have not been based on syntactical
obscurities (Gospel, p 881), but we have already noted two instances in which John's use of
active verbs suggests that Pilate has carried out something which, in all probability, was done
by his soldiers (19:1,22). This deliberate ambiguity will be met again at the end of the trial
narrative (19:16-18) where the subjects of the verbs Trapiltafiov and icrratipcoaav are not
stated and should logically and gramatically still be the dcpxlepeig of v:15; the ambiguity
shows that although the Roman soldiers actually carry out the crucifixion (19:23), the moral
responsibility lies with 'the Jews'. In the present scene too John may want to be deliberately
ambivalent on the level of the narrative, Pilate sat on the judgement seat, but for those who
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and not throughout the whole trial'. Pilate is therefore about to pass sentence.
However, the suspense of the narrative is suddenly broken by a description of
where the pi', g a was located and the exact time. John states that it was the time
to begin the slaughter of the passover lambs2.
Pilate says to 'the Jews' 'The 6 ficcoaek .61163v. Brown sees this as
'a final gesture of defiance and perhaps still with a half-hearted hope he can
obtain clemencyG . But it is difficult to see how Pilate's words could hope to
achieve Jesus' release. The prefect knows beyond any doubt that 'the Jews'
have utterly rejected Jesus, and to describe the scourged prisoner, still dressed
in mock-kingly regalia, as your king could only humiliate 'the Jews' further.
After a brief attempt to release Jesus at the mention of the religious charge,
Pilate seems to have reverted to his former position: that of mockery. Barrett,
too, understands these words in such a way, writing: 'the helpless prisoner of
Rome is the only king they are likely to have l4 .
The reaction of 'the Jews' is the same as in v:6 when Pilate said 'Behold
the man'. This time they shout 'Apov Ccpov, crtatipcuo -ov cciYrOv5 . Pilate
pushes them further, as in Mark: 'Shall I crucify your King?'. Again the
prefect stresses that the prisoner is your king. This time the chief priests alone
answer (the i)7rrip grat of v:6 are not mentioned): We have no king but
Caesar'. In the OT, God alone is the only true king of Israel (Judg 8.23, 1 Sam
8.7); this kingship would be made visible in the rule of the Davidic king (2Sam
1.11,16). By claiming that the emperor was their only king, 'the Jews' broke
the covenant whereby only God or his messiah was their sovereign. In John,
this covenant was renounced just when preparations for the feast celebrating
God's deliverance of his people were about to begin and forms a stark contrast
to the words of the passover haggadah which praised the kingly reign of God6.
At this, almost as if he had been waiting for it (thre oiiv), Pilate
handed Jesus over 'to them' for crucifixion.
can see behind the human scene, the son of man is seated on his throne (Barrett, Gospel, p
544).
1 Mt 27:19 seems to envisage the governor seated on the PrIlict throughout the whole trial, as
do the accounts of Paul before Festus in Acts 25:6, 17.
2 Ex 12:6 states that the lamb was to be kept alive until 14 Nisan, then slaughtered in the
evening. This took place between the ninth and the eleventh hour (ie approximately 4-6 pm),
see Josephus, War 6.423. For a description of the celebration of the feast see Sanders,
Judaism, pp 135ff.
3 Brown, Gospel, p 894.
4 Barrett, Gospel, p 545-546.
5 The cry in Lk 23:18 is similar, also Acts 21:36.
6See Meeks, Prophet, p 77; Sanders, Judaism, p 135.
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The Title on the Cross (19:19-22)
Again Pilate and 'the Jews' clash over the question of Jesus' kingship.
Pilate has a sign written in Aramaic, Latin and Greek affixed to the cross
reading: 'hack 6 NaCwpalog 6 fiacnXe)g TV lovOccicov. The
mockery here is obvious. Crucifixion was the most humiliating of Roman
punishments, generally reserved for slaves or political agitators, usually from
the lower classes l ; furthermore, 'a hanged man is accursed by God' according
to Dt 21:23. The figure of Jesus and the title clearly ridiculed Jewish messianic
hopes. Not surprisingly, 'the Jews' take offence and ask Pilate to alter it.
Pilate, however, stands firm in his mockery and replies "0 y6ypco4xx,
YgYP mkt-
Conclusion
The Johannine Pilate is far from a weak and vacillating governor. He
takes the case seriously and examines Jesus but quickly realizes that he is no
political threat to Rome. But he seizes on the opportunity not only to mock the
prisoner but also to ridicule 'the Jews' and their messianic hopes. Only once
does he try to release Jesus and that is after the religious charge has been
brought against him, a charge which the superstitious pagan finds alarming.
Brought back to reality by the political threats of 'the Jews', Pilate resumes his
mockery. But this time he is on the judgement seat and he is guiding 'the Jews'
in a certain direction. Although he finds Jesus' messianic claims ridiculous, he
is claiming some kind of kingship and could be dangerous in the crowded city
at passover time. By the final scene, Jesus is to be put to death. But Pilate will
exact a high price from 'the Jews'; if they want Jesus executed, they must not
only renounce their messianic hopes but also the sovereignty of God, and
unconditionally accept the sovereignty of Caesar. Only after this does Pilate
hand Jesus over for crucifixion.
. Pilate's failure to respond to Jesus means that he has allied himself with
the hostile 'world' represented in Johannine thought by 'the Jews12. In the
Fourth Gospel, both 'the Jews' and Pilate are hostile towards Jesus 3 . Neither
hear the word of Jesus and so are not of his 'sheep'. Although on one level the
1 Josephus describes it in War 7.203. See Hengel, Crucifixion, pp 1-10.
2 Meeks, Prophet, p 67.
3 Cf a similar tradition in Acts 4:25-27 (which also includes Herod) and Mark's presentation.
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Roman trial represents the judgement of Jesus, on a deeper more significant
level it is Pilate and 'the Jews' who are judged. The trial represents the first
part of Jesus' saying in 12:31: 'now is the judgement of this world, now shall
the ruler of this world be cast out'. 'The ruler of this world' in Johannine
thought is Satan, but he has his representatives in earthly rulers: 'the Jews' as
religious, social leaders and Pilate representing the authority of Rome. In the
proceedings before Pilate, all earthly authority is judged and found wanting by
its response to Jesus.
The contrast between the true, dignified, other-worldly kingship of
Jesus and that of Caesar implies that each member of John's community,
constantly coming up against the might of imperial Rome, 'will always have to
decide vis-a-vis the empire whether Jesus is his king or whether Caesar is'!.
I Meeks, Propfset, p64 Cavsuly, John 5, pp 84ff similarly suggests that Jokes gospel *as
entire not 0(4 to strengthen people expersenang perseasum but also to cornier the clams4 the enspenal ash.
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CHAPTER 8
Historical Events behind the
Gospel Narratives
a) The Historical Trial of Jesus
Having looked at all four gospel accounts of the Roman trial, it should
now be possible to distinguish to some extent between each evangelist's
presentation of the scene and the actual historical facts. The complex set of
historical questions which surround Jesus' trial have given rise to a vast
amount of literature and cannot be investigated here 1 ; the following discussion
will look only at Pilate's involvement in the affair.
As we have seen, the evangelists' own particular theological and
apologetic concerns have shaped their portrayals of Pilate to a large extent;
this accounts for, amongst other things, Pilate's three-fold declaration of Jesus'
innocence in Luke and John; his harsh mockery in Mark and John; and his
offer of the choice between Jesus and Barabbas in Matthew. Yet despite this,
all four gospels are in remarkable agreement regarding the basic facts: Jesus
was arrested 2 , kept in Jewish custody for a night and brought to the Roman
governor by the Jewish leaders 3 . This last fact is also confirmed by Josephus
in the Testimonium Flavianum4. That Caiaphas and the chief priests were
involved seems certain; quite possibly they were also joined by the lay leaders
known variously as elders, rulers and scribes in the gospel accounts 5. Early
'See the works cited in the bibliography.
20nly in John's gospel are Roman troops involved in the arrest (18:3). The historicity of this
detail has been fiercely debated: on one side scholars argue that John is historically correct,
suggesting that it is more likely that the Synoptics omitted the reference to soldiers here for
apologetic reasons, eg Winter, Trial, pp 44-50; Smallwood, Jews, p 168. But if Jesus really
was arrested by Pilate's troops it seems strange that he was allowed to remain in Jewish
custody and not taken straight away to the prefect, eg Barrett, Gospel, p 518; Bultmann,
Gospel, p 637. McLaren suggests that the Captain of the Temple, mentioned in Luke, headed
the arresting party, Power, p 94.
3The historicity of the trial before the Sanhedrin has been hotly disputed. For different
scholarly views compare Lietzrnann, Prozefi, and Winter, Trial, with Blinzler, Prozefi, and
Sherwin-White, Roman, pp 24-47. See Catchpole, Problem', pp 47-65; Sanders, Judaism, pp
486ff; also McLaren, Power, pp 96-97 and notes for bibliography.
4Antiq 18.64.
5See Goodman, Ruling, p 115; McLaren, Power, p 91.
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the next morning a trial by cognitio extra ordinem followed6. The dominant
charge seems to have that of claiming to be the 'King of the Jews', that is,
some kind of political aspirant or insurrectionary. All four gospels record this
charge during the trial and also its presence on the titulus at the crucifixion;
such a charge would surely have been too embarrassing to the early Christians
for them to have fabricated it. Possibly other religious accusations were also
brought against Jesus as a trial by cognitio allowed for multiple charges8.
Pilate obviously accepted the Jewish charges, condemned Jesus and sent him
to be scourged as a preliminary to crucifixion9.
Astronomical and calendrical calculations suggest that this incident
took place at the passover of either AD 30 or 33 10• Although other dates have
occasionally been suggested", the majority of scholars favour one of these.
6This is the timing given by both Mark and Matthew and accords well with what we know of
the daily routine of a Roman official; see Pliny, Ep, 3.5.9-11; 6.16.4-5; Sherwin-White,
Roman, p 45.
For the workings of this type of trial see chapter 1.
70n this charge see Harvey, Jesus, pp 2-5 and Constraints, pp 12-13. Bammel suggests that
the wording on the titulus is 'in all likelihood authentic', Titulus', p 363.
8Sherwin-White, Roman, p 26 makes this point.
9That Jesus was executed by Pilate is also attested by Tacitus, Ann, 15:44, though it is
possible that Tacitus' information was derived from Christian sources. Bammel, however,
argues that Jesus was crucified by the Jews rather than the Romans, see 'Trial', pp 437ff. On
the historical valuelessness of bSanh 43a see Blinzler, Trial, pp 23ff.
It is probably not possible to say anything more with any certainty. The story of
Pilate's wife's dream and Pilate's handwashing in Matthew are legendary/theological
additions, as is the sending of Jesus to Herod in Luke. Furthermore, both Matthew and Luke,
and quite possibly John, are all largely dependent upon Mark for their story of Jesus' trial
before Pilate; though they may contain some historical traditions, their accounts are mainly
reflections on the Markan account. One feature which does occur in all four narratives,
however, is the release of Barabbas. Historically, Barabbas is one of the most obscure
characters in the entire gospel tradition. Each of the gospels describe him in a different way
(Mk 15:7, Mt 27:16, Lk 23:19, Jn 18:40). Rigg, 'Barabbas', pp 417-456, and Maccoby, 'Jesus',
think that Jesus Barabbas was another name for Jesus of Nazareth. Loisy saw a link with the
imbecile Karabas who was mocked as a king during Agrippa I's visit to Alexandria at
passover time (Philo, In Flaccum §§36-39). See also Davies, Bar Abbas', pp 260-262. The
majority of commentators see him as a political criminal. See Winter, Trial, pp 131-143. The
possibility that Pilate may have occasionally offered to release a prisoner at Passover as an
attempt to establish goodwill has already been raised in chapter 1. Yet even in the Markan
account this detail has been so worked over that it is difficult to see what, if any, historicity
lies behind it (Though see Bajsic, Jesus, who takes the account as historical and argues for a
politically scheming Pilate). Possibly Pilate offered to release Jesus as a passover concession;
or possibly Barabbas was released at about the same time, either because of an amnesty or
because the accusations against him did not stand up in court. The precise historical relation
between Barabbas and Jesus (if any) is impossible to reconstruct. For a fuller bibliography
divided into scholars who see the Barabbas scene as historical and those who do not, see
McLaren, Power, p 93, n 2. It is similarly difficult to determine what role (if any) a crowd
may have had in the proceedings.
10See Fotheringham, 'Evidence', pp 146-162; also Finegan, Handbook, p 161.
ilFor example Eisler, Messiah, p 17, claimed that the Maximinian Acta Pilati referred to by
Fugebius (HE 1.9) were not forgeries and proved that the date of the crucifixion was AD 21
(the dates in Antiq 18.135 and 139 being Christian forgeries based on Lk 3:1). For fuller
discussion and evidence that Pilate only came to office in AD 26 see chapter 1.
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To a great extent the discussion has revolved around the alleged link between
Pilate, Sejanus and an anti-Jewish plot. Several scholars, taking the accounts
of Pilate in Josephus, Philo and the gospels fairly uncritically, have
emphasized the harshness of Pilate in Jewish sources and the supposed
weakness of Pilate in Christian ones. They explain this by suggesting that all
the events recorded by the Jewish writers (except the incident with the
Samaritans which led to Pilate's deposition) happened whilst Pilate had the
backing of his powerful ally, the anti-Jewish prefect of the Praetorian Guard,
Sejanus. The trial of Jesus, however, must have occurred after Sejanus'
assassination in October AD 31, ie passover 33; thus the governor's weakness
and final capitulation was a result of the changed political climate in which his
own position was suddenly much more precarious 12. This theory, however,
has two main weaknesses. First, there is no evidence for the existence of an
anti-Jewish plot between Sejanus and Pilate 13 . Secondly, as the whole of this
study has tried to show, there is no fundamental discrepancy between the
Pilate of the gospels and that of Josephus and Philow. Both 30 and 33
therefore remain equal possibilities15.
The above reconstruction, though only in its barest outline, gives the
impression of a competent governor working alongside the Jewish hierarchy
in executing a suspected political agitator. Schwartz notes the parallels
between Pilate's handling of Jesus and Antipas' move against John the Baptist
recorded by Josephus: 'it would be much better to strike first and be rid of him
before his (John's) work led to an uprising, than to wait for an upheaval, get
involved in a difficult situation and see his mistake' 16 Doubtlessly Pilate
supposed that by executing the leader the movement would quickly fade
away.
12See the introduction for a fuller account of this view. Those holding this position include
Stauffer, Jerusalem, pp 16-18; Bammel, 'Philos', cols 205-210; Doyle, 'Pilate's Career'; Meier,
'Episode', pp 4-13; Wansbrough, 'Suffered', pp 92-93.
13See in particular Hennig, Aelius, pp 160-179; Schwartz, 'Josephus and Philo', pp 35-36.
14McGing, 'Pontius', makes the same point, pp 428-438.
15Tumer, 'Chronological', though rejecting the Sejanus link, favours AD 33; so too does
Smallwood, Jews, p 168, n 82. Those in favour of 30 include Kraeling, 'Episode', pp 288-289
and Finegan, 'Handbook', p 161. For fuller discussions of the historical data see Turner,
'Chronological', pp 67-74, and Meier, 'Episode', pp 4-13.
16Anfiq 18.118; Schwartz, 'Pontius', p 400.
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b) Historical Events behind Lk 13:1
Nothing further is known of this incident, either from biblical or non-
biblical sources, and the reference to it here in Luke is extremely brief. We
are told only that Pilate has mingled the blood of some Galileans with their
sacrifices.
Due to the silence of other first century writers regarding this incident,
particularly Josephus, several scholars have suggested that Luke has
misreported another event from first century Palestine at this point. All
known events from Pilate's term of office have been suggested. Kraeling
thought that Luke was actually referring to the time when Pilate brought
military standards into Jerusalem (War 2.169-174; Antiq 18.55-59) 17; the most
obvious problem with this, however, is that according to Josephus that
incident led to a peaceful protest at Caesarea which ended without bloodshed.
Olmstead linked Lk 13:1 with the aqueduct protest (War 2.175-177; Antiq
18.60-62) 18; however, there is no indication in Josephus that those caught up
in the protest were Galileans, the natural assumption is that they were Judaean
subjects of Pilate. Wellhausen suggested that the incident should be linked to
Pilate's putting down of a Samaritan uprising (Antiq 18.86-87) 19; again, those
involved are Samaritans and not Galileans and the incident takes place near
Mt Gerizim, not in Jerusalem. Other suggestions are Archelaus' slaughter of
3,000 at about passover time (War 2.8-13; Antiq 17.213-218) 20 and, with even
less probability, the execution of 6,000 Jews by Alexander Jannaeus (Antiq
13372) 21 . With the possible exception of the aqueduct episode 22, none of
these incidents seems remotely close to what Luke describes.
Going back to the gospel, the context of 13:1-5 seems to imply that the
number of Galileans killed was not particularly high. Marshall suggests that it
may have been no more than a couple whilst Fitzmyer suggests less than
eighteen 23. The season seems to have been passover since this was the only
171Craeling, 'Episode', pp 286-288. For fuller discussions of these incidents, see chapter on
Pilate in Josephus.
18Olmstead, Jesus, pp 147-149; also raised as a possibility by Smallwood, Jews, p 163 and
Schwartz, Pilate', p 398.
19Wellhausen, Evangelium, p 71.
Johnson, 'Note', pp 91-95; Derrett, 'Galileans', p 103.
21T. Zahn, cited by Fitzmyer, Gospel, p 1007.
it is not impossible that Luke has this episode in mind but has altered Judaeans to Galileans
as a deliberate attempt to show Pilate's harsh treatment of Galileans in order to add suspense
to the prefect's meeting with Jesus.
23Marshall, Gospel, p 553; Fitzmyer, Gospel, p 1006.
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time when the Israelites slaughtered their own sacrifices 24. As these sacrifices
were always slain in the Temple 25, Luke's description raises the question of
whether he envisages the killing of the Galileans to have taken place in the
Temple itself at the point of sacrificing. That is, did Pilate's men not only kill
the Galileans but also desecrate the Temple 26? Unfortunately, the account in
Lk 13:1 is too brief to be able to reconstruct the events with any certainty, but
Winter is probably correct in his assertion that the reference to mingling
Galilean blood with their sacrifices is 'oriental picture language' and does not
necessarily imply that Pilate's men actually entered the Temple y. Perhaps the
most that can be said about this incident is that for some unknown reason
Pilate had a small group of Galileans executed whilst they visited Jerusalem
for the passover.
Cullmann suggested that the Galileans were Zealots and that their
'sacrifices' were actually men: 'probably we have to do here with a Zealot
uprising in which some Romans, or at least officials of the State lost their
lives' 28. However, there is no evidence for any kind or 'Zealot movement' in
the 20s and 30s29. Quite possibly the Galilean pilgrims were caught up in
some kind of anti-Roman demonstration but we have no way of reconstructing
what form that may have taken.
Exactly when it took place is equally unknown. Blinzler suggested
that the Galileans were those who wanted to make Jesus king in Jn 6:15 and
that the incident occurred at the passover of AD 29, a passover when Jesus
was not present in Jerusalem30. This, however, is extremely hypothetical and
the incident could have taken place any time during Pilate's term of office31.
If the event involved only a few Galileans and there was no suggestion
of any defilement of the Temple, then it is not particularly surprising that
Josephus does not mention it. All the occurrences which he does describe
were fairly large scale demonstrations. Perhaps too as a Judaean he would not
have been particularly interested in Galileans. It is not only possible but quite
likely that Pilate's governorship contained many such brief outbreaks of
24M.Pes v.6, Lev 1:5 ; see Jeremias, Jerusalem, p 79.
25Jeremias, Jerusalem, p 78.
26So implicitly Fitzmyer, Gospel, p 1006 and Smallwood, Jews, p 163.
27Winter, Trial, p 177, n 9; also Cullmann, Stale, p 14, and Marshall, Gospel, p 553.
28Cullmann, State, p 14; followed by Vermes, Jesus, p47.
29Hengel, Zealots, doubts that this was a Zealot uprising, p338.
Blinzler, 'Niedermetzlungl, pp 43ff.
31So also Winter, Trial, p 176, n 9.
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trouble about which we know nothing; the insurrection in which Barabbas was
caught up, if historical, may well be another example (Mk15:7, Lk 23:19).
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CONCLUSION
Pontius Pilate is one of the few New Testament characters about
whom we have two lengthy descriptions coming from roughly contemporary
non-biblical sources. The material concerning him, therefore, affords us with
an interesting opportunity to assess the way in which all these sources, both
biblical and non-biblical, treat historical characters. How far did each writer
feel bound by historical events? How far has each allowed his own particular
bias to influence his portrayal of Pilate?
This study has examined all six sources in turn - Philo, Josephus and
the four gospels. In each case it has become apparent that the author's
portrayal of Pilate has been influenced to a great extent by his own particular
theological, apologetic and/or community situation. Yet despite the strongly
interpretative nature of the sources, it has been possible to piece together
something of the historical Pilate.
As the prefect of Judaea from AD 26 to 37, Pilate was charged with
maintaining law and order in the imperial province, hearing capital cases and
supervising the collection of taxes. Although small, the province presented
many difficulties, particularly in that it was composed of four different ethnic
groups, each with their own religious sensitivities. It was therefore
particularly important that the prefect maintained good relations with the
Jewish High Priest Caiaphas and the rest of the aristocracy. The issue of
coinage also fell within the duties of the governor; archaeological evidence
shows that Pilate, unlike other governors of Judaea, minted coins containing
both Jewish and Roman designs. Although the pagan designs may not have
been particularly offensive, the coins do seem to reflect a tendency to want to
bring Judaea into line with other Roman provinces.
The episode of the standards narrated by Josephus shows a governor
intent on inaugurating his government with a firm hand; he appears to be
reluctant to take any nonsense from the people he is to govern. Yet at the
same time he can show flexibility and an ability to stand down in the interests
of preserving the peace. The construction of the aqueduct shows an ability to
work alongside the priestly authorities. It was perhaps conceived of as a joint
venture, Jewish and Roman authorities working together for the benefit of the
people of Jerusalem. Yet even when matters got out of hand, he does not
appear to have resorted to undue aggression. The early years of Pilate's
governorship were made particularly difficult by the absence of the Syrian
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legate; the protection normally afforded by the legate's four legions was
missing and so it would have been particularly important to quell uprisings
before they got out of hand.
The execution of Jesus was in all probability a routine crucifixion of a
messianic agitator. Pilate, however, executed only the ringleader and not his
followers. This may again show a dislike of excessive violence, but also
shows prudence at the potentially volatile Passover season. Again, the
governor appears to have worked closely with the Jewish hierarchy.
An event recorded only by Philo shows Pilate's attempt to show loyalty
to his emperor. Yet it is significant that he seems to have gone out of his way
to make sure that the shields did not contain images and had them hung in his
own residence - surely the most appropriate place in Jerusalem for them.
Finally, in a passage again referred to only by Josephus, we hear of
Pilate putting down a Samaritan uprising. A good governor could not allow
such a potentially dangerous movement to escalate; he was therefore acting
well within his duties as the protector of Roman law and order. His actions
were again not unnecessarily severe, only the leaders and influential people
were put to death. It was because of Samaritan complaints about Pilate's
handling of this affair that he was sent back to Rome. There is, however, no
certain indication that Vitellius thought Pilate was to blame in his handling of
the affair; the legate simply decided to refer the whole matter to Tiberius. The
outcome of Pilate's trial is unknown but, even if the verdict had been in
Pilate's favour, the fact that he had governed for ten years and the accession of
a new emperor meant that it was the obvious time to accept a new
commission.
With this sketch of the historical prefect in mind, we are in a better
position to see how each of the six writers has interpreted Pilate as a literary
character within their writings and to begin to suggest reasons for each
particular portrayal. Philo, for example describes Pilate's character as utterly
contemptible, his government oppressive. Yet this characterization conforms
to that of others in Philo's Legatio and In Flaccum who disrespect the Jewish
nation and its law and stems ultimately not so much from the historical Pilate
but from both Philo's political apologetic (the aim of which is to persuade
Claudius not to adopt Gaius' attitude towards the Jews) and his theology (in
which the enemies of the Jews are the enemies of God).
Josephus too does not rate Pilate highly. Yet, as this study has
demonstrated, even within his two works, the Antiquities of the Jews and the
Jewish War, Pilate is portrayed in a slightly different manner. In the earlier
work, the Jewish War, Pilate is shown as insensitive towards the Jewish
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people and their law, yet he can be moved by a religious demonstration and
dislikes excessive bloodshed. Josephus uses the two events in Pilate's
governorship to strengthen the War's foremost apologetic aim: resistance
against Rome is futile, only passive acceptance of Imperial rule can produce
harmony amongst subject peoples. The Antiquities on the other hand is far
more negative in its assessment of Pilate's character. This work shows a much
greater interest in the personal histories of characters within the story, even
incidental ones; also the relationship between guilt and fate, particularly in
relation to the Jewish law, is explored. Pilate sets himself up against that law,
and it is this attitude which ultimately determines his fate and leads to his
removal from the province.
Above all, I have tried to show that the gospel accounts of Pilate are
not uniform; they do not all present a 'weak' Pilate as is often supposed. In
fact, the whole usual demarcation between the 'harsh, aggressive Pilate' of the
Jewish sources and the 'weak Pilate' of Christian ones is much too simplistic.
Instead, the gospels contain a great deal of diversity in their presentations of
the prefect linked, as with the Jewish writers, to the needs of the community
for which they were writing.
For Mark, Pilate is far from weak and vacillating. He is a skilful
politician, manipulating the crowd to avoid a difficult situation, a strong
representative of imperial interests. This particular picture of a strong,
domineering Pilate ties in well with the element of persecution behind Mark's
gospel. In Matthew's gospel, however, Pilate plays a less significant role
within the Roman trial scene. The portrayal of the prefect, and therefore of
Rome, is secondary to Matthew's interest in showing the Jewish nation
rejecting its messiah and accepting responsibility for this action, suggesting
that for Matthew's community relations with the Jewish synagogue were more
serious and urgent than relations with Rome. Yet Pilate is still not described
favourably; he symbolizes other Roman governors before whom members of
Matthew's community may be forced to stand trial.
In Luke's presentation, Pilate plays an important role as the
representative of Roman law in declaring Jesus innocent. Yet, like other
governors before whom Christians are made to stand trial in Acts, he is of a
rather dubious character. His principal characteristic is weakness as he allows
representatives of the Jewish nation to force him to condemn an innocent man.
In contrast, John's Pilate is manipulative, derisive and sure of his own
authority. He will go along with Jewish wishes in condemning Jesus but
exacts a high price from them in their acceptance of Caesar as their only king.
In John's presentation, Pilate is allied with the hostile 'world' which rejects
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Jesus; as Jesus prepares for his glorification on the cross all earthly rulers,
Pilate representing Rome and 'the Jews', are judged and found wanting by
their negative response to him.
Since at least three of the gospels are bound by literary dependence,
the obvious inference to be drawn from their accounts of Pilate is that each
evangelist altered and interpreted the historical Pilate, or the Pilate of his
source, in a way which had relevance for his own community. The
differences highlighted by this study suggest that social context played as
great a part in the presentation of early Christian events as tradition. Certain
key points had to be adhered to, but the community situation was the
fundamental factor in determining the way in which each evangelist portrayed
the prefect.. If this is the case with the Pilate material, it is reasonable to
suppose that social context was as important as tradition in the rest of the
gospel narratives.
A further point which has come out of this study is that there is no
evidence of a linear progression throughout the gospels in which Pilate
becomes progressively friendlier towards Christianity (as was supposed by
Winter and others). The situation was much more complex; the gospel
writers' presentations of Pilate (and so of Rome) were determined not so much
by date as by their own social, geographical and political situations.
In the normal course of things, Pilate, like his fellow Roman
governors, would have been all but forgotten; an obscure name in the pages of
Philo and Josephus. Yet a chance encounter with Jesus of Nazareth ensured
that his name survived in Christian recollection. It was one historical event -
the trial of Jesus - which necessitated Christian reflection and therefore gave
rise to the differing Christian 'Pilates of Interpretation'. Yet interpretations of
Pilate and his role as the judge of Jesus of Nazareth did not end with the first
century, or even apocryphal or mediaeval literature. As the introduction to
this work has shown, even twentieth century works on Pilate are
interpretations, designed to speak to their own times and situations. This is
the case not only when the works come out of Stalinist Russia or Nazi
Germany, but out of any social, political or economic situation. Even popular
imagination, focusing on the Roman in search of truth, the judge washing his
hands or the indecisive governor, contributes to the many 'Pilates of
Interpretation' of our own time.
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